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From Forming to Transforming
Prof. Celestino Soddu, Architect.
Director of Generative Design Lab, DAP, Department of Architecture and Planning,
Politecnico di Milano University, Milano, Italy.
e-mail: celestino.soddu@polimi.it

The ancient codes of harmony
The ancient codes of harmony stem from the human vision of the complexity of nature. They allow us to think the
possible, to design it and to perform its realization. The first gesture of every designer is to take, in a new application
that is born from a need the opportunity to experiment with a possible harmonic code. And to operate in the evolution
of the project so that this code buds and breeds beauty as a mirror of the complexity and wonder of nature.
In this design activity, project after project, every architect builds his own code. This is strongly present in diverse
ways in every architect. The code of harmony born from the attention of every man to the complexity of nature,
manifests itself in interpretation, which is logical and therefore feasible, of the laws of formalization of relationships.
Every interpretation is different and belongs to the oneness of every architect. Every interpretative code stems from,
and reveals, our approach to the world, our cultural references, our history, our present and the memory of our past.
Each idea is born as a representation of the interpretative code that is a cryptic and subjective code, even if it refers as
constant to history of man. Generative art is the maximum expression of this human challenge: it traces a code as a
reference to the complexity of nature, and it makes it feasible. So man is the craftsman of the possible, according to the
laws of the natural harmony.
What does a code of the harmony contain? As for all codes it contains some rules that trace certain behaviors. It is not
therefore a sequence, a database of events, of forms, but it defines behaviors: the transformations. To choose forms
and to put them together is an activity that can also resemble that of a designer, but essentially it is the activity of the
client. The designer does not choose forms but operates transformations, because only by doing so can he put a code
of harmony into effect.
Between transforming and choosing forms one can trace the borderline between architects and clients, between who
designs and who chooses the projected objects. This difference must be reconsidered especially today because we are
going toward a hybridization in which the client wants to feel himself a designer, even if he only chooses. And the
designer, using sophisticated tools, works as chooser between different solutions, in practice as a client.
To design, to create through transformations is, however, an activity that takes time. The generative design, building a
usable and upgradable code, makes time virtual and therefore allows the architect, even in a speeded-up world as
today is, to design and reach levels of complexity that mirror the complexity of nature and its beauty.

The project. Identification of the codes of harmony.
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In every project there is a first step. The designer knows that his first act has a precise purpose: he has to trace a
system of relationships that must be adaptable to each possible development. If this act involves tracing a form, the
designer has to know that he is faced with two possible ways: to consider this form as an allusion to the final result,
discarding other possibilities, or to use this form as a catalyst of the design evolution process. This second hypothesis
represents the real design approach. The first traced form is useful, in fact, only to focus a field of reflection on our
history, on the present and on the memory. This first design act is the occasion to use the code as a means of possible
transformations, and the traced form is a frozen moment of this transformation process. We are not able, in fact, to
transform a white sheet: we trace a form transcribing our memory a spark of the idea.
Doing this we know:
1, that we have operated by choosing one way among many possible ones, and therefore we have conditioned the
result of our project;
2, that the project we are realizing won't be less attractive, in terms of satisfaction, quality and beauty then other
possible project. It will be the result (or better one of the possible results) of one of our design code. The quality that
we reach will be measurable by the quality and complexity of this code.
3, that an idea, concretized as a code, realizes in every architecture a cryptic writing that will also emerge when
functional demands and fashion change. An idea is timeless, appreciable as the interpretation and re-reading of the
built reality.

Fig.1, Pantheon digital reconstruction
The Pantheon is timeless. This idea is by Adriano. It doesn't matter if it has been realized by transforming an existing
building or if it is a new building. And it is not important who initially realized it and who transformed it. This idea is
strongly identifiable by reading the adopted code: the omnidirectional structure as a concept of the universality and the
relationship with nature, the north orientation, the inside perspective structure that connects man to the built space and
through this to the universe but, above all, the overlapping multiplicity of possible geometries that, hidden in the
apparent simplicity of the construction, manage the progressive transformation of the space and its increase in
complexity. These overlapping geometries stem from the idea of the omnidirectional structure of the space as a
connection to the universe and nature: the concept of harmony as the awareness of manifold subtended relationships
that build a pattern whose sense is discoverable by each man in a different but calibrated way of feeling himself a
craftsman, inside the natural complexity of the possible.
Redrawing the Pantheon with the computer I have made some discoveries of overlapping geometries. To the apparent
structure of a spherical geometry divided in two parts and of an octagonal division underlying an impending
heptagonal division (the series of panels in the cupola are 28), there are other possible hidden geometries. In particular
I have found myself drawing a series of elements with progressive angles of 36 degrees, tracing a further pentagonal
geometric structure of the curved space. While the octagonal structure traces the sequences of the spaces, the
pentagonal / decagonal one defines the rhythm of the emergent pillars. Not only this, but there is other subtended
structure referring to an hexagonal
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Fig. 2, Pantheon criptic geometries.geometry, with the moving on the transversal axle of the twelve-sided polygon that
alludes to a possible scanning in 24 parts, restoring the double axle of symmetry.
What is amazing is the actuality of this space, its ability to stimulate the search, in every person who crosses it, a
personal point of view, to answer in this way to the unpredictable needs of each person, to be a boundless continuum
of possible subjective "discoveries" . And one hardly realizes that the inside is double. An original layout of the attic
internal facade exist together with a more recent layout that completely transforms the structure of the inside front. The
idea is so strong and explicit that the two layouts, despite their strong difference, appear only as two possible and
interchangeable scenarios of the same design idea.
Ever Bernini, building above the Pantheon the famous ears, then demolished, has not done anything else other than to
produce a further possible scenario of the idea of Adriano of his code.

Fig. 3 Pantheon’s interior setups.

Fig. 4 Pantheon’s ears by Bernini
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The code, in fact, represents the idea. Every possible scenarios of a project, that is born from different initial acts or, as
in the case of the Pantheon, from subsequent cultural contingencies, is nothing more then one of the possible
representations of this idea. Obviously it happens if whoever continues the work is able to recognize the code and to
interpret it, to read the cryptic composition score. This is because every use of the code is an interpretation of the
same.
The generative approach to the project, realizing the code realizes the idea as a product that is autonomous from
possible further applications, from possible evolutions, from possible contingencies. The generative code, as an Ideaproduct, is the essence of the creativeness of each architect or artist. It is the idea, the concept, realized through an
operative metaproject whose performances are predictable in terms of quality, clarity and recognizability, but are
unpredictable as formal results. We can ask the question: these results, although unpredictable, are they also
surprising?

To transcribe an event, a memory as a code.
If, with a pencil, we scribble on a sheet of paper, we have represented what surrounds us with a bidimensional image.
The scribble can allude to an event of our memory, to a thought, an aesthetic emotion, an object that fascinates us, a
system of relationships. If this scribble is our initial design act, we have to make it in such a way that it is legible
usable to build our code. It all starts when we look at this form with the eyes of the designer. At this moment each
bidimensional trace assumes unexpected characteristics:
1. It is the representation of manifold and possible three-dimensional events that defines a universe in transformation.
A universe whose forms oscillate following our possible keys of reading that are the representation of our creative and
designing strength. But they also follow the interpretative oneness of every single moment of ours activity. Only by
reading bidimensional objects as possible representations of three-dimensional events can we find an unexpected
universe of possible and manifold parallel spaces. All these spaces, however, are characterized by our identity. Parallel
and possible spaces are endless, but all mirror a specific approach to the world, a subjective interpretation of what
surrounds us. If we don't succeed in operating manifold and amazing interpretations of our sketches, how would we be
able, at the end of our design or artistic project, to reach the quality that allows us to overcome time, englobing in our
work a multiple stratification of possible meanings, an adaptive sense that allows any user to read and to choose the
specific and unpredictable meaning that he is looking for? How will we be able, in other words, to build an idea, a
concept that gives quality to our works?
2. It is the representation of a dynamics of transformation where the sketch is only the first static trace of a process, of
a progressive transformation that reveals our evolutionary idea, that tells as we would like to transform the
environment in which we live. We immediately realize that a unique dynamics of transformation doesn't exist in our
interpretation of the trace. The possible transformations are manifold and they tell, in direct and essential way, our
oneness and the oneness of designers. The stratified multiplicity of these transformations is the representation of our
design code .
From the sketch a code emerges, a design idea as a code of transformation. This reveals once more a theoretical and
practical aspect that is often forgotten: the designer doesn't create a form but operates transformations. The generative
project is the construction of a corpus of laws which shows not only the complexity but also the synthetic and
communicative clarity of the transformations, not of all possible transformations. Each designer, each artist is unique,
as is every man. A generative project relates to and makes performable a set of particular and subjective codes. The
oneness of these evolutionary codes emerges from the interpretation of what surrounds us as a dynamic moment
toward a possible increasing complexity and, particularly, it emerges from the possible evolutionary visions that the
designer himself can find in his sketch.
To memorize our own code of harmony we are can use various languages. The codes of Leonardo da Vinci are written
and drawn codes: they are sketches for personal use, for rediscovering interpretations and supplying further
interpretations to annotate a latere. But there is a language that makes these annotations directly usable, and that
operates and directly represents the transformations: the algorithms. To a designer it doesn't matter if A=n but if
A=A+1, that is if A transforms itself and "how" it transforms itself. If we use an algorithmic language to represent our
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idea we gather two opportunities: we use the proper language of transformations and we represent our idea in an
"executable" form, that is directly operational. We realize in other words a Generative Project, an operational
subjective meta-project, a full idea-product that has in itself the fullness of possible results, manifold events
identifiable in the same idea.

Construction and use of a Generative Project.
When we identify a logic, a "how" an object can transforms itself, we read the object of this transformation from a
particular point of view which is able to represent it through a system of roles and relationships. In other terms we
decipher the structure of the object that we want to transform through a paradigm. This paradigm is not intrinsic to the
object. If the object is our occasion of project, the paradigm cannot be only represented by functional roles and
relationships, even if obviously such functional needs exist in each specific occasion of project. The paradigm will be
built by interpretations, in terms of roles and relationships, of the functional needs that the customer has expressed and
of his subtended needs, external and subjective. Each designer has his own paradigm to approach the objects that
surround him and, naturally, of thinkable and possible objects. This subjective paradigm is the main part of the
interpretative and evolutionary code. It belongs to the idea.
This paradigm of interpreting the possible world comes from the search for harmony, for awareness, for the complexity
and beauty of nature. Often it comes even from the idea of the human body as a code of interpreting every possible
object: the "legs" of a table, the headlights of cars as "eyes", etc.
The interpretative paradigm is a constant, even though it is in evolution, in the activity of every designer and it
identifies him. The man of Leonardo, with the his arms widespread in the circle and, in the same time, in the square is
an organizational paradigm of the possible. The structure of the human body is meter and code of interpretation,
proposal and evolution of each possible artificial events, identified with the square and the circle. It is, at the same
time, the organizational and logical structure that allows the designer to act the "design transformations" from the
square to the circle, and vice versa. The squaring of the circle: myth, unreachable goal of designing minds.
To build a Generative Project it is necessary to put together the two logics that identify the designer’s activity: the
paradigm that defines roles and relationships inside possible incoming events and the laws of transformation, the
algorithms that explain our idea of the possible events as an evolution of the present. A generative code with these
elements, paradigm and laws of transformation, can become, in a progressive increase of complexity, a code of
metaproject rules that identifies the character, the recognizability and the communicative clarity of every possible event
that we could still design; before not only designing it, but knowing what the object will be: a table, a school, a
skyscraper, a lamp.
Paradigm and algorithms of transformation define in fact the "how" to operate and not the "what" to do or to choose.
These tools define therefore the job of designing and not that of buyer and client. The client chooses between one form
and another, between one object and another, and his specificity is to identify the object of his taste. The designer
transforms the events into possible objects, and his specificity is to see over the existing events, to be a "visionary"
man. The limit of the client is to ask for the impossible world, the challenge of the designer is to transform it into
possible one.
Borromini, in this approach, has been a great teacher. I imagine the request made to Borromini for the church of
Sant’Agnese in Piazza Navona: I want the church be present in the whole square, inside the square but, at the same
time at the limit of it; the dome has to be present in all the square, it has to move itself amplifying the character of the
square that is a lengthened elliptic Roman passage. Impossible applications that, indeed, were made possible by a
series of design transformations by Borromini operating with his architectural code. The dome "walks" and is the
"central" presence in the square. It is amplified, not obscured by the fountain of Bernini , as well as by the turrets and
the curved geometry of the facade. Bernini, in fact, with his fountain succeed in developing the idea of Borromini
because this idea, as all timeless ideas of the architecture, is able of to live and to nourish itself on the unpredictable,
stretching itself in multiple and amazing representations, but maintaining unchanged character and quality. This is so
even today: an incomplete restoration has give Sant’Agnese two colors: the dome, although darker, maintains its
strength and its dynamics presence in the square, highlighting even more the conceptual structure of the idea.
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Fig. 5,6 Sant’Agnese by Borromini

Fig. 7 Sant'Ivo alla Sapienza by Borromini, Complexity from triangle to spiral.

To operate with Generative Codes.
A generative code, composed of a interpretation paradigm and of transformation (algorithmic) engines, can be realized
as a logical and operational control structure of the project or, better still, of the possible projects. This is due to the
fact that the algorithms are logical structures of the representation of the transformations that can be operated with
manifold and different objects and on different occasions.
Inside a generative code we can find all what needs as to "how" to transform events, but there is not the object, the
occasion of these transformations. To pass from the code to three-dimensional scenarios of architecture that represent,
for instance, the museum located in Fresno (fig. 8,9), with a defined number of exhibition rooms, each one with its
peculiarity, with a defined number of offices and services, with precise relationships between public and work spaces,
with specific sequences of paths, etc., it is necessary to turn these applications into an organizational paradigm, a
mirror of that interpretation paradigm, that contains and interpret the specific requests of the client, the functional
aspects and the technical and material options. All these "choices" are, or they can be, the expression of the customer.
The organizational paradigm doesn't define ex-novo how to organize roles and relationships but it connects the roles
and the relationships identified in the interpretation paradigm with the functional specifies required by the client. This
connection, these "fitting" is made possible by two facts, an extraordinary and one ordinary. The first concerns the
possibility of defining some exceptions that are specific of the design occasion. These exceptions may also be the
occasions to increase, to evolve the structure of the generative code. Following this method, project after project, the
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code grows i quality and uniqueness. The second concerns the usual design activity. The connection, the "fitting" is
made possible by the fact that the logics, roles and relationships present in the interpretation paradigm, can be slotted
in one inside the subsequent. The same paradigm is a fractal or fractable object. Every role present in the paradigm can
and must contain in itself the whole paradigm, and so on. The structure of the functional needs of the client finds, in
this increasing complexity and in the potentiality of functional performances, a wide space to express itself through the
paradigmatic interpretation, also multiple, of the possible evolutions. At the same time the more the paradigm
consolidates, the more the occasions grows to apply the code of harmony. In other terms we can affirm that the more
the requirements of the client are complex and "impossible", the more the potentialities of the generative code are
made operational, and therefore doesn’t remain unexpressed. And consequently if the control of the code, taking
advantages of the occasion for specific requirements, work on all levels, from the global to the detail, it increases the
communicative clarity, the identity and the quality of the project.

Fig. 8,9 Central Valley Fresno Museum, by C.Soddu, E.Colabella, M.Codignola
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Fig. 7 A set of 4 different parallel generated architectures. Generative project by C. Soddu.
Once we have inserted the organizational paradigm in the generative code, we have conceived a new architecture, (or
better a new kind of architecture) that however will be inside the designer’s concept of architecture. To create it, it is
necessary to sparkle an evolutionary process, emulating design life. In this artificial life, as in the real design life, we
need a first act, a sketch, a catalytic event that can be used for priming the dances of transformation, it not being
possible to transform the nothing. This priming can also be caused by using a random factor, because the form is not
important, but the topic is the dynamic interpretation, the possible following transformations. But this sparkle is what
determines the difference among individuals, even if these individuals have the same quality, character and identity of
species and, above all, each individual reflects a same idea of harmony and beauty. However they will be unique and
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unrepeatable if the catalyst is always different.

The individual and the species. The reason for a production of objects, all different but all
belonging to the same concept, to the same species.
If we walk in a pine wood, every pine is different from the other. Every tree is, by itself, unpredictable. But is it also
surprising? Certainly not. We know it already even if we have never seen it. An exceptional tree can be amazing, but
only the first time we meet it. Then it becomes indistinguishable from the others. It belongs to our memory knowledge.
Last year I edited the proceedings of the GA’98 conference. Each book had a different cover. Or better still, on the
cover of each book there was an image of a different architecture, realized with my generative code. I had put under a
showcase, well lined up, about twenty volumes. At first nobody realized that all the covers were different. But when
this difference was discovered, each person wanted to choose the book "he liked most". Until that time all the books
were identical.
I happens this way, when we choose a bunch of flowers at florist’s shop. They are practically indistinguishable at first
sight, but we still spend a lot of time choosing "ours". It represents the identity of natural events, our identity. The
rediscovery of the oneness in industrial objects responds to the need to light again, in the artificial ware that surrounds
us, the greatness, the charm and the beauty of nature, to rediscover these features also in ourselves.

Fig. 8 Generated Lamps.
Industrial design generative project by Celestino Soddu.

Fig. 9 Generated Woman Portraits, a generative artwork by Celestino Soddu
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Abstract
In a generative system a set of rules is used to create line‑oriented drawings. The intentions of the artist are supported and constrained
by the rules. if the entire system is designed and programmed by the artist, its generated results can come very clew in the intentions
pursued. The drawing itself comes into existence in a single run of the system. The purity of such an approach has an inherent
aesthetic to it, and the results produced seem to reflect this. After production there is the drawing, and the code which generated it.
Feeding the code of one such drawing into a post processing cycle opens up a range of further possibilities. The paper experimentally
explores such possibilities with a focus on finding and constructing order in disorderly arrangements.

1. Introduction
We here consider drawings composed of polygons which are generated algorithmically [1,2], and which are based on generative
principles reflecting the intentions of the artist. Such drawings have, as should be expected, unique characteristics which are expressed
by the arrangement of the elements used.

2. Drawing And Code                                                         
As a result of a generative run the drawing and its code me produced. We subject this code to another generative system with the aim
to change it in a recognizable manner, and feed the changed code back to the original generative system. For this, we locally change
parts of the code for a drawing and insert small new pieces of generative code, calculated "on the fly". The new pieces of code (there
may be millions) are implanted into the "correct" positions of the old code. From the resulting code, a new picture is generated. The
code of the drawings of the generative system considered here comes in two farmers.
(1) as a list of coordinate pairs, with as “end of polygon deliminator”
(2) as a list of HPGL commands
Both types of code are generated as lists of ASCII characters and stored in files. The code defining polygons is a successive string of
x and y coordinate, one pair for each starting point of a polygon-segment. Each polygon description is terminated by the string
‑333,00000, upon which a new string, defining the next polygon may start. The HPGL code is the translation of this information into a
standard format, understood by a pen plotter. Examples of the two types of code are displayed in Fig1.
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3. Searching And Selecting
Which criteria we suitable for searching through the vast space of code, representing a drawing? The following three suggestions will
give some tentative answers to this question.

3.1 Generative Features
To Find and select elements, we obviously can use any of the features that have been used in the original generating system e.g.: All
those features which define the polygons such as starting point, over all length, number of segments, direction of development and so
on. Especially easy to find are all features of lines, which involve straightforward and easy to perform calculations such as finding an
element of a specific length or sorting out elements using logical binary operators.

3.2 Slope Of Line-segments
We may also use features which we clearly visible in the drawing but which are less obvious expressed in the underlying code. The
slope of a line‑segment is of this nature. Although not directly readable from the code, a search criterion may be constructed to find
all line segments of a distinct slope (a range of slopes).
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3.3 Relative Positional Elements
Positional elements of a line segment, like the x, y – coordinates of a starting point, may be searched for according to their relative
distribution in the display format of the drawing. Such points may be distributed along a fictive line, in a predefined area or given in a
discrete list ( which   may be generated at random). Fuzzy conditions may be defined to allow for fuzzy domains into which hits are
collected.

4. Changes To Drawing
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The changes we perform on the code will generate a (sometimes dramatically) different drawing. The differences are born out
of the changed features of line-segments. Most effective (or dramatic) changes seem to occur with the manipulation of (to name
a few):
·       the thickens of line - segments
·       existence / nonexistence of lines (elimination)
·       geometrical features of line-segments such as scale, length, slope, positional elements
·       color
Besides using self written programs for the manipulation of generative code, such code can be submitted to available external
generators, provided they "understand" the used formats. Evoking external sub-generators or submitting code to external
geometrical transformers is therefore another possible way to generate now drawings within the line of intentions of the artist.

5. Experiments And Conclusion
A number of experiments have been conducted to search through the code of generated drawings. Characteristics of order, such as the
repetitional appearance of vary narrowly defined features or features scattered within an arbitrarily complex bounded range may be
detected and extracted from the code. The programs supporting this search for order in essentially random compositions offer the
possibility to generate further drawings which, although based on an exiting drawings. The results of the programmed extraction
process can also be fed to existing generative engines. However, the generative system in use today do support this code.
The figures show some of the results. In Fig.2, a very precisely defined slope was searched for. In Fig.3 and 4 more complex patterns
were searched for. The right picture of Fig.3 uses only the extracted code; The right picture in Fig.4 makes use of excessive thick lines
for the extracted parts.
The approach discussed seems to be useful because it adds possibilities of post processing to algorithmically generated drawings. The
generation process of such drawings is “brittle”, offering no or little feedback during production. The post processing possibilities are
the same offer additional paths for intentional use.
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Abstract
Throughout the disciplines of art and design, interest in the possibilities of algorithmic methods for generating two- and three-dimensional
visual forms grows apace. Evidence supporting this observation may be found in the increasingly diverse range of contributions to the
Generative Art conferences.
Two research scenarios may be identified:
1 in which the generative process itself is the object of research,
2 in which the forms generated are the objects of research.
The question of what criteria may be appropriate to the evaluation of such research is addressed in this paper. Lincoln and Guba’s term "criteria
of authenticity" is elaborated in a case study based on the author’s research into teaching drawing to fine are undergraduates.
Although the drawings produced are not computer-generated, it is argued that the concept of ‘algorithm’ as a set of rules for the generating of
visual representations may be usefully applied to the mental ontological constructions, or ‘mind-set’, or the student. Such mind-sets affect the
ways that drawings are constructed.
It is suggested that a teaching method which enables students to recognise their mental algorithms as cultural constructions, may also empower
them to reconstruct those algorithms in order to generate visual representations previously unimagined.

Paradigms of research and criteria of assessment
Perhaps one of the most contentious issues currently exercising the community of researchers, supervisors and examiners in art and design is the
nature of research within those fields.
Bruce Archer [1] categorised several types of research activity in the scientific tradition which, he maintains, are generally recognised and
widely accepted. It may be useful to reiterate them here.
1. Fundamental research. Systematic inquiry directed towards the acquisition of new knowledge, without any particular useful
application in view.
2. Strategic research. Systematic inquiry designed to fill gaps in fundamental research and/or to narrow the gap between
fundamental research and possible useful applications.
3. Applied research. Systematic inquiry directed towards the acquisition, conversion or extension of knowledge for use in particular
applications.
4. Action research. Systematic investigation through practical action calculated to devise or test new information, ideas, forms or
procedures and to produce communicable knowledge.
5. Option research. Systematic inquiry directed towards the acquisition of information calculated to provide grounds for decision or
action.
Archer observed that "the greatest volume of research in the Science tradition is categoriseable as Applied Research". [2]
With these scientific paradigms established, he went on to discuss research in the Humanities tradition, and in particular, the arts. Research in
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the arts, he argued, consists in "finding new thing to know, or of identifying new ways of knowing them, or in refuting previous commentary on
existing material". [3]
Arguably, the fundamental difference between science and art, in general terms of their research attitudes, is that science is motivated to explain
the world quantitatively whereas arts research is motivated to evaluate qualitatively. Of course, this stark distinction may become blurred in
practice.
Archer maintained that science has become less reductionist in its attitudes and the humanities more empirical. He suggested this may be due to
their mutual use of databases and information technology.
What is certain is the evidence of a current concern about whether arts practice may be deemed legitimate research. The present Rector of the
Royal College of Art, Christopher Frayling, [4] was one of the first to articulate the circumstances under which artistic practice may be regarded
as research.
He identified three specific trends within art and design research: research into art and design; research through art and design; and research for
art and design. Research into art and design may include historical, theoretical, critical or aesthetic research. The methodologies for this
category are firmly established in disciplines such as sociology, anthropology, philosophy, and are commonly applied to research in art and
design history. Research through art and design, involves studio project work. This may be understood in terms of Archer’s category applied
research, in which a systematic inquiry results in the acquisition or extension of knowledge for use in particular applications. Methodological
precedents may be found in the disciplines of engineering and material science.
Frayling pointed out that methodological problems arise in research for art and design. Such research culminates in some form of artefact, and
may be likened to Archer’s category of action research.
Few methodological models existed for this type of research at the time of his writing. However, recent collaborative work between Alex
Seago, who directed the Research Methods programme at the Royal College of Art between 1991 and 1995, and Anthony Dunne, has begun to
address this problem [5, 6]
An important question may be raised here: should researchers in departments, schools or faculties of art within the institutions of higher
education adopt the research methodologies developed in their neighbouring disciplines, or should they devise alternative methodologies and
criteria for assessing the quality of their research which reflect the distinctive differences in the nature of art?
This Section discusses quantitative methodologies and the four criteria by which their results are assessed: internal validity, or the degree to
which findings correctly model the subject under study; external validity, or the degree to which findings may be generalised in other research
settings; reliability, or the extent to which findings may be replicated; and objectivity, or the extent to which findings are free from any bias.
The implications involved in not adopting such criteria become apparent when it is realised that they are central to the established research
culture of the universities responsible for validating research. In the face of this situation, one which Seago [7] has rather bellicosely dubbed
"methodological intimidation", research carried out in departments of art may be in danger of losing the quality of innovative iconoclasm which
characterised the best of art school culture.
In an attempt to address this dilemma various paradigms of qualitative research are also discussed, and alternative sets of criteria for evaluating
such research are considered.
All paradigms of research may be defined as constructions of belief systems involving ontological, epistemological and methodological
assumptions.
Ontological assumptions deal with the form and nature of reality adopted; epistemological assumptions deal with the relationship between the
researcher – the would-be knower – and what can be known; methodological assumptions deal with how the researcher actually approaches the
research. All of these factors are tabled in Figure 1.
PARADIGMS OF RESEARCH
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Figure (1) Paradigms of research
Qualitative research such as that demonstrated in this paper implies an emphasis on the study of processes and meanings that are not measured
in terms of quantity. Qualitative research stresses the socially constructed nature of reality. It acknowledges the relationship that exists between
the researcher and what is studied, and the situational constraints that shape inquiry.
The answers that qualitative research seeks are concerned with how social experience is made meaningful. This is in contrast to quantitative
studies which emphasise the measurement of relationships between variables, not processes. In addition, quantitative research assumes the
objectivity of the researcher within a value-free framework.
The traditional, positivist paradigm of research argued for four criteria with which to judge the worthiness of research. These were to be applied
to any disciplined inquiry, whether qualitative or quantitative in nature. To recap, they were internal validity, the degree to which findings
correctly map the phenomenon in question; external validity, the degree to which findings can be generalised to other settings; reliability, the
extent to which findings may be replicated by another inquirer; and objectivity, the extent to which findings are free from bias.
A second paradigm, which may be called post-positivist, argues that a set of criteria unique to qualitative research needs to be developed. This
is because it represents an alternative paradigm to quantitative research. Martyn Hammersley [8] suggested post-positivist criteria, amongst
which were the following:
Assessing research in terms of its ability:
1. to generate generic/formal theory
2. to be empirically grounded (and scientifically credible)
3. to produce findings that can be generalised or transferred to other settings
4. to be internally reflexive in terms of taking account of the effects of the researcher and the research strategy on the
findings that have been produced
A third paradigm of research activity, a postmodernist one, argues that "the character of qualitative research implies that there can be no criteria
for judging its products." [9]
Advocates of a fourth, post-structuralist paradigm, argue that a new set of criteria, not associated with positivist and post-positivist traditions,
needs to be constructed. Post-modernist and post-structuralist paradigms may be combined in various proportions under the generalised label of
a paradigm of critical theory. This term is one that Jürgens Habermas [10] used in his typology of approaches to research:
1. The empirical-analytic sciences, comprising natural science but also including attempts to apply natural science
methods to the study of human behaviour.
2. The historical-hermeneutical sciences, consisting of the discipline of history and those parts of social science that
are guided by an interpretative orientation.
3. Critical theory is exemplified in the work of Marx and the Frankfurt School. It is based on the assumption that by
providing an analysis of a social system, any oppressive ideologies may be revealed, and members of such oppressed
groups may thus be enlightened.
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Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln [11] favour a paradigm called "constructivism." In order to avoid possible confusion with the Russian art and
design movement of the same name, this term has been replaced in this paper by a widely accepted alternative constructionism.
Two sets of criteria for judging the quality of research within a constructionist paradigm have been proposed. Firstly, the four proposed by Guba
[12] and Lincoln & Guba [13] which parallel the four positivist criteria: They are the four so-called trustworthy criteria of credibility, similar to
the positivist criterion of internal validity; transferability, similar to the positivist criterion of external validity; dependability, paralleling
reliability; and confirmability, paralleling objectivity.
Secondly, the set of five called by Guba & Lincoln [14] the criteria of authenticity: fairness, that is, a demonstrable openness between
researcher and subjects; ontological authenticity, or an indication of expansion in the range of personal ontological constructions; educative
authenticity, or an indication of improved understanding of the ontological constructions of others; catalytic authenticity, an indication of the
degree to which the individual or group has been stimulated to action; and lastly tactical authenticity, an indicator of how the individual or
group has been empowered to act beyond the confines of the research parameters. These five will be elaborated shortly, when it will be argued
that they appear to be particularly relevant and appropriate for the assessment of changes in attitudes of students exposed to a new teaching
programme.
The paradigm of research adopted for the research described in this paper is a constructionist one, with a relativist ontology, which accepts that
realities are socially constructed under specific local conditions. Although they may be shared across groups of individuals or even whole
cultures, those constructions are deemed to be not more true or less true than one another, but more or less informed and sophisticated.
Constructions of reality are deemed to be alterable. It is this ontological position that differentiates constructionism from other paradigms.
The adopted paradigm’s epistemology may be defined as subjectivist, in the sense that the researcher has been interactively linked to the subject
under investigation.
Having assumed the above ontological and epistemological positions, where the variable nature of social constructions may be elicited through
interaction between researcher and (in this case) students, a methodology based on hermeneutics and dialectics was considered suitable. Varying
social constructions, made visible in the form of Drawings, are discussed and interpreted using the methodological tool of systemic-functional
semiotics illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 4.32

The final objective of the research is to demonstrate how the proposed teaching programme laid out in Section 5 may expand students’
awareness of cross-cultural visual constructions, and their capabilities of producing more varied, more informed constructions in the form of
Drawings. To this end, the criteria of authenticity proposed by Guba and Lincoln are adopted.
The authenticity criteria for assessing research within a constructionist paradigm.
Fairness refers to the degree of integrity with which different points of view and constructions of reality along with their underlying ideological
values are elicited and recognised as valid throughout the evaluation process.
In the specific context of the research described in this paper, all information was elicited with the complete agreement and non-coerced
participation of the student groups. All stages of the process of gathering data about student views were conducted in full view of the student
groups. All stages of the research were explained to students, and all data were accessible to students at all times.
Ontological authenticity refers to the extent to which an individual’s own internal, emic constructions are expanded, matured, and elaborated to
a more sophisticated level of use.
Ontological authenticity is "improvement in the individual’s (or group’s) conscious experiencing of the world". [15] Guba & Lincoln [16]
identify two techniques for demonstrating ontological authenticity. Both are applied in this research.
1. Testimony of participating students. When students can attest to the fact that they recognise a broader range of approaches to
drawing as being valid for describing a broader range of responses to a broader range of constructions of reality, then that is
deemed to be evidence of ontological authenticity. When their own Drawings can be shown to illustrate such recognition, that too is
regarded as material evidence.
2. A questionnaire in the form of a Likert Set completed by student groups before and after the delivery of the new teaching
programme will be collated and analysed so as to reveal the changes in the student group attitudes to, and understanding of,
ontological constructions.
Educative authenticity refers to the extent to which an individual’s understanding of and appreciation for the constructions of others outside
their own group are enhanced.
It is not enough that the actors in some contexts achieve, individually, more sophisticated or mature constructions, or those that are
more ontologically authentic. It is also essential that they come to appreciate (apprehend, discern, understand) – not necessarily like
or agree with – the constructions that are made by others and to understand how those constructions are rooted in the different
values systems of those others. [17]
Two techniques have been identified by Guba & Lincoln [18] for establishing that educative authenticity has been achieved. Both are applied in
this research:
1. Testimony of participating students. When students can attest to the fact that they understand the constructions of others different
from themselves, then that is deemed to be evidence of educative authenticity. In this particular context, students’ Drawings may
well provide material evidence of educative authenticity.
2. Questionnaires in the form of Likert sets completed by student groups will be used before and after the delivery of the new
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teaching programme. These are collated and analysed to reveal any changes in the student groups’ understanding and appreciation
of the constructions of others.
Catalytic authenticity. Guba & Lincoln [18] define this criterion as "the extent to which action is stimulated and facilitated by the evaluation
process". In this particular research context, the students’ Drawings will be shown as evidence of such action.
Tactical authenticity refers to the degree to which research participants are empowered to act outside the confines of the new teaching
programme itself. Tactical authenticity may be demonstrated by evidence of the student’s own expanded recognition and understanding of
personal constructions and the constructions of others appearing in work produced outside the confines of the new teaching programme itself.

Evaluation of students’ Drawings produced in and around the new teaching programme
The purpose of evaluating students’ Drawings is:
1. to demonstrate the efficacy of the new teaching programme in empowering students to produce work which indicates an
increased awareness of the range of their ontological constructs, and those of others. Such indications are offered as evidence of the
ontological, educative, and catalytical authenticity of the research project.
2. to demonstrate the efficacy of the new teaching programme in empowering students to discover new directions of visual
research, and to sustain their visual inquisitiveness and capacity for production of new work over a period of time following the
delivery of the new teaching programme. Such production is offered as evidence of the catalytic and tactical authenticity of the
research project.
3. to demonstrate the efficacy of the systemic-functional semiotic model of drawing (Figure 2) as a means of devising exercises
designed to focus attention upon specific drawing issues, and as a means of evaluating Drawings.

Drawings from the ‘Visual Studies Workshop’
In their first life-class, the majority of students drew an outline of the figure. Very few, if any, marks were made outside this figure-shape.
Generally, tone was added within the figure shape after its completion, and was referred to as ‘shading’.
With the Chart as reference, exercises were devised at the level of engagement of Combinations of drawn marks in order to increase student
awareness of the greater possibilities of line, how it may represent visual phenomena, and how the primary geometry of the figure in space may
be transformed to Drawing through an expanded range of combinations of drawn marks.
Students were encouraged to replace line with a concept of contrast-boundary. The terms edge and occlusion of surfaces were discussed.
Figure 3 illustrates the first indication of this expanded awareness. Edges in the primary geometry are beginning to be treated as boundaries
between contrasting tones in the secondary geometry of the Drawing, particularly at the shoulders, the right knee and left wrist.
Figure 4 illustrates a full awareness of how tonal contrast may appear to fluctuate along an edge; dark figure/light background: light figure/dark
background.
At the level of engagement Sub-divisions of the Drawing’s surface, exercises were devised to explore the primary geometry of the model’s pose
in terms of Gestalt relationships between axes and shapes of tone may afford the viewer eye-paths and focal points, a sense of depth and scale,
and a sense of stability or dynamism.
Evidence of students’ increased awareness of how these early exercises may be combined to produce Drawings which engage the viewer is
offered in Figures 5 and 6. These drawings allow meanings to be made about the position of the figure in space, its mass, the distance between
surfaces, the quality and direction of the light, the balance and stability of the pose.
In contrast, Figure 7 provides evidence of an awareness that the figure in space may be construed simply as a pattern of salient edges. No
information about mass or illumination, but an opportunity to focus upon the proximal values, the linear pattern of the scene. An ability to
construe line as something other than outline is evidence of the student’s expanding ontological constructions.

Drawings from the ‘Plantasia’ project
The Plantasia project offered students an opportunity to increase their awareness of ontological constructs to do with ways of seeing. Three
levels of perception were introduced:
1. the haptic level, or the noticing of textural variation and detail in the scene.
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2. the distal level, or the noticing of information about spatial depth in the scene.
3. the proximal level, referring to the noticing of pattern across the visual field.
These three levels of visual information had been mentioned throughout the previous Visual Studies Workshop, so that students were familiar
with the terms. However, during the Plantasia project these levels were discussed as potential means of organising visual information in
compositions that may both communicate the experience of seeing and position the viewer in terms of attitude and mood. The three functions of
drawing identified in Figure 2 were introduced in a talk illustrated with slides.
Figure 8 illustrates two stages in a sequence of studies which draw attention to the proximal values within the observed subject-matter of cacti,
as well as indicating their textural contrast between smooth and spikey. The top drawing sets up a reversible figure, in which the viewer’s
reading of depth is teased by the S-shaped contrast-boundary separating light from dark, and also by the relative size of marks representing the
bases of the spikes. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate two of a series of finished large-scale drawings in which the viewer is drawn into the frame by a
series of eye-paths which run along the edges or spines of leaves, thus drawing attention to their differences. In particular, the viewer is invited
to dwell on the textural smoothness and sharpness of edge, qualities which result from the student’s engagement at the level of drawn mark, and
experimentation with various combinations of paper texture and drawing medium. Here is evidence of the student’s increasing ability to
communicate the effects of light upon material surfaces. Such ability, may be developed from a greater awareness of the three levels of
perception and the three functions of communication.
Figure 11 affords the viewer an opportunity to contemplate all three levels of perceptual information in one Drawing. At the level of
engagement of A drawn mark, the bottom third of the Drawing provides evidence of the variety of textures present in the subject-matter, and of
how those textural qualities appear (or rather disappear) as viewing-distance increases. Further information about spatial depth in the scene is
available at the level of engagement Combination of drawn marks. For example, depth is indicated by the use of contrast boundaries
representing the play of light at occluding edges within the scene. Particularly useful as a means of indicating spatial depth is the gradual
reduction of contrast from foreground (i.e. the bottom third of the Drawing) to background (i.e. the top third of the Drawing). A reduction in
sharpness of contrast boundaries from foreground to background would have further emphasised the distal values of the scene.
However, the consistency of sharpness of contrast-boundaries does serve a purpose. The student’s experience of the proximal values, or the
overall patterns within the scene, is shared when the viewer engages with the Drawing at the level of Sub-divisions of the Drawing’s surface.
Pattern is produced through the repetition of proportional relationships: The similarity of size and shape of the leaf fronds; the similarity in
sharpness of the contrast-boundaries, generating a rhythmic, curved eye-path across the Drawing’s surface; and the repetition of the light/dark
alternation between frond-shape and background space all contribute to the communication of pattern.
Figure 12 is presented as evidence of the catalytic and tactical authenticity of the research project. This Drawing is generated from a series of
studies carried out during the Plantasia project. It displays a high level of intelligence of seeing, affording the viewer ample information about
textural qualities of the various plants represented, as well as a strong illusion of depth.
The Golden Section proportion of the vertical and horizontal axes which sub-divide the Drawing’s surface, and the smoothness of the eye-line
from the focal point of the intersection of those axes, the Bird of Paradise flower at left foreground, though to the complexity of forms at night
background, may be read by the viewer as metaphor for the complex harmonies to be found in the structures of natural forms.
Drawings from the ‘Seeing and Believing’ project
The Seeing and Believing project afforded students an opportunity to explore the essences of reality, those ontological constructions of spacetime relationships. A variety of realisms was discussed, and the ways in which those realities have been expressed through the drawing
conventions of different cultures in different periods were studied. Students were encouraged either to analyse and if necessary adapt an
existing convention from the range, or invent from first-principles their own means of visually representing a belief system to do with the
space-time relationship.
A world in which forces are codified and made visible is displayed in Figure 13. At the level of engagement The Drawing as displayed in
context, a framing device has been invented, with a fragility susceptible to the slightest force of air movement. Here, the Drawing (i.e. the
combination of twenty eight parts) moves in response to the viewer’s movement, emphasising the experience of interplay between viewer and
viewed. At the level of engagement Sub-divisions of the Drawing’s Surface, the twenty eight sub-sections are arranged in a regular grid which
flutters in response to air movement. In this way the viewer is confronted with a work that is both dynamic and static, both calm and excited,
both balanced and unbalanced. At the level of engagement A drawn mark, each of the twenty eight components bears a mark, visible indications
of a variety of forces which were applied to the paper: compression, tension, torsion and shear. Here is evidence of the student’s ability to move
away from conventional representations of the visible world, towards a fresh representation of the forces which form the visible world. Here too
is evidence of the efficacy of the new teaching programme in empowering a student to discover new directions of visual research. It is
presented here in support of the ontological, educative and catalytic authenticity of the research project.
In contrast to the fragility of the work illustrated in Figure 13 is the robust solidity of a large-scale (six feet square) heavy gauge drawing paper
completely rendered with graphite stick. (Figure 14). Engaging with this work at the level of A drawn mark, each hand-made scribble of the
graphite is standardised in terms of size and orientation, producing a grain structure across the surface. The rough surface texture of the paper is
compressed by each mark to produce a polished sheen of graphite. The viewer is able to interact visually with this surface, since any movement
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of viewing position sets off a shimmer of surface reflection and illusions of spatial depth.
Upon this shimmering, deep surface, four totemic columns have been stamped from a wooden plank routed with patterns of linear marks.
The printing ink mixed with sand produces a completely matt finish in stark contrast to the graphite’s sheen, with the result that the irregular
patterns of linear marks appear to dance upon the matt surface.
The liveliness of the light, small-scale irregular contrasts with the large-scale, heavy, regular rhythm of the four columns spaced evenly across
the whole Drawing. Engaging with the Drawing as a whole, the viewer may discern another contrast, that between the intimacy of each handcut mark and the (relative) monumentality of scale of the overall work. This Drawing on display becomes a very public statement about a
developing private code. A code which may not be fully systematised, but which recognises its need to articulate oppositions and one which
invites viewers to ponder upon the arbitrariness of their own cultural conventions.
Drawings from the ‘Geometries of Vision’ project.
The Geometries of Vision project afforded students the opportunity to relate the concepts of primary geometry and secondary geometry to those
of viewer- and object-centred representations through their drawing practice.
Figure 15 illustrates student inquiry into the assumption implicit in perspective projection, that of the fixed, single point of viewing. Here is an
attempt to break out from such ontological constraints, and to invent a way of representing the information in the light received at both eyes.
Focusing upon the wooden framework with each eye in turn, but paying attention to the primary geometry of the scene, the student shares the
experience of both eyes in the one Drawing. The primary geometry of the scene is transformed into a secondary geometry rarely explored.
The Drawing illustrated in Figure 16 evolved from the student’s study of projective geometry systems in common usage. An awareness that all
of those assumed a flat plane of projection stimulated inquiry into the possibility of projecting onto a non-flat plane. Discussion around the
notion of a ‘cone of vision’ developed into the idea of inventing a system for geometrically projecting what was noticed in the cone of vision
onto a cone of projection. A paper cone was duly constructed and arranged at eye level, apex pointing to eye. With one eye closed, so as to
flatten the cone perceptually, the student proceeded to mark the cone at appropriate distances from the eye, the marks representing the salient
scene primitives (corners and edges). When the paper cone (or pyramid, to be precise) was laid out as a surface development, an original
projection system was revealed. Here is evidence of the ontological and educative authenticity of the research project.
Figures 17 and 18 illustrate two students’ efforts to explore the inter-relationships between primary geometry, secondary geometry, and viewercentred and object-centred representations. At the level of engagement of Sub-divisions of the Drawing’s surface, under the column headed
Compositional function, Figure 17 attempts to employ a secondary geometry constructed from the combination of a viewer-centred
representation (that of the figure itself) and several views of the wooden frame which made up the subject-matter. Such multiple views of a
single object have the effect of increasing our information of the object as if we were able to move forwards around it. Such object-centred
representations combined with a viewer-centred representation of the figure produces a Drawing in which the viewer’s position is ambiguous.
Figure 18 attempts a further complication. Here the figure itself is represented as mirrored, and the wooden frame appears in front of the figure
and behind the figure simultaneously, as well as forming the geometry of the space within which the figure exists. The effect upon the viewer is
that of a shattered image, dynamic and excited. This exercise stimulated the student to further explore the possibilities of combining viewerand object-centred representations in a Drawing.
The series of Drawings, Figure 19, a, b, c and d illustrates a systematic approach to the exploration of a possible transition from a viewercentred representation to an object-centred one. Figure 19 was drawn from a (relatively) fixed position and indicates the student’s grasp of the
transformation process from primary geometry to a viewer-centred secondary geometry. As the series progresses (19 a, b, c & d) lines and
contrast-boundaries between tones representing the salient edges in the scene become interlocked, producing a complex web of compositional
axes. This pictorial device enables the viewer to see relationships between those edges defining the space which are not available from a fixed
viewing position. As more information about spatial relationships is added, less is revealed of the viewer-centred representation of the figure
within the space. Finally, in Figure 19d, the figure is transformed through geometry into pure organic form.
The research is ongoing. Critical comment is welcome.
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Abstract
This paper is concerned with differences between direct manipulation and interactive evolutionary design as two
fundamentally different interaction styles for creative tasks. In order to empirically compare the two interaction styles,
two prototypes for typeface design were designed and implemented. An experimental evaluation was carried out
involving both prototypes and two different kinds of task, one where the goal was clearly defined and one where the
subjects had to formulate the goal themselves. An analysis of the results suggests that participants of the experiment
experienced the direct manipulation prototype to offer a higher degree of ability to affect the design of typefaces,
compared to interactive evolutionary design. Subjects also experienced themselves to be more active while using the
direct manipulation interface. The interactive evolutionary design prototype was reported to being most suited for
creative tasks, while the direct manipulation prototype was experienced to be more suitable for tasks where the goal is
clearly defined.

1. Introduction
To varying degree, different artifacts may be described in terms of themes and variations on themes. The figure below
shows the letter ‘A’ in four different typefaces, each one unique in its own right. Still, each typeface has a lot of
features in common that make them similar in many respects. Put differently, the typefaces may be understood as
different variations on the same theme.

Given the notions of theme and variation on theme, design may – partly – be conceived as an activity that includes
exploration of a theme in search for pleasing variations. In this example and in this paper, the object of design is
typefaces but could be something else, sunglasses, china, human-computer interfaces or other kinds of objects. On a
concrete level, the form of an artifact may be described in terms of its absolute characteristics. For instance, a specific
variation on a typeface theme may have a certain weight, width and other measures that define the exact form of the
letters. On an abstract level, the form may be described in terms of potential characteristics, that is, a description that
allows for a multitude of concrete variations, each with its own unique form and qualities. Thus, an abstract
description of an artifact is rather a description of a design space, a set of potential artifacts, a set of potential
variations on a theme.
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Now, as suggested by Ben Shneiderman [14], a challenge for designers of user interfaces and human-computer
interaction researchers is to design and develop information technology that supports creativity. This paper reports on a
project where I have tried to take on that challenge. The project aims at comparing different interaction styles that can
be used to support creative exploration of design spaces. In this paper, I am concerned with two fundamentally
different ways of interactively exploring a typeface design space: direct manipulation and interactive evolutionary
design. However, it is not the typographical aspects of this design space that are at the center of this paper. Rather, my
main interest is the knowledge and understanding of users’ experiences from using different modes of interaction in
the exploration of design spaces. More specifically, I am interested in (1) how users experience their ability to affect
the object of design while using the different interaction styles, (2) the level of experienced activity, (3) whether they
had fun using the prototypes and (4) if users think that one interaction style is more appropriate than the other for a
specific kind of task.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, I present what I take to be important aspects of the two interaction styles
discussed in this paper: direct manipulation and interactive evolutionary design. Second, the design of two software
prototypes is presented followed by a presentation of an experimental evaluation that was conducted as part of the
project. Finally, the results of the evaluation are.

2. Direct Manipulation
Direct manipulation interfaces, a term coined by Ben Shneiderman [12] in the mid-seventies, are the kind of interface
that is characteristic of most modern personal computer application user interfaces. Typically, direct manipulation
interfaces incorporate a model of a context (such as a desktop environment) supposedly familiar to users. Rather than
giving textual commands (i.e. "remove file.txt", "copy file1.txt file2.txt") to an imagined intermediary between the user
and the computer, the user acts directly on the objects of interest to complete a task. More precisely, crucial features of
direct manipulation interfaces include [13] continuous and perceivable representations of the objects of interest,
physical actions instead of complicated syntax and incremental actions that are rapid and reversible.
Undoubtedly, direct manipulation has played an important role in making computers accessible to non-computer
experts. Less certain are the reasons why direct manipulation interfaces are so successful. It has been suggested [5] that
this kind of interaction style caters for a sense of directness, control and engagement in the interaction with the
computer. The possibilities of incremental action with continuous feedback are believed to be an important factor of
the attractiveness of direct manipulation. Not least importantly, interaction with direct manipulation systems is often
experienced as enjoyable [13]. However, direct manipulation is also associated with some problems that make it a less
than ideal interaction style in some situations. Recently new interaction styles have emerged that address the
shortcomings of direct manipulation in various ways. One example are so-called software agents [8] that, quite the
contrary to direct manipulation, act on behalf of the user and alleviate the user from some of the attention and
cognitive load traditionally involved in the interaction with large quantities of information. However, this relief comes
at the cost of lost user control and requires the user to put trust into a pseudo-autonomous piece of software.

3. Interactive Evolutionary Design
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Another emerging style of human-computer interaction of special interest for creative tasks is that of interactive
evolutionary design (sometimes referred to as aesthetic selection). Interactive evolutionary design is inspired by notions
from Darwinian evolution and may be described as a way of exploring a large – potentially infinite – space of possible
design configurations based on the judgment of the user. This approach hereafter referred to as interactive evolutionary
design, typically involves the use of genetic algorithms [9] in combination with a human evaluator.
Rather than, as is the case with direct manipulation, directly influencing the features of an object, the user influences
the design by means of expressing her judgment of design examples. Each design example can be thought of as
consisting of two different representations, a genotype and a phenotype. The phenotypical representation is a concrete
and perceivable rendition of an object that the user evaluates. The genotypical representation is an encoded description
of the traits that a specific object in the design space has. The genotypical representation can be implemented in many
different ways, but the simplest kind is a string of binary digits with fixed length. Examples judged positively by the
users are given an increased possibility of being selected by the genetic algorithm to carry their traits to a new
generation of design examples by means of a reproduction process. The reproduction process typically involves some
form of crossover, that is, the offspring’s traits are a combination of traits from the parents. The offspring may also be
subject to mutation in order to add an amount of random change to the offspring. The offspring that constitute the new
generation is, like the first generation, subject to the scrutiny of the user. In an iterative fashion, new examples are
produced based on the selections made by the user and – hopefully – each new generation contains examples that
converge towards configurations that are well adapted to the preferences of the user.
Variations of interactive evolutionary design have been employed to support design and creation of a variety of
objects. For instance, Karl Sims [15] has applied interactive evolutionary techniques to evolve artistic 2D images and
3D plant structures. Another well know example of artistic work is that of Todd and Latham [17] who developed
Mutator, a program that supports exploration of 3D form. An interesting, non-artistic application of interactive
evolutionary design is the work by Gatarski [4] who applied interactive evolution to design web-advertising banners.
Much related to this paper is the parametric font definition that allows for breeding of typefaces, by Ian Butterfield and
Matthew Lewis [3]. Matthew Lewis maintains a web site [7] with links to papers and other resources related to
interactive evolutionary design. Peter J. Bentley’s book Evolutionary Design [2] gives an excellent overview of
evolutionary approaches to design, both interactive and non-interactive.
A striking difference between direct manipulation and interactive evolutionary design is that direct manipulation seems
to imply an ideology that a user should at all times be in control of what is going on at the user interface. Interactive
evolutionary design may be understood as an approach where the user may expect the unexpected, at the cost of giving
up some amount of control. In the context of creative tasks, this aspect may add an important dimension to humancomputer interaction that direct manipulation cannot provide. It seems plausible that many people do not generally
exhibit the skills, training and experience or do not have the time required for advanced design work. In this respect,
interactive evolutionary design is very promising considering that most people are competent at expressing likes and
dislikes about their physical and social environments, that is, they have a skill for judgment. Interactive evolutionary
design may be understood as a way to capitalize on that competence to make design processes accessible a wider
audience.
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4. Prototype Design
In the following three subsections the prototypes used in the experiment is presented.
4.1 A Typeface design space
The design of the two prototypes have been guided by the principle that they should be as similar as possible to each
other in all respects, except those features that concern the style of interaction. One important common feature of the
prototypes is the notion of a typeface design space, that is, the space of possible typefaces that can be explored by the
prototypes. The design space is organized by a number of parameters (seven in the current implementation) and
constitutes an abstract parameterized typeface. The parameterized typeface includes a description of the shape of each
glyph. However, these descriptions are not formulated in terms of absolute values, but in terms of parameters. Thus,
the design of a specific typeface in the design space may be conceived of as a kind collaborative design with
contributions from both the designer of the abstract parameterized typeface and from the user/designer that decides on
the values for the parameters.
The design of each glyph in this typeface is partly governed by one or more of the seven parameters. The overall
design is deliberately made in a way that makes it possible to have relatively few parameters with application to as
many glyphs as possible. In other words, I have tried to avoid a design space where a parameter is of relevance only to
one or very few glyphs. Rather, a change of one parameter should propagate through out the whole typeface.
In the table below the effect of the different parameters is illustrated.
Description
Vertical bar width

Illustration

Horizontal bar width
Outer roundness
Inner roundness
Width
Lower case horizontal scale
Lower case vertical scale

The idea of a parametric typeface is by no means new. A well-known example is Donald E. Knuth’s meta-font. A
meta-font is, as defined by Knuth, a “schematic description of how to draw a family of fonts” [6]. Such a description
does not define one single font but rather a set of potential fonts. Another example of parametric fonts is the multiple
masters font technology from Adobe, Inc (see for instance [16]). A multiple master font is parametric in the sense that
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it includes two or more glyph outlines. These outlines confine a design space of potential fonts that are realized by
means of interpolation between the included outlines.
In this paper the parametric fonts themselves are not the core issue. However, they are an interesting domain of design
that gives rise to challenges concerning the tools and methods for exploring very large design spaces. Knuth expresses
the richness of parametric designs in the following way [6, p. 292]:
So many variations are possible, in fact, that the author keeps finding new settings of the parameters that give surprisingly attractive
effects not anticipated in the original design; the parameters that give the most readability and visual appeal may never be found
since there are infinitely many possibilities.

Knuth’s remark concerns parametric typefaces, but could most likely be extrapolated to account for exploration of
parametric design spaces in general and motivates efforts aiming at investigating how to better support and understand
design space exploration. In the following sections I will present the design of two prototypes that each embodies a
distinct style of supporting interactive exploration of such spaces.
4.2 Direct manipulation prototype
As is the case for both prototypes, the intention has been to keep the design as clean as possible and to include only
that which is essential for each interaction style. Below is an image of the version of the direct manipulation prototype
that was used in the experimental evaluation.

As seen in the picture, the user interface contains only two kinds of elements: a typeface display and a number of
sliders. Each slider corresponds to one of the seven design space parameters described in the previous section. A user
of this prototype can navigate through the typeface design space by dragging the slider handles to the right and left. As
the user drags a slider, the visual display is continuously updated.
Other version of this prototype contains some features that are left out in the version described here. For instance, the
possibility to save the typeface as an encapsulated postscript (eps) is not included. Also left out from this version, are
slider labels with the name of the different parameters. The labels were considered to be included, but I decided to
leave them out under the assumption that the meaning of the textual labels could just as well be inferred the feedback
of slider movement. However, the soundness of this decision is by no means obvious and could very well motivate an
experiment on its own.
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4.3 Interactive evolutionary design prototype
The interactive evolutionary design prototype has exactly the same design space as the direct manipulation prototype,
but offers a very different way of exploring that space. The image below shows a screen shot of the user interface.

The list on the left side of the window contains typeface examples generated by the program. In the version used in the
evaluation, the list always contained fifty examples. This set of typefaces constitutes a generation. On a monitor with a
resolution of 1024x768, five typeface examples at a time are visible in the list. The user selects typefaces that she or he
in some way finds attractive – aesthetically or otherwise – by double-clicking a typeface in the list of generated
typefaces. As soon as the user has selected a typeface, a copy of it appears in the list on the right side of the window.
The selected typeface is not removed from the list to the left. Thus, a single typeface may be selected several times.
Below the two lists there is a button labeled “Nya exempel” (Swedish for “New examples”). By clicking the button, the
right list is cleared and a new set of fifty examples appears in the left list. In this context, it may be necessary to
briefly go into some of details of the inner workings of the prototype.
The typefaces visible in the interface may be considered as phenotypical representations of typefaces. Each typeface
also has a genotypical representation, that is, an encoded specification of the typeface. Conceptually, the genotypical
representation of a typeface consists of a chromosome containing seven genes, one for each design space parameter.
Each gene is represented by a string of binary digits. A chromosome can be thought of as something that identifies an
exact location in the design space, an exact description of a typeface. In order to produce a new generation of
typefaces, the genetic algorithm assigns a probability to each typeface selected by the user so that they have equal
chance to become parents in a reproduction. The reproduction always involves two parents and always results in two
offspring. The genetic operators involved in the reproduction of typefaces are mutation and crossover. In the particular
version of the prototype used in the evaluation, the probability for crossover and mutation to occur is fixed and set to
0.08 and 0.7, respectively. Another version of the prototype includes slider controls to adjust probabilities for mutation
and crossover.

5. Experiment design
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In the design of the experiment it was considered important to allow each subject to work with both of the two
prototypes and with different kinds of tasks. Two accomplish this the experiment involved two kinds of tasks. In one
kind of task – referred to as the “copy task” – each subject were asked to copy or recreate a typeface as displayed on a
card presented to him or her during the experiment. The displayed typefaces were generated from the same design
space as the subjects explored in the experiment. All the subjects performed this task with both. The purpose of this
task was to mimic a situation where the goal is explicit and clearly defined. The second kind of task – referred to as the
“creative task” – required more creativity on part of the experiment participant as this task did not involve recreating
what some else had already designed. In this kind of task, subjects were asked to design a textual logotype for a
company. In the fictitious scenarios presented to the participants the logotype should appear on the products and in
marketing material of by the company. The purpose of this kind of task was to trigger a creative process to be able to
assess how the different prototypes supported that process.
The experiment involved 16 subjects, eight women and eight men. Each subject used both prototypes and performed
both kinds of tasks with each prototype. The duration of a typical experiment session was on average 30 minutes.
During each session, subjects were asked to think aloud to give a verbal account of their interaction with the prototype.
These verbal accounts were recorded and transcribed afterwards. The subjects were also asked to answer ten questions
in a questionnaire.

6. Analysis
6.1 Experienced ability to affect design
As mentioned earlier in this paper, direct manipulation is known to cater for a strong sense of directness and control,
leaving the user in charge of the object of manipulation. Intuitively, interactive evolutionary design seems to be a more
indirect way of interacting with computers. Two questions in the questionnaire concerned the degree to which the users
experienced that they could affect the design of typefaces using the two different prototypes:
Q1: To what degree do you experience that you can affect the design of the typefaces using tool A (direct manipulation)
Q2: To what degree do you experience that you can affect the design of the typefaces using tool B (interactive evolutionary design)

Prior to analyzing the results of these two questions I suspected that the users taking part in the evaluation would report
that they experienced the direct manipulation prototype to offer a higher degree of ability to affect the design of
typefaces, compared to interactive evolutionary design. Just by looking at the scale and the different means in the table
of descriptive statistics below seem to confirm that intuition.
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In order to establish if this difference is a statistically significant difference, a paired t-test was carried out:

It turns out that the difference is very highly significant which more than well confirms the initial assumption about
how the subjects would experience the different tools’ ability to cater for a sense of being able to affect the design of
the typefaces.
6.2 Experienced level of activity
Direct manipulation is – almost by definition – a very active mode of interaction. Indeed, the requirement to be active
in order for the computer to be reactive is something that sometimes motivates alternative interaction styles, such as
software agents. My initial intuitions about interactive evolutionary design were that it would be experienced as a
comparatively passive mode of interaction in the context of typeface design. The users were given the following two
questions:
Q3: Were you active or passive while using tool B (interactive evolutionary design)?
Q4: Were you active or passive while using tool A (direct manipulation)?

As shown on the scale and in the table below, the mean for the level of experienced activity using the direct
manipulation interface is very high (and with a fairly low standard deviation). This may not be very surprising.
However, I would have expected that the mean for the interactive evolutionary design interface to be somewhat lower
than reported.

A t-test reveals that the difference of experienced activity is significant, although not to a very great extent (p < 0.05).
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It should be mentioned that some subjects asked me about how to interpret these two questions. On a more speculative
basis, the problems of interpreting the questions may indicate that both direct manipulation and interactive evolutionary
design involve a rather high level of activity, but different in character. While the activity in direct manipulation
typically involves the manipulation of one single object at a time, interactive evolution involves an active selection
from a potentially large set of objects.

6.3 Experienced level of amusement
In the section about direct manipulation in the beginning of this paper, it is observed that direct manipulation typically
is associated with a high degree of subjective satisfaction, that is, people tend to find it pleasurable to work with direct
manipulation interfaces. I am interested in whether there are differences between direct manipulation interfaces and
interactive evolutionary design concerning this aspect of human-computer interaction. In order to investigate if
subjects were bored or amused using the two different prototypes the questionnaire contained the following questions:
Q5: Was it fun to use tool A? (direct manipulation)
Q6: Was it fun to use tool B? (interactive evolutionary design)

By looking at the means of the ratings made by the subjects it seems as if both prototypes were experienced as being
fun to use.

As shown on the scale, it appears as if the mean for the direct manipulation prototype is slightly higher than the mean
for interactive evolutionary design. However, a t-test reveals that this difference is not statistically significant (p >
0.05).
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As a note of caution, it is not obvious that what is being experienced to be fun in the evaluation are tools or
interactions styles themselves. It may very well be the case that the task domain, typeface design, is the source of
amusement.
6.4 Experienced predictability of decisions and actions
The some extent, the intelligibility of interaction styles and user interfaces is determined by the degree to which users
experience some amount of rationality concerning the relation between their actions and the computer’s response to the
actions. In the questionnaire, I tried to approach this issue by asking whether the subjects considered the consequences
of their actions and decisions to be predictable for the different tools:
Q9: How would you describe the consequences of your decisions and actions using tool A? (direct manipulation)
Q10: How would you describe the consequences of your decisions and actions using tool B? (interactive evolutionary design)

If we look at the scale it appears at first sight as if the consequences of users’ decisions and actions are experienced to
be more predictable when using the direct manipulation interface prototype. This may not be very surprising since one
of the cornerstones of direct manipulation is small, incremental action with continuous feedback that allows the user to
see what is happening as a result of her actions.

However, if we look at the standard deviations for the two means they are fairly high and a t-test reveals that we
cannot conclude – with statistical significance – that there is a difference between the two means (p>0.05). Thus, based
on the data from this evaluation, the two prototypes are experienced to be equally predictable.

6.5 For what kind of task are the different tools most suited?
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As mentioned before, each subject used both prototypes for solving two different kinds of task. The questionnaire
included two questions to capture if the subjects experienced one kind of tool as more apt for one kind of task. The
questions were formulated as:
Q7: For what kind of task is tool A (direct manipulation) most suited?
Q8: For what kind of task is tool B (interactive evolutionary design) most suited?

As in all other eight questions, the answer took the form as a marking on a continuous scale. The extremes on the
scales were “Definitely type 1” and “Definitely type 2”. Type 1 referred to the kind of task where the user was
supposed to recreate a pre-designed typeface as displayed on a card. Type 2 referred to the kind of task where the user
had to formulate the goal on her own based on a short scenario.
In the analysis, the answer markings on the scales were re-interpreted as signifying that a specific tool – A or B – were
experienced as being suited for either type 1 tasks or type 2 tasks. It was decided that markings on the exact middle of
the scales should be left out of the data set. However, this was never the case. The coding resulted in a frequency table:

Direct manipulation
Interactive evolution
Total

Task 1

Task 2

Total

13
5
18

3
11
14

16
16

If we look at this table, it appears as if the direct manipulation prototype was experienced by the subjects to be more
suited for the kind of task where the goal is clearly defined and explicit, whereas the interactive evolutionary design
prototype seems to be experienced as more suited for the more creative, scenario-based kind of task.
To test whether the frequency distribution among the cells in the table really is not just coincidental a chi square test
was employed:

The chi square test tells us that the difference in frequency distribution among the cells is very highly significant. Thus,
it seems as if there is a real difference concerning the way that subjects experienced the suitability of the different
prototypes.
6.6 Some observations from verbal accounts
Only so much can be captured in a questionnaire like the one used in this evaluation. In order to tap into the richness
of users’ interaction with the prototypes I made voice recordings during the course of interaction. From these
recordings I have made some observations that I find interesting.
Mental modeling
When the participants of the evaluation used the direct manipulation prototype the typical behavior was of an
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explorative kind. They tried to make sense of the interface by dragging the different sliders to the left and right just to
see what happened. Some were very careful while others, rather violently, shoved the sliders around between the
extremes. Based on that observation, the participants did not seem to have problems to make sense of what was going
on at the user interface.
Quite the contrary to the direct manipulation interface, the interactive evolutionary design prototype seemed to be more
of a challenge concerning the meaning attributed to the interface and the hidden mechanisms behind it. It seems as if
the subjects in a very active way during the course of interaction tried to develop mental models [1, 10] of the system,
that is, they tried to develop theories that could explain the behavior of the program they were using. Notably, some
subjects tried to figure out the relation between the typefaces they selected and the new typefaces that were generated
from the selection. Some subjects seemed to try to make sense of this relation as a kind of average relation. The
following quotation shows how one subject made this very explicit (translated from Swedish):
Well, you do not really know how he [the computer] does it, you don’t know if it pays off to take one extreme at one end and one
extreme at the other end and believe it will become something in between. I don’t know.

Other subjects used a vocabulary that included words such as “mixing”, “blending” and other words that I take to
imply an understanding of the generative mechanism as an averaging of parameters, not a recombination. Also of
interest is that some subjects seemed to attribute meaning to the order in which newly generated typefaces were
presented in the list. However, the program is not designed to do any kind of sorting. Nonetheless, some subjects
seemed to experience the typefaces at the top of the list as having more in common with the ones they selected from
the previous generation of typefaces. As a response to my question, if he could recognize the qualities of the selected
typefaces in the generated set, one subject responded:
Several of the first ones are variations of the two I selected, until you come down here [the person scrolls down the list]. I would say
that it varies so much that I can’t say that [there is a resemblance with the two previously selected].

It is not obvious how to assess the significance of this kind of interpretation of the interface, but it seems likely that it
may affect the outcome of that which is being designed. If objects at the end of the list are experienced to be of less of
interest users may tend not to select them.
Convergence and surprise
As mentioned previously, the results from the questionnaire seem to point in the direction that interactive evolutionary
design is more preferable for tasks where the goal in not clearly and explicitly defined. Partly, a reason for that may be
that interactive evolutionary design is based on the presentation of examples, the creator is given something to react to.
Indeed, the whole point of this approach is to use these reactions as a driving force in design processes. However, one
crucial aspect seems to be to strike a balance between how this force is used to cater for convergence of the design and
the degree of surprise. On the one hand, user reactions to design examples must be handled in a way that adapts, in
this case, the typeface design to the expressed user preferences. On the other hand, a supportive system should also
allow for some amount of surprise and unexpected designs. If this balance is found, it may be possible to achieve a
dynamic relation between the user’s preferences and the behavior of the computer program. Put differently, if such a
balance is found, interactive evolutionary design may not only be used as a tool to externalize a mental vision of that
which is being designed, but also change such visions, by means of presenting the unexpected.
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While observing the participants of the evaluation it appeared as if some of them experienced both a high level of
convergence and some amount of surprise. For instance, when one of the participants used the interactive evolutionary
design prototype to design the Caveman logotype he suddenly noticed a generated typeface and expressed:
Wow! This one felt very much like the Godfather [the movie]! That’s cool. I’ll take the godfather.

At the end he selected a “Godfather”-like typeface as the typeface for the logotype. Other participants expressed
similar experiences that pointed in the direction that they could recognize their selections in the generated typefaces at
the same time as some typefaces were very unexpected. Some reacted quite strongly when they saw something that had
not expected and that kind of reaction was rare for the direct manipulation interface, probably due to the fact that direct
manipulation – as implemented in my prototype – makes it possible for users to continuously see what is happening
while changing one parameter at a time. The balance between convergence and surprise is of course heavily dependent
on the probability for mutation. Initially, I considered allowing the participants to vary the mutation rate as they liked
but decided that it would make a comparison of user experiences almost impossible, considering that mutation rate
affects the outcome very dramatically.

7. Concluding discussion
The empirical investigation suggests that the participants clearly experienced that the direct manipulation interface
provided better support for affecting the design of the typefaces. However, from my observations of the experiment
sessions, interactive evolutionary design appears to have supported creativity in a way that direct manipulation did not.
This is also confirmed by the participants’ inclination to experience interactive evolution as more suitable for creative
tasks. In this context, it is interesting that the experienced activity level was significantly lower for interactive
evolutionary design prototype compared to direct manipulation. In a way, it may be interpreted as if we get more by
doing less.
It is an open issue to what extent we can generalize from the results of this investigation to other kinds of design
spaces and other contexts. However, it seems to me as if one lesson to learn from the investigation is that the important
issue is not what interaction style is better than the other. Rather, I would suggest that a multitude of different modes
of interaction, including direct manipulation and evolutionary approaches, should be combined to cater for the need
imposed by situation and individual preferences.
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Mater Matuta
Prof. Enrica Colabella
Generative Design Lab. Politecnico di Milano
enrica.colabella@polimi.it

Theory. Theme: Universal Code
Meridiana della notte/Night Meridian
Sono quell’ombra che nasce all'alba/I am the shadow that rises at dawn
E muore col sole/And dies out with the sun
Segnando una traccia indelebile/Tracing an indelible sign
Nel doppio ire della vita/In the double stream of life
Oscillando tra realtà e sogno/Swinging between reality and dream.
1.0.1        Fabula Code. An ancient code for telling tales
At the dawn of human culture a Universal Language provided a tool to assist man in telling stories.
That tool consisted in an ancient complex scheme including 7 dreams of a young Hunter, that were synthetic traces of
different Stories written perhaps 4 Thousand years ago
It was just like a Universal Code of Language, from which it was possible to take off elements to go on with the fabula
when it was necessary.
The seven dreams:
1.      First dream: "it seemed to him to be himself in front of an enormous door, trying hopelessly to open; but, despite
all of his efforts, the door was close."
2.   Second dream: "it seemed to him to be himself in the courtyard of a house, where women                  were
attending to their domestic matters when, suddenly a giant bird swooped down from the sky and took away one
of the women"
3.   Third dream: "it seemed to him that he was looking at a vast field; at distance, a small group of   men was crossing
this field, when a dazzling lightning, followed by a red flaming meteor, came down from the sky and blew up the
entire group of men.
4.      Fourth dream: "the scene changed once more, and a large group of the Hunter's ancestors appeared. They are
around a fire and bustling about feeding it and to keep the flame high."
5.      Fifth dream: "In another dream, he saw himself with his hands tied up and his feet bound by chains similar to the
necklaces women wear."
6.      Sixth dream: "he looked ready to leave for hunting."
7.      Seventh dream: "on going out, he found a dragon crouched on the right of the door and, on the left, some filthy
and horrid Harpies."
Man/nature symbiosis takes shape through the dream.
These dreams are like a pentagram with single complex notes in defined orchestration.
This code was as an indelible stream in human mind. When the narrator found difficult to go on with the story, he
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recalled the code in order to get skilled indications and stimulus to proceed.
This symbolic language is the only universal language that human species have ever achieved.(1 Fromm lost
language), in which Word and Dream cooperate to build the grammar and syntax of myth, tales and dreams.
Hunter’s dreams are the limits between the world of the living and the dead. He represents an ancient hypostasis of
Orion, the celestial site that was like a starry river leading man over the world.
2.0.1 Fabula Code/Human Code
Hypothesis: the sequences structure of this code for Tale is the same of Human code' s one
If we extract from text categories, nouns and adjectives as quality indicators and verbs,
we have a sequential structure in which metaphor outlines the system producing ability change and making it dynamic.
We have these elements of interpretation:
Categories
Elements + Quality indicators
2door + enormous
courtyard/2women/bird/sky + domestic/giant
2field/2men/ lightning/meteor/sky +
vast/small/dazzling/red flaming
ancestors/ fire/ 2flame + large/ high
dream/hands/ feet/chains/necklaces/women +
tied up/ bound
hunting
dragon/door/Harpies + crouched/right/left/filth/
horrid

Performance activators
Verbs as acting metaphor
was close
took away
blew up
to keep
wear
to leave
found

2.0.2 Human Code

Elements of analogy:
1.      The 4 elements

1.      Perimeter of site. Door closed, that is not
possible to open. Doom: the beginning and
the end of single life. The impossible return
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2.      DNA, defined system
3.      Genes. Matrix. Hereditary site
4.      23 chromosome. Mother and Father
5.      Reproductive unit
6.      Identity. Sum of millions recognized cells
7.      Time of life
        

2.      A kidnapped woman. Insemination occurs
3.      Small group of origin. Meteor as new event in
a just defined configuration
4.      Ancestors work to put up and keep the flame
high
5.      Male and female together. Ability to generate
6.      Identity: the Hunter
7.      It represents the conflict with contrary powers
that everyone faces in one's life, on the left
and on the right.
      The Literature world

Now we compare the points of the Human Code’s structure with our clear cut-elements of Fabula Code. We find
strong analogy in several points, particularly in 4th e 5th points.
This comparison demonstrates that Man had always known his own structure, being connected through his dreams to
universal law.
Goethe speaks about remaining young : “Infancy is the site where the difference between dream and reality has
borders open and not close”
2.0.3 Human Code/ Universal Code
“Man has in common what is given in particular to each individual
He is in the world’s centre because he could see more easily all what is in the world..”.( Pico della Mirandola, "De
hominis dignitate")
In Nature all is built according to the same law. The very small being’s law is the same of the very big being’s one.
The Goethe’s dull light in " Colours' Theory":
“Nature is never in any part dead or silent, also in the stiff earthly body it gave a confidant, a metal, in whose slight
parts we could sense what happens in the whole mass”
But with the Manhattan project all changed: remote consequence was the loss of peculiar forming stones for eternity.
Ancient Egyptian, Maya, Aztec pyramids, the stone with 32 angles of Peru, the dolmen , the Pantheon, all belongs to
our past. All that man have been building since last century up to now suffers from a fast process of materials
corrosion and of obsolescence. Nothing more belongs to the world of Beauty and Harmony. We have lost the sense of
eternity for ever. Our collective time is dead.
But now we are building a new reality. Human Project Genoma defines all the possibilities of our complex world. It is
a universal computation. Life’s secret has revealed through all its representations. Darwin’s evolutionary concept is
now a concrete and rapid possibility for Human species. Man can produces real visions of hybrids, as mixture between
different organic and inorganic worlds. But this is not only a game of data bases combinations.
Man has to shape an idea before starting, in order not to break the universal code of nature. In this new condition all of
us are slave. Human dignity is reset. Only money’s law is alive. New Titans ( from Tot = knowledge) of acting will
take back to ancient places of human doing.
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Tu lavori nell'invidia/You work in envious space
Imitando il Supremo/Imitating God
Tessi tane nel tracciato/You weave hideouts in the traced route
Nel dare forme concrete agli incubi/Giving real shapes to nightmares.
Sbagli sull'immortalità/You err about immortality
Pietas, Bellezza a Amore/Pietas, Beauty and Love
Foggiano la felicità umana/Shape human Happiness.
Il dominio che aneli ti sfuggirà /Power that you long for will escape from you
Un velo pietoso fatto di lacrime, /A pitiful veil made of tears,
Fiati melodiosi, canti del cuore /Melodious breaths, heart songs
Spegnerà la brama/Will put out your longing
Tra il volo di uccelli liberati/Among the flight of birds in liberating freedom
Praxis: Elected Affinities
3.0.1 Universal Code as collective identity
“The ultimate result of Pythagoreans was friendship”
This is one of my teaching experiments I have carried out in this academic year.
I have connected two very different and remote identities.
One is the reality of underage boys and girls that are imprisoned at Beccaria’s remand centre in Milan.
The other reality is my 3rd year students’ one at the Faculty of Industrial Design.
I have worked for one week at Beccaria.
Young girls and boys have collected drawings of their reality and recordings of their spaces with a digital camera.
I have put all these materials in my web site http://www.fabulatequaero.com
The 3rd tool that I defined is an ancient scheme of the universal system.
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An Universal Code connects different souls
This Universal code, that is the Systema Magicum Universalis, taken from Opus Mago-cabbalisticum by Georg von
Wellings, is a collective diagram for every student. It organizes a circular linear sequence, in which the centre is the
individual subjectivity. A possible evolution starts from ego
A very important step in this generative project is the test.
I started in generating the idea from Elected Affinities.
This is a very complex text. Benjamin tells that it represents Goethe’s research of a code of eternal development. If we
compare the System with the seven characters of the test we find a tightly connected structure in which the centre is
Nature. It shapes “ the eternal return of the identical”
It offers each student a possible way for connecting in a sense different elements of material’s pluralities. Text is like a
non stop source from which it is possible to feed an emerging aggregate field.
I chose categories and orders from text as an open system.
Beccaria's young boy's drawings Text is as a connected material,
Are like voices
and represents an axis parameter

Several cells
NEOTENIA
Natural selection
GENOMA

EVOLUTIONARY FILTER

Students'processing
First choices

Symbiosis
( Also Random in its
performing)
FENOMA (open system)

                                                                                                                                                
Subsequently new objectives
This is a sequence acting from a dynamic center. This is performed by two different persons.
Together, in a union of minds they carry out an overview of evolution. This is a possible generative process of
collective consciousness.
After doing their work, my students went to shake hands of Beccaria’s young boys’ hands.
Il vuoto è oltre/The void is beyond.
Il comune senso del luogo/The common sense of place
Appare nella mente/Appears in mind
Ineledibile come unzione rappresa/Undamaged as coagulated unction
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1Tischbein: Goethe in via del Corso                                                                      2 G.D.Friedrich Woman at window

“The first function of poetry, as of all the arts, is to make us more aware of ourselves and world around us “ W. H.
Auden, The voice of the poet
Poetry is not only a sound, defined in a random way, in which every sense is dead.
Poetry is a strong guide for performing a complex system, always it remains" to the absurd pretension to fix what time
leaves behind".
The title:
Mater Matuta is a Roman goddess of births.
"Hac ibi luce ferunt Matutae sacra parenti" (P. OVIDI NASONIS FASTORUM LIBER SEXTVS )
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InfoGEOMETRY. Conceptual Prototype for Navigating InfoSPACE
Jan Kubasiewicz
Professor, Graduate Design Program,
Massachusetts College of Art, Boston, US
jankuba@massart.edu
DK Jang
MFA Design candidate
Massachusetts College of Art, Boston, US
Abstract
InfoGEOMETRY is the word the authors use to describe the concept of utilizing geometric patterns and dynamic
symmetry in graphical user interface design for navigating complex information.
           
This paper refers to a collaborative project in which the concept of infoGeometry was first introduced. In their design
process, the authors tried to reconcile the visual nature of geometric vocabulary with parametric nature of interface
design and dynamic nature of information organization.
           
At this preliminary stage, the project resulted in a series of experimental, interactive tools prototyped in Lingo
environment (Macromedia Director). The tools explore conceptual aspects of dynamic vocabulary of geometry and
their potential implementation in interface design.
In order to experience the dynamic and interactive nature of this project, the series of prototypes and full text of the
paper are integrated in the form of online presentation available at www.metageometry.net
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Swarm modelling.

The use of Swarm Intelligence to generate architectural form.
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Abstract
The reason for choosing swarms as a study case is the fascination of the simplicity of its mechanics and its complexity
as a phenomenon. It can be compared in that sense with other models such as Cellular Automata, for example, with
which shares some similarities (they are parallel systems, they interact at a local level, etc).
This paper describes the swarms understanding them as examples of sensori-motor intelligence. It begins addressing
some issues already patent when studying simple turtles, and then it looks at two ways of interaction of the swarm and
their implications. It studies the interaction with an environment in relation with learning processes and simple
perceptions of forms, and then uses the processes developed in this first cases to look at the possibilities of interaction
of the swarm with a human, and its similarities with other systems such as Genetic Algorithms or social systems.
In general the paper discusses the morphogenetic properties of swarm behaviour, and presents an example of mapping
trajectories in the space of forms onto 3d flocking boids. This allows the construction of a kind of analogue to the
string writing genetic algorithms and Genetic programming that are more familiar, and which have been reported by
CECA [22,23,24,25,26]
Earlier work with autonomous agents at CECA [27, 28] were concerned with the behaviour of agents embedded in an
environment, and interactions between perceptive agents and their surrounding form. As elaborated below, the work
covered in this paper is a refinement and abstraction of those experiments.
This places the swarm back where perhaps it should have belonged, into the realms of abstract computation, where the
emergent behaviours (the familiar flocking effect, and other observable morphologies) are used to control any number
of alternative lower level morphological parameters, and to search the space of all possible variants in a directed and
parallel way.
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1. Simple agents and turtles. Sensori-motor intelligence and perception
W. Grey Walter built in Bristol the first recorded turtles, Elmer and Elsie, just after the second world war. These first
turtles raised many questions and opened new paths in the field of early Artificial Live. Walter gave them the mockbiological name Machina speculatrix, because they illustrated particularly the exploratory, speculative behaviour that he
found characteristic of most animals. As he wrote, ‘Crude though they are, they give an eerie impression of
purposefulness, independence and spontaneity.‘ ‘In this way it neatly solves the dilemma of Buridan’s ass, which the
scholastic philosophers said would die of starvation between two barrels of hay if it did not posses a transcendental
free will.’ [1]
Inspired by Grey.W. Walter's turtles, Valentino Braitenberg [2] uses thought experiments in which very intricate
behaviours emerge from the interaction of simple component parts, to explore psychological ideas and the nature of
intelligence. In a sense, Braitenberg "constructs" intelligent behaviour, a process he calls "synthetic psychology". A
similar approach has been taken in the development of this work, starting from very simple agents or turtles interacting
in the real world, and then developing the idea further with the use of swarm systems in the computer. Invention and
deduction, as in Braitenberg’s case, have been preferred over analysis and observation.
To begin with, a simple turtle was built, based in the reflex behaviour by which moths and other insects are attracted to
light, known as "positive phototropism". In this mechanism the two halves of the motoric capacity of an insect are
alternatively exited and inhibited, depending on the side from which they perceive a strong source of light, having the
effect of steering the insect towards the light source.

    
     automaton moving on an environment

The automaton consisted of two light sensors connected each to threshold devices and these to two electric motors (one
in each side of the body). The device is thus made of two completely independent effectors (sensory-motor units). The
automaton exhibits different behaviours depending on the configuration of its parts. Changing in particular the position
of the light sensors respect to the rest of the components, the machine wondered in different ways through a
rectangular white area: sometimes groping the edges, another times covering the whole surface, other times stopping at
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the corners. Although all operations involved in the 'computation' of this automaton were elementary, the organisation
of these operations allowed us to appreciate a principle of considerable complexity such as the computation of
abstracts. Notions such as the ones of "edge", "corner" or "surface" emerged when different configurations of the body
of the automaton were set in the same test environment.
Though Von Foerster [3] already defined this emergence of perception through sensor-motor interaction in the
framework of second order cybernetics, the biggest development of this idea of perception-in-doing comes perhaps
from the description of perception in autopoietic theory. For Maturana and Varela, cognition is contingent on
embodiment, because this ability to discriminate is a consequence of the organism's specific structure. They call this
concept Enaction, where '...knowledge is the result of embodied action’ and 'cognition depends upon the kinds of
experience that come from having a body with various sensorimotor capacities ... themselves embedded in a more
encompassing biological, psychological, and cultural context ' [4].
1.1 Structural coupling
The most interesting idea in Autopoietic theory referring to perception is the already mentioned Structural coupling,
which leads to the concept of enactive perception. It is '...a historical process leading to the spatio-temporal
coincidence between the changes of state in the participants ’ [5]. Structural coupling describes ongoing mutual coadaptation without allusion to a transfer of some ephemeral force or information across the boundaries of the engaged
systems. There are two types of structural coupling:
1) A System coupling with its Environment.
2) A System Coupling with Another System.' If the two plastic systems are organisms, the result of the ontogenic
structural coupling is a consensual domain.'
Inside this framework it is interesting to observe is how different 'forms' are described by the structural coupling of the
automaton and an environment. There is not any explicit description of those formal concepts in the system, instead
they are actually distributed through it, in the 'environment' and in the way the light sensors are fixed in relation to the
motors. We could say that the device describes different 'gestalts' (a gestalt being some property -such as roundnesscommon to a set of sense data and appreciated by organisms or artefacts) or universal forms. In the next experiments
swarms are implemented to define and find such concepts of shape. These experiments resemble Selfridge and
Neisser’s Pandemonium machine for pattern recognition, in which ‘Each local verdict as to what was seen would be
voiced by "demons"(thus, pandemonium), and with enough pieces of local evidence the pattern could be recognised'
[6].

2. Swarms
The relative failure of the Artificial Intelligence program and its approach to cognition has forced many computer
scientists to reconsider their fundamental paradigm. This paradigm shift has led to the idea that sensori-motor
intelligence is as important as reasoning and other higher-level components of cognition. Swarm-based intelligence
relies on the anti-classical-AI idea that a group of agents may be able to perform tasks without explicit representations
of the environment and of the other agents and that planning may be replaced by reactivity. (R.Kube and E.Bonabeau)
[7]. The self-organisation of patterns of flow in social insect swarms is an example of how intelligent and efficient
behaviour of the whole can be achieved even in the absence of any particular intelligence. Indeed, such patterns can
have functionality even without the awareness of the individual entities themselves. A study of the essential elements
of swarm dynamics provides an understanding of such behaviours, where the most important of them is possibly the
capacity for self-organisation.
The collective behavioural characteristics of a group of organisms must, of course, be encoded in the behaviour of the
individual organisms. Complex adaptive behaviour is the result of interactions between organisms as distinct from
behaviour that is a direct result of the actions of individual organisms.
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2.1 First case of structural coupling: Systems coupling with an environment
As explained in the introduction the first experiments with swarms are an extension of the work done with the
automaton, in the descriptions of form through sensori-motor devices. There are some different numbers of paradigms
of collective intelligence. Perhaps the most simple in principle and many times spectacular is the modelling of flocks,
herds and schools, that give rise to quite appealing spatial configurations. Based on Craig Reynolds computer model of
co-ordinated animal motion, Boids (1986)[8], a swarm of sensing agents was created, each of them reacting to a
geometrical environment through a collision detection algorithm, and combining their actions through flocking. In the
flocking or schooling of fish ‘individual members of the school can profit from the discoveries and previous
experience of all other members of the school during the search for food. This advantage can become decisive,
outweighing the disadvantages of competition for food items, whenever the resource is unpredictably distributed in
patches’ [9]
The flocking rules were taken straight from Reynolds, and implemented in C and C++, inside AutoCAD 14 first, and
using OpenGL later.
2.1.1 The flock algorithm.
Each agent has direct access to the whole scene's geometric description, but reacts only to flock mates within a certain
small radius of itself. The basic flocking model consists of three simple steering behaviours:

    Diagram of the swarm. Arrows represent each agent’s heading, dotted lines their closest neighbours.

Separation:
Gives an agent the ability to maintain a certain separation distance from others nearby. This prevents agents from
crowding to closely together, allowing them to scan a wider area. To compute steering for separation, first a search is
made to find other individuals within the specified neighbourhood. For each nearby agent, a repulsive force is
computed by subtracting the positions of our agent and the nearby ones and normalising the resultant vector. These
repulsive forces for each nearby character are summed together to produce the overall steering force.
Cohesion:
Gives an agent the ability to cohere (approach and form a group) with other nearby agents. Steering for cohesion can
be computed by finding all agents in the local neighbourhood and computing the "average position" of the nearby
agents. The steering force is then applied in the direction of that "average position".
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Alignment:
Gives an agent the ability to align itself with other nearby characters. Steering for alignment can be computed by
finding all agents in the local neighbourhood and averaging together the 'heading' vectors of the nearby agents. This
steering will tend to turn our agent so it is aligned with its neighbours.
Obstacle avoidance:
In addition, the behavioural model includes predictive obstacle avoidance. Obstacle avoidance allows the agents to fly
through simulated environments while dodging static objects. The behaviour implemented can deal with arbitrary
shapes and allows the agents to navigate close to the obstacle's surface. The agents test the space ahead of them with
probe points. When a probe point touches an obstacle, it is projected to the nearest point on the surface of the obstacle
and the normal to the surface at that point is determined. Steering is determined by taking the component of this
surface normal, which is perpendicular to the agent's heading direction. Communication between agent and obstacle is
handled by a generic surface protocol: the agent asks the obstacle if a given probe point is inside the surface and if so
asks for the nearest point on the surface and the normal at that point. As a result, the steering behaviour needs no
knowledge of the surface's shape.
Results:
In this first experiment, as a result of the way the collision detection algorithm worked (slowly rectifying the heading
of the agent until it found a collision free trajectory), the individual agents had a tendency to align with the surfaces of
the geometric model of the site. This ended in the emergence of the 'smoothest' trajectory on the environment, which in
the case of the test model of a site where the meanders of a river. The swarm is able to discriminate the edges of a
long wide curvy grove, that is, the geometric form of the river, from any other information such as buildings or
building groups or infrastructures.

  
   Traces left by the agents.
2.1.2 Ants, networks and learning swarms.
The second experiment with swarms tried to incorporate the capacity for learning that we find in many social insects.
This is many times achieved through their relation with the environment, through stigmergy and sematectonic
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communication.
Grassé introduced stigmergy (from the Greek stigma: sting, and ergon: work) to explain task co-ordination and
regulation in the context of nest reconstruction in termites of the genus Macrotermes[10]. Grassé showed that the coordination and regulation of building activities do not depend on the workers themselves but are mainly achieved by
the nest structure: a stimulating configuration triggers the response of a termite worker, transforming the configuration
into another configuration that may trigger in turn another (possibly different) action performed by the same termite or
any other worker in the colony [11]. Individual behaviour modifies the environment, which in turn modifies the
behaviour of other individuals. The process is called sematectonic communication [12], when the only relevant
interactions between individuals occur through modifications of the environment.
Systems such as these show self-organisation of higher complexity than the initial flock model. Furthermore, it is
possible to make a connectionist interpretation of the mechanics of such a system, and realise that it shows the same
basic properties of a network [13]. Through this reading, and comparing it with a network it is easy to appreciate the
capacity of a sematectonic system in terms of 'learning'.
In Connectionist models structure consists of a discrete set of nodes (neurones), and a specified set of connections
between the nodes (synapses). The network unfolds as a dynamic process in which different variables related to the
transitions between nodes, or connection strengths, are modified. The dynamics of the whole system is the result of the
interaction of all the neurones.
In its most general sense, learning can be described in connectionist models as how the connection strengths, and
hence the dynamics, evolves. In general there is a separation of time scales between dynamics and learning, where the
dynamical processes are much faster than the learning processes. In addition to neural networks there are many other
types of connectionist models, such as autocatalytic chemical reactions, classifier systems, and immune networks, to
mention just a few. Swarm networks are just another example.
Incorporating these ideas in to the swarm, sematectonic communication was implemented instead of flocking. For this,
a three dimensional lattice space was provided. Agents move in this discrete space, each lattice being equivalent to a
node in a connectionist system. Each agent leaves a trace in the morphogen variable (from Millonas) on each lattice
(or node). The lattice space is also capable of computations on its neighbourhood, similar to Cellular Automata. The
computations of the nodes are:
Diffusion: local averaging of the morphogen values, in order to generalise to neighbour nodes, and to generate
smoother gradients for the agents.
Evaporation of the morphogen: slow reduction of the morphogen values, as explained earlier, to give the network the
capacity of 'forgetting'. Necessary to discriminate the relevance of information, and therefore to learn.
Gradient calculation: This is performed by the nodes themselves instead of by the agents. It corresponds to the
'weights' in the transition probabilities from one node to another (in the case of this lattice space one of the neighbour
nodes). Agents read the gradient and add it to their current heading.
The way the gradients modify the possibility of an agent moving from one node to another is understood as the
changes in the weights or the strengths of the connections between nodes, and therefore as the learning of the system.
The lattice space and the accumulation of morphogen in it work as a memory and the slow "evaporation" of the
morphogen as the capacity to 'forget', and therefore to discern significant patterns from irrelevant ones. After some
time, areas with bigger concentrations of morphogen differentiated from others.
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Gradients created by the sematectonic process.

A next step was to differentiate and learn between different "experiences" or sensed data by the agents. The agents
would therefore “secrete” more morphogen when they 'sensed' geometry, and less when they had a clear view ahead of
them. This ends up with the agents discerning different parts of the geometrical model, and clustering in areas where
their collision detection algorithm informed them of higher spatial complexity (in the terms of the agents). In other
words, spaces where the agent's collision detection algorithm found conflicts with the geometry (trying to steer away
from one collision path and entering in to another, for example) at the same time spaces relatively easy to reach are
rarely visited since otherwise the morphogen would evaporate if not visited by any agent.
2.1.2 Adaptative flock
In their paper 'The use of Flocks to drive a Geographic Analysis Machine', J. Macgill and S. Openshaw [14] discuss
how the emergent behaviour of interaction between flock members might be used to form an effective search strategy
for performing exploratory geographical analysis. The method takes advantage of the parallel search mechanism a flock
implies, by which if a member of a flock finds an area of interest, the mechanics of the flock will draw other members
to scan that area in more detail.
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Result of the learning process
in the site after 1000 , 5000 and 10000 iterations (8 hours).

The third swarm therefore was again of a flocking kind. One of the advantages of these is that since the lattice space
and all its Cellular Automata operations such as diffusion are not needed anymore, it is possible to reduce enormously
the amount of computation necessary.
The system shows the same characteristics for cognition explained earlier, that is, the capacity for remembering and
forgetting, which we described when describing evaporation of the morphogen as essential in the process of learning.
The Algorithm.
Each agent would have now a variable speed, with a common minimum and maximum for all agents. In case of
collision trajectory, the agent will slow down. In the absence of collision, the agent will steadily speed up until it
reaches its maximum. This means that in the event of a 'conflict' space, or an area where one agent detects many
collisions consecutively, agents will cluster; since their speed is low, they will have the inertia to remain there, where
as faster 'free' agents in the neighbourhood will be easily attracted to the area. The information about collision areas is
therefore stored in the speed of the agents. Speeding up will be the equivalent of forgetting in the system.
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         Isosurface wrapping the paths of the agents.

With this mechanism, the swarm will move around detecting collision areas. If the area doesn't have enough weight
compared with another, it won't be able to attract enough agents. The system will end up discriminating the areas were
most collisions occur and which are more accessible, after a time.
2.2 System Coupling with Another System and consensual domains
Until now, swarms have being moving in geometrical representations of spaces. These swarms have been shown to
have the ability to define different qualities of their environment, comparing patterns of collisions and unfolding a
learning process.
The space agents move in doesn't necessarily need to be any representation of physical space. It is possible to use the
swarms of the different types to perform searches in n-dimensional phase spaces. The possibilities of this approach as
an optimisation mechanism have been underlined by Eberhart and Kennedy [15], and their performance compared with
similar search engines and devices such as Genetic Algorithms. One possible advantage of this approach is the easy
understanding of the relation between the search mechanism and the solution space, and the way this search is
performed. It also makes it possible to compare the process with other evolving systems, like the evolution of ideas,
opinions and beliefs in social systems.
In the next step such a device has been built and tested for its ability to respond to human interaction. We have in this
case the second type of structural coupling described previously as the coupling of two systems, which define a
consensual domain. This can be described as the sphere defined by ‘ interlocked (intercalated and mutually triggering)
sequences of states, established and determined through ontogenic interactions between structurally plastic statedetermined systems.' [16]. We could also find this consensual domain when looking at the relations between agents in
the previous swarms. The difference now is that this domain exists also between the swarm as a whole, and a human
partner.
2.2.1. The Algorithm
The algorithm for this swarm is also a development of the basic Reynolds Boids algorithm, where each agent has been
given a mass variable in order to incorporate the capacity of learning as well. The acceleration the individual agents
experience each iteration depends on this variable: light weights mean higher speeds, heavy weights slower ones. The
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cohesion of the flock is also influenced by the mass: heavy agents will attract others to their neighbourhood stronger
than light ones. Light agents will also have less inertia, where heavy ones will tend to keep their variables unmodified.
The system needs the slow “evaporation” of the mass variable in order to be adaptative and therefore to learn.
Some “sympathetic mass transition” has also been implemented, in order to make agents in the close neighbourhood of
a very heavy one become also heavier and slower, and consequently clustering in that region (In the previous swarm
this happened automatically from the interaction with the environment).
The weight that is assigned to each agent could have its origin in a “fitness function”. The position of each individual
of the swarm would then be mapped onto a “phenotype” and a fitness value calculated for it. In cases of good fitness a
heavy weight would be given to the individual, to indicate the system that that position is worth keeping and
mimicking. Bad positions would this way be forgotten, since the agents in those areas would have low inertia and the
tendency to move rapidly away from them, towards more successful territories. Regions with good values will compete
with others for the attention of the agents, and if not successful enough, they will be forgotten.
The implementation of a strategy based in the assignment of weight seemed appropriate in this particular case where
there is interaction with a human. In a more general case it would be possible to evaluate each position for each
iteration. In this case the difference of position are very small for each iteration and therefore the communication with
the user and testing of the positions must be made at intervals of many iterations. The mechanism for copying some of
the weight of heavier neighbours allows agents to react to the result of the “fitness” of those neighbours without direct
testing of each particular position for each iteration. Of course this or a similar mechanism would also allow the testing
of fitness at separate intervals, and therefore it would improve the economy of calculations of the algorithm.
In this instance of the flocking algorithm no specific fitness function has been assigned, using instead a so-called
“eyeball test”, in which a human partner decides which position is more fitted. The process of interaction between both
defines what has previously been described as a consensual domain.
Additionally to Reynolds basic flocking algorithm, the agents choose sometimes one of their neighbours randomly.
This rule has been found to be an effective way of avoiding the creation of completely uncommunicated and unrelated
clusters of neighbours, allowing the swarm to adapt faster.
The collision avoidance with each other is also worth mentioning again in this context. It introduces slight
discrepancies between the positions of the individual agents (they will have similar positions, but not the same one, or
in other words, the phenotypes will be very similar but most of the cases not completely identical). This last element is
in contrast with what Kennedy and Eberhart explain in their paper, about the possibility of for example two ‘opinions’
sharing the same space [17]. The introduction of these differences in position allows the agents to scan areas more
thoroughly and extensively, particularly helpful when working with design spaces and “eyeball test” kinds of fitness.
The way the space is mapped in to a phenotype is simple: in this case the three-dimensional space defined has been
understood as the parameters for a branching algorithm. Each of the values of the position vector of the agents
becomes a rotation angle around X, Y and Z in the branching of the phenotype. It is thus not necessary to have an
infinite space, but it can be bounded between 0 and 360 in each of the axes. The decision of using such an algorithm
as a phenotype is not arbitrary. First it allows to create a big variety of different forms from very few parameters,
which was reduced to three in this case to allow the demonstration of the operations of the swarm (the representation
of spaces of higher dimensions has obvious difficulties). Secondly, it produces forms with many symmetries, in which
patterns can be easily recognised and forms classified by the human partner. Therefore the choice of such a phenotype
is not aesthetic, but functional.
2.2.2. The program: Evolutionary Swarm.
Evolutionary Swarm is a Windows application developed to test the capacity of a swarm algorithm to define a
consensual domain. It implements the algorithm previously described and provides it with an interface. This interface
is made of two basic windows: one in which the swarm is shown in relation with the search space, and another one in
which the position of each individual has been mapped in to a phenotype, through a branching algorithm. Each of
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these phenotypes can be selected by the user, increasing in this way the mass variable of the agent associated with that
position. The agent will accordingly slow down and tend to remain in the vicinity of that space. Because of the
dynamics of the swarm, the position of the phenotype selected will be ‘mimed’ by the rest of the individuals and
reproduced with more or less accuracy through out the agent population. For generating more diversity among the
swarm it is only necessary to evolve it without any particular member selected. This will increase the differences
between the individual positions (less consensus) and therefore the variety of the phenotypes.

         
         screensave of the interface of the evolutionary swarm.

2.2.3 Parallels with social systems
Parallels between biological evolutionary systems and the development of ideas have often been made, being perhaps
the one implied in the concept of memetic evolution the most popular of such comparisons. The word “meme” was
coined by Richard Dawkins in his book The Selfish Gene. Memes tend to make copies of themselves and are therefore
“replicators”, like genes. ` Examples of memes include melodies, icons, fashion statements and phrases. Memes
function the same way genes and viruses do, propagating through communication networks and face-to-face contact
between people’ [18].
In this context the flock positions of its individuals could also be compared with opinions, preferences etc, where the
movement of the individuals would be equivalent to the shift of those opinions inside a social system. Individuals may
hold some ideas or positions, and at the same time show some 'sympathies' or tendencies towards others, often in the
close vicinity of the ideas that they currently hold. If these sympathies are sustained for long enough or are very strong,
the positions will shift towards the sympathised convictions. This idea of sympathies or tendencies is similar to the
direction vectors in the swarm model. The different clusters of agents that emerge and the region they define could be
compared in a social system with close sets of ideas, "ideologies" or shared beliefs.
Since there is some kind of ‘conversational’ human/machine relationship between the swarm and a person interacting
with it, the forms work in some way as signs, in the sense that they are interpreted by the person and meanings
attached to them, such as good/bad, spider-like, spongy, etc. The swarm tends to ‘understand’ and ‘agree’ with the
choices made by the person interacting with it, but it also seems to ‘disagree’ slightly, or at least to not fully
understand the preferences of the user. It is only in this way that the conversation is possible, and the consensual
domain formed. If the machine would agree immediately, that is, if all agents would converge exactly to the point
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specified, conversation would be impossible. Through this game of differences the conversation can evolve.
Thus, if we understand the forms of the phenotypes as some kind of sign their relations are similar as the signs in a
linguistic system. The mechanics of these resembles the one of the swarm: ‘As soon as a certain meaning is generated
for a sign, it reverberates through the system. Through the various loops and pathways, this disturbance of the traces
is reflected back on the sign in question, shifting its ‘original’ meaning, even if only imperceptibly. …Each trace is not
only delayed, but also subjugated by every other trace’. [19]
Even more similarities emerge if we think of a phase space of signs, or the space of all their possible meanings.
‘Words or signs, do not have fixed positions. The relationships between signs are not stable enough for each sign to be
determined exactly. In a way interaction is only possible if there is some ‘space’ between signs. There are always more
possibilities than can be actualized (Luhmann 1985). The meaning of a sign is the result of the play in the space
between signs. Signs in a complex system always have an excess of meaning, with only some of the potential meaning
realized in specific situations.’ [20]

2.2.4 Comparison between models of adaptation.
As we have seen in comparison with a memetic system the swarm model in relation with the evolution of ideas is more
akin to their emergence through smooth changes of opinion than with the actual spontaneous birth of them. The
discovery of new ‘ideas’ in the swarm is performed in a smooth way, by the tendency of the agents to overpass an
optimum point and by the amplification of these mistakes. This slow evolution and drift between ideas becomes one of
the substantial differences between Genetic systems such as the one constituted by memes, in which there is a random
search mechanism involved (mutation) and that of the swarms, in which the shifting towards new ‘ideas’ is smooth. If
mutation in memetic systems is thought as the accumulation of miss-replications or memetic drifts, the smoothness of
the evolution of the swarm could then be understood as an equivalent continuous and low intensity memetic drift. In
the swarm evolutionary paradigm random mechanisms similar to mutation could also be implemented, as perhaps the
possibility of random jumps of the agents inside the search space.
But there is also possible to highlight other differences between the genetic and the swarm models. Carl Popper [21]
distinguishes between two basic levels of adaptation: genetic adaptation and behavioural adaptation. The main
difference between the genetic and the behavioural levels of adaptation is this: mutations at the genetic level are not
only aleatory, but also completely “blind”; they are not directed towards an end, and the survival of a mutation can not
influence in the posterior mutations, not even in the frequency or in the probabilities of their apparition. In the
behavioural level trials are also more or less random, but they are not completely “blind” in any of the ways
mentioned. In the first place they are directed towards an end, and in the second, animals can also learn from the
production of a trial. According to this, the swarm model could be compared to some extent with the behavioural
model of adaptation, in the sense that the direction vectors of each individual can be interpreted as ‘directed towards an
end’ (in the abstract space to optimise their positions). The direction vectors, at the same time also influence next
‘mutations’, or shifts in position. Popper also emphasises how behavioural adaptation is in general an intensively
active process: in the animal –especially in the play of the young animal –, and even in the case of the plant, which
investigates actively and constantly its environment.

Conclusion.
In this paper we have discussed the development of sensori-motor intelligence and its particular instance of the
swarms. Those have been extensively studied from this point of view, and different models of them tested. Processes
of learning have been developed through different approaches first in swarms that evolve in a geometrical
environment, and finally in an abstract representation of a design space. The possibilities of such a model have been
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explained and then the model has been compared with evolution of ideas in social sitemaps and with other
evolutionary systems, in particular genetic systems. Most of the conclusions established about this last model of swarm
could also be extended to others. Instead of flocking algorithms, stigmergic swarms could be implemented in similar
ways.
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Abstract
This paper introduces an evolutionary system for the emergence of shared repertoires of sounds in virtual communities
of agents furnished with a sound making instrument, a listening system, a memory device and a cognitive module. The
paper begins with a general introduction to computer-generated music followed by a discussion on the potential of
Alife-based techniques
for musicology. Then, it introduces our system followed by commented examples. The paper ends with a brief
assessment of the system and considers further work.

1. Introduction
Composers, perhaps more than any other class of artists, have always been acutely aware of the scientific
developments of their time. From the discovery almost three thousand years ago, of the direct relationship between the
pitch of a note and the length of a string or pipe, to the latest computer models of human musical cognition and
intelligence, musicians have always looked to
science to provide new and challenging ways to study and compose music. Music is generally associated with the
artistic expression of emotions, but reason also plays an important role in music making. One of the finest examples of
early rational approaches to
music composition appeared in the eleventh century, when Guido d’Arezzo proposed a lookup chart for assigning pitch
to the syllables of religious hymns. He also invented the musical stave for systematic notation of music [22] and
established the medieval music scales known as the church modes. Between d’Arezzo’s charts and the first
compositional computer programs that appeared in the early 1950s, countless systematisations of music for
composition purposes were proposed. The use of the computer as a composition tool thus continues the tradition of
Western musical thought that was initiated approximately a thousand years ago. The computer is a
powerful tool for the realisation of abstract design constructs, enabling composers to create musical systematisations
and judge whether they have the potential to produce interesting music.
One of the first hints of machine composition came from Ada Lovelace around 1840 in England. The mathematician
Charles Babbage had just conceived his Analytical Engine [23], a programmable calculator now considered to be the
precursor of the modern-day computer, and Lovelace proposed the idea of using Babbage’s invention to compose
pieces of music; unfortunately her ideas were not put into practice at the time. All the same, at around that time steam
powered machines controlled by stacks of punched cards were being engineered for the
textile industry and musical instrument builders promptly recognised that punch-card stacks could be used to drive
automatic pipe organs. This automatic organ revealed a glimpse of an unsettling idea about the nature of the music that
they produced: it emanated from a stream of
information, or data, in a form that might also be used to weave a textile pattern. The idea soon evolved into
mechanical pianos (popularly known as ‘Pianolas’) and several companies began as early as the 1900s to manufacture
the so-called reproducing pianos.
Reproducing pianos could generate up to sixteen different shades of loudness and some could vary the volume they
produced on a continuous sliding scale. Such pianos enabled pianists to record their work with great fidelity: the
recording apparatus could punch four thousands holes per minute on a piano roll, enough to store all the notes that a
fast virtuoso could play. Because a piano roll stored a set of parameters that described the sound and not the sounds
themselves, the performance remained malleable: the information could be manually edited, the holes re-cut, and so
on. This sort of technology gained much sophistication during the course of the twentieth
century, but the underlying principles remained the same. The medium has changed from punched cards and paper
rolls to magnetic and optical storage, but perhaps the most substantial improvement is the invention of a processor that
can perform operations on the stored data as well as generate it: the computer.
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The use of computers as generators of musical pieces was pioneered in the mid-1950s by such people as Lejaren Hiller
and Leonard Isaacson in the United States of America, whose 1956 piece, The Illiac Suite for String Quartet is
recognised as being the first computer-composed piece of music [11]. Today, computers play key roles in several
aspects of music making, ranging from the synthesis of complex sounds that are impossible to produce with acoustic
musical instruments, to the automatic generation of music. This paper focuses on the role of the computer as
generative tool.
Whilst astronomy, numerical proportions and esoteric numbers served to scaffold some great musical pieces in the past,
discrete mathematics, set theory, logic, formal grammars, probabilities and algorithms are the mathematical tools of the
contemporary music composer. Compositional techniques involving mathematical models and scientific metaphors
have contributed enormously
to the radical changes that occurred in Western music after the second half of the twentieth century, leading to the
countless tendencies and approaches to musical composition that are recognised today [13]. An emerging new
compositional trend that can be considered to be a
natural progression in computer music research is Evolutionary Music. Here the tools for designing generative systems
are drawn from research into the origins and evolution of biological organisms, ecology and cultural systems.
Contemporary scientists seem to be increasingly shifting their attention from the study of the composition of matter to
the study of the functional characteristics of nature’s tangled systems, including the interaction between the
components of a system, the interconnection of different systems and the emergence of global behaviour.
Consequently, new scientific methodologies and tools are being devised for these new studies and most of them would
not be possible without computer technology: scientists can now create surrogate artificial worlds in order to perform
complex experiments that would otherwise be impossible to perform. The emergence of fields such as Artificial Life,
or Alife for short, is a consequence of this shift of scientific paradigm.
Alife is a discipline that studies natural living systems by simulating some of their biological aspects in silico [10].
Because Alife deals with such complex phenomena, it has fostered the development of a pool of research tools for
studying complexity; for example, cellular automata, genetic algorithms, adaptive games and neural networks. It is
interesting though, that these tools
are also proving to be useful in fields other than Biology, most notably Social Sciences [9], Linguistics [21] and Music
[15, 1, 24].
Alife techniques may have varied applications in musicological research, but from a composer’s point of view perhaps
the most interesting application is for the study of the circumstances and mechanisms whereby sound systems might
originate and evolve in artificially created worlds inhabited by virtual communities of musicians and listeners. Origins
and evolution are studied here in the context of the cultural conventions that may emerge under a number of
constraints, for example psychological, physiological and ecological constraints.

2. Cultural dynamics as emergent phenomena
A better understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of musical origins and evolution is of great importance for
composers looking for hitherto unexplored ways to create new music. As with the fields of Acoustics [4],
Psychoacoustics [7] and Artificial Intelligence [14] which have greatly contributed to our understanding of music,
Alife has the potential to reveal new aspects
that are waiting to be unveiled. Let us take as an example the origin and evolution of musical styles. Musical styles
seem to result from the emergence of rules and/or from the shifting of existing conventions for music making (the
term ‘music making’ is used in this paper to mean
both creating music and listening to music). Musical styles maintain their organisation within a cultural framework and
yet they are highly dynamic; they are constantly evolving and adapting to new cultural situations. The general
hypothesis here is that the mechanisms for generating complexity commonly found in biological systems may also
explain some aspects underlying the emergence of musical styles.
It is unlikely, however, that models entirely based upon Biology alone would be able to realistically support any
reasonable explanation for the origins and evolution of music. The great challenge for musicologists is to devise
complementary approaches to address the problem
at hand. So far, most approaches to Evolutionary Music have concentrated on designing methods for mapping the
behaviour of specific Alife algorithms, such as cellular automata and genetic algorithms, onto music [18, 17, 25, 19].
In this paper we propose a slightly different
approach whereby we take on board the fundamental mechanisms of cultural evolution, more specifically, the
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mechanisms governing the interactions between entities, their interconnection and the emergent global behaviour.
Music is considered here as an adaptive system of sounds used by a number of individuals in a certain community, or
distributed agents in Computer Science jargon, engaged in a collective sound making experience. Some of these agents
may only listen to the sounds while others may be fully engaged in the generative process. No global supervision
should be taking place in such collective activity and the agents must not have direct access to the musical knowledge
of the other agents, apart from hearing what they actually produce during the interactions. As a rough analogy, this
model could be metaphorically compared to a jam session where people, who have
not necessarily met before, can join in and play. A contrasting scenario would be an orchestral concert where
musicians follow a common score under the direction of a conductor; in this case we would say that there is almost no
room for music evolution while the orchestra is performing. The following paragraphs introduce a case study system
that we have designed to forge the emergence of a shared vocabulary of sounds in a virtual community of agents.
Although this system is far from being a fully-fledged generative composition software, its significance for the
development of ground-breaking generative composition technology will become clear as we
introduce its inner functioning.

3. The emergence of sound vocabularies in virtual communities
The motivation behind the design of this case study was to investigate whether a shared vocabulary of short sound
patterns could emerge from the behaviour of interacting distributed agents. We established from the outset that the
system should comply with two fundamental
requirements in order to produce realistic simulations. Firstly, there must be no global mechanism or rules controlling
the interactions or coaching the agents towards the formation of the sound repertoire. The agents must be autonomous
in the sense that they interact with one
another solely based upon their own internal rules. In Computer Science jargon we say that the control is distributed,
hence the term ‘interacting distributed agents’. Secondly, an individual agent can only gather information from what is
externalised by another agent. That is, agents cannot tap into the memory of other agents in order to see what is in
there. Before we go on to describe the details of our system, let us briefly examine what an external observer would
see by watching the inhabitants of our virtual community in action. The
interactions occur on a two-by-two basis: a pair of agents is randomly chosen by the system for interaction and one of
them (agent A) plays a sound to the other (agent B). The task of agent B is to try to imitate agent A. Due to the fact
that the agents can only understand what they hear in terms of the sounds that they know already, agent B must play
back a sound taken from its repertoire. This is a very important point: an agent attempts to imitate a sound solely
based upon what it already knows. If its repertoire is empty, then it makes a response at random and plays it.
If its repertoire is not empty, then it carefully listens to agent A and selects the most similar sound that it can find in its
repertoire for the imitation. Next, agent A assesses whether or not the imitation is acceptable and gives a feedback to
agent B. If the imitation was acceptable, then agent A reproduces the original sound as a positive feedback flag, but if
it was unacceptable, then it just shuts up and silently terminates the interaction. After this interaction, both agents
inspect their memories and perform a few updates based upon the experience they both had. The cycle recommences,
and so on. Bear in mind that to begin with, the memory of all agents is empty. The consequences of having
an empty repertoire are: if the agent sets itself to play something, then it will have to create a new sound from scratch
and if the agent hears a sound, it will not be able to infer anything from it. In other words, the agent cannot actually
listen to what it heard. In Cognitive Science parlance, we could say that an agent with an empty repertoire is unable to
perceive and enact. An important presupposition here is that the action of playing a sound pattern involves the
activation of certain motor mechanisms in specific ways. Moreover, the recognition of a sound pattern requires
knowledge about the activation of these motor mechanisms in order to reproduce the pattern in question. It does not
matter, however, if one agent pulls different strings to another in order to produce similar patterns. What should the
agents be constituted of and what should they do in order to produce such a behaviour? The anatomy of the agents and
the rules for the interactions, so to speak, are
introduced in the following paragraphs.
3.1. The anatomy of the agents
Each agent of our system is equipped with a voice synthesiser, a hearing apparatus, a memory device and a cognitive
module. The voice synthesiser is a source/filter formant synthesiser [16] combined with a geometric articulator that
allows for control using parameters such as tongue position, lips and jaw opening [12]. Basically, the synthesiser
requires twelve parameters to produce a sound, but it is not
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necessary to study the role of the entire set of parameters to understand how the agents function. As far as this paper is
concerned it suffices to know that f 0 controls the pitch of the sound (values given in Hz), w 1 the amplitude of the
voicing signal (values ranging from 0 to 1) and t
controls timing (in seconds). In order to synthesise a sound, an agent has to compute a sequence of commands that will
be triggered according to the clock t (the duration of a sound at a certain time t n is therefore calculated as t n+1 . t n ):
(synthesise f 0 w 1 w 2 z a b c f m d j h t 0 )
(synthesise f 0 w 1 w 2 z a b c f m d j h t 1 )
(synthesise f 0 w 1 w 2 z a b c f m d j h t 2 )
…
(synthesise f 0 w 1 w 2 z a b c f m d j h t n )
Thus, to synthesise the musical passage in Figure 1, with an open vowel-like timbre [20], the agent would have to
compute something along these lines:
(synthesise 493.9 0.5 0.12 0 0.5 0.75 0.25 5.6 0.016 0 1.0 0.0)
(synthesise 493.9 0.5 0.12 0 0.5 0.75 0.25 5.6 0.016 0 1.0 1.0)
(synthesise 000.0 0.0 00.0 0 0.5 0.75 0.25 5.6 0.016 0 1.0 2.0)
(synthesise 493.9 0.8 0.12 0 0.5 0.75 0.25 5.6 0.016 0 1.0 3.0)

Figure 1: An example of a musical passage.

As for the hearing apparatus, it performs a time-onset analysis on an incoming signal and then it extracts the
amplitude value of the onsets and their pitch (Figure 2). Time-onset analysis uses an algorithm developed by Cummins
and Port [5]: it looks for peaks of high energy in the topology of the sound and records their time and the amplitude.
The pitch extraction implements an efficient autocorrelation-based method proposed by Boersma [3].
The memory device stores the agent’s sound repertoire and other data such as probabilities, thresholds and
reinforcement parameters. The method for representing the sound repertoire will be introduced below. As with the
voice synthesiser, it is not necessary to describe here every piece on information that is stored in the memory of the
agents. The most important parameters that each agent has to deal with are given as follows (their meaning will be
clarified later):
n = deviation coefficient
d = distinctiveness threshold
F = frequency resolution
A = amplitude resolution
Q = time resolution
P a = creative willingness
P b = forgetfulness disposition
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Figure 2: The hearing apparatus extracts time-onsets from the signal and calculates the
amplitude and frequency at these onsets.

Finally, the cognitive module provides the agent with the knowledge on how to behave during the collective soundmaking activity. For example, the agent must know when to remain quiet, what to do when the player produces a
pattern, how to assess an imitation, and so forth. By and large, it is the cognitive module that determines the dynamics
of the interactions. For the sake of simplicity, the cognitive module does not evolve in the present study.
Metaphorically speaking we could say that the agents are born with this module hard-wired in their brains. Moreover,
all agents are alike with respect to their cognitive module; that is, all of them follow the same procedures. Also, all
agents have identical synthesis and listening apparatus. In other words, all agents are clones of each other. A more
realistic simulation would certainly need, however, to incorporate agents with varied abilities and with a changeable
cognitive module. The following
section presents a more detailed description of the knowledge held by this module: the rules for the interactions.
3.2. The rules for the interactions
As mentioned earlier, the goal of the agents is to develop a shared repertoire of sounds and to imitate each other as
well as possible. At each round, each of the agents in a pair chosen from the community plays one of two different
roles: the player and the imitator. Once two agents have been chosen for a round, one of them takes the lead and
assumes the role of the player by producing a sound p 1 , randomly chosen from its repertoire. If its repertoire is empty,
then it produces a random sound. The other agent then assumes the role of the imitator: it analyses the sound p 1 ,
searches for a similar sound in its repertoire, p 2 , and produces it. The player in turn analyses the sound p 2 and
compares it with all other sounds in its own repertoire. If its repertoire holds no other sound p n that is more similar to p
2 than p 1 is, then the player replays p 1 as a reassuring feedback for the imitator; in this case the imitation would be
acceptable. Conversely, if the player finds another sound p n that is more similar to p 2 than p 1 is, then the imitation is
unsatisfactory and in this case the player would halt the interaction without emitting the reassuring feedback. It should
be noted that in all these cases, the agents never play a sound exactly as it is represented in their memory: they always
add a small deviation to its realisation (the amount of deviation is determined by the coefficient n).
If the imitator hears the reassuring feedback, then it will reinforce the existence of p 2 in its repertoire and will change it
slightly as an attempt to make the sound even more similar to p 1 . In practice, the reinforcement is implemented as a
counter that registers how many times a sound has successfully been used. Conversely, if the imitator does not receive
the feedback then it will infer that something went wrong with its imitation. In this case, the agent has to choose
between two further courses of action. If it finds out that p 2 is a ‘weak’ sound in its memory, because it has not
received enough reinforcement in the past, then it will try to modify p 2 slightly, as an attempt to further approximate it
to p 1 . It is hoped that this approximation will give the sound a better chance of success if it is used again in another
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round. But if p 2 is a strong sound, then it is because it has been successfully used in previous imitations and a few
other agents in the
community also probably know it. In this case, the agent will leave p 2 untouched, will attempt to create a new sound
similar to p 1 , and will include this new sound in the repertoire. The creation of this new sound is done on a trial-anderror basis: the agent babbles for a few trials and selects the one that is most similar.
Before terminating the round, both agents perform final updates. These updates are merge, forget and create. Firstly
they scan their repertoire and merge those sounds that are considered to be too similar to each other. Also, at the end
of each round, both agents have a certain probability P b to undertake a spring-cleaning to get rid of weak sounds. If a
sound has been used for more than a certain amount of rounds and if this sound has led to less than a specific
percentage of satisfactory imitations, then it is deleted from the memory. In other words, those sounds that are not
sufficiently reinforced in the memory are simply forgotten. Finally, at the end of each round, both agents have a
certain probability P a of adding a new randomly created pattern to their repertoires.

4. Representing sounds
An agent processes and stores sounds represented in terms of binary and ternary onset-strings. As far as the agents are
concerned, these are the fundamental building blocks for making larger and more elaborate sound sequences; they can
be combined to form strings of four, five, seven eight onsets, and so on (Figure 3).
These fundamental building blocks are represented in terms of the pitch (or pitch frequency), amplitude (or loudness)
and time intervals between the onsets, and the representation of these inter-onset values is not absolute, but
proportional. For the sake of clarity, from now on we will focus only on binary onset-strings; the ternary ones are
represented in a similar fashion.

Figure 3: Short binary and ternary onset-strings are the building blocks for making larger
sequences.

Figure 4: The representation of a binary onset-string.
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Let us take as an example the binary onset-string shown in Figure 4. This example reads as follows: the pitch of the
first onset is 20% lower than pitch of the second onset in relation to a given range of pitches (e.g., one octave or 12
semitones). The loudness of the first onset is 30%
higher than the loudness of the second onset and the time distance between the onsets is 50% of the total time length of
the string. The agents represent a binary onset-string as a point in a three-dimensional space whose co-ordinates are
given by these inter-onset proportions, or intervals.
The parameters F, A and Q define the resolution of this representational space. In other words, they define the
granularity of the representation: the higher the granularity, the higher the number of distinctive sounds that the agents
can handle (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Two versions of an amplitude vs. time view of the representational space. The
space on the left side distinguishes between the two plotted sounds whereas the space on
the right side does not.

5. Examples
5.1. Taking at close look at the agents in action
In order to illustrate the dynamics of the model let us examine two interaction examples. The first example illustrates a
case where the player has only one sound in its repertoire whereas the imitator has three (Figure 6). The player starts
by playing the only sound that it knows: p 1 . The imitator analyses p 1 in order to infer where it would stand in its
representational space and compares the distances between p 1 and its three sounds i 1 , i 2 and i 3 . The imitator finds out
that the shortest distance is between p 1 and i 2 , and so it produces i 2 as an imitation of p 1 . The player analyses i 2 in
order to infer where it would stand in its representational space and compares the
distances between i 2 and the sounds of its repertoire. Since there is only one sound in the repertoire of the player, i 2 is
considered to be an acceptable imitation; even though it might sound very different to an external observer: as far as
this agent is concerned, both sounds are similar.
The player gives the reassuring feedback to the listener, who in turn reinforces the strength of i 2 in its repertoire and
shifts its representation slightly towards p 1 . Both agents perform the halting updates and the interaction terminates.
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Figure 6: A case where the imitation was acceptable. The graph on the left side
corresponds to the repertoire of the player and the one on the right side the repertoire of
the imitator. (For the sake of clarity, only two dimensions are shown.)

The next example illustrates a case where the player has four sounds in its repertoire whereas the imitator has three
(Figure 7). The player starts by playing p 3 and the imitator analyses it in order to infer where it would stand in its
representational space. It compares the distances between p 3 and its three strings i 1 , i 2 and i 3 . The imitator finds out
that the shortest distance is between p 3 and i 1 , and so it produces i 1 as an imitation of p 3 . The player analyses i 1 in
order to infer where this sound would stand in its representational space and then it compares the distances between i 1
and each of the strings of its repertoire. Unfortunately the player finds out that the shortest
distance is between i 1 and p 1 . The imitation i 1 is therefore more similar to p 1 than to p 3 : in this case the imitation is
not acceptable. No reassuring feedback is given and since i 1 has been successfully used in previous interactions, the
imitator leaves i 1 as it is, creates a new sound from scratch and adds this new sound to its repertoire. This new
creation should be close to p 3 ; the agent babbles a few random trials and selects the one that is most similar. Both
agents perform the halting updates and the interaction terminates.
In practice, all decisions involving pattern similarity, whether for assessing an imitation, for creating a similar pattern
or for deciding whether or not to merge two patterns, are made based upon distance measurements in the
representational space. Regarding the merge update, there is the distinctiveness threshold value d whereby patterns are
merged if the distance between them is smaller than this threshold.
Figure 7: A case where the imitation was a failure. The graph on the left side corresponds
to the repertoire of the player and the one on the right side the repertoire of the imitator.
(For the sake of clarity, only two dimensions are shown.)

The distance between two sounds A and B is computed as the Euclidean distance between two points in a threedimensional space as follows:
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where ( ) F F B A .stands for the difference between the pitch frequency inter-onset intervals of sound B and sound A, (
) W W B A .stands for the difference between the amplitude inter-onset intervals of sound B and sound A, and ( ) Q Q B A
.for the difference between the time
inter-onset intervals between these two sounds. The coefficients . , ù and ó are used to differentiate the physical nature
of the three dimensions. For the sake of simplicity of our examples, these coefficients will not be considered here. In
this paper, the values of the coordinates will simply be normalised to range between 0 and 1 (or –1 if the difference
yields a negative value).
5.2. A commented run
The graph in Figure 8 shows the repertoire of a community of 20 agents, plotted on top of each other, after 4000
rounds of interactions using the following settings:
n = 1.5%
d = 0.88
F = 0.01
A = 0.01
Q = 0.01
P a = 10%
P b = 1%
Figure 8: The evolved repertoire of sounds of a virtual community of 20 agents.

Note that a shared repertoire of sounds has indeed emerged in the community: the clusters in the graph indicate that
various agents share similar sounds. They are not exactly equal because the agents have a certain tolerance for
wandering within the clustering area. Examples of possible sounds that are recognisable by the agents are shown in
Figure 9.
Figure 9: Sounds that are recognised by the agents represented using musical notation.
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Figure 10: The average size of the repertoire of sounds evolved by the community.

Roughly speaking, the settings of the model determine the cognitive disposition of the agents. Although the cognitive
module fixes identical social protocols for the interactions between agents, some degree of variation can be introduced
by altering the cognitive disposition of the
agents. In the case of the present system, this disposition does not vary during the interactions; it can only be manually
changed beforehand in order to produce different end results.
Nevertheless, the ability to change the cognitive disposition of the agents is crucial if such a system is coupled with
other systems with the intention of initiating co-evolutionary phenomena. For example, if for some reason a certain coevolutionary process demands the creation of a larger repertoire of sounds, then this process might compel the agents
increase the granularity of their representational space. That is, the agents will be required to ‘pay more attention’ in
order to render the sounds more distinctive. We are convinced that co-evolutionary mechanisms of this sort play a key
role in the formation of groupings that may lead to the emergence of higher level compositional schemas. For example,
the agents might, for some reason or constraint, prefer not to increase the repertoire of the basic binary and ternary
onset strings, but rather to combine the ones they already know in order to form larger sequences. It is not difficult to
envisage how this would work in practice. Imagine that, given the right co-evolutionary conditions, the agents could,
for example, evolve grammars for combining currently known sounds such as the ones shown in Figure 8. An instance
of such a grammar could be given as follows (Figure 11):
R -> b 1 P | b 2 Q
P -> b 1 P | b 1
Q -> b 2 Q | b 2
where:
1) P and Q are non-terminal nodes of the grammar;
2) B = {b 1 , b 2 , ...}is the set of terminal nodes, each of which represents an onset string
of the agent’s repertoire;
3) R is the starting symbol of the grammar;
4) * is the halting symbol of the grammar.
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Figure 11: A simple grammar for composing larger sound events using the evolved
repertoire of sounds.

As an example functioning of the above grammar, let us assume that the terminal nodes b 1 and b 2 correspond to the
clusters number 3 and 5 in Figure 8, respectively (Figure 9). The musical passage in Figure 12 could have been
generated from this grammar by a duet of agents: one
agent produces P and the other Q simultaneously. Note that since the clusters that emerged in Figure 8 represent
abstract building blocks in terms of inter-onset proportions, the actual pitch frequency values for the notes, their
dynamics and duration, are computed from given starting point values. (These values come from other processes that
we have not touched upon in this paper.) Thus, one agent used the binary onset-string represented by cluster number 3
to ‘sing’ two different figures, one starting at D3 and the other at A4, alternately. The other agent picked cluster
number 5 to sing a repeated bass line figure starting from D2.
Figure 12: An example of a possible composition whose elements come from the repertoire
evolved by the agents.

Those who are familiar with Antonin Dvorak’s String Quartet in F major, will recognise that this musical passage
sounds identical to the first violin and the cello parts in bar 14, at the beginning of the piece [6].

6. Concluding remarks
The potential of Alife techniques for implementing generative music programs has recently started to attract the
attention of an increasing number of musicologists and composers. A new trend in computer music seems to have
emerged: Evolutionary Music. In this paper we
introduced an approach to Evolutionary Music whereby we take into account mechanisms of cultural evolution in
addition to biologically inspired techniques. Put simply, rather than regard musical composition as the result of some
sort of ‘sonification’ of the behaviour of some
biological simulation (e.g., cellular automata, genetic algorithms, etc.), we regard it as a phenomenon that emerges
from the simulation of social interaction of agents in a community. We introduced a simple case study system whereby
we forged the evolution of a shared
repertoire of sounds by means of simple social interactions in a community of agents furnished with a speech
synthesiser, a hearing apparatus, a memory mechanism and basic cognitive skills. Although the agents of our system
can evolve repertoires of sounds, we can hardly say at this stage that they can make music. We will only be able to
maintain that our system can evolve
actual music when co-evolutionary procedures for creating higher-level musical schemas (e.g., grammars for creating
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sequences) are successfully implemented. There are still, however, a number of questions that need to be addressed
before we set out to design co-evolutionary experiments. For example, we do not know what would happen if we gave
the agents the choice for a sound-making device other than the voice and/or create agents with diverse cognitive skills.
Also, we need to consider that the agents should also be able to evolve (e.g., grow up, get smarter, get older, etc.) and
therefore so should the rules for the interactions. The strengths of our case study system can be summarised as follows:
a) No global supervision: The repertoire of sounds emerges from the interactions of individual and autonomous agents.
There is no global procedure supervising or coaching the interactions. Each agent’s actions are solely based upon its
own internal rules.
b) Distributed memory: There is no global memory holding the repertoire of the community. Each agent has it own
memory and, most importantly, no other agent can ‘see’ what is stored in there. The only way to access the ‘culture’ of
a community is by considering the
memories and behaviours of all agents put together; e.g., the graphs in Figures 8 and 10.
c) Knowledge is subjective: An agent listens to what it hears based upon its own internal knowledge. This knowledge
is acquired incrementally during the interactions. For example, the imitation in the example shown in Figure 6 was
considered acceptable for that particular agent, even though we, as an external observer would consider it
unacceptable.
d) Culture is dynamic: The evolved repertoire is dynamic. Even after the community has
reached its memory capacity, the knowledge does not fossilise. For example, the average amount of clusters in Figure
8 may never exceed 6, but their positions in the space may shift.
e) Mapping is loose: There is no direct mapping between what an agent hears and what it produces. An agent produces
an imitation by using the synthesis parameters that it already knows and not by using the information gathered from
the analysis. This feature is not explicit in the system presented in this paper because the results from the analysis have
synthesis parameter counterparts. However, this feature will prove to be very useful in cases where these parameters
do not match; in these cases, different agents my find distinct solutions to produce similar sounds. This characteristic
of our system captures a well-known human phenomenon in speech where people can produce similar utterances by
activating different vocal tract muscles [9].
The next immediate steps in this research will be to add more dimensions to the agents’ representation of the sounds.
For example, we are considering integrating an experiment that has been implemented by Bart de Boer and Luc Steels
at the Free University of Brussels into our
system, whereby the agents can evolve a repertoire of vowels, in terms of formant values (de Boer 1999). This would
provide the agents with the ability to take the timbre of the sounds into account. We also plan to design agents with
different cognitive abilities and let the social protocols (i.e., rules for interactions) evolve as a consequence of the
ongoing interactions. Will such agents be able to autonomously create pieces such as Dvorak’s stunning string quartet?
Who knows? Just remember that what we are dealing with here is only the tip of the
iceberg…
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Abstract
Design generation has been the traditional culmination of computational design theory in architecture. Motivated either
by programmatic and functional complexity or by the elegance and power of representation schemes, research has
produced generative systems capable of creating new designs that satisfy certain conditions or reproduce exhaustively
entire classes of known designs. Most generative systems aim at a complete spatial design (detailing being an
unpopular subject), with minimal if any intervention by the human designer. The reason for doing so is either to give a
demonstration of the elegance, power and completeness of a system or simply that the replacement of the designer
with the computer is the fundamental purpose of the system.
The ongoing democratization of the computer stimulates reconsideration of the principles underlying existing design
generation in architecture. While the domain analyses upon which most systems are based are insightful and
stimulating, jumping to a generative conclusion may be based on a very sketchy understanding of human creativity and
of the computer’s role in it. Our current perception of such matters suggests a different approach, based on the
augmentation of intuitive creative capabilities with computational extensions.
Architectural generative design systems can be redirected towards design exploration, including the development of
alternatives and variations. Human designers are known to follow inconsistent strategies when confronted with
conflicts in their designs. These strategies are not made more consistent by the emerging forms of design analysis. The
use of analytical means such as simulation, coupled to the necessity of considering a rapidly growing number of
aspects, means that the designer is confronted with huge amounts of information that have to be processed and
integrated in the design. Generative design exploration that can combine the analysis results in directed and responsive
redesigning seems an effective method for the early stages of the design process, as well as for partial (local) problems
in later stages.
The transition to feedback support and background assistance for the human designer presupposes re-orientation of
design generation with respect to the issues of local intelligence and autonomy. Design generation has made extensive
use of local intelligence but has always kept it subservient to global schemes that tended to be holistic, rigid or
deterministic. The acceptance of local conditions as largely independent structures (local coordinating devices) affords
a more flexible attitude that permits not only the emergence of internal conflicts but also the resolution of such
conflicts in a transparent manner. The resulting autonomy of local coordinating devices can be expanded to practically
all aspects and abstraction levels. The ability to have intelligent behaviour built in components of the design
representation means that we can treat the built environment as a dynamic configuration of co-operating yet
autonomous parts.
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1. Architectural design automation
Design automation has been exercising a growing influence on architecture for a number of decades. Its initial focus on
heady subjects such as design generation and its grounding in academic research created substantial expectations.
However, despite developing a number elegant prototypical systems and interesting insights, academic activities
arguably failed to produce a deep influence on practice. The general democratization of information and
communication technologies in the second half of the nineteen nineties proved a more substantial force. The wide
availability of affordable computer power, coupled to the sheer modernity of computerization, meant a swift transition
from analogue to digital in a growing number of practical aspects of architectural design. This transition, however, was
generally unguided by knowledge of and experience in computational design methods and techniques. Consequently,
the practical side of computing in architectural design remains a mere application of commercial systems. Moreover, it
aims at base reasons vaguely linked to efficiency, primarily the production of drawings on paper. These systems are
either general-purpose or superficially geared to architectural conditions but ultimately less knowledgeable than
required. Both categories may boost efficiency in the production of design documentation (although experience reveals
quite a few dark sides) but invariably fail to provide feedback, support and guidance. One may argue that by replicating
the apparent modes of designing, the current forms of design automation in architectural practice cannot lead to
improvement of design performance, increase in our understanding of the built environment or advances in the
performance of the built environment itself.
Having been largely superseded by social and commercial developments, academic research responded in a number of
diverging ways. Current foci include advanced technologies such as simulation and rapid prototyping, information
dissemination and communication through Internet-related technologies, modest epigones of artificial intelligence and
knowledge-based ideas, as well as the representation of complex and irregular design forms. The difference between
the last subject and the others lies in its origin. While the others follow closely permanent directions in computational
architectural research, modelling complexity and irregularity is stimulated by a relatively recent tendency in practice
that goes under several names, including the doubtful cyber-architecture. This tendency concentrates on free-form
surfaces: flexible, adjustable surfaces that can be interactively moulded into the desired form. In architectural terms it is
related to both the expressionist revival of the nineteen fifties and high-tech ideas but derives more from advances in
the computational representation of curvilinear forms. These originate from automotive, aeronautic and naval design
where they were applied to aerodynamic and intuitive forms. In contrast to these industries, architecture has yet to
utilize the full potential of such representations, especially with respect to the transition to construction [1, 2].
The leap from representation and analysis to generation in free-form design is the logical next stage. The main reasons
for that is the mathematical background of the geometric constructions used and the desire to apply dimensional or
relational constraints that complement the designer’s intuitive sculpting of the form. This is consistent with the general
priorities of architectural computerization so far. Design generation has been the traditional culmination of
computational design theory in architecture. The ability to synthesize designs with little or no intervention by a human
operator implies complete and unambiguous understanding of a particular aspect or a class of design problems.
Consequently, generation has been motivated by programmatic and functional complexity, as in space allocation
systems [3], or the elegance and predictive power of representational analyses, as in shape grammars and rectangular
arrangements [4-7]. Such generative systems are respectively capable of producing new designs that satisfy certain
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conditions, for example proximity measures derived from the brief, or of reproducing exhaustively entire classes, such
as all possible Palladian villas, comprising known and plausible new designs [8, 9].
Most generative systems aim at a complete spatial design, usually a floor plan layout. Detailing has attracted some
attention but never became a popular subject. The human user (designer) is allowed minimal scope for intervention and
guidance, ranging from seed choice to termination of a process. There are two alternative reasons for doing so. The one
is to give a demonstration of the elegance, power and completeness of a (normally deterministic) system. User
intervention in such a system does not normally go beyond elementary initial choices (default values and peripheral
variables). The other reason is that the replacement of the designer with the computer can be the fundamental purpose
of the system. This generally relates to the designer’s apparent information-processing limitations, as well as the
perception of his role as mere intermediate and facilitator in prescriptive processes. In other words, the design problem
is deemed either already resolved by the generative system or too complex for the human designer.

2. Requirements and capabilities
From a historical perspective generative systems based on the morphological introspection of free-form design
attitudes fall directly under the category of representationally-motivated systems. Moreover, they cannot be expected
to improve on the design performance of prior systems, which build on extensive analyses of their subject matter.
These form a knowledge-component that cannot be rivaled by simple geometric parametrization schemes and the
transformability of computer-based representations. Moreover, the approach underlying morphological generative
systems must be correlated with current attitudes and priorities. The ongoing democratization of the computer and the
resulting emphasis on information and its processing stimulate reconsideration of the principles underlying design
automation in architecture, including:
·         Combination and integration of different aspects rather than concentration on a single one that dominates or
encompasses the others. This is a logical consequence of the increasing number and specificity of requirements
on the built environment and the proportional increase of pressure on architectural design performance.
·         Descriptive approach to design analysis and synthesis (as opposed to proscriptive and prescriptive approaches).
This means that the human designer re-emerges as the sole responsible for decision taking and hence also for
information processing.
The domain analyses upon which most generative systems are based are undoubtedly insightful and stimulating but the
leap to a generative conclusion has almost always been based on a very sketchy understanding of human creativity and
of the computer’s role in designing and creativity. Our current perception of such matters suggests a different
approach, based on the augmentation of intuitive creative capabilities with computational extensions. This is probably
most evident in the area of analysis.
The two main contributions of architecture to social development in the twentieth century have been the satisfaction of
quantitative needs in the built environment and the qualitative improvement of buildings. The quantitative dimension is
well known and publicized. A familiar example is the housing shortage in the reconstruction period following the
Second World War and the related development of industrialized building. The qualitative dimension is frequently
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underplayed but equally prominent in e.g. Modernist design thinking in the same period. Nevertheless, the rise of
consciousness concerning the quality of working and living conditions after the reconstruction period has been a
growing problem for architectural design. The explosive growth of programmatic requirements on building behaviour
and performance meant an increase in informational complexity that was beyond the methodical and technological
possibilities of conventional design approaches. While for instance Modernist thinking could integrate most such
requirements in simplistic dogmatic aesthetic formulations of the relationships between form and function, the postwar client and authority demand proof of conformity and satisfaction.
Under these conditions design analysis grew to provide the answers required by the brief and building regulations, as
well as design guidance by means of feedback. In order to achieve this with simplicity and abstraction, analysis made
use of proscriptive and prescriptive systems. Proscriptive systems comprise rules that determine the acceptability of a
design’s formal or functional aspects on the basis of non-violation of certain constraints. Formal architectural systems
such as Classicism and Modernism, as well as most building regulations are proscriptive systems. Prescriptive systems
are in a sense reversals of proscriptive ones. They suggest that if a predefined sequence of actions has been followed,
the design results are acceptable (i.e. satisfy the requirements that determine the choice of these actions). Many
computational design approaches are prescriptive in nature and motivation [10].
The extensive use of proscriptive and prescriptive approaches in design analysis is closely related to the domination of
formal systems (styles) in architecture. The acceptance of a formal system as the current norm means that most
requirements can be expressed in either a proscriptive or a prescriptive manner. Further exploration of significance and
consequences of a design decision or action is by definition superfluous. The eclectic spirit of recent and current
architecture reduces the value of normative approaches, as it permits strange conjunctions, far-fetched associations and
unconstrained transition from one system to another. In addition, the computer provides means for analyses and
evaluations of a detailed and objective nature. These dispense with the necessity of abstraction and summarization in
rules and norms. This does not mean that abstraction is unwanted or unwarranted. On the contrary, abstraction is an
obvious cognitive necessity that emerges as soon as a system has reached a stable state. Consequently, one can expect
the emergence of new abstractions on the basis of the new detailed, accurate and precise analyses. It is quite probable
that several older norms will be among the new abstractions.
The main characteristic of the new forms of analysis is that they follow an approach we may call descriptive. They
evaluate a design indirectly by generating a description of a particular aspect comprising detailed measurable
information on the projected behaviour and performance of the design. This description is correlated with the formal
representation of the design in two ways: as source of input to the analysis and as the framework for the presentation
of analysis results (feedback). This permits interactive manipulation of the analysis / synthesis tandem, e.g. for trying
different alternatives and variations. The close correlation of analysis with synthesis also facilitates design guidance
and reduces the danger of trial-and-error redundancy in design exploration. In short, the descriptive approach
complements (rather than guides) human design creativity by means of feedback from which the designer can extract
and fine-tune constraints.
In functional analyses it has become clear that most current norms and their underlying principles have a very limited
scope, namely control of minimal specifications by a lay authority. They are often obsolete as true performance
measures and grossly insufficient as design guidance. The solution presented by the descriptive approach is the
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substitution of obsolete abstractions with detailed information on functionality and performance. For example,
Blondel’s formula of stair sizes (2 x riser + tread = step length) can be abandoned in favour of an
ergonomic analysis of stair ascent and descent by means of simulation [11]. The analysis is performed in a multilevel
system that connects normative levels to computational projections and to realistic simulations in a coherent structure
where the assumptions of one level are the subject of investigation at another level [12, 13]. The same multilevel
system also links stair analysis to analyses of other, related subject such as fire escape (egress).
The move of design analysis towards a new paradigm based more on simulation than on abstractions derived from
legal or professional rules and norms is more evident in environmental aspects. Recent developments in areas such as
scientific visualization provide advanced computational tools for achieving high detail and exactness, as well as
feedback for design guidance. The integration of photorealistic and analytical representations clarifies and demystifies
the designer’s insights and intuitions. Moreover, the combination of intuitive and quantitative evaluation offers a
platform of effective and reliable communication with other engineers who contribute to the design of specific aspects,
as well as comprehensible presentation of projected building behaviour and performance [14]. Simulation and
scientific visualization also expand the possibilities of architectural control to invisible aspects, such as indoor climate,
that have been so far treated summarily by normative rules [15].
Descriptive analysis provides useful insights into the causes and effects of various design problems but also poses new
problems that may impede the integration of analysis results in designing. One such problem is that, in contrast to
proscriptive or prescriptive analysis, it may add substantial amounts of information to the already unmanageable loads
the designer must handle. A second problem lies in the coherence of cues analysis provides for the further
development of a design. Descriptive analysis fares in this respect significantly better than its proscriptive or
prescriptive counterparts. Still, the extent of design aspects that need to be consider imposes a heavy intellectual
burden on the designer. Transforming the emerging network of factors and relationships into design guidance can be so
complicated that the designer may fall back on normative, abstract decision making.
The complexity of integrating analysis and synthesis suggests that the relationship between the two is not as direct as
normative approaches have led us to believe. Integration requires interpretation and transformation capabilities that are
apparent in the architect’s treatment of relatively simple problems but tend to recede in the background when
complexity increases beyond familiar sizes. One solution to the integration of descriptive analyses in designing is
through the addition of two interface components that extend these capabilities.
The first is a memory component that provides precedents to the design problem in hand. The precedents have a known
behaviour and performance. These are combined with a plausible attribution of factors that influenced not only this
particular behaviour and performance but also the design direction taken. The memory component can be implemented
as case-bases of precedent designs. These designs provide an explicit source of design information that can be matched
to a design problem in terms of form, function and performance. Comparison between precedents with a known
performance and a new design facilitate identification of design aspects that need be improved, as well as of wider
formal and functional consequences. Development of design case-bases is no trivial task. Transformability in the
representation of cases and flexible classification in a database are critical to the identification and treatment of a
design aspect. Nevertheless, the state of the art in case-based reasoning and the extensive corpus of analysed designs
provide the essential building blocks [16, 17].
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The second interface component comprises adaptive generative systems capable of guiding exploration of design
aspects. Such exploration is applicable to both precedents and new designs. The aim of these systems is to provide
feedback from analysis to synthesis in a more structured and creative manner than by the juxtaposition of
representations. By exploring the scope of the analysis and the applicability of the conclusions to more designs, the
designer generates a coherent and consistent collection of partial solutions that explore a relevant solution space.
Development of this component poses more questions than the previous one, largely because of the incompatibility of
existing generative approaches. The redirection of architectural generative systems towards design exploration,
including the development of alternatives and variations, aims at complementing the human designer’s capabilities.
Designers are known to follow inconsistent strategies when confronted with conflicts in their designs. These strategies
are not made more consistent by the emerging forms of design analysis. The use of analytical means such as
simulation, coupled to the necessity of considering a rapidly growing number of aspects, means that the designer is
confronted with huge amounts of information that have to be processed and integrated in the design. Generative design
exploration that can combine the analysis results in directed and responsive redesigning seems an effective method for
the early stages of the design process, as well as for partial (local) problems in later stages.

3. Local intelligence and autonomy
The transition from holistic and prescriptive generative systems to unobtrusive feedback support and background
assistance presupposes re-orientation of design generation with respect to the issues of local intelligence and
autonomy. Design generation has made extensive use of local intelligence. For example, every rule in a shape
grammar encapsulates meaningful relationships between design elements and schemes, which prove significant for e.g.
the utility of shape codes in image indexing and retrieval [18]. However, local intelligence has generally remained
subservient to global schemes that tended to be holistic, rigid or deterministic. Such schemes are justified by the
perception of spatial representations as collections of atomic components linked to each other either by basic binary
relations or by abstract global schemata. This perception appears to be still dominant in computer-aided design, despite
early identification of two main issues in symbolic representation:
·         which primitives should be employed and at what level [19], and
·         the possibility of units (chunks, partitions, clusters) more structured than simple nodes and links or predicates
and propositions [20].
A conventional spatial representation such as a map or a floor plan comprises atomic elements such as individual
buildings or building components. These elements appear at an abstraction level appropriate to the scope of the
representation. Depending upon the scale and purpose of a map, buildings are depicted individually or are catenated
into city blocks. Similarly, a floor plan at the scale of 1:50 depicts building components and elements that are ignored
or abstracted at 1:500. Most other aspects of built form remain implicit, with the exception of those indicated as
annotations by means of colouring and textual or symbolic labels which convey information such as grouping per
subsystem, material properties or accurate size. Relations between elements, such as the alignment of city blocks or the
way two walls join in a corner are normally not indicated —unless of course they form the subject of the
representation, as in detail drawings.
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Computer-aided design has largely adopted this structure. Drafting and modelling systems are based on the
implementation structure of analogue architectural representations. They contain graphic elements representing walls,
doors, windows, stairs and other building elements or components. A major but hopefully temporary irritation is that
the representations are at the level of these graphic elements, i.e. lines and shapes, rather than of the represented
objects. As a result, manipulation of the representation in the framework of e.g. design analysis is often unnecessarily
cumbersome and time-consuming. On the other hand, academic research has considered extensively issues other than
geometric information on shape, size and position of the components, notably the explicit representation of spatial
primitives, spatial relationships and other entities relevant to the designer. Using formalisms such a semantic networks,
frames, scripts and objects, academic research has produced associative symbolic which share the following features:
·         a representation consists of objects and relations between objects;
·         objects are described by their type, intrinsic properties and extrinsic relations to other objects;
·         properties are described by constraints on parameters;
·         relations are described by networks of constraints that link objects to each other.
Associative symbolic representations have been successful in the framework of highly focused generative systems
where structure and intention can be controlled. More ambitious representations have attempted to integrate all relevant
aspects and entities. Their main intention has been to resolve real design problems as encountered in practice.
However, in most cases large or holistic representations have a size and exhibit a complexity that often render the
representations unmanageable for both computers and humans. Problematic maintenance and lack of predictability in
the behaviour of such representations, especially following modification and augmentation, severely limit their
applicability [21].
An approach to reducing complexity and improving flexibility is based on the premise that spatial design
representations are multilevel coordinated structures [22]. Each representation level corresponds to a different
abstraction level and possibly to different design aspects. While each level can be used as a self-sufficient
representation, the coordination of all levels offers the flexibility and comprehensiveness required for tackling intricate
and extensive problems. Coordination of levels is based on the correspondence of elements, i.e. the existence and
invariance of the same entities on multiple levels, as in the multiscale representations developed in computer vision
[23-25]. Another possibility for coordination is that, rather than defining constraints on objects as fragmentary ad hoc
relations, we can aggregate constraints into coordinating devices that operate in conjunction with elements, as well as
independently. Such coordinating devices are either local and centred on elements or global and abstract. Examples of
local coordinating devices are found in the constraint framework that underlies the positioning of architectural
elements relative to each other. Global coordinating devices are often manifested as the grids, gratings and other
schemata employed in typologic studies, comparative analyses and generative systems as abstractions of the overall
spatial articulation of a design.
The frequent absence of meaningful explicit relationships between elements in architectural representations does not
imply lack of knowledge on the subject. Architectural and building textbooks deal extensively with the relationships
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between building elements and components. The positioning of one element relative to another derive from formal,
functional and constructional decisions and have consequences for the articulation and performance of the building.
Textbooks provide guidelines ranging from ergonomically sound distances between chairs and tables to the correct
detailing of joints in roof trusses. The frequent and faithful use of textbook examples has resulted in a corpus of
architectural stereotypes. Even though stereotypes may lead the designer to repeating known solutions, they help reach
levels of reasonable performance in designing and in the built environment. By obeying the underlying rules and
reproducing textbook stereotypes the designer ensures conformity with the norms of building regulations, professional
codes and general empirical conclusions.
A prerequisite to the computerization of such stereotypical configurations is thorough analysis of the formal and
functional patterns they integrate in a single representation. The representation of such patterns is based on the
hypothesis that, once the overlapping constraint networks are untangled, we are able to distinguish between properties
intrinsic to an architectural element and wider relationships which focus on specific critical elements. These
relationships form local coordination devices that apply to interchangeable elements, for example to different window
or door types for a particular opening.
In textbooks aspects of a recommended configuration are usually presented separately in a proscriptive manner, by
means of sub-optimal and unacceptable examples. These are annotated with the relevant relationships and usually
ordered from general to specific and from simple to complex. It is assumed that the reader of the textbook makes a
selective mental aggregate on the basis of the aspects that apply to the problem in hand. Despite that incompatibilities
between different aspects and examples are seldom addressed in textbooks, forming an aggregate representation is a
generally straightforward hill-climbing process. For example, in designing a door, one starts with basic decisions
relating to the door type on the basis of spatial constraints and performance criteria. Depending upon the precise type,
the designer proceeds with constraints derived from adjacent elements and activities. In the case of a single inward
opening left hinged door of standard width, these constraints determine the position and functional properties of the
door, i.e. the distance from elements behind the door, and the swing angle, orientation and direction which facilitate
the projected entrance and exit requirements. These can be adjusted by other factors unrelated to the initial decision.
For example, the existence of a load bearing element in the initial place of the door may necessitate translation of the
door and hence a reformulation the initial design problem.
Similarly to textbooks drafting templates offer useful insights into the stereotypical interpretation of local coordination
constraints. In templates building elements usually appear as holes or slits. Each hole or slit is accompanied by
annotations in the form of dents, notches and painted text. These facilitate the geometrical positioning of a form, as
well as the geometric interpretation of spatial constraints. The configuration of forms and annotations typically
represents a simplified fusion of parameters reduced to typical cases. Even though the superimposition of different
patterns makes the template less legible than the more analytical textbooks, the template comes closer to the mental
aggregate of the designer.
The manner local constraints are centred on elements, the connections between elements and their stereotypical
treatment in designing suggest that mechanisms such as frames or objects would be appropriate for the representation
of local coordination devices. In a frame-based representation the relationships of e.g. a door with walls and other
elements of the immediate context can be described as slots and facets which link the door frame with the frames of
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walls, spaces and other elements. Such an implementation strategy has obvious advantages for the representation of
local coordination devices, for example with respect to the interchangeability of elements by means of abstraction and
inheritance. It is quite plausible that a single prototype would suffice for the representation of all kinds of doors. This
could facilitate the manipulation of doors in computer-aided design, including the automated substitution of one door
type with another if needed due to spatial conflicts or to a change in the designer’s preferences. Another possibility is
to distinguish relationships and constraints from elements altogether. By implementing elements and relationships /
constraints with separate frames or objects it is possible to resolve a number of limitations in different techniques, e.g.
by adding relationships other than IS-A in object systems and generalization / specialization to the links in a semantic
net [26, 27].
The application of symbolic representation mechanisms also requires a visual component by which properties and
relationships are expressed not only in spatial terms but also in terms of fuzziness, plasticity and interaction. Fuzzy
modelling techniques provide this component without superimposing unnecessary simplifications and additional
structures [28]. Relations to adjacent elements and local expressions of global coordinating devices are correlated to
design decisions and actions without having to resort to constraining techniques such as geometric parametrization.
Local relations to global coordinating devices are an issue of particular importance, as local devices can interpret
global ones within their scope.
Local coordinating devices have three important consequences for interactive and automated design generation. The
first is the addition of intermediate levels between atomic design elements and global design ideas, principles or
structures. These levels facilitate a number of design activities, including detailed analyses, conflict identification and
resolution, and abstraction or specification of design decisions. The second consequence is that local coordinating
devices can be instrumental for focusing and integrating interaction and generation. By propagating the consequences
of an automatically taken step or an interactive change in the design, they identify the scope of each decision and
indicate subsequent actions and actors. The third and probably most far-reaching consequence is that they introduce
the element of autonomy in the behaviour of a design representation (or generative systems). Configurations of
elements and local constraints become autonomous entities with a well-defined scope and orientation. As such they
contribute to the partial automation of design activities for the part that is integrated in their autonomous behaviour, as
well as with respect to relations between local devices. Being transparent and controllable, they provide assistance for
several design aspects at once and at practically all abstraction levels without burdening the designer with trivial
problems. At the same time, they do not reduce the responsibility or impede the creativity of the designer. On the
contrary, they form an intelligent, flexible background configuration that affords multilevel interaction and responds
with specified, knowledgeable feedback. Such a configuration provides the means required for handling the complexity
resulting from the interpretation of the built environment as a dynamic configuration of co-operating yet autonomous
parts that have to be considered independently and in conjunction with each other.
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Abstract
For a little over a decade, software has been created which allows for the design of visual content by aesthetic
evolutionary design (AED). The great majority of these AED systems involve custom software intended for breeding
entities within one fairly narrow problem domain, e.g., certain classes of buildings, cars, images, etc. Only a very few
generic AED systems have been attempted, and extending them to a new design problem domain can require a
significant amount of custom software development. High-end computer graphics software packages have in recent
years become sufficiently robust to allow for flexible specification and construction of high-level procedural models.
These packages also provide extensibility, allowing for the creation of new software tools. One component of these
systems that enables rapid development of new generative models and tools is the visual data flow network. One of the
first CG packages to employ this paradigm was Houdini. A system constructed within Houdini that allows for very fast
generic specification of evolvable parametric prototypes is described. The real-time nature of the software, when
combined with the interlocking data networks, allows not only for vertical ancestor/child populations within the design
space to be explored, but also allows for fast horizontal exploration of the potential population surface. Several
example problem domains will be presented and discussed.

1.    Introduction
Aesthetic evolutionary design (AED) systems allow non-expert designers to “discover” interesting design solutions via
an exploration-based, rather than construction-based, interface. Using the extensible 3D modeling and animation
package Houdini [22], a system (referred to as Metavolve) is under construction that allows for the evolution of
arbitrary parametric visual entities. Once the parametric object to be evolved (called a prototype) is created by a user
familiar with Houdini modeling, the prototype can be dropped into the evolution interface and the parameter space can
be explored for interesting design solutions (Figure 1).
Houdini was one of the earlier animation and modeling systems to rely almost exclusively on data flow networks as an
interface. A simple “cartoon face” prototype has been created which will illustrate how these networks can be used for
both representing prototypes as well as evolving populations of individuals. Cartoon faces serve as an excellent testing
and demonstration domain for AED, not only because they can be created from a few primitive circles, but also
because of their substantial expressive and associative potential resulting from only a small number of parameters.
AED can provide a very worthwhile design exploration tool for many design domains as can be seen by the numerous
systems that have made use of the technique. Following Dawkins' biologically inspired Biomorphs program [7] that
evolved 2D insect-like drawings, Todd and Latham [26] and Sims [23] were the first to evolve computer graphics
objects via aesthetic selection. Images [10][29][12], sculpture [25], architecture [4][6][19][24], image processing [17],
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consumer products [3][8][11], human bodies [15] and faces [2][5] and character motion [1][16][30] have all been
evolved by aesthetic selection. Many others have made systems for evolving images and form using variations on the
techniques employed by Sims, Todd, and Latham. Links to a number of these can be found at [14]. Rowbottom
provides a detailed overview of the functionality of many of these as well [20].
There have been a few generic systems for solving general AED problems as well. Rowley created a system that
combined a toolkit for displaying and judging image based phenotypes, with a general system for mutating and
crossbreeding expression based genotypes. Different “modules” could be written for different problem spaces, with
each module providing domain specific implementations of mutation, crossbreeding, and image generation. Modules
for evolving Sims-style expression and fractal-based images were produced [21]. Todd and Latham created a generic
evolutionary design system called PC Mutator capable of interfacing with external existing Windows based software
such as paint programs. Once parametric models are built (e.g., for designing cartoon faces), PC Mutator sends
commands to the external application to create a population of instances of the model. The external application
generates images of the individuals, which are then passed back to PC Mutator for display [27][28]. Pontecorvo and
Elzenga also are developing an environment for generic evolutionary design called ED Workbench. Their primary
focus is the facilitation of product design [9][18].

Figure 1: Houdini interface, Metavolve custom panel, and an initial face population
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2.    Interface
As shown in Figure 1, the AED process begins with an initial population of arbitrary size. In addition to controlling the
size of the current population, the interface components in the lower right corner of Figure 1 allow for the control of
standard evolution parameters such as mutation rate, population size, and crossover frequency. The user interactively
selects any number of the "best" individuals in the population for breeding. The selected individuals form the mating
pool for the next generation. For example, from the population in Figure 1, three individuals were selected. They
appear as the first three faces on the left in the bottom row of Figure 2. The remaining 22 faces are the offspring of
these three selected faces. Each offspring was created by combining the genes of a randomly chosen pair of the
selected parents.
When offspring are produced, varying degrees of mutation (random adjustment of selected gene values) can be
performed. In Figure 3, the entire population consists of slightly mutated copies of the face in the bottom left corner.
The same face is mutated much more to produce the population in Figure 5. Selecting parents and producing new
generations can be continued until the population ultimately converges (Figure 4).

Figure 2: Offspring

Figure 3: Low mutation

Figure 4: Convergence

Figure 5: High mutation
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Figure 6: Cartoon face prototype

3.    Prototype Representation
The cartoon face prototype presented consists of a stack of black and white disks, each of which has been moved and
deformed from its default position and shape as a result of the values of its genes. In a data flow network-based
system, geometric objects like these cartoon faces are constructed using a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The DAG’s
leaf nodes are generally geometric primitives, in this case, circles. The remaining nodes all modify the geometric data
in some way (depending on each node’s type) as the data “flows” from the graph’s leaves to its root at the bottom. In
the face network shown in Figure 6, six different types of nodes are used (referred to in Houdini as SOPs or surface
operators). The leaves at the top of the network image are circle SOPs. The circle geometry they produce flows into
material SOPs which color each circle either black or white. Notice that the output of the circle SOPs can be split,
creating two data streams that are later merged (via a merge SOP) further down the network. The remaining SOP types
used are transform SOPs, which scale, rotate, and translate geometry, a copy SOP, used to duplicate the eye, and twist
SOPs that bend the geometry.
The circle, transform, and twist SOPs each have their parameters set based on each individual’s normalized gene
values. Each individual has associated with it 17 genes (range [0..1]) each of which affects one property in the
individual’s copy of the prototype network. Within each SOP that references a gene, an expression is used to access
the correct normalized gene value and map it into a range appropriate for the parameter in question:
fit(chopci("/ch/evolve/genotypes",opdigits(".."),10),0,1,-20,20)
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In this case, the amount that the input geometry (e.g., the face’s mouth) is bent by one of the twist SOPs is determined
by looking up the value of that face’s 10th gene and remapping the gene’s value from [0..1] into [-20..20].
A more complex prototype was recently completed which used 96 genes to evolve human figure geometry (Figure 7
and Figure 10). The geometry is created by a hierarchy of 35 blending ellipsoids, each of which can be individually
scaled, oriented, and positioned. The network representing this parametric geometry is shown in Figure 8 to give an
idea of the relative complexity. The prototype also uses a parameter network (Figure 9) that combines the 96 genes into
lower level geometric transformation attributes. See [15] for details.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show two more examples of simple prototypes. Figure 11 displays an initial population of an
extremely simple prototype that consists of a letter in front of a circle in front of a square. The nine genes provide
RGB color values for each of the three prototype elements. Figure 12 shows a prototype that is currently under
development. Each row represents a different font, with each letter in the font being similarly deformed by a grid of
localized magnet SOPs. Suitable parameterizations for the deformation of the letters are currently being investigated by
a collaborator, Ian Butterfield.

Figure 7: Human prototype

Figure 8: Human prototype network
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Figure 9: Human parameter network

Figure 10: Human population

Figure 11: Color combination population

Figure 12: Font population

4.    Evolution
As was mentioned above, a custom interface panel (shown in the lower right part of Figure 1) is used to control
evolution parameters such as population size, mutation, and crossover. This interface panel also contains the button the
user presses to trigger the generation of the next population (after the “favorite” individuals have been selected). The
network shown in Figure 13 is used to produce the genes for the initial population as well as those for subsequent
generations.
Unlike the geometry manipulating SOPs of Figure 6, Figure 13 employs CHOPs or “channel operators”. It is again a
data flow network, with generator nodes at the graph’s leaves producing data that flows through the network of data
manipulators to a root node. In a CHOP network the data consists of channels that store arrays of values. For each
individual in a population, a channel is created, and each channel consists of the values for that individual’s genes.
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Each cartoon face, for example, is represented by a single channel having 17 genes.
Initially, a noise CHOP is used to generate a channel of random genes for each individual in the population. The genes
for an initial population of nine individuals are shown in Figure 14.

Figure 13: Evolution network

Figure 14: Genes of initial population

When the Make Next Generation button in the custom panel is pressed, a script is called which stores the genes of the
individuals in the current generation in a file that is then read by a file CHOP (labelled “load_genes”) at the top of the
CHOP network. The individuals selected by the user for breeding are also noted by the script, and a delete CHOP
(labelled “selected”) just below the file CHOP filters out the non-selected gene channels, leaving only those
individuals selected to serve as the mating pool (or parents).
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For each offspring to be generated, a series of chops determines where crossovers will occur between the
chromosomes of the offspring's parents during the mating/copying process. Figure 15 shows the crossover channels
produced for four of the offspring. The gene locations at which crossover should occur correspond to the values that
are set to a value of one.
The above crossover channels, the selected parent channels, and initially empty offspring channels all enter a mate
CHOP[1]. This CHOP chooses random pairs of parents from the mating pool, uses the crossover channels to combine
the parents’ genes, and copies the combined genes into the offspring gene channels. The mate CHOP's output provides
the genes for the newly created offspring, as shown in Figure 16 (with a population of nine). Convergence of some of
the gene values can be observed (e.g., genes 5, 6, and 12).
After the population of offspring is produced, depending on the mutation rate and amount chosen by the user, some
number of offspring genes may be mutated, i.e., changed randomly. Another series of chops randomly generates a
channel for each offspring that determines which genes should be mutated, and by how much. Figure 17 shows the
mutation amounts for each offspring’s genes (the channels centered at a value of zero at the bottom) that are added to
the offspring of Figure 16 to yield the mutated offspring shown in the upper half of Figure 17.

Figure 15: Crossover points
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Figure 16: Offsprings’ genes

Figure 17: New population’s genes and mutation channels

The real-time nature of the data flow networks yields an additional avenue of design space exploration. Assuming the
individuals can be generated quickly enough from a corresponding set of genes, not only is it possible to explore the
parameter space vertically by examining multiple generations, it also becomes possible to explore the space of
possibilities horizontally by adjusting the evolution control sliders (e.g., mutation amount). Changing the evolution
parameters optionally modifies the current generation, displaying the population that would have been produced given
those settings. This allows the user to explore what the current generation would look like with more or less mutation,
a higher degree of crossover, a different population size, etc.

5.    Conclusion
The use of data flow networks permits faster construction and experimentation with new problem domains (prototypes)
than if a new procedural model needed to be programmed for each new domain. CHOP networks permits visualization
of genetic differences at a glance in a given population, providing a unique method for evaluation of both the
evolutionary techniques chosen, as well as the prototype representation schemes.
The next two problem domains to be ported into this system will be a parametric model for evolving architecture for
real time game environments (Figure 18) and a prototype for evolving painterly images (Figure 19). Both of these
prototypes are currently functioning as command line based Perl scripts but porting them into Houdini and Metavolve
will allow all of Houdini’s modeling and design algorithms to be employed.
Thanks to Wayne Carlson, Antoine Durr, Lawson Wade, and Side Effects Software for their assistance and support.
Permission to display elements of the Houdini interface in figures 1, 6, 8, 9, 13-17 was granted by Side Effects
Software, Inc. Permission to display the screenshot of the Quake III Arena engine and textures in Figure 18 was
granted by id Software, Inc. All product names mentioned are trademarks of their respective holders.
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Figure 18: Parametric game environment prototype (textures by id Software, Inc.)

Figure 19: Initial population of 64 parametric images
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Abstract
Evolution is now considered not only powerful enough to bring about the biological entities as complex as humans and
conciousness, but also useful in simulation to create algorithms and structures of higher levels of complexity than
could easily be built by design. In what follows, we will present an attempt to perform interactive iterative optimisation
using evolutionary computation and other computational intelligence methodologies. When artistic aspects are
involved, every attempt to improve aesthetic judgment will be denoted here ArTbitrariness. Our emphasis will be in an
approach to interactive music composition.
When the human judgment replaces a formal fitness criterion, we have a fitness surface, but this surface cannot be
expressed in mathematical terms. For musical affairs, phase spaces are suggested as one more feature of visual domain
that may be used as fitness function to explore the musical domain.

1.    Introduction
Complexity may be defined as the situation in which, given the properties of the parts and the laws of their
interaction, it is not an easy matter to infer the properties of the whole. Also, the complexity of a system may be
described not only in terms of the number of interacting parts, but in terms of their differences in structure and
function. But there are special problems when examining systems of high complexity; a system may have so many
differents aspects that a complete description of it is quite impossible and   a prediction of its productions is also
impossible. The analysis of such a system would require the destruction of the system and thus preclude the
completion of the analysis. But, on examining the estimated sequence of organisms, the generic conclusion is that the
earliest forms were simple and small and that as evolution progressed there appeared increasingly complex entities.
There is an enormous complexity in living systems, complexity which does not persist for its own sake, but rather, is
maintained as entities at one level are compounded into new entities at a next higher level. Increased complexity
allows for a greater range of potential behaviors and thus provide a competitive advantage [1]. Behavioral error, as
measured in current environmental context, is the sole quality sieved by competitive selection. Behavioral error is
measured by the costs and consequences of incorrectly predicting forthcoming sequences of environmental symbols
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[2].
Evolution is now considered not only powerful enough to bring about the biological entities as complex as humans and
conciousness, but also useful in simulation to create algorithms and structures of higher levels of complexity than
could easily be built by design. Both biological and simulated evolutions involve the basic concepts of a genotype and
a phenotype, and the processes of expression, selection and reproduction with variations. The genotype is the genetic
encoded information for the creation of an individual. The phenotype is the individual itself, or the form that results
from the developmental rules and the genotypes. Expression is the process by which a phenotype is generated from a
genotype. Selection depends on the process by which the fitness of phenotypes are determined. Fitness is simply the
ability of an organism to survive and reproduce. Reproduction is the process by which new genotypes are generated
from an existing genotype.
For the evolution to progress there must be variation or mutations in new genotypes with some frequency. Mutations
are usually probabilistic, as opposed to deterministic. Selection is, in general, non random and is performed on
phenotypes, while variation is usually at random and is performed on the corresponding genotypes. The repeated cycle
of reproduction with variations and selections of the fittest individuals drives the evolution of a population towards
higher and higher level of fitness. Sexual combination allows genetic material of more than one parent to be mixed
together in some way to create new genotypes. This permits the features to evolve independently and later on be
combined into an individual genotype. Although it is not necessary for the evolution to occur, it is very appreciated to
enhance progress in both biological and simulated evolution. Representations for genotypes that are not limited to
fixed spaces and can grow in complexity have shown to be worthwhile.
The next section will talk about interactive genetic algoritms applied to visual domain and define ArTbitrariness. The
emphasis will then be on an approach to interactive music composition denoted as Vox Populi, a hybrid made up of an
instrument and a compositional environment, appropriate for the study of human perception in the musical domain.

2.    Interactively Evolving Graphics
In computer graphics, procedural models are employed to create scenes and animations having high degrees of
complexity. Procedural models are used to describe objects that can interact with external events to modify themselves.
Thus, a model of a sphere that generates a polygonal representation of the sphere at a requested fineness of subdivision
is procedural, the actual model is determined by the fineness parameters. A model that determines the origin of its
coordinate systems, by requesting information from nearby entities, is also procedural. The price paid for this
complexity is that the user often loses the ability to maintain sufficient control over the results. A collection of
polygons specified by their vertices is not a procedural model [3].
Procedural models can also have limitations because the details of the procedure must be conceived, understood, and
designed by humans. The techniques introduced by [4] contributes towards the solutions to these problems by enabling
the “evolution” of procedural models using interactive “perceptual selection”. Evolutionary mechanisms of variation
and selection are used to “evolve” complex equations used in procedural models for computer graphics and animation.
An interactive process between the user and the computer allows the user to guide evolving equations by observing
results and providing aesthetic information at each step of the process. The computer automatically generates random
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mutations of equations and combinations between equations to create new generations of results. This repeated
interaction between user and computer allows the user to search hyperspaces of possible equations, without being
required to design the equations by hand or even understand them. Sims also successfully applied genetic algorithms
to generate autonomous three-dimensional virtual creatures without requiring cumbersome user specifications, design
efforts or knowledge of algorithmic details for evolving virtual creatures that can crawl, walk, or even run [5].
In an interactive genetic algorithm (IGA), human judgment is used to provide fitness, in an interactive training cycle.
This cycle typically begins with the presentation of the individuals in the current population for the human mentor to
experience them. In visual domains, where each individual typically decodes to an image, all the individuals are
usually presented at once, often in reduced size so that the entire population can be viewed at once. The mentor can
compare and contrast the images concurrently and determine the fitness of each individual in the context of all the
others.
Identifying the criteria we use in our evaluations is hard enough. Justifying, or even (causally) explaining, our reliance
on those criteria is more difficult still. When evolutionary computation and other computational intelligence
methodologies are involved, every attempt to improve aesthetic judgement we denote as ArTbitrariness, and is
interpreted as an interactive iterative optimization process. ArTbitrariness is also suggested as an effective way to
produce art through an efficient manipulation of information and a proper use of computational creativity to increase
the complexity of the results without neglecting the aesthetic aspects [6]. Our emphasis will be in an approach to
interactive music composition.

3.    Interactively Evolving Music
In the musical domain, the temporal evolution of musical events prevents the compressed, parallel presentation of
individuals as in computer graphics. Most of the applications of GA to music found in literature presents population
as an evolving trajectory of music material such as chords, motives and phrases represented as events. The net result
for music, then, is that each individual in a population must be presented individually and in real time. This leads to a
severe fitness bottleneck, which often limits the population size and the number of generations that realistically can be
bred in a musical IGA. These limits are necessary not only to cut down on the length of time it takes to train a musical
IGA, but also to help reduce the unreliability of human mentors as they attempt to sort through the individuals in a
population, listening to only one sample at a time.
The human mentor runs into a fitness bottleneck in a musical IGA, because the mentor's task is especially challenging.
The ideal mentor would be able to reliably rank the individual members of each population according to their musical
merit; however, this is clearly an unaccomplishable goal, given the size of the populations and the inability of mentors
to compare individuals easily. Another issue is that individuals can be experienced realistically only in a harmonic
context, since the melodic templates only become instantiated to actual notes when played over the chords of a
specific tune. Another training issue arises from the tendency of the GA machinery to converge when one highly fit
individual emerges early and dominates a population. The set of musically meaningful mutation operators includes
mutations that thin out overused measures and reintroduce under-used measures in the phrase population in an effort to
promote diversity. Nevertheless, mentors often become tired of an overused lick and start punishing individuals in
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later generations that had been rewarded heavily in earlier generations.

4.    Interactively Interfering in Music Evolution
A subclass of the field of algorithmic composition includes those applications which use the computer as a "cross"
between an instrument, in which a user "plays" through the application's interface, and as a compositional aid, which a
user experiments with in order to generate stimulating and varying musical material. Much of the work that has been
done in this field has been based on the idea of determining a set of rules (constraints) which guide the generation of
material, rules which are either coded explicitly, or are "learned" by the system through its interaction with the user.
Horowitz’s development falls into this latter category, given a set of constraining assumptions from which a large
number of rhythms can be generated. The system uses an interactive genetic algorithm to learn the user's criteria for
distinguishing amongst rhythms. As the system learns (develops an increasingly accurate model of the function which
represents the user's choices), the quality of the rhythms it produces improves to suit the user's taste. Interactive genetic
algorithms are well suited to solving this problem because they allow to a user to simply execute a fitness function
(that is, to choose which rhythms he likes), without necessarily understanding the details or parameters of this
function, all that a user needs to be able to do is to evaluate the rhythms.
Vox Populi [7] is a hybrid made up of an instrument and a compositional environment. The population is made up of
groups of four notes, and they are potential solutions for a selection ordering of consonance of musical intervals, the
notion of approximating a sequence of notes to its harmonically compatible note or tonal center is used. The resultant
music moves from very pointillistic sounds to sustained chords; it depends upon the duration of the genetic cycle and
the number of individuals of the original population.
Tonal centres can be thought of as an approximation of the melody describing its flow. This method employs fuzzy
formalism and is posed as an optimisation approach based on the factors relevant to hearing music, technically detailed
in [7], available at (http://www.ia.cti.br/~artemis/voxpopuli). In the selection process, the group of voices with the
highest musical fitness is selected and played. The musical fitness of each chord is a conjunction of three partial fitness
functions: melody, harmony and voice range.
Musical Fitness = Melodic Fitness +
Harmonic Fitness +
                                                           Voice Range Fitness
Differently from other systems found in genetic algorithms or evolutionary computation, in which people have to listen
to and judge the musical items, Vox Populi uses the computer and the mouse as real-time music controllers, acting as
a new interactive computer-based musical instrument. The interface is designed to be flexible for the user to modify
the music being generated. It explores Evolutionary Computation in the context of Algorithmic Composition and
provides a graphical interface that allows to modify the tonal center and the voice range, changing the evolution of the
music by using the mouse.
The interactive pad control supplies a graphical area in which bi-dimensional curves can be drawn. These curves, a
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blue and a red one, links to them other controls of the interface, as depicted in Fig. 1. The curves are traversed in the
order they were created, their horizontal and vertical components are used for fitness evaluation and to modify the
duration of the genetic cycles, interfering directly in the rhythm of the composition. Each curve describes a phase
space between the linked variables.

Fig. 1 – A simple draw and it’s correspondent musical output

Fig. 2 – A more complex draw and it’s correspondent musical output
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The graphical pad allows the composer to conduct the music through drawings, suggesting an elementary conductor
gesture. By different drawings, the composer can experience the generated music and conduct it, trying different
trajectories or sound orbits. The pad is vertically divided in three regions. Drawings at left generate faster musical
sequences; at right, slower musical sequences.
The graphical pad may be considered as one more feature to the mentor for evaluating the music. The composer does
not need to “hear” the music to guess how it occurs, he is able of “mentally” hearing by just reading a partitur. Even
an interpreter creates a mental schema to memorise the music for a performance. In Vox Populi, pad drawings can be
associated to musical sequences allowing the mentor to use them as another evaluating feature.
The idea of producing two-dimensional pictures from a one-dimensional sound source is not new. Pronovost and
colleagues describe a real-time process using analog circuits which produces two-dimensional images [8]. Pickover
describes a different technique for obtaining two-dimensional images [9]. These works were aimed at helping deaf
people to speak. Pellegrino describes a number of techniques for mapping sound into visual images [10]. More
recently, Monro and Pressing examined the adaptation of a standard technique of mathematical analysis for the
representation of sound [11]. This technique is commonly referred to as embedding, or the method of delays, or the
pseudo-phase space method, and shows that this method provides a compact way to represent multi-dimensional
correlations of a musical signal; it also readily produces intricate color plots and movies that, in their view, are striking
displays of sonic visual art.
To further remove the necessity of human interaction in the algorithmic composition process, the criticism used in
evolving artificial composers can be trained using easy-to-collect musical examples, rather than constructed using
dificult-to-determine musical rules. Baluja, Pomerleau and Jochem [12], working in the visual domain, have trained a
neural network to replace the human critic in an interactive image evolution system similar to that created by Sims.
The network “watches” the choices which a human user makes when selecting two dimensional images from one
generation to reproduce in the next generation, and over time learns to make the same kind of aesthetic evaluations as
those made by a human user. Since Vox Populi is a hybrid made up of an instrument and a compositional environment,
the network can accurately follow human choices during the process of composition.

CONCLUSION
Psychologically, one of the great powers of computer programming is the ability to define new compound operations
in terms of old ones, and to do this over and over again, thus building up a vast repertoire of ever more complex
operations. It is quite reminiscent of evolution, in which ever more complex molecules evolve out of less complex
ones, in an ever-upward spiral of complexity and creativity. It is also quite reminiscent of the industrial revolution, in
which people used very simple early machines to help them build more complex machines, then used those in turn to
build even more complex machines, and so on, once again in an ever upward spiral of complexity and creativity. At
each stage, whether in evolution or revolution, the products get more flexible and more intricate, more “intelligent”
and yet, more vulnerable to delicate “bugs” or breakdowns [13].
Evolution is a method for creating and exploring complexity that does not require human understanding of the specific
process involved . This process of interactive evolution could be considered a system for helping the user with creative
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explorations, or it might be considered a system which attempts to “learn” about human aesthetics from the user. In
either case, it allows the user and computer to work together interactively in a new way to produce results that neither
could easily produce alone.
Vox Populi interface, designed to be flexible for the user to modify the music being generated, might be appropriate to
study human musical perception. The choices interactively made by a composer in response to the evolving music can
be stored as a parametric control file and recorded as a musical signal as well. The obtained data can be applied to
training neural networks, that in turn may be used as fitness functions, imposing a personal style.
The mappings are easy to produce and give detailed pictures of musical sequences. This information could be used to
model a sequence or a cognitive structure underlying a musical design. Finally, the use of IGA in compositional
systems is powerful to control the complexity of the music material in the flow. IGA associated to other interactive
strategies, such as graphic the environment used in Vox Populi, could be a strategy to avoid the musical fitness
bottleneck. High dimensional curves would lead the musician to have overall view of the musical evolution.
The relevance of this approach goes beyond music applications per se. Computer music systems that are built on the
basis of a solid theory can be coherently embedded into multimedia environments. The richness and specialty of the
music domain are likely to initiate new thinking and ideas, which will have an impact on areas such as knowledge
representation and planning, and on the design of visual formalisms and human-computer interfaces in general.
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Abstract
Computer Music still keep some of the features of traditional music, together with new ones. Rhythm, melody,
harmony can still be present in new musical paradigms, but new compositional parameters are emerging, causing the
old definition of the term "music" not always to be appropriate to describe new phenomena of sonic art. This paper
will show some new paradigms of this kind of sonic art, as well as different view of old ones.
I believe that any past dogma should be wiped out when dealing with digital arts. The rebellion against tonality of the
first half of 20th century is surpassed now, and in my opinion, new music can use harmonic intervals without
generating the ideological problems which arose at that time (even if there are still many people who don’t admit it).
Actually, digital domain opens a huge amount of unexplored worlds, making any past ideological dogma a prison we
should free ourselves from.
Nowadays, making music has many things in common with visual arts and scientific research. Many musical
parameters can be applied to video arts, architecture, and vice-versa. Structure of sound has a lot of similarities with
many other physical phenomena such as inner atomic structure, particle physics, astronomy, biology etc.
This paper will deal with new uses and interpretations of old musical parameters (rhythm, harmony, melody) together
with a presentation of some of the new ones. Debated topics are:
·       Harmonic/inharmonic sounds, rhythm and melodies. Cycles, and the Deep Harmony.
·       The inner structure and evolution of a single sound.
·       Generative music: stochastic generation, algorithmic composition, levels of action.
·       Interpretative music: Music generated by exploration of sonic architectures,
·       Musical Travels in Space and Time: generative processes constrained by interpreter’s gestures, state transitions
between musical structural configurations.

1. Harmonics and Inharmonics
Scientific researches have shown that the inner structure of a class of acoustic phenomena, called "pseudo-harmonic”
sounds, presents many affinities with the vertical structure of tonal music. It is almost sure that the evolution of western
music and most ethnic music has been influenced by this class of acoustic phenomena. On the other hand, music
evolution cannot ignore the importance of inharmonic acoustic phenomena and of the sounds made of stocastic
components (i.e. that sounds normally called "noises"), that actually are a superset of harmonic sounds. I’m convinced
that dialectics between Harmonics and Inharmonics, Determinism and Alea, will drive us to the most interesting
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creative results.
1.1 Sound
Harmonic sounds are those acoustic phenomena whose pitch can be recognized by the listener. The most paradigmatic
example of this class of sounds is human voice, when singing vowels.
Also melodic and polyphonic instruments (such as flutes, strings, pianos, organs, guitars, vibraphones etc.) produce
this class of sounds, in contrast with rhythmic instruments (drums, cymbals etc.) that produce inharmonic sounds.
According to the Fourier theorem, any sort of signal (audio or non-audio, however complex it may be) can be
considered as made up of a sum of elemental sinusoidal components. What determines its peculiarities are amplitude,
frequency and phase of each sinusoid.
A harmonic tone is made up of a set of sinusoidal components whose frequencies have harmonic relation with each
others. “Harmonic relation” means that each frequency is an integer multiple of a fundamental frequency. So, for
example, if the fundamental has the frequency of 100 Hz (cycles per second) the other frequencies will have 200, 300,
400, 500,.... Hz. So, apart phase and amplitude, the peculiarity of harmonic signals is to have its partial frequencies in
harmonic relation. A consequence of this fact is that an harmonic signal is periodic, i.e. it represents the same
waveshape each lap of time. What leads this class of sounds is the INTEGER LAW.
1.2 Noise
On the other side harmonic signals are only a small subset of the total class of acoustic phenomena. Noise has a
continuous spectrum in contrast with the discrete spectrum of harmonic sounds (and with some inharmonic sounds,
such as for example those produced by bells, that have a discrete specturm too, even if partials aren’t in harmonic
relation with each others; this can be considered a third class of sounds, placed between the harmonic and inharmonic
ones). Unlike harmonic signals, noise signals have no repetitive pattern at all. Acoustic impression of a noise signal is
quite different from a periodic one. A noise signal can be considered as the sum of all periodic signals of any
frequency in the audible spectrum, having an infinite number of sinusoidal partials. So, signals having a discrete
specturm are a particular subset of noise signals. Noise can be compared with Chaos (maximum entropy), whereas a
sinusoidal signal can be compared with Order (minimum entropy). Perfectly periodic signals can be compared with
Determinism, non-periodic signals with Alea. However, both worlds have been useful in music, for timbrical reasons
and for structural reasons as well.
It is almost impossible to find a perfectly periodic sound signal in nature. All vocal and instrumental sounds are quasiperiodic or pseudo-harmonic sounds. The most simple reason is that a perfectly periodic signal must have a infinite
length. Any sound useable in music should have a finite duration instead, as well as an amplitude envelope. Also, the
partials of an acoustic sound follow integer law only roughly, since normally, each partial has an independent pitch
envelope, and only the mean frequency value can be considered an integer multiple of the fundamental. Maybe the
only real harmonic signal is the whole universe itself (the motion of atomic particles seems to have perfectly harmonic
cycles, even if this fact is still subjected to be investigated, I suppose). This opens an intriguing philosophical debate,
started since the ancient world, called the Deep Harmony, or the Harmony of Spheres.
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1.3 Dialectics between Sound and Noise
Rhythm and melody are the fundamental elements of almost all sorts of music, followed by polyphony and harmony.
All these kinds of features have strong relations with the periodicity of cycles, i.e. with the structure of harmonic
signals. Maybe in history the inner structure of harmonic sound signals influenced the emergence of the common
structure of music: it is demonstrated that the frequencial structure of most musical scales has many things in common
with the harmonic series.
Fifth and Octave are
from the integer law.
has be introduced in
cembalos, pianos and
below.

intervals present in almost all cultures, and western diatonic scales have a lot of dependencies
I take it for granted that western equally-tempered scale is an approximation of pure scales, that
order to simplify the construction and the playing technique of chromatic instruments (organs,
hard-positioned melodic instruments such as winds). I will discuss in more detail this argument

Also, iterative rhythms have many things in common with harmonic cycles, so they are directly related with the
structure of periodic signals. As K.Stockhausen has shown, a periodic waveform can be perceived as a pitched sound
or as a rhythm, depending on the repetition frequency of its cycle. When its frequency is above the lower threshold of
human audibility range, we perceive a cyclic signal as a sound, whereas, when the frequency is below such threshold,
we perceive each cycle as a rhythmic pulsation. On the other hand, rhythm is beaten and emphasized by means of
percussion instrument that have undetermined pitch, most of them producing several classes of noise signals. Almost
all percussion instrument, both pitched and unpitched ones, have a strong noisiness located at the attack section of its
envelope, but most sounds produced by the other families of pitched acoustic instruments present this peculiarity too,
even if less evidently. In particular, human voice is able to produce both periodic sounds as well as noises: most
phonemes are made of a consonant attack portion (noised signal) followed by a vowel sound (harmonic signal).

S         O              U                        N           D
Fig. 1 spectral sonogram of word “sound”.    

Figure 1 shows the sonogram of the word “sound”. We can clearly view the difference of spectral structure between
“noisy” letters (“s” and “d”) and “harmonic” letters (“o”, “u” and “n”). Even if letter “n” is classified as a consonant
by grammar, actually its result is still an harmonic signal.

2. Using Structure of Sound to generate Musical Structures.
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In this section some example of generation of musical structure (starting from the physical nature of sound) will be
presented. The structure of historical scales and the basic elements of harmony and rhythm seem to be directly related
to the nature of the sound itself, showing a sort of auto-correlation between the inner structure of sonic matter and its
artistic elaboration. Even if I’m not completely sure that in human taste, there is a native principle which induces men
to start from nature to put the basis of his artistic creations, I have strong suspicions that this is the way things work.
2.1 Scales
Besides the empirical and instinctive intuitions of ancient and ethnic musical practices, which demonstrate that the
inner structure of their musical scales has been more or less influenced by physical structure of sounds, Grecian
civilization (mainly with Pythagoras) and modern age culture (Zarlino, Marsenne, Rameau and others) have theorized
the construction of scales based on relations between integer numbers. Actually, both Pythagorean Scale and Pure
Scale (Just Intonation) are based on harmonic structure. Scale configuration is the most basic element of both melody
and harmony (melody is the temporal succession of frequencies in a single voice; harmony is the practice regarding the
parallel configuration of several contemporaneous frequencies, vertically layered). One can imagine a scale as a
“quantization” of the frequencial continuum. Actually, this sort of quantization has almost always been one of the
most common forms of expression of singing voice. The same thing is also valid for rhythm: iterative rhythmic
patterns can be considered as a “quantization” of a cyclical sound wave.
Basic generative intervals of most historical music scales have been Octave (factor 2 of the harmonic series) and Fifth
(factor 3 of the harmonic series), and, in some cases, Major Third (factor 5 of the harmonic series). In Table 1 there is
a comparison of multiplier factors of Pythagorean, Pure and Tempered musical scales. Such scales are generated by
integer ratios (that is, harmonic series), except the Equally Tempered Scale.
Frequencial ratios of sinusoidal partials of a generic harmonic signal
Fund.

2 nd harm.

3 rd harm

4 th harm

5 th harm

6 th harm

6 th harm

6 th harm

6 th harm

6 th harm

n th harm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.....etc.

Grade
Ratio

Grade
Ratio

Do
1

Frequencial ratios of the Pythagorean Diatonic Scale
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
9/8
81/64
4/3
3/2
27/16

Ti
243/128

Do
2

Do
1

Frequencial ratios of the Pure Major Scale (Just Intonation)
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
9/8
5/4
4/3
3/2
5/3

Ti
15/8

Do
2

Ti

Do
2

Grade
Multiplier

Frequencial multiplier factors of the Equally Tempered Scale
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
1

Multiplier factor comparison between the Pythagorean, Pure and Equally Tempered Scales
(converted to decimal notation).
Grade
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
Ti
Pythagorean
1
1.125
1.265625 1.33333~
1.5
1.6875
1.8984375
Pure
1
1.125
1.25
1.33333~
1.5
1.666666~
1.875
Eq. Tempered
1
1.12246.. 1.25992.. 1.33483...
1.49830... 1.681792... 1.887748...
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Table 1. Comparison between ratios of several scales.
N.B. Pythagorean and Pure scales are directly related to the harmonic series, since they are derived from integer ratios, whereas Equally
Tempered scale has nothing in common with the harmonic series (because its multipliers are generated from radicals and are irrational numbers,
with infinite digits after the decimal point), except the fact that it approximates the values of previous scales.

Notice that the degree of “consonance” of a pure interval (i.e. a frequencial interval made up of an integer ratio), is
determined by how much numbers of the ratio are small. For example, the most consonant interval is the Octave (ratio
2/1), followed by the Fifth interval (3/2), the Fourth interval (4/3), and so on. Comparing the previous tables we find
that the most “consonant” scale is the Pure Major Scale, followed by the Pythagorean Scale. The less “consonant”
scale is the Equally Tempered Scale, being made up of irrational numbers. Now, let’s go more in depth, and let’s
explain how Pythagorean, Pure, and Equally Tempered scales are generated.
2.1.1 The Pythagorean Diatonic Scale
Pythagorean Diatonic scale is generated by means of a sum of Fifth intervals, and by wrapping around all the resultant
values in order to fit all them into the Octave range. When speaking of frequencial ratios and using the term “sum”, we
are actually referring to a multiplication instead. For example, if we want to sum a Fifth interval to a Third interval, we
have to multiply their ratios (natural ratio of a Fifth is 3/2 and the one of a major Third is 5/4; to sum the two intervals
we have to multiply their ratios, i.e. [3/2] * [5/4] = 15/8). On the other hand, when we want to subtract an interval
from another, we have to divide their ratios. In order to generate all ratios of the Pythagorean scale, we have to start
with the Fifth interval below the Tonic. So we have to subtract a Fifth interval (3/2) from the Tonic (1/1) that is, to
divide the tonic ratio by the fifth ratio i.e. (1/1) / (3/2) = 2/3. In order to generate all grades of the Pythagorean Sscale
starting with this interval, we have to add a Fifth interval (multiplying each previous ratio by 3/2) for six times,. Then
we have to wrap around the results to fit them into the Octave range (Octave ratio is 2/1 and, to add/subtract an Octave
to any interval, it is sufficient multiplying/dividing its ratio by 2), so:
Summing fifths to the intervals
(i.e. multiplying ratios by 3/2)
2/3
(2/3) * (3/2) = 1/1
(1/1) * (3/2) = 3/2
(3/2) * (3/2) = 9/4
(9/4) * (3/2) = 27/8
(27/8) * (3/2) = 81/16
(81/16) * (3/2) = 243/32

Grade of the
scale
Fa
Do
Sol
Re
La
Mi
Ti

Values wrapped around within the octave range
(i.e. values within 1 and 2)
4/3 = 1.3333333....          = (2/3) * 2
1/1 = 1
3/2 = 1.5
9/8 = 1.125                       = (9/4) / 2
27/16 = 1.6875                 = (27/8) / 2
81/64 = 1.265625             = (81/16) * 2 * 2
243/128 = 1.8984375       = (243/32) * 2 * 2

So, by means of these simple operations, we have obtained all ratios of the Pythagorean Diatonic Scale. The only
subsequent pass which remains, is to arrange the ratios in increasing order, that is:
Pythagorean Diatonic Scale (ratios)
Grade
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
Ti
Do
absolute ratio
1
9/8
81/64
4/3
3/2
27/16
243/128
2
differential ratio
9/8
9/8
256/243
9/8
9/8
9/8
256/243
In this table differential ratio between adjacent grade is also provided. Notice that, being Pythagorean Diatonic Scale
generated by ratios of integers, it can actually be considered as a harmonic series (i.e. a series made up of integer
numbers, even if the value these number is quite high) if we eliminate the denominator of each ratio by multiplying all
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ratios by 384:

Grade
Harmonic num.
differential ratio

Pythagorean Diatonic Scale (harmonic series)
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
Ti
384
432
486
512
576
648
729
9/8
9/8
256/243
9/8
9/8
9/8
256/243

Do
768

Actually the full Grecian Scale system is more complex, having more modes than the Diatonic, being based on tetrachords etcetera, but entering in depth within this topic is beyond the purpose of this paper.
2.1.2 The Pure Major Scale
Constructing Pure Diatonic scale is a bit more complex and structured than Pythagorean scale, but it is made up of
more simple ratios than the Pythagorean one, so it sounds more “consonant”. Its model can also be used to invent new
classes of scales, as I will show.
The basic concept of the construction of Pure Major Scale is the Pure Major Triad. A Pure Major Triad is a group of
three frequencies proportional to the integer numbers 4, 5, 6. Actually numbers 4, 5 and 6 are the frequencial ratios of
the fourth, fifth, and sixth harmonic partial of a periodic signal. A brief parenthesis about the relation between note
names and harmonic number is needed now: for example, when considering a periodic signal having a fundamental
frequency of 100 Hz, the second harmonic will have 200 Hz, the third harmonic 300 Hz, the fourth harmonic 400 Hz,
the fifth harmonic 500 Hz, the sixth harmonic 600 Hz and so on. So the relation between integer factors is validated.
But the frequencies of the first 10 harmonics can be also compared with the musical notes. If the first harmonic (factor
1) is a C note, the second harmonic (factor 2) will be a C placed an Octave above. The third harmonic will be a G
placed an octave plus a Fifth interval above the fundamental, the fourth harmonic a C placed two Octaves above the
fundamental, the fifth harmonic an E placed two Octaves plus a major Third interval, and the sixth harmonic a G
placed two Octaves plus a Fifth interval above the fundamental. So we obtain a major triad C-E-G from the factors 4,
5, 6, considering the factor 4 as the triad fundamental. The Pure Major Scale is simply made up of three Pure Major
Triads: the Tonic triad being the main triad, a Subdominant triad placed a Fifth interval below the Tonic (that can be
obtained by dividing all triad elements by 3, since 3 is the factor corresponding the first Fifth interval we encounter in
the harmonic series), and the Dominant triad placed a Fifth interval above the Tonic fundamental (that can be obtained
by multiplying all triad elements by 3). So:
Tonic Pure Major Triad:    4, 5, 6
number 1 as the fundamental)

1, 5/4, 3/2 (that are the same factors lowered by two Octaves in order to have

Subdominant Triad (obtained by dividing the original triad by 3):    4/3, 5/3, 6/3

4/3, 5/3, 2

Dominant Triad (obtained by multiplying the original triad by 3): 4*3, 5*3, 6*3
same factors wrapped around inside our base Octave).

12, 15, 18

So, by arranging all obtained ratios in increasing order, we obtain the Pure Major Scale again:
Pure Major Scale (ratios)
Grade
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
Ti
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absolute ratio
differential ratio

1

9/8
9/8

5/4
10/9

4/3
16/15

3/2
9/8

5/3
10/9

15/8
9/8

2
16/15

If we eliminate the all the denominators by multiplying all ratios by 24, we obtain the following harmonic series:
Pure Major Scale (harmonic numbers)
Grade
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
Sol
La
Ti
Do
Harmonic num.
24
27
30
32
36
40
45
48
differential ratio
9/8
10/9
16/15
9/8
10/9
9/8
16/15
Obviously differential ratios between grades remain unmodified. Notice that the harmonic numbers of Pure Scale are
much smaller than those ones of Pythagorean Diatonic Scale, making it more “consonant”.
A picture showing the structure of the harmonic series so obtained follows:

Fig. 2

The picture shows that each Major Triad (made up of the factors 4, 5 and 6) is multiplied in turn by the factors 6, 8 and
9 that are respectively: the Tonic itself (factor 6), a Fourth interval above the Tonic (factor 8, corresponding to the
Subdominant, in fact, an ascending Fourth interval is a descending Fifth turned an Octave around) and a Fifth interval
above the Tonic (factor 9, corresponding to the Dominant).
Considering the generative structure of the Pure Major Scale, we can use such method to generate other scales. For
example, the Pure Minor Natural Scale is made up of three Minor Triads (each one of them being generated by the
harmonic factors 10, 12 and 15), the Tonic triad (factor 6, the same harmonic factor of the tonic of Major Scale), the
Subdominant (factor 8) and the Dominant (factor 9). In this case the only difference with the Pure Major Scale is that,
in this scale, the three generative triads are Minor triads instead of Major triads, but the tonic-subdominant-dominant
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multiplier factors are unchanged (6, 8 and 9) . These are the harmonic multipliers of Pure Minor Natural Scale and
ratios (all ratios have been wrapped in order to fit into the same octave).

Grade
Harmonic Num.
absolute ratio
differential ratio

La
120
1
9/8

Ti
135
9/8

Pure Minor Natural Scale
Do
Re
Mi
Fa
144
160
180
192
6/5
4/3
3/2
8/5
16/15
10/9
9/8
16/15

Sol
216
9/5
9/8

La
240
2
10/9

The Pure Minor Melodic Scale is made up of the tonic-subdominant-dominant multiplier factors 6, 8 and 9, but in this
case only the Tonic triad is a Minor triad (factors 10,12 and 15), whereas the Subdominant and the Dominant are
Major triads (factors 4,5,6). All multipliers have been wrapped in order to fit into the same octave.

Grade
Harmonic Num.
absolute ratio
differential ratio

La
120
1
9/8

Pure Minor Melodic Scale
Ti
Do
Re
Mi
Fa#
135
144
160
180
200
9/8
6/5
4/3
3/2
5/3
16/15
10/9
9/8
10/9

Sol#
225
15/8
9/8

La
240
2
16/15

We can also invent completely new kinds of scales by starting from groups of harmonic multipliers chosen arbitrarily.
For example, we can choose a trichord different from a triad as the base element of a scale, as well as a chord made
up of more than 3 notes. In all above examples, we used the factors 6, 8 and 9 as multipliers (Tonic, Subdominant and
Dominant), but in scales of our creation, we can choose any other integer number corresponding to other musical
harmonies, different from the canonical Tonic/Subdominant/Dominant structure. Actually, the number of ways we can
create new scale systems using the harmonic series is practically infinite.
2.1.3 Scales generated by radicals: the Equal Temperament
The most common used scale of the age we live, i.e. 12-stepped Equal Temperament, is a very strange an curious
case. In fact, the mathematical method to generate the 12 semitones of the equally tempered chromatic scale is totally
different from the ones of Pythagorean and Pure scales. But, for an incredible coincidence of nature, we can choose
some of the 12 semitones to arrange scales whose ratios values are very near the values of Pythagorean and Pure
Scales. For this reason, and because of the spreading and intensive use of modulation as compositional method in tonal
music of the modern age, the Equally Tempered Scale made other kinds of scales to sink into oblivion, at least until the
computer age of nowadays. Actually Equally Tempered Scale has made it easier the manufacture of some classes of
acoustic instruments, such as the keyboards (organs, cembalos, pianos), and any kind of hard-pitched instruments
(most wind instruments, vibes, xylophones etc.). In order to celebrate the introduction of the tempered scale, J.S.Bach
wrote the two books of the “Well Tempered Clavier”, even if it is almost sure that Bach’s temperament was not equal,
since, at his time, several kinds of unequal temperaments were commonly in use. The reason was that the ears of
musician of Bachian age, still noticed the harsh roughness of temperaments, and tried to mitigate their inaccuracy, by
introducing several kinds of temperaments, to be used in different situations, according to the tonalities and
modulations of pieces. Nowadays, people are so much accustomed to Equal Temperament, to consider Just Intonation
strange and odd. In fact, even if very near, the ratios of Equal Temperament are not exactly the same of the scales
generated by the harmonic series. These differences are noticeable especially in chords. Also, some particular
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instrumental timbres make it more noticeable the difference (for example the timbres with high harmonic content such
as the cembalo). Actually, when hearing a tempered scale, human brain makes some unconscious adjustments to
interpret his perception of tempered intervals according to the corresponding natural intervals. These adjustments
strain the hear, when listening music for a long time. Furthermore, Equal Temperament provides a unnatural harmonic
and melodic hearing, and its structure of equally dividing the octave, makes music production easier, but musical
results sound standardized and monotonous. So, together with the advantages, there are several disadvantages one
should consider when using Equally Tempered scales. Today, with the computer, it is possible to choose what
intonation system a composer intend to use, without having to support the weight of the practical restrictions imposed
by acoustic instruments.
However, temperament is an easy way to create new scales. Let’s see how much easy it is, by generating a chromatic
scale.
First, choose the main interval we intend to equally subdivide. This interval is normally the Octave (ratio 2/1), but the
contemporary composer is not forced to use it. For example, we can use a Fifth (ratio 3/2), an Octave plus a Fifth
(ratio 3/1), or any other interval.
Second, choose the number of steps the main interval has to be subdivided. In the case of standard semitone chromatic
scale, the number of steps is 12. But if, for example, we want to subdivide the Octave into 24 steps (quarters of tone), it
is only an arbitrary choice.
Third, generate the interval multipliers by means of radicals. The general formula to obtain a single step multiplier is:
  
step_multiplier =
that is:   step_multiplier =
For example, to generate the step multiplier of a quarter of tone, (that is, a single step of the scale obtained by dividing
the Octave by 24 parts) you need to apply the following operations:
quarter_of_tone

=

This operation generates a single step multiplier. The general formula to create the multipliers for all steps, you can
apply the following:

being

the quarter of tone multiplier in this case.

Any chord based on intervals of a tempered scale, actually generates non-periodic signals, and, consequently,
inharmonic signals (even if they can roughly approximates harmonic signals), whereas all chords based on intervals
belonging to the Pure or Pythagorean scales, as well as any scale based on harmonic series, generate harmonic signals.
So, only dissonant intervals are theoretically possible when using an equally tempered scale, except the Main Interval
(i.e. the Octave, in the case of both canonical scale of 12 step, and the quarter of tone scale of 24 step), even if these
dissonant intervals could approximate a consonant one.
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2.2 Creating new scales, considerations
Being a scale one of the first choice of the act of composing, I consider the choice of a preexistent scale, or the
creation of a new one, a real compositional act. This act is very similar to parameter mapping, a fundamental
compositional act of Generative Music (in some case parameter mapping is the only compositional act of a generative
work). I will treat of this in next sections.
By the practical point of view, any kind of new scale can be easily managed with computer synthesis and
compositional programs such as Csound. MIDI protocol, if considered alone, is not smart enough to manage microtuning, and commercial electronic musical instrument companies are not seriously interested in providing the user with
a flexible tool for non-conventional music making (even if some partial and unflexible attempts in this have been done
by few electronic keyboard manufacturer), but prefer to influence customers to permanently stay in a trivial and
standardized, but commercially secure and profitable status-quo.

3. Interpretative and Generative Sonic Arts
As we saw in previous sections, pitched sounds themselves have an inner frequencial structure. Even if this structure is
approximated in most sounds (only sounds generated by the computer with mathematical formulas could have an exact
harmonic structure, all acoustic sounds follow harmonic model more or less roughly), the model based on harmonic
series has been almost always followed in the history of music, except for rhythmic instruments. Notice that harmonic
structure of sound was perceived only empirically by musicians, until the time of Jean Baptiste Fourier (18 th century)
who proposed a mathematical theory about harmonic series (according to this theory, any kind of signal can be
represented as a sum of sinusoids, each sinusoid having its independent amplitude, frequency and phase), and until the
experiments of Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz (19 th century), who experimentally validated the theory
that partials of pitched sounds follow the harmonic series structure.
3.1 Structure of Music in Western Tradition
Using the structure of sound to construct scales, is the first step to organize a musical structure. The second step is
arranging the elements of the previously chosen scale horizontally (i.e. melodically) and/or vertically (i.e.
harmonically). Usually, a hierarchical structure is followed in these steps, at least for classical music ( the “classical”
term being to indicate all kind of western cultured music, except contemporary music, in this case). In western
tradition, the first elements of this structure are the concepts of voice and chord. If we consider the musical notation
commonly used in western music (for example the pentagram, or the graphic scores of contemporary composers) we
can notice that it resembles a Cartesian graph, in which time is represented horizontally, passing from left side to right
side, and pitch (frequency) is represented vertically (frequency increasing direction being down to up). Notice that a
two-dimensional sheet of music is able to graphically represent only two parameters: time and frequency. In traditional
music notation, amplitude is represented with some text or captions (such as ff, mp, pp etc.) or some graphic signs ( for
), that, anyway, give the interpreter only some approximate information about the real value of
example
amplitude.
3.1.1 Voice and Melody: the Horizontal Element of Music
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Voices are the main horizontal elements: they are made up of different frequency slices (notes), that are displaced
serially, in succession. The structure of a voice is the displacement of several frequencies in the time domain. A note
succession is called melody, but this is a generic term. Actually, a melody is structured into lower-level elements,
made up of groups of notes. Also these note groups can be hierarchically and recursively divided into sub-groups. The
interrelation of both note durations and their time displacement, is the rhythm of the melody. Frequently, different
note groups (belonging to the same melody) can present some similarities both in rhythm and in frequency intervals.
This artifice provides unity, coherence and consequentiality both to the melody structure and to listener hearing. A
melody is often compared to a speech, it has (at least inside the strong classical style) periods, sentences, phrases,
clauses, and words. For this reason music is often compared to a language, having its grammar. But I believe that in
music, differently from spoken languages, there is no difference between the meaning and the medium, i.e. the
physicity of the medium, the perception of the sounds themselves contains the meaning of music. Music significance is
its perception itself.
3.1.2 Harmony and Chords: the Vertical Element
While it is impossible to think to melody structure without the time displacement of the notes, a single chord already
contains a structure without considering time domain, being chords made up of a group of notes displaced vertically, in
our Cartesian graph comparison. Actually, a single chord structure is a group of notes displaced in the frequency
domain. Harmony is the topic concerning both the structure of a single chord, and the displacement of several chords
in time domain. Harmony rules also control the interrelations of several melodies flowing in parallel.
Many harmony rules have been extrapolated by the theorist of classical music. Such rules are simply a compendium of
the usual procedures followed from the community of composers belonging to a determinate age and current. Actually,
composers themselves govern the evolution of these rules. For example, one of the most famous harmony rules is the
prohibition to do parallel Octaves or Fifths between two different voices. But, curiously, the first expression of
harmony and polyphony of western music was the so called “Organum” a musical form made up of a Gregorian
melody together with its parallel transposition a Fifth up or down. Musical rules are subject to change in different
ages, and can always be broken by composers. An important thing composers should take into account, is the good
audibility of their music. Unfortunately, in some historical periods (such as the second half of the 20th century)
composers have been more interested in theoretical and formal structure problems, than in the audibility of their music,
forgetting listener hearing. Even if this approach could be useful under certain aspects, and surely presents some
intellectual interest, it has lead music more and more distant from public.
A chord, according to classical tradition, is generated by superimposing Third intervals once a time. So, a chord of
three notes is made up of a fundamental, a note placed a Third above the fundamental, and a note placed a Third above
the second one (last note is actually placed a Fifth above the fundamental). This kind of chord is called Triad. There
are several classes of triads (for example, minor triads, major triads etc.). A chord made up of four notes is called also
a 7th chord, because last note is far a Seventh from the fundamental. Going ahead, there are chords of 9th , 11th and
13th , all generated by superimposing Thirds. All these chords are often generated by using a diatonic scale derived
from the Equally Tempered scale. Obviously, chords generated by superimposing thirds are only a small subset of all
possible chords, but they have been almost the only kind of chords used until 20th century. In 20th century some new
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kinds of harmonies have been introduced (for example, Hindemith proposed a method of generating chords by
superimposing Fourths, instead of Thirds and Jazz harmony introduced some dissonant chords that would never been
admitted by the classical school).
A chord can also be used to generate a scale, as we saw in previous section regarding the Pure Major Scale. For
example, I theorized a new kind of triad, made up of fundamental, and of superimposing two Major Second intervals.
In this case all intervals are Pure intervals with the following ratios:
Triad of Second Intervals (ratios)
Grade
Do
Re
Mi
Harmonic num.
8
9
10
absolute ratio
1
9/8
5/4
differential ratio
9/8
10/9
Notice that the Major Second intervals are different: there is a Big Major Second (9/8) and a Little Major second
(10/9). Notice also that normal Pure Major triad is generated by the harmonics 4, 5 and 6, while Pure Major Second
triad is generated by the harmonics 8, 9 and 10.
This triad is a bit more “dissonant” than normal major triad, but is still quite “consonant” to allow the construction of
new scales, by transposing the Major Second triad by some factors chosen by the composer. Notice also that, in this
case, we have to use pure intervals, because tempered intervals would sound much more dissonant.
3.2 Considerations about the Western Tradition
Classical school of music has been considered the only point of reference to make music for long time. Almost all of
popular music has also a lot in common with the rules of classical tradition. Even nowadays, most people
unconsciously consider it the only way to make music. Music that doesn’t follow these rules is commonly considered
non-music. But I believe there could be new ways to develop and evolve classical rules, as well as starting from
different and completely new paradigms. One of the limiting factors of classical school is stressing the pitch parameter,
to the disadvantage of other sonic parameters, such as timbre, spectral distribution, accumulation, sonic density,
spatialization, etcetera. On the other hand, with acoustic instruments it is very complicated to write music which uses
these new parameters. But new fields are now opened by the computer. Also, the concept of note is not the only
possible musical paradigm. Actually, even a single note conceal an extremely complex and subtle structure that often
is not considered by the composer, but it is by the interpreter. I will treat this argument in next sections.
3.3 Death and Rebirth of Phoenix: New Musical Paradigms
The acoustic and aesthetic researches of the second half of 20th century, demonstrated that structure of acoustic sounds
is by far more complex than it was previously believed. First approaches of electronic music in the Fifties
(Stockhausen et al.) attempted to create sounds starting by scratch, and, at first, it was believed that electronic media of
that time (analog oscillators) could be able to synthesize any kind of sound, including acoustic sounds. But, very soon,
electronic composers discovered that this goal was impossible, at least with the oscillators and filters of that time.
3.3.1 The inner structure and evolution of a sound
The reason of such difficulty was that acoustic sounds were too complex. Actually, in pitched instrumental sounds,
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each harmonic has its more or less independent amplitude evolution, as well as the evolution of pitch deviation with
respect to theoretic harmonic frequency. What were possible to synthesize by scratch, at that age, was only sounds
sounding very electronic and mechanic (i.e. beeps and artificial-sounding noises). An acoustic sound contains an
independent envelope (both for amplitude and pitch) for each partial, and global average envelope can be commonly
divided in four phases: 1) the attack transient, that very often contains noisy components (so it is not possible to
represent this phase only with harmonics, for example, the noise of the piano hammer beating on the string), 2) the
decay transient (for example, the initial amplitude decay of a piano or guitar note), 3) the sustain phase (in which
variations of amplitude and pitch are less evident than in previous phases) and 4) the release transient (in which the
amplitude of sound returns to zero, at the end of the note). This scheme is very rough and cannot be applied to all
acoustic sounds.
Another factor that influences and highly increases the complexity of acoustic sounds is the interpretative gesture of
the performer. For example, a violinist can use vibrato differently even during the evolution of the same note (by
continuously varying vibrato’s amplitude and frequency according to his interpretative feelings). A clarinetist could
completely vary the timbre of the note by modifying lips pressure and breath flow. So, each played note is always
different from the others, even if, in the score, they should have the same pitch. Actually, a single note could be
considered a musical piece in miniature.
Several computer music composers have taken into account this fact in their work. Actually the common “note”
concept is somewhat limited when treating of computer music, and generative processes cannot be applied to the
generation of notes only, but also to the evolution of single notes. In extreme cases, a complete piece could be made up
of a single note, even if the “note” term could not be appropriate in this case.
3.3.2 Events: extending the concept of Note
generative music has often to deal with evolution and processes. Evolution concept implies gradual and continuous
things, while the traditional “note” concept, according to which notes are a sort of Lego pieces to be assembled by the
composer, implies solid, discrete and stepped things. However, a real performed note is not so “solid”, as I told above,
it can be compared more to “Plastiline” than to a Lego brick. Computer music tools allow to use the “Plastiline” to
mould sounds, by means of evolving parameters that continuously change the configuration of a single note. So, a
computer music sound can be more than a normal note (for example, it can be made up of a changing cluster of micronotes), so the “note” term is not appropriate anymore, I prefer to use the event term. So, generative process can be
applied to the evolution of a single event, besides to the generation of many events.

4. Some Generative Methods applied to Music
In the following sections some methods to generate acoustic material with the computer will be presented. They can be
very simple, such as, for example, applying pseudo-random values generated by the computer directly to an arbitrary
parameter of notes (for example to pitch or rhythm) or more clever, such as modifying random distribution, differential
methods, and deterministic algorithms of various kind.
Whatever kind of algorithm or method is chosen, the main compositional act is parameter mapping. A very simple
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algorithm can produce good results with a shrewd mapping, whereas even complex and sophisticated algorithms can
produce bad results, if parameter mapping is not so clever.
I remember that pitch and duration are only two of the possible musical parameters that composers can manipulate
during music creation, even if they have been by far the most important compositional parameters for centuries, in
western tradition. One of possible reasons of this predominance, is that note pitch and duration are the easiest
parameter to be represented in a musical score. So, in the following sections, I assume that the generative methods
which will be applied to pitch and duration, can also be applied to any other sound parameter.
4.1 Random numbers
Almost all computer languages implement a pseudo-random number generator. Normally, the random generator
function implemented in most languages produces integer numbers within the range of 0 to 32767 or floating-point
numbers within the range of 0 to 1. Pseudo-random numbers are the first and perhaps the most important generative
approach.
4.1.1 The most simple Generative Process: generating Random Notes
The first operation one have to do for generative application, is to scale the range of random numbers to a useful
interval, depending on the context. For example, if we want to apply such numbers to pitch, human range of audibility
being approximately 20 - 18,000 Hz, we have to multiply each random-generated number by an appropriate factor,
then add an offset value, in order to make the lower bound of range to coincide with desired value. Obviously, 20 18,000 Hz is the range of audibility, not the range of musically useful base pitches of notes. So we have to reduce this
range by an adequate amount (depending on composer taste).
General formula to scale and translate the original range to another range, according to minimum and maximum
values, is the following:
where ScaledValue is the result, CurrentValue is the original random number (which must be within the range of 0 to
1, so it should be previously scaled to this interval, in case the random generator of the used language implements a
different range), Min is the lower bound of the required range, and Max is the upper bound.
Applying scaled random values to the frequency of notes directly in Hertz, produces a brute and rough result when
listening (even if it could be effective in some situations). A method to slightly improve hearing quality is to map
random value to a musical scale (that can be chosen by the composer). In this case the absolute frequency of each
grade of the scale can be mapped into a table (i.e. a computer array) and the random numbers should be used as
indexes of this table. Instead of storing absolute frequency values into the table, it is possible to store the multiplier
factors of each grade of the chosen scale. So, base frequency can be freely transposed, even during the performance,
keeping melodic intervals between notes intact.
4.1.2 Introducing Hierarchical Structure
As it was said before, music is often compared to a language, with its own grammar and syntax. Structure of spoken
languages is organized hierarchically, as well as structure of most music. Often, in conventional composition, melody
is divided into sections, similarly to sentences, phrases, paragraphs and words. Each section is made up of notes or
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sub-sections, and each group of notes is organized according to some musical logic. It is expected that the listener
should be able to follow this logic, at least partially, otherwise emotional communication cannot reach its destination.
By the listener’s side, musical logic is made up of the perception of acoustic and emotional tensions/extensions,
organized in a dynamic process. For example, the Classic Sonata form was made up of two antithetical themes in the
first section that interact each others in second section, to reach a reconciling synthesis in the third (and final) section.
Each one of these main sections is subdivided into many other sub-sections. Many new elements of musical logic have
been introduced during the centuries, often merged with old ones, often disowning past styles. Some ways to organize
structure in generative music will be presented below.
4.1.3 Varying Random Ranges continuously (Tendency Masks)
Even if generated values are mapped into musical scales, a pure random approach is still quite rough and trivial to our
ears; it appears quite boring after only few seconds. The problem is that the melodies generated by the uniform random
distribution (that is the type of statistical distribution implemented in most random generator functions of computer
languages) seems to have no logic other than equally distributing the probabilities that any expected event can take
place in any moment. In this case, any kind of melodic interval could appear, even intervals extremely large, providing
unnatural structure to the melodic line. A way to control and limit the size of melodic intervals, is to provide tendency
masks, i.e. varying continuously both upper and lower bound of possible random values generated by the computer.
Continuous variation of these bounds can be done at least in three different ways: 1] structured by the composer in a
score, 2] varied by the interpreter during a real-time performance by means of gestural actions on computer devices
(for example, mouse, joystick or graphic tablet) and suited programs, or 3] by means of random (or algorithmic)
sequences of values generated by the computer itself, sampled at a rate lower than note-generation rate. In the third
case, at least two random generators are present, displaced according to a hierarchical structure: the note generator and
the mask-bound generator. Mask-bound generator should generate a break-point every n-notes, where n itself can be
varied by the composer/performer as well as be randomly generated. Also, linear (exponential, or cubic spline)
interpolation between break-points can be provided in order to make tendency-mask transitions continuous. For
example, Granular synthesis can be classified as belonging to any of the three previous cases. This kind of synthesis,
is not only a sound timbre generation method, but also a real compositional method, according to the rate grains are
generated, i.e. grains generated in a very fast way seems to produce a single, fat sound, whereas, with slower rates,
each grain seems to be a different note, randomly generated according to eventual higher-level tendency masks
provided by the composer, or generated algorithmically in turn.
4.1.4 Modifying Random Distributions. Differential approach
Another way to “break the symmetry” of uniform random distribution, is to use other random distributions. When
using a distribution different for the uniform one, not all expected values have the same probability to take place. This
approach already provides a “shape” or a “color” to the total set of generated events. This method produces results
more interesting than uniform distribution, but its efficacy highly depends from the type of distribution used. Besides
all scientific canonical distributions (for example, Gaussian, Poisson, Cauchy etc.) it is possible to create new
distributions by scratch (some new opcodes of the synthesis language DirectCsound provides this feature), for example
by defining its probability histogram by hand or by generating it algorithmically.
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When generating melodies, it is often more important to define the relation between previous and next note, than
defining their absolute pitch, keeping out of the context. Defining the interval between two adjacent notes of a melody,
is a differential approach. In this case, random generator doesn’t generate the pitch of each note directly, but it
generates the distance of next note from the previous one. One important peculiarity of differential method is that each
generated event depends not only from the random number itself, but also from the value of previous event. This can
provide unity, efficacy and originality to the melodic line, if mapping and distribution choices are done shrewdly.
Differential approaches can also be applied to note duration and rhythm.
Another method that derives from differential approach, is to use the Markov chains. In Markov chains, the
probabilities of the newly generated value not only depend from a single previous value, but from a set of n previous
values where n is the order of Markov chain. For example, when n = 2, newly generated value depends only from the
immediately previous one (as in the case of differential approach); when n is bigger than 2, newly generated value
depends from the last n - 1 values.
4.1.5 Sections of Musical Speech
Melody sections can also be generated by means of random numbers. In this case the composer should provide
collections of syntactical rules for each section to be generated. For example, a melodic sentence could be made up of
two or more phrases, the first phrase being in opposition with the other ones. A set of both rhythmic and melodic
templates should be provided in order reach this goal, and the random generator should choose the correct collection of
templates for each section. For example, each template collection can contain only pitches belonging to some
determinate class of chords, and/or pitches used as connection between grades of such chords. Obviously, new rules
can be created from scratch by the composer or by the algorithm itself with genetic or evolutionary methods. In some
case, rules can be made up of both random methods and deterministic algorithms.
4.2 Algorithmic composition in Generative Music
Random generation is subject to refinedly be adjusted by the composer, in order to fit very subtle compositional
aesthetics, by means of the methods I mentioned before. However, other non-random methods can also be applied to
generative music, such as algorithms of various kind (mathematical functions, fractals, cellular automata, neural
networks, genetic algorithms, evolutionary processes, digital sampling of natural signals, physical phenomena
simulations, bitmap image scanning, etcetera). Going into details is not the intention of this paper, so I will just present
some arbitrary and trivial example.
4.2.1 Mathematical functions
A mathematical function, such as, for example, a trigonometric function can be chosen to generate global shape of
some musical control parameter. In the most simple case, a sinusoid having sub-audio frequency can be sampled at
different times, and sampled values can be applied, for example, to note pitch (generating the melodic line in this
case), rhythm, or amplitude. Note articulation could be defined from another trigonometric function. Obviously, in the
case of a fixed sinusoid, resulting music could be very repetitive and boring, but composer could take high-level
control on the sinusoid, by vary its amplitude and frequency. Sinusoid’s amplitude will vary the interval range of
melody generated, while the variation of sinusoid’s frequency will vary the length of each melodic phrase. Waveforms
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other than sinusoids can be chosen to make the result more complex, and other methods of shaping these waveforms
(such as non-linear distortion and wave-shaping) can be added to make it more interesting and varied, such as
clipping (continuously varying the clipping points themselves, according to other mathematical functions) or wrapping
the signal around. Obviously the sampling values of generated signal could also be mapped according to a map
carefully provided by the composer, before they are applied to the musical parameters.
4.2.2 Fractals and Cellular Automata
Fractals, such as Mandelbrot set, not only can be applied to generate images of fascinating beauty, but also to generate
algorithmic music. For example, to generate an image with the Mandelbrot set, one have to select the coordinate range
of the region of interest on the complex plane, as well as image resolution, that is the number of pixels for both width
and height. Then apply the recursive formula:
where c is a complex number whose real and imaginary
parts are the coordinates of points belonging to the complex plane area we take into account. The iteration cycles of
recursive formula are stopped when the absolute value of x exceeds 2, or when the number of iterations exceeds a
limiting threshold set by the user. The iteration tests are repeated for each pixel of the area; the output data (for each
pixel) is the number of iterations required to reach (or to exceed) 2. Output data are normally mapped to a color set
provided by the user.
A method to apply Mandelbrot set to music, is to consider single points of the complex plane and take their number of
iteration. Scanning of points can be done linearly (horizontal or vertical lines can be serially analyzed and the results
of each point can be displaced in subsequent variation of a musical parameter, such as, for example, pitch of notes) or
a custom path can be provided by the user, for example an orbit or a curve of any shape. Several horizontal lines can
be scanned in parallel, by assigning their output to a different voice, obtaining polyphony. In this case, time interval of
point scanning should be constant. Obviously, output values, that are integer numbers, can be mapped in any sorts of
ways by the composer.
One-dimensional Cellular Automata can be easily applied to music. One-dimensional cellular automata are made up
of a single row of cells (i.e. memory locations, in computer implementations), having an initial state (number
contained in each cell), that interact with the adjacent cells, according to a rule given by the user. Next state of each
cell is determined by its previous state and the state of previous adjacent cells. With this simple process, interesting
structures are generated, in which a sort of auto-organization often emerges. Cellular Automata data can be mapped in
many ways for musical tasks, for example, one can consider the state evolution of a single cell to control melodies or
rhythms; it also possible to consider an entire row of cells controlling the amplitude of a bank of oscillators, making it
possible to control additive synthesis. In this case, composers can arbitrarily choose frequency mapping of each
oscillator of the bank. Other more subtle mapping is possible by adding some hierarchy to the raw data, for example,
by choosing melodic phrases according to data values, instead of single notes, such phrases being previously generated
by the same or by another cellular automata process.
4.2.3 Bitmap images
A bitmap image is made up of a set of points, named pixels, each one of that containing its color information.
Normally, the color of each pixel is divided into three components, whose values express the intensity of red, green
and blue colors. So the mix of various combinations of these three colors provides the viewer a perception of almost
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any color visible. RGB (Red, Green, Blue) data can also be mapped to control musical parameters. RGB values are
usually codified as a two-dimensional matrix stored in the computer memory: width and height of the image are the
dimensions of the matrix, and RGB values are its elements. Usually, each RGB value of a pixel, is made up of three
bytes (or four bytes, when including Alpha Channel), each byte expressing the intensity of an RGB component. A byte
is made up of 8 bit so the value range of each RGB component is 0 to 255. This value range can be mapped to control
any musical parameter such as amplitude or frequency. So, image scanning can output a flow of RGB values, and each
RGB value component can be used to control a different musical parameter. A timed scanning of the vertical lines of
the image can be used to obtain a flow of arrays of RGB components, whose values can be assigned to the amplitudes
of a bank of oscillators, making it possible to dynamically control additive synthesis. Frequency mapping of each
oscillator (belonging to the bank) can be arbitrarily chosen by the composer. RGB is not the only way a color can be
expressed. An RGB value can be easily converted to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) or HSL (Hue, Saturation,
Luminance) coding. The difference between these two way of coding is that in HSV the Value component represents
the maximum component value between corresponding RGB components, whereas, in HSL, Luminance represents the
sum of RGB components. For humans, I believe that HSL provides a more direct and intuitive representation of
perceived colors. HSL is even easier to be applied to musical parameters. For example, Luminance is quite
straightforward related to sound amplitude, Hue can be easily interpreted with timbre, and Saturation could be applied,
for example, to spectral energy distribution.
Generating music starting from bitmap images opens a huge field in both generative and non-generative music. In fact
the image can both be drawn by the composer (the image being in this case a sort of graphical score) and be produced
by any generative method that can be applied to computer graphics. For example fractal images can be easily
converted to music. Furthermore, scanning a bitmap image (to get its data, which have to be transformed in musical
parameters) can be done linearly (for example, from the left to the right positions of the image), as well as nonlinearly, following any possible path (for example, forward-backward, up-down and down-up, circular, elliptical, spiral
paths and so on), paths can either be generated algorithmically or be covered by the performer with an interpretative
gesture. All these possibilities open new paradigms for musical performances, transforming music into a sort of
architectural construction to be explored. This concept will be expanded with the Hyper-Vectorial Synthesis, a
technique described in next sections.

5. Musical Travels in Space and Time: Hyper-spatial Music
Music is an art displaced in the time domain, and its representation is normally provided by means of two-dimensional
sheets of paper in the form of a semi-graphical score. A graphical score represents time by means of a spatial
dimension. The other spatial dimension of a score is frequency. However, relation between musical space and time
contains several further aspects.
5.1 Space Û Music relations
Evolution has provided humans with a very precise recognition of the displacement of a sound source, as well as with
the capability to recognize the size and the shape of the environment a sound source is placed in. But besides spatial
recognition, there are other Space/Music relations such as the Compositional Space. Compositional Space is an
imaginary space concerning the structure of a music composition. This space presents several organization levels, from
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the micro-level to the macro-level and is subjected to be analyzed with a set-theory approach, actually this is the
model used by most musicologists and music-analysts. As it was said before, musical time can be treated as a spatial
dimension. Traditional western music-writing system uses the concept of “note” to deal with this kind of space in
music notation. However the “note” concept runs into a lot difficulties when dealing with a compositional space of
more than two dimensions (pitch-time). Computer music offers the scope of notes having much more than pitch and
time as parameters. Even if spectral evolution of a sound signal can be completely represented into a threedimensional Cartesian space expressing frequency-time-amplitude, nevertheless sound generation can involve a huge
number parameters. Dozens of further parameters can be assigned to single event. This opens the door to hyper-spatial
world representing music. Sound-synthesis computer languages (such as Csound) can handle any number of sound
parameters per event, by means of its orchestra-score philosophy. Besides duration, amplitude and pitch, each event
can be activated with an arbitrary number of additional synthesis parameters, depending on the way a synthetic
instrument is implemented. For example, an instrument containing 20 different controllable parameters can be
represented in a space having 20 dimensions. The problem is how a single performer can control such massive amount
of parameters, in the case of complex instruments. VMCI Plus, a program whose purpose is to control DirectCsound
(a realtime version of Csound), provides this control by introducing two kinds of spaces interacting each-others:
motion space and sonic-parameter space. Interested people can download these programs from my web site.
5.2 Traveling Forth and Back inside Space and Time
Computer Music provides tools to play a soundtrack at different rates, slowing down or accelerating reading speed
without altering the original pitch (this can be obtained by means of spectral techniques such as Phase Vocoder, or
with time-slicing tools such as Granular Synthesis). It is also possible to completely stop or to scan backward the
temporal flow of a recorded sound, a sort of slow-motion film-editing machine, applied to music. On the other hand, it
is also possible to keep temporal flow constant and traveling in the frequency domain, the other main dimension of
sound signals, so, transposing a sound signal without altering its duration and spectral-energy distribution is also
possible. This opens huge fields to composers, but even more interesting and intriguing is to explore a sound signal or
a compositional structure interactively. I theorized this kind of travels in the article “Exploration of a Virtual Sound
System” (1989), in which a performer (named Composinterpreter) drove a sort of musical spaceship. A technique to
make this kind of travels possible has been introduced and continues to be developed: the Hyper Vectorial Synthesis.
What is interesting and new is that the Hyper Vectorial Synthesis non only allows to explore the two standard
dimensions of a sound signal (time-frequency), but also other dimensions belonging to Compositional Space, such as
interpretative parameters and generative creation processes.
5.3 Conducting a Hyper-Spatial Spaceship for Musical Travels
       

The Hyper Vectorial Synthesis technique is currently implemented in VMCI (Virtual
Midi Control Interface) a computer program that provides a user interface to voyage
in Compositional Space. It consists of a two-dimensional matrix containing several
points called “breakpoints” (these that are visible in a rectangular area of computer
screen as numbered buttons). Breakpoints are placed inside a rectangular area, and
each breakpoint represents a vector containing the values of several synthesis
parameters, so each breakpoint actually makes up a sound timbre configuration. A
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punctiform focal cursor is moved inside the rectangular area, dynamically changing
its position, according to a path generated algorithmically (for example, an orbit) or
by means of a user gesture, and the result of this action is to output a vector of
parameters, that are sent to a sound-synthesis engine (such as DirectCsound). Such parameters are calculated
depending on cursor position, starting from the weighted average contents of the four nearest breakpoints to the cursor.
So output vector values dynamically change too, according to the motion of the cursor.
Fig. 3 Hyper-VectorialSynhtesis
            panel of VMCI

If we compare a synthesis parameter to a dimension of an n-dimensional space, we can consider a sonic configuration
as a determinate point of that space. If a synthesized sound changes its timbre continuously, we can compare that
sound to a point moving inside the corresponding n-dimensional space. The number of dimensions of that space is
determined by the number of variant synthesis parameters. For example, a synthesized timbre in which only two
synthesis parameters are adjustable by the user (for example the canonical pitch and amplitude), can be considered as a
point of a two-dimensional space, i.e. a point of a plane area.
Until now, the compositional configuration of most western music is practically based on a two-dimensional plane
area, because only pitch and time displacement of sound events can be written in a standard music score (amplitude of
notes can be considered as a third dimension, but standard western music notation system doesn’t allow to define this
parameter with precision). Computer music opens the possibility to compose with any number of discrete or
continuous variant parameters, making it possible to deal with a hyper-spatial musical paradigm. One of the goodies of
this technique, is that it can be applied not only to timbrical parameters of a synthesized sound, but also to any
parameter of algorithmic composition (even if, in computer music, timbre evolution already is a compositional
parameter, and there isn’t a clean distinction between timbrical and structural processes), or to any parameter which
controls the generative process.
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GA2: a Programming Environment for
Abstract Generative Fine Art
Philip Galanter, BA, MFA
Interactive Telecommunications Program, New York University, New York, USA.
e-mail: galanter@nyu.edu.

Abstract
Fine artists looking to use computers to create generative works, especially those artists inclined towards abstraction,
often face an uncomfortable choice in the selection of software tools. On the one hand there are a number of
commercial and shareware programs available which implement a few techniques in an easy to use GUI environment.
Unfortunately such programs often impose a certain look or style and are not terribly versatile or expressive. The other
choice seems to be writing code from scratch, in a language such as c or Java. This can be very time consuming as
every new work seems to demand a new program, and the artist's ability to write code can seldom keep pace with his
ability to imagine new visual ideas.
This paper describes a software system created by the author called GA2 that has been implemented in the Matlab
software environment. By layering GA2 over Matlab the artist can take advantage of a very mature programming
environment which includes extensive mathematical libraries, simple graphics routines, GUI construction tools, builtin help facilities, and command line, batch mode, and GUI modes of interaction. In addition, GA2 is very portable and
can run on Macintosh, Windows, and Unix systems with almost no incremental effort for multi-platform support.
GA2 is a work in progress and an extension of the completed GA1 environment. It is medium independent, and can be
used for all manner of image, animation, and sound production. GA1 includes a complete set of genetic algorithm
operations for breeding families of graphical marks, a database function for managing and recalling various genes, a
set of statistical operations for creating various distributions of marks on a canvas or animation frame, a unique
Markov-chain-like operator for generating families of visually similar lines or paths, and a complete L-System
implementation. GA2 extends GA1 by adding more generative techniques such as tiling and symmetry operations,
Thom's cusp catastrophe, and mechanisms inspired by complexity science notions such as cellular automata, fractals,
artificial life, and chaos. All of these techniques are encapsulated in genetic representations.

1. GA1 Goals and Advantages
The first software system I created for creating generative art I named GA1. My intent was not to create a software
tool for general distribution, but rather to create something I could use for my own artwork. At the same time I wanted
GA1 to provide a general extensible environment that would yield rewards across a number of projects in a number of
forms and styles. Having said that, GA1 (and now GA2) is generally useful, and I hope to make it available to some
student artists at NYU in the fall semester of 2001.
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For the sake of economy, one trade off I willingly made was to not require that GA1 produce its results in real time.
Like most commercial computer animation programs, GA1 executes in phases, the last one being a rendering phase
where a single minute of graphics or sound may take a number of minutes, or even hours, to compute. GA1 is also
not intended to be the engine for interactive works. By lifting any real time requirements GA1 can be programmed at
a high level, and software rigor and elegance do not have to take a back seat to execution time.
GA1 is not a single program, but rather a system of related software modules. GA1 includes subroutine libraries,
commands that can be used interactively, point-and-click GUI tools, and batch oriented compute-intensive programs.
Because GA1 is more like a soup than a monolithic system, any technical overview will be a bit disorienting at first.
Perhaps the most important aspect of GA1 is that it presents a modular paradigm that can embrace a wide variety of
techniques and algorithms, including (I hope!) many that have not yet been invented.
Because GA1 is implemented in Matlab, it is portable across a number of hardware and operating system platforms,
including Mac OS, Windows 95/98/NT, and Unix. For example, initial work can be done on an inexpensive Mac, and
later compute-intensive batch jobs to create a final animation can be run on a large Silicon Graphics “number
cruncher”.
GA1 is not intended to be an all-in-one package. By design it is intended to be used with and leverage off of
commercially available software packages, taking advantage of them where they are useful, and optimizing the artists
time by programming only what is otherwise needed.
GA1 is not a static environment, but rather an evolving system that allows the artist-programmer to build, tweak, and
modify tools as needed on the fly.
For purposes of illustration very simple examples are presented here rather than rich final compositions. GA1 allows
the artist to assemble any combination of these techniques to create both stills and animations that are complex and
subtle.
Viewed as a design tool GA1 offers a number of advantages:
Genetic database function - Various styles, line thickness, color combinations, sonic characteristics, motion
tendencies, and so on are encapsulated in genes. Sets of genes are concatenated together to form chromosomes, and a
single chromosome can be expressed multiple times to make numerous marks or sounds which exhibit variation within
the same aesthetic look or feel. GA1 includes utilities for the creation, management, cataloging, and recall of these
chromosomes. The point here is that once I have developed a given look, it’s in the database and it can be reused later
at any time.
Variation generation - Given a library of chromosomes, i.e. individuals within a given species, I can breed and
mutate given chromosomes to create stylistic variations. So if something looks or sounds almost but not quite right, I
can generate a number of variations to select from and perhaps breed again. For a recent series of large stills presented
as transparencies in lightboxes, I used 3 species of marks, with about 200 individuals to choose from within each
species.
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Non-repeating patterns – GA1 can fill an arbitrary planar space of any shape with a given design, look, or style
without using any tiles or other form of repetition.
A nonlinear production response - most computer based design tools are somewhat similar to manual tools in that
for a single physical gesture you create a single mark. Whether using Photoshop, Painter, or Illustrator the digital
product is still in a sense handmade. The creation of new artwork is somewhat more productive, but is still very time
consuming manual labor. GA1 can yield a nonlinear return on the artist’s effort. Once a look or style is developed,
with very little incremental effort the designer can decorate any number of objects, surfaces, or installations.
A massively parallel architecture – Much of GA1 is compute intensive, but structured in a highly parallel fashion.
While the parallel structure is not currently exploited the promise remains that future hardware with multiple
processors will yield a nearly linear improvement in execution time.
1.1 Matlab as a Programming Environment for Artists
Matlab is a programming environment with a number of features that recommend it for use by generative artists.
While it can be used for compute intensive “batch” processing, any part of the Matlab language can be used from the
command window interactively. As users write their own routines they can be bundled into so called “toolboxes” so
they are fully integrated into the interactive environment. Matlab also has an extensive help system, and user authored
help can be seamlessly integrated into that aspect of the system as well. In short, Matlab can be highly customized to
create a digital workspace closely fitted to the user’s needs.

Figure 1 – The MATLAB command line interface.

In the example shown here a random number function has been called to create a 5 by 5 matrix of random numbers
between 0 and 1.
Matlab operators are overloaded to allow array operations without having to tediously code explicit loops. In addition
Matlab has a number of mathematical libraries, freeing the programmer from having to reinvent common functions. In
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addition the Matlab routines are often (but not always!) faster than the routines most users would code at a lower level.
Matlab also provides built-in engineering graphics tools, and a set of Graphic User Interface (GUI) routines for the
creation of point-and-click controls. Matlab’s graphics are not adequate for formal fine art work, but in GA1 Matlab
graphics and GUI tools are used for the preparation of control surfaces, paths, fields, and other spatial data types.

2. GA1 Overview
Generative art systems typically produce works given an initial set of conditions and a mechanism by which those
initial conditions are set into motion to interact and develop. This interaction produces a result that is, at least to some
extent, surprising even to the artist. The degree to which the artist gives up control or shapes the result is, in itself, a
choice the artist makes. Some systems, by design, allow for little artistic control, while others are designed to be artist
driven.
The model used by GA1 allows for a great deal of flexibility with regards to artistic control versus machine autonomy.
In addition GA1 allows for the production of both 2D still and motion picture with sound works...and could be
extended to include other forms such as sculpture.

Figure 2 – GA1 data flow as used to create a video with sound.

Most of the programming used to implement GA1 has been done in an engineering software environment called
Matlab. In this example GA1 (via Matlab) generates two files, a script file for the Fractal Design (now Corel) Painter
application, and a Midi file for the MAX music application with the real time audio MSP extension. In a sense the
composition is “finished” when GA1 creates these 2 files. The next steps are fairly mechanical. Painter interprets the
script file generating a large number of video-sized frames. A MAX+MSP patch I’ve created executes the Midi file
synthesizing a sound file. The sound files and frames are then matched together on a Media 100 video editing system
for the final picture and sound.
For the most part GA1 is independent of the final rendering mechanism. It would be a fairly straight forward matter to
add device drivers for painting machines, numerical control milling or stereolithography machines, or other industrial
rapid prototyping tools for the creation of objects rather than pixel based images.
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Figure 3 – GA1 internals diagram. Chromosomes and controls interact and are expressed as complex data structures.
These, in turn, via drawing methods and device drivers create scripts for rendering devices or software.

GA1 as implemented in Matlab is summarized in the above diagram. In the first step a “seed” for each mark or object
is placed on the (virtual) canvas using one of many distribution methods. Each seed corresponds to an (x,y) canvas
location along with a z coordinate which indicates the back-to-front order in which the marks are drawn. Each seed
has an entry in the Seed Table, which can later be used to quickly sort and select seeds by type and location. (Type
here is a proxy for species id number, an individual's id number, or an arbitrary grouping number specific to the
piece.) The Seed Table is linked by pointers with a much larger Seed Structure Table that is empty when the seed is
first distributed.
In this system each seed and corresponding mark or object drawn has a chromosome with genes which determine how
the mark is grown, how it is decorated, and in a motion picture, how it moves about. Related growth and motion
methods are typically specific to a given species, but often call a library of shared utility and custom math functions.
Along with chromosomes the environment also includes surfaces and fields which control and modify the innate
behavior of a seed based on its (x,y) location. The environment provides input to the growth and motion methods, the
results of which are stored as complex data structures that completely describe the final topology, look, and motion
path for each seeds mark.
(Note: In the context of this paper the term “topology” is used in an informal way to refer to a sort of stick figure
approximation of the final form without any decoration such as color, paint texture, or the like. It is not a reference to
the mathematical notion where malleable shapes retain abstract relationships.)
Once the seed structures are completed, a species and medium specific drawing method is used to render each mark.
By providing alternate drawing methods and drivers, devices such as painting and milling machines could be used
rather than the virtual painting machine offered by running Fractal Design Painter with scripts.
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3. GA1 Functions and Operations
The completed GA1 system includes a number of functions and operations that are described here.
3.1 The Chromosome Library and Breeding
Each species can have a number of individuals, and each of these individuals will have a unique chromosome in that
species’ format. New individuals can be created by taking a single individuals chromosome and introducing
mutations, or by taking the chromosomes from two individuals and breeding them yielding new chromosomes via
crossover recombination.
It is also possible to extract specific genes from a given individual from one species and to splice it into the
chromosome for an individual of a different species. There is, however, the following restriction.
The genetic data structures used in GA1 are not pure bit strings, as used in classical genetic algorithm classifier
programs, but rather are higher level data structures specific to a given function. Thus, for example, a color gene from
a given individual can only be spliced to replace a color gene in another individual. GA1 has both species specific
genes and standardized genes common across all species, such as those for color, absolute length, relative width, and
so on. For the purposes of gene splicing only the standardized genes can be spliced from one individual to another.
Within a species, however, the chromosome can be crossed over, mutated, or spliced at any gene site.
3.2 Surfaces and Fields
Surfaces and fields are controls the artist can interactively create with GA1 and then use in compositions. Multiple
surfaces and fields can cover the virtual canvas, and each can influence an aspect of the way the seed at given point
grows. This is not unlike the way that nutrient concentration in the soil (a GA1 surface) or the prevailing wind
patterns (a GA1 field) will ultimately influence the form a plant will take. The growth and motion methods for each
seed sample the local surface and field values for use as the given genes are expressed from genotype to phenotype.
Depending on the species, surfaces and fields can be used to modulate all aspects of color, site, shape, orientation,
motion speed, audio pitch or timbre, growth or motion direction, and so on. The chromosome from a single individual
can thus be expressed in a number of ways across the canvas. This can be under the direct control of the artist by his
manually designing the control surfaces and fields, or such variation can emerge on its own by having GA1
dynamically create control surfaces and fields during execution.
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Figure 4 – A control surface and the same control surface converted to a field.

The GUI control panel shown at the bottom of the page allows the artist to sculpt a 3D surface with arbitrary slopes,
peaks, valleys, etc. Usually the surfaces are depicted using an elevation map such as the one shown. When displayed
in color red areas are the highest altitudes, and blue the lowest. The surface can be thought of as assigning a value for
every point on the canvas, some high (red) and some low (blue).
A field, such as the one shown here, assigns 2 values for every point on the canvas, both a magnitude and a direction.
The artist can create a field from a surface by calculating the surface gradient via the GUI control panel. An intuitive
way to think about this is if a marble was placed on one of the red peaks below it would roll into one of the blue
valleys. The corresponding field shows arrows (force vectors) leading away from the red peaks and into the blue
valleys.

Figure 5 – The control panel used to create and sculpt control surfaces and fields.

3.3 Seed Distribution
One of the first steps in any GA1 composition is the distribution of seeds. Seeds simply indicate the spot on the
canvas where a particular kind of mark will be made or at least started.
One useful method is the random distribution of seeds within a border. The diagrams shown here are from tests made
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during the early development of GA1. As can be seen in the plot, when seeds are distributed within a circle using
uniform random numbers, the distribution appears “lumpy” rather than “smooth”.
When using GA1 seeds are often first randomly distributed, and then iteratively moved about to achieve an even
distribution as defined by a stopping function. In this case the distances between each seed and its nearest neighbors
are measured. Seeds that are “too far away” are moved a bit closer, and seeds that are “too close” are moved a bit
further away. After many cycles of adjustment the variation in distances settles down to a constant within a predefined
tolerance.   In this case variation was measured as the standard deviation of the distance between seeds
Having thus satisfied the stopping function, the newer “smoother” distribution of seeds is used in subsequent steps.

Figure 6 – A uniform random distribution of seeds before and after smoothing.

Seeds need not, however, be uniformly distributed. A control surface can be used as a density function to define areas
where the seeds are placed in greater or smaller numbers.

3.4 Path Generation
Paths are a basic data type used where there is a need to create brush strokes, motion paths, or any other aspect
described by a curved or straight line. A given path gene can be expressed multiple times to create an arbitrary
number of paths that are unique yet similar in style.
Path genes for any species can be developed using the GA1 path tool as shown on this page. It allows the artist to
generate path genes by trial and error. The genotype is set to random values within a set of constraints defined by the
artist. The gene is then expressed multiple times, each initially starting in the same direction. Where the phenotype
(the visible form) shows promise the corresponding gene can be added to the gene pool of the given species.
GA1 includes a proprietary mechanism for encoding as a gene tendencies which result in families of similar looking
paths. A single routine executes all of the path genes for all species. If two individuals are bred and crossover occurs
at the site of the path gene, the resulting genes will generate paths that show similarities to both parents.
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Figure 7 – 3 path genes expressed multiple times in each plot demonstrating variation.

In addition, path genes can be expressed in an environment where there are barriers. The resulting path will avoid the
barriers by executing turns that are consistent with its typical overall shape and behavior.
Finally path genes can be expressed in the presence of a field. Just as the prevalent yearly wind conditions will, over
time, warp the way a tree grows, fields can direct the way a path develops without robbing it of its intrinsic shape or
character.
While not shown here, path genes can encapsulate fairly complex behaviors. For example, a given gene could give
rise to a repertoire of behaviors such as a mix of small clockwise loops, large counter-clockwise loops, and long
straight connecting strokes.
3.5 L-Systems
L-Systems are a family of grammar based methods which can be used to simulate and generate a wide variety of
natural branching structures. As a part of GA1 L-Systems are not the primary center of attention, but simply one of a
number of modules or alternatives for generating form. Also the use of L-Systems in GA1 isn’t specifically intended
for the creation of representational art, such as drawings of trees and other plants, but rather the use of natural
branching forms reinterpreted for use in abstract art.

Figure 8 – Two L-System genes developed and expressed in the GA2 environment
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GA1 includes a robust L-System engine, and a method for encoding L-System grammar in a genetic structure. GA1
L-Systems include stochastic and contextual functions. Parametric L-Systems will be supported in GA2.
Both L-System and path genes are growth related genes which only contribute topology. A full rendering also
requires decoration genes that contribute a look, and usually some additional smoothing which eliminates most of the
hard angles.

4. GA2 Improvements and Additions
GA2 is a software project currently underway and an extension of the intent and mechanisms of GA1. Following are
a number of improvements and additions either under consideration or in active development. A primary thrust in the
development of GA2 is the incorporation and application of methods from the realm of complexity science.
4.1 Adoption of the Open Source Platforms Octave and the GIMP
While the use of commercial software as part of the GA1 environment yielded quick results and minimized the amount
of programming required before actual artwork could be created, some of the problems of using commercial software
were also encountered. Support for Matlab on the Macintosh has been dropped. This is unfortunate for computer
artists, as the Mac is the leading platform for many related forms of media production such as music and video
production. Its unclear whether Matlab support will return with the advent of the Macintosh OS X.
Similarly Painter has had its ups and downs in terms of vendor support. In addition, Painter’s scripting capabilities
have been problematic when working with large files, such as some recent 12,000 by 9,000 pixel resolution images.
The open source community now offers viable alternatives to both, at least relative to GA2 requirements. Octave is a
sort of Matlab clone in terms of its programming language, and may allow for an easy port of GA2. However,
Octave’s graphics support is acknowledged to be inferior to Matlab.
GIMP (or “the GIMP”) is an open source image-editing package that includes paint tools, and can be used in a manner
similar to Photoshop or Painter. GIMP can also be used via scripts and can run as an image-rendering server. This
would allow GA2 to be used for web based art projects involving the dynamic creation of generative art.

4.2 Iterative Processing Allowing Computer Vision
GA1 is a one way pipeline where the generative aspects are executed, and then a rendering system creates the final
output. Methods are being explored to allow GA2 to iteratively generate elements, render them, read in the resulting
image, use computer vision techniques to (for example) identify areas in the image for further work, generate
additional elements, render them, and so on. This may be done by connecting either Octave or Matlab to GIMP via
Perl scripts. Its unlikely this could be done using the current version of Painter.
Such a mechanism would also allow GA2 to process real world photography or video footage. One can imagine, for
example, artwork created via an autonomous generative art rotoscoping system.
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4.3 Tiling and Symmetry Procedures
A number of routines are in development to support symmetry operations about a point, about a line, or filling a plane,
as are a number of tiling procedures. Along with the obvious uses for tiles, one can use tiles as another method to
distribute seeds. In addition, rule based systems can process regular tiles and combine them to form complex areas or
contours. Finally exotic tiling patterns can be used to explore cellular automata which are not in the typical square
grid configuration.
4.4 Cellular Automata
Control surfaces in GA1 and GA2 are simply arrays of floating point values that approximate a surface but are not
continuous. (When values for a specific point on the surface are needed, however, they are calculated via Gaussian
interpolation, and thus the surface can be used as functionally continuous). Since surfaces are simply rectangular
arrays they can also be used as the grid for cellular automata. A set of generic cellular automata routines will allow
artworks, especially animations, to exhibit various forms of emergent behavior. For example reaction-diffusion
processes could be simulated which would then act as a control surface to create the kind of organic looking stripes
and spots one sees in seashells, fish, and other animals.

4.5 Thom’s Cusp Catastrophe
While catastrophe theory has not lived up to its initial promise as a broad tool for model building, it remains a useful
artistic tool for situations where one wants a generative behavior which exhibits bifurcation, hysteresis, and sensitivity
to initial conditions. Basic functionality of this kind would be most useful in time based art, but could also be useful
in creating processes which exhibit emergent behaviors which ultimately result in a single image.
4.6 Fractal Noise Generation and Chaotic Simulation
One of the oldest generative art strategies is the use of chance operations. The GA2 implementation of additional
random number generators exhibiting non-uniform distributions or autocorrelation, such as 1/f noise, will be fairly
straightforward and quite useful. The accurate simulation of truly chaotic dynamical systems is, of course, an exercise
in frustration. But as an area of active research for the computer artist, the development of software systems that are
“chaotic enough” is certainly worth exploring. The “feel” of chaos in a time based work, whether visual or sonic, is
very fertile ground for the artist.
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Towards Artificial Societies
Mauro Annunziato, Piero Pierucci
Plancton art studio, Rome, Italy
http://www.plancton.com/
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Abstract
The progress in the scientific understanding/simulation of the natural evolution mechanisms and the first technological
realizations, intelligent toys, self reproducing machines, smart information retrieval agents on the web, are creating the
base of a “new step in evolution”: the coming of the artificial beings and artificial societies. Although this could seem
a visionary hypothesis drawn by technological advances, in our opinion it raises interesting questions: are those true
life forms, is this true life evolution? As a matter of fact, a new cultural paradigm inherited from the theories of
evolution and complexity is already growing: culture itself, aesthetics and intelligence are seen as emergent selforganizing qualities of a collectivity, evolved along time through both genetic and language evolution. For these
reasons artificial life is going to be an anticipatory and incredibly creative area for the artistic expression and
imagination. In this paper we try to correlate some elements of research in the fields of artificial life, art and
technology, in order to sketch the development of hybrid digital worlds, where the artificial beings are able to evolve
their own culture, language and aesthetics, and are able to interact with natural beings. Finally we report our
experience on an interactive audio-visual art installation, based on two connected hybrid virtual worlds based on
artificial life environments. In these worlds, the digital beings can interact, reproduce and evolve through the
mechanisms of genetic mutations. People can interact with the artificial beings, creating an hybrid ecosystem and
generating emergent shapes, colors, sound architectures and metaphors of imaginary societies.

1.Patterns of Convergence
Recent trends in information and communication technologies, reveal an impressive convergence among different
research disciplines, AI (artificial intelligence), VR (virtual reality) and AL (artificial life). More and more projects
involving environments where real people can interact with artificial entities are realized. The concept of “virtual
reality” is now merging in the wider concept of “virtual world”, as conjunction of a virtual environment with
artificial evolving creatures. In these projects, the efforts on the development of “intelligent beings” acting as
“autonomous agents” in a “virtual environment”, raise basic questions related to the current definition of terms as life,
intelligence, evolution. This convergence is stimulating a completely new approach in the definition of current virtual
worlds architectures. In the more advanced applications it can even produce a paradigm shift. The man-machine
interface is shifting into hybrid ecosystem. The environment is no more a static virtual set of rules, and becomes a
dynamic environment, co-evolving under the action of the living agents. Interaction and dynamics in such worlds
cannot be based on an action-reaction list of correspondences, but should be based on an open evolution, where
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genetics and self-organization allows the survival of the overall system. Recently an impressive collection of
progresses have been made in the field of reproduction of the autonomous behavior, particularly in the field of the
artificial life. The historical dream of Von Neuman [VON66] of self-reproducing machines seems today more at hand:
new advances showed simulated machines able to develop an increase in complexity at each self-reproduction stage
(see the "Langton loop" [LAN84]). The first attempts on self-reproducing machines succeded recently [LIP00]. From
the technology point of view, the well known tamagochi, a very low technology game, had an enormous success just
for a smart emulation of some simple life functions. The Aibo toy-robot of Sony [KUS00] is probably the first
(commercial) one of a long series of toys which learn playing and develop an autonomous behavior. Current
experimentation on robots developing a communication language [KAP00], will probably give some more answers on
the possibility that artificial beings could develop “culture". An interesting more dimension has been shown by the use
of the evolution of artificial societies in order to develop the control strategy for complex industrial processes
[ANB00]. The already mentioned basic questions raised by all these ideas, stimuli and advances, are answered today,
in the world of artificial life thinkers, in two ways: the weak alifers (all is just a simulation of real life) and the hard
alifers ( these are realizations of a new and real life form). One the main support to these interpretation comes from the
concept of autopoiesis of Maturana and Varela [MAT92] as a network of production processes where the function of
each component is to participate to the production, or transformation, of other components on the network. In few
words, living systems are characterized by the production/transformation of "itself". In alife based systems, often it is
really difficult to asses this property, and most of the time the concept of evolvability [LAN89] is used as a qualitative
measure of a sort of potential of life.

Fig 1: Volute. Generated from the alife interactive installation "Relazioni Emergenti".
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2.Artificial Life and Art
This convergence of scientific and technological contexts, has been anticipated by the complexity theories, which gave
the basic theoretical support for the re-unification of physical and social sciences. This is going to be a key
interference area between science/technology and art. In the last few years, several artists started exploring the
potential of artificial life concepts in artistic fields. The development of new languages and tools is transferring the
visions of these artists (artlifers) into tangible objects (artworks, entertainment systems, games, technologies). One of
the expressive dimensions is the idea of evolution: a progressively increase of aesthetics [SIM94], or a development of
intelligence or emotionality [TOS96], or an adaptation to the environment [TER98]. Another theme is the development
of complexity and the biodiversity [SOM97, ANN98]. In most of the cases, the suggestion is focalized on the
evolution of one [TOS96] or few artificial individuals [RIN00], or on a restricted number of species [SOM98]. Other
approaches are based on the dynamics of large population (artificial societies [ANN99]). Also the evolution time is an
important aspect in the alife art expression, i.e. the correspondence between the evolution window presented in the
artwork with the “true” overall evolution time. A well developed individual [TER98] is often taken as an indicator of
the evolution direction, and different artworks enhance the evolution dynamics perception, allowing to detect it in short
times [ANN98]. One of the most interesting aspects is the relation between the artist, the observer and the artwork.
The artwork is a generative context based on open simulators, and the interesting aspects appear as emergent qualities
[KAW99, SOD00, HEB99, BRO99]. This has been referred as art of emergence in [AP99]. The relation between the
creator and the artwork is going to be very dynamic, and the artwork seems to have his own personality. The creative
process is a dialectical interference between the artist and the artwork in order to drive, improve, select or simply open
the final result. Another element which can constitute a real challenge in the expressive play, is to open this relation to
the people interaction. The interaction with single/few people [SOM98] or with the web community [RAY98,ANT99]
can open the evolution to higher complexity. The interaction can transform the artist-artwork system in an emergent
relationship among the artist, the actors and the artificial individuals. That means an hybrid living ecosystem where
real people and artificial beings can start up new imaginary worlds.
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Fig 2: Real-artificial interaction (from the alife interactive installation "Relazioni Emergenti").

3.Artificial Societies
By our point of view one of most important issues identified in these technological, scientific and artistic research is
that intelligence of living beings is the a result of the collective accumulation of positive genetic and behavioral
mutations and self-organization strategies, developed during a long evolution time. This concept, enounced by J.
Monod [MON71], can be the base for an evolving artificial society. With a single powerful computer we can realize
good alife simulations [EPS96, CAS97], but the boundary of this world is really too narrow to achieve a good degree
of evolvability. The translation of these experiences on a network of computers can raise the possibility of
development of an autonomous digital life. Some experiences in this sense are encouraging, as in the project Tierra [T.
Ray, RAY98], where programs are able to reproduce itself and travel on a network searching for available computing
power (cpu) and life space. Other interesting experiences are the development of intelligent avatars, digital creatures
with little autonomy representing a real person, on the network. The practical application of these creatures in virtual
shops, entertainment, publicity, is growing up very fast, and party for avatars are already organized by the Biota group
[BIO00]. The thesis is that we are at the birth of the first world wide artificial society. Maybe we have to wait several
decades to achieve enough computational power, enough network space, enough degree of evolvability, but presently
we are founding the bases of a new life dimension. Whether this is a new dimension for real beings, or the birth of a
completely new specie (the digital one), is a matter of opinion. In the Monod anticipation [MON71], (see also the
punctuated equilibrium theory of Kauffman [CAP96] ) evolution proceeds through large steps. The most important
steps are connected with the availability of new lands, new technology, new environmental conditions. One of the
biggest known steps is often associated with moving of living beings from sea to earth. The development of language
technology was another important step, allowing the bases of cultural development (the possibility of a collective
memory). In this sense we identify the computers and the internet network both as new technology and new land
available for a further step in evolution.   

4.The Digital Plancton
The vision exposed in the previous paragraph is clearly a subjective imaginary projection of observed results in the
cultural domain of today. We imagine our work of artists as explorers and founders of a digital plancton which,
combined with efforts of many other people, will contribute to this evolution. We started with an experiment,
producing black-white images exposed the first time in '94 [Viterbo, Italy, ONOFF Gallery] and published in the first
paper in '98 [ANN98] with autonomously growing filaments. This experiment was impressive for the possibility to
show social dynamics like the development of cultural biodiversity, islanding, pioneers, unconscious cooperation,
development of social classes stratification. Furthermore that images showed an incredible emulation of natural shapes.
From this experience we understood that these kind of environments contain a massive potential for expression of the
social/communication dynamics. In few words the artificial societies work as generators of virtual metaphors for the
real world.
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Fig 3: Solo. Generated from the alife interactive installation "Relazioni Emergenti".
This concept could be considered one of the key themes of Plancton artworks: exploring the artificial being and
artificial societies as a digital mirror in which the human beings culture is reflected. Creativity, imagination, aesthetics,
language can be extended/explored in artificial beings, built on the personal vision of the artist, and modified during
the digital life evolution. In order to carry out this exploration there are is a fundamental problem to solve: how we can
communicate with artificial beings ? Or better how humans and artificials can develop a creative intercontamination? This is one of the central items of Plancton research, i.e. interaction in an hybrid ecosystem. Our
effort is concentrated to experiment audiovisual interactive installations which explore the suggestions and visions
aforementioned. In the following we report an example of an artwork (Relazioni Emergenti) which represent today the
state of the art of the Plancton research.

5.Emergent Relationships
Relazioni Emergenti (Emergent Relationships) is an life environment of artificial individuals endowed with own
autonomy and character. They can interact, reproduce and evolve through the mechanisms of genetic mutations. The
installation consists in one retro-projected screen which represents the artificial life environment. In front of the screen
the observers can interact with the environment itself. A video-camera detects the positions of the observers which
become zones of life germination. The observer can sees filaments growing from his location and interacting with that
ones generated by other observers. Every filament is a bearer of a sound message sent to a sound synthesizer. The
global result is a whole of parallel sonorities creating coherent sound architectures. The population evolves developing
emerging behaviors rendered as continuously new shapes and graphical/acoustical patterns.
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Fig 4: The real people give the life to the artificial ones. (from "Relazioni Emergenti").

5.1 The Alife Environment
The alife context is a two-dimensional space initially empty. At the beginning, few individuals are let in the space and
they begin to reproduce and develop a population. An individual is a filament which at the beginning is composed by a
single cell. At each evolution cycle, the filament grows according to several models of movement and to a rate of
growing. All the parameters for the dynamics, reproduction and death are recorded in a genetic map which is defined
at the individual birth and remain constant during the individual life. The movement is the composition of a
deterministic component and a random component. The reciprocal importance of the two components is regulated by a
parameter named irrationality. High values for this parameter cause a totally random movement; low values cause a
totally deterministic movement. Different models defined characters have been developed for the deterministic
component.   The character unforeseeable is related to a movement with an homogeneous probability in direction
changes. For the character constant, a higher probability is associated to a pre-fixed curvature in direction changes.
The evolutive character is related to a movement with a curvature evolving along the time. The character establishes
an emotive relation between the genetic characteristics and the graphic patterns. The straight lines lets imagine a
rational-analytic thought or an unexpressed creativity. Lines with a constant bending evoke a constant foreseeable
behavior, while the chaotic variability of the paths is referred to the irrationality. A line changing progressively its
features induces the idea of a slow evolution. Finally a global environment parameter, freedom, constitutes a constraint
for the movement. A high environment freedom allows the individuals to follow their choices for the movement; a low
value pushes the individuals to reduce the curvature of their movement. The velocity of the movement is affected by
an environment parameter: the energy. High energy means the maximum probability to move at every cycle. In this
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context, energy is a feature of the environment and its value is different cell by cell changing during the evolution. In
this sense, the energy is related to the survival probability. As explained in the following, this parameter is used for the
interaction between the artificial individuals and the real people. The death of the individual can occur for accidental or
natural reasons or for total reduction of the length. Furthermore, if the trail of an individual clashes against another
individual, generally he dies. A very little probability of survival is allowed depending by the clash angle. The
reproduction model is asexual. The offspring has a genetic map similar to that one of the father, except some mutations
in the genetic parameters depending by the mutation rate. Through this mechanism, the population evolves and
different phenotypes can be developed in the same evolution. The reproduction is regulated by a reproduction
probability and it can occur only if the number of living individual is less than a maximum number. This position
causes a very strange behavior in the development of the society in the sense of not-homogeneous colonization of the
space and development of a spatio-temporal complexity.

Fig 5: The real people give the life to the artificial ones. (from "Relazioni Emergenti").
5.2 Color and Sound Synergy
The images represented on the screen are the rendering of the 2D life space where the individuals move and live. In
addition to the filament position, also the color is redefined every cycle. Every graphical variable (hue, saturation,
value, width of the line) is connected with some specific features of the individual like: specie, character, irrationality,
curvature, direction, position, age and level in the genealogical tree. The different combinations of the models allows
an impressive variety of colors, tonalities and patterns. The global graphical result depend very much by the filament
dynamics and society evolution. Some phenotypes are able to develop a very intense vibration of features in little
space producing an impressionist style of color deposition. In other cases very smooth color shading are produced by
phenotypes slowly evolving in large spirals. Every individual is bearer of a sound which changes at each evolution
step. The best individuals of any species are selected on the base of a fitness indicator depending on the energy they
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catch from the interacting people. These individuals access to the sound channels playing their notes. Like the color
modeling, the sound characteristics of each individual are coded on the base of the individual genetic and
environmental features. For each specie a different instrumental timbre is assigned. In addition, a dynamic relation is
established on the base of different models corresponding to some standard musical modes and chords (Chromatic,
Major, Minor Melodic, Minor Harmonic, Pentatonic Major, Pentatonic Minor, Blues, Major, 7th, 7th dominant,
Diminished, etc...). Changing the musical mode, the global emotive impact is very different. This information is
recorded in the genetic map. Other important sound features as amplitude, roughness, pitch etc. are directly tied to the
local dynamics of the evolution, i.e. to the path followed by the individual as a result of the environmental constraints.
The global result is the development of many parallel melodies with similar characteristics but different scales, timbres
and sometimes modes or tonalities. It is important to note that the different phenotypes developed during the evolution
(i.e. the reproduction rate or the movement randomness) are clearly apparent in the acoustical dimension where the
human ear has an incredible power of dynamics perception. The translation of the alife phenotypes into both image
and sound dimensions produces a strong synergy of the two media, thus enhancing the perception of the system
evolution.
5.3 Interaction
A video-camera is located at the bottom (central line) of the screen with the central view axe tilted in order to look the
interaction area from the bottom. The signal of the camera is sent to the computer and a continuous difference with the
previous image is computed in order to detect only the observer instantaneous movements. From this image the
distance of the observer from the screen for every vertical line is computed. A second camera located on the left side
of the screen (central line) can detect the distance for every horizontal line. The composition of the information coming
from the two images gives the two dimensional map of observer activity in front of the screen. The observer activity is
normalized and transformed in the energy map which determines the life activity in terms of higher filament dynamics
and higher reproduction rate. In this way the real people can interact with the artificial society influencing the path of
evolution and pushing some specific specie of individuals (fig. 5, 6). In the metaphor, the real people gives life chances
to some of the artificial ones. The interacting observer cannot operate a deterministic control but only stimulate the
artificial society, whose answer depends by the character of the individuals mostly solicited. Also the observer can
push some specific colors or sounds, experiencing the emergence of some specific graphical and acoustical
phenotypes.
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Fig 6: Cooperative creation between people and artificial individuals.
5.4 Emergent Behavior
The first observation is that the collective development constitutes a new entity with its own autonomous and coherent
pattern and with characteristics descending from the interaction and features of the population of individuals.
Changing the parameters of the process, the set up generates very different patterns, remembering the growth of
populations (plants, animals, neural networks), landscapes (rivers, fractures, mountains, cultivated fields), human
artifacts (chips, glass fragments, architectures) visions (anthropomorphous shapes, animals) or simply emotional
attitudes. All these shapes are characterized by a completely different distribution in the space and by different fractal
dimensions. The evolution process generates strong changes in the modality of the colonization of the life space. This
mechanism is due to the dynamic action of dominant individuals which act like pioneers pushing the life in the void
space. During this colonization they create strong divisions in the space and the subsequent colonization develop local
communities of individuals (micro-societies). The action of the pioneers creates a mechanism of islanding which
appears in the images as the coexistence of close different graphical and acoustical phenotypes with a limited
contamination. The global result is the development of biodiversity in terms of colors, patterns and sound. Another
interesting aspect is the change in the individual phenotypes during the evolution, due to an emergent selection. At the
beginning, smooth curvatures are self-selected due to the higher average life they are able to reach. During the
evolution the micro-societies characterized by straight lines are filtered because of they are not able to bypass
obstacles (high coherence, low flexibility). Too much chaotic micro-societies (high level of irrationality in the
curvature changes) are filtered because of the individuals clash each other (internal fight and chaos). In the final part of
the evolution, the available space is reduced, and the most suitable phenotypes are micro-societies with short paths,
high reproduction rate and medium irrationality. This kind of societies are able to diffuse in every available space. This
mechanism produce interesting evolving sound and graphical patterns.
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5.5 Experiencing the interactive installation
It is interesting to note that the interaction of the participating people, widens the possibility of evolution. Generally the
people, with their movements, try to push a specific phenotype at a time using the hands as a sort of life brush. During
the interaction, they alternate the balance of the development between several phenotypes, influencing the evolution
and composing vibrating patterns and sound architectures. The apparent fact is the appreciation for a hidden
fundamental aspect of life: the biodiversity, or in more general terms the aesthetics of biodiversity. The audio-visual
emerging contexts are open both in the sense of esthetical shapes, and in terms of relations between the people and the
artificial individuals: this could be a mirror of the real world. We imagine the cultural systems and the communication
webs as systems where nothing is pre-determined, but the system evolves through local mechanisms of interaction and
fundamental events. With a jump in lower scale, intelligence, consciousness and psyche can be revised as selforganizing phenomena inside of a complex system like a natural being. Starting from the idea that the individual
context is the emerging own configuration of psychic fragments, the interaction between two or more individuals is
revised as the interaction of two or more micro-societies.

6.Conclusions and future directions
Relazioni Emergenti was built in several versions. One of the most interesting regards the first step of the
implementation of the idea of communicating worlds [APV00]. We realized two separated and autonomous interactive
installations based on two computers, two projection screens, and two interaction areas. Then we established a data link
between the two computers. Trough this communication channel some individuals can travel and migrate from a world
to the other. The travelling individual diffuse his genetics and features to the other world through the offspring. In this
way a contamination between two different evolutive paths is established (fig. 7), not only in terms of graphical
patterns and sound, but also in behavior.

Fig 7: Contamination in two connected artificial worlds
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An important problem we had to face at this stage was the relation between the individual and the environment. In a
general way an individual, developed in a world with a specific set of environmental constraints (rules), could appear
(manifest itself) different in another world with a different set of rules. In some way the aesthetic and behavioral
identity of an individual is related to the specific environment where he lives, and changes in other environments. This
is a interesting open problem. Another effect which was quite evident in the connected worlds installation was the
following: the evolution dynamics at the beginning of the diffusion in the void space are very different with respect to
second phase of evolution, when the space is very dense of individuals. After a migration, a sort of transition to the
beginning is induced and the new specie changes rapidly its social characteristics. The concepts exposed in this first
pilot artwork are easily extensible to a network of computers. In this not deterministic network, the migrating
individuals can transport any kind of information like sound strings or signals, images, movies, texts, colors, voices,
etc.. The interesting aspect is that the people interacting on the network nodes, communicate not only with their own
world but with all the network. The media we have described is still a closed environment in sense of a fixed number
of nodes in the network. This limit can be removed using a different approach, under investigation at Plancton Art
Studio. The idea is to establish a sort of a life network server and open new temporary remote worlds to people
connecting with the server. The life flows partially to/from the new world, and stops when the connection is
concluded. The final step in this imaginary path could be the removal of the server, by allowing each local world to
act like a server on its own, to self-sustain the life process with the temporary connection events of people interacting
on the network. This last step seems really difficult and a strong effort is required not only in terms of technology but
also in terms of the ability of the individuals to adapt to very fast changes of the environment. This last aspect
introduces one of the more fashionable and complex aspects of the artificial societies: the evolvability. The concept of
evolvability is connected to the potential of evolution of an artificial society. Most of the simulations in the scientific
field are built in order to explain natural mechanisms of evolution, or animal behaviour, or to solve practical problems
(robots, toys, chemical, control etc..). In these cases we have no need to build an extremely fast evolving system. At
the contrary, when we want to use alife for creativity and aesthetics, the needed degree of evolvability corresponds to
the dimension and richness of our language. The first degree of freedom is the possibility to evolve the information
transported by the individual itself (color, sound, images, shape, text, etc..). The aesthetics manifestation of the single
individual is exactly the appearance of the information contained in temporary status or in the genetics of the
individual itself. The next degree is the possibility to evolve the behavioral parameters written in the genetic map
(dynamics, interaction, reproduction, life & death, etc...). This is important in order to generate different relation and
different modalities of aesthetical self-organization. A third level of evolvability is driven by the people interaction.
With their instinct and personal harmony, the interacting people can drive the society in absolutely not foreseeable
situations. This is the level reached at this moment with the installation Relazioni Emergenti. The technological
complexity of this implementation is not high. Much more difficult is to give an aesthetical sense to the evolutioninteraction environment. These level of evolvability could be sufficient to develop cooperation, sexuality, coevolution,
biodiversity, high level of complexity and rich metaphors of social dynamics. One of the most interesting aspects to
explore is the communication dynamics. With these instruments it is possible evocate some mechanisms like emulation,
selection, pushers or transporters of messages exploring the culture genetics. Finally, a fourth level of evolvability,
which is much more difficult to implement and control, is to give to individuals the possibility to evolve the behavioral
and phenotypical models and the genetic structure. This possibility enlarge incredibly the possible complexity of the
future generated creatures. This could be a good base to open really the evolution and give to the individuals the
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possibility of develop some features like language, culture, affection, imagination and, last, intelligence. Some middle
way solutions are more easy to implement (lists of models, genetic programming, etc..) but paying a lot in terms of
evolvability.
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Abstract
It is difficult and frustrating to create complex organic shapes using the current set of computer graphic programs. One
reason is because the geometry of nature is different from that of our tools. Its self-similarity and fine detail are
derived from growth processes that are very different from the working process imposed by drawing programs. This
mismatch makes it difficult to create natural looking artifacts.
Drawing programs have a limited palette based on Euclidean geometry. It is difficult to draw clouds, rivers, and rocks
because they are not lines or circles. Paint programs provide interesting filters and effects, but require great skill and
effort. Always, the artist must arduously manage the details. This limits the artist’s expressive power.
Ideally, the artist should have macroscopic control over the creation while leaving the computer to manage the
microscopic details. For the results to be reproducible, the system should be deterministic. For it to be expressive there
should be a cause-effect relationship between the actions in the program and change in the resulting picture. For it to
feel organic, the details should be rich, consistent and varied, cohesive but not repetitious; it would be fitting if the way
we drew was more closely related to the way things grew.
We present a simple drawing program which provides this mixture of macroscopic control with free microscopic
detail. Through use of an accretion growth model, the artist controls large scale structure while varied details emerge
naturally. Its algorithms are simple and deterministic, so its results are predictable and reproducible. The overall
resulting structure can be anticipated, but it can also surprise. Despite its simplicity, it has been used to generate a rich
assortment of complex organic looking pictures.

1.       Introduction: Our Cold Geometry
“Why is geometry often described as “cold” and “dry”? One reason lies in its inability to describe the shape of
a cloud, a mountain, a coastline, or a tree. Clouds are not spheres, mountains are not cones, coastlines are not
circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does lightening travel in a straight line.
More generally, I claim that many patterns of Nature are so irregular and fragmented, that, compared to
Euclid… Nature exhibits not simply a higher degree but an altogether different level of complexity.
The existance of these patterns challenges us to study those forms that Euclid leaves aside as “formless”, to
investigate the morphology of the “amorphous”. [1]
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In 1983, Mandelbrot wrote about a world of fascinating and rich behaviour, the visualization of which we know as
fractal geometry (fractals). The “cold geometry” that Mandelbrot referred to above is Euclidean geometry, where a line
describes the exact shortest path between two points, where a circle is a perfect infinity of small lines.
These pure forms are only idealizations of what we find in nature. In reality there is no perfectly straight line. The
qualities we enjoy in nature, its variety and richness of shapes, structures and details, are extremely difficult to express
using Euclidean geometry. As a result, there is a fundamental mismatch between Euclidean geometry and the
geometry of nature. This makes the former feel cold, overly precise, the opposite of a walk in the woods, or a summer
day on a beach.
Mandelbrot clearly demonstrated that completely new forms exist in an alternative geometry, one that was more
closely linked to the behaviour of the physical world. Yet our design tools are trapped in a stifling Euclidean box. This
reduces the breadth of our design language by precluding the creation of organic form. In turn, our built environment
ends up being sterile and uncomfortable, unrelated to our ancestral natural home.

2.       The Quality of Nature
What are the qualities of nature?
Nature is messy, complicated. While you can approximate a circle with an infinite number of straight lines, that’s only
true in calculus. Nature doesn’t actually do that; you won’t find a perfect circle. A stone buffed by centuries of ocean
currents is not perfectly smooth. Even raindrops are not round.
Nature is detailed. These details are difficult to express in Euclidean geometry. Expressing something as complex as a
branching structure requires the assemblage of a very large number of line segments. Similarly, attempting to render a
cloud using intersecting spheres would be extremely difficult, if not futile.
Yet nature has simplicity, structure. Branching patterns are structures; they consist of recursively self-similar patterns
repeated over different scales. Furthermore, the same patterns emerge in seemingly unrelated places: the branching of a
tree is essentially the same as the branching of lungs because they both solve the same problem [2].
Thus nature does have a geometry, we just don’t understand it well enough. We are stuck in an Euclidean mind set,
making it difficult to imagine anything else.

3.       Qualities of Our Ideal Drawing Program
What qualities should our ideal drawing program have in order to attain these goals? Most importantly, it should be
natural and expressive.
By natural, we mean that the images should have those non-Euclidean qualities mentioned above: the details should be
rich, consistent and varied, cohesive, structured without monotonous repetition.
By expressive, we mean that the tool should provide control over the macroscopic structure. Control is important so
that you can get what you intended. It follows that there must be a predictable cause and effect relationship between
your actions as the artist and the resulting picture.
In addition, the process must be reproducible so that you can explore in a controlled and consistent manner. Thus the
system should be deterministic (no random number generators).
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Finally, we want the tool itself to fill in the details, thereby freeing the artist to focus on the overall shape. We should
leave the computer to manage the complexity. Hopefully richness and variety will result from the interactions in the
generative process. This promotes creativity by reducing drudgery.

4.       Problems with Current Tools
We now analyze the state of popular computer assisted drawing technology and show why they do not meet our
criteria.
4.1         The Geometry of Nature is Different than that of Our Tools
Current drawing and paint programs are almost all based on Euclidean geometry. Such perfect shapes do not
correspond to what we see in nature. Thus our ability to render natural looking scenes, and indeed our ability to design
and mass-produce natural looking artifacts, is greatly limited by this geometric incompatibility.
We can divide popular tooling into two categories, drawing tools and paint tools.
Drawing and architectural drafting programs provide a limited palette of shapes typically consisting of lines, circles,
squares, ellipses, splines, etc. Since natural phenomena do not follow this geometry, organic form is very difficult to
express.
Paint programs on the other hand provide a variety of interesting filters and effects. You can do almost anything if you
are good enough, and patient enough. Unfortunately, the skill involved is tremendous, the effort for achieving the
required detail arduous. While some artists can become adept at using them to create organic form, it is really more a
statement about their skill as artists in spite of the tooling, rather than a statement of the expressiveness of the tool as a
medium.
Also of importance is the role of modern manufacturing methods and the loss of the craftsman’s hand in softening our
geometry. However, this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.2         Automation vs. Innovation
Our tooling is failing us because we have simply automated that which we were already doing on a drafting table.
Consider the evolution of word processing programs. At first, they were only direct automations of the typewriter.
Over time however a progression occurs whereby we move from simple automation to paradigm shifting innovation.
Word processors have been tailored to the true problem of document creation and bare little resemblance to their
mechanical ancestor.
This in turn has affected the way we express our ideas.
Our computer design tools have not made this same transition. All we’ve done is taken the drafting board and
recreated it on the computer (automation), but stopped there (no innovation). The geometry of the drafting table is
based on a mathematics that can be easily managed by hand calculation. Despite the incredible computational power
now available to us, we retain the same geometry and hence the same design language. Like the QUERTY
keyboard[2], our design tools continue to be constrained by an outdated problem. Although the engineering task has
seen advances in the form of physical modelling and finite element analysis, the creative design task has not.
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4.3         There is Nothing Under the Hood
Drawing and painting programs do not model the relationship between the elements of the drawing, nor between the
elements and the whole. Put another way, the structure of the image does not bear relation to the structure of the thing
being drawn. For example, you could draw a tree using multiple line segments, but it would be difficult to then make
the tree bend in the wind: you would likely have to reposition most of the line segments.
The problem is that the process of creating the image is unrelated to the way things grow. Thus you can’t grow another
one a little different from the first. In our example the picture’s treeness is wholly a function of the skill of the artist.
Changing the image requires the reapplication of this skill down to the minutiae.

5.       Our Build Environment is Uncomfortable
The language of our design affects the quality of the outcome [3]. So too does the language of our tooling. It is
difficult to imagine a sensuously curved Gaudi doorway resulting from popular design technology. The difficulty in
expressing such a complex 3D curved form discourages both its ideation and its execution. As evidence, one need
only walk down the average modern city street.
It is our belief that the unnaturalness of the geometry of our tools has created a built environment that is uncomfortable
and unsatisfying.
We are not kin to this geometry. It is a comparatively recent phenomena in our evolutionary life as a species. It suites
the needs of our design and manufacturing technology, but not the needs of we as human animals. There is no
mistaking a city for a forest. Our concession to nature consists of the planting of the occasional tree, the well-groomed
patch of grass. We have dispossessed ourselves of our heritage.

6.       Algorithmic Approaches
Expanding our overview outside the graphic tools domain, we now analyze a few of the current approaches to creating
complex visual forms.
Fractals [1,4] were for a time a dominant source of new visual computer imagery. Although beautiful, they do not help
us much as a design tool. As an artist, it is difficult to express an idea using a fractal because you really can’t do much
with them. You are basically limited to exploring the fractal landscape, zooming and panning, and changing colour
mappings. You can’t design a fractal to look the way you want. You cannot modify its details or its shape, it is what it
is. If you are a clever mathematician, perhaps you can devise new recurrence relations to map out new fractal spaces,
but unfortunately most of us are not clever mathematicians.
Genetic algorithms [5] on the other hand are great for generating scores of variations. Their usefulness however is
intrinsically tied to our ability to come up with the right fitness function. Without it, we are left with the task of
manually culling a large population of possibilities. Since fitness functions are notoriously tricky to encode, our ability
to design with them is limited. This reduces their expressiveness.
GA’s on their own do not suggest a geometry for the forms they generate. Rather, this is a function of what the gene
was designed to encode and what process is used to generate the outcome. Thus they do not intrinsically help with this
aspect of organic shape creation. However, it is possible that GA’s make it easier to generate more complex forms,
perhaps bringing about greater organic detail in our artifacts.
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Finally, of great interest in organic form creation are the Evolutionary Art work in [6], and the graph grammar plant
generation in [7]. Each use rewriting systems to generate their images. In [7], one is primarily limited to branching
structures, restricting expressiveness. In both, it’s not clear how one arrives at the image one intended.

7.       The Splat Generator
We now introduce the Splat shape generator.
Splat is based on an accretion growth model. Accretion is the mechanism by which coral and other structures grow: the
accumulation of micro debris, each particle placed by the Brownian turbulent motion of the water. This is similar to a
process called diffusion-limited aggregation [8]. With it, natural structures such as metal leaf patterns have been
generated. However, diffusion-limited aggregation’s drawback is that you cannot control the actual growth of the
shape. This is due to its reliance on random Brownian motion of the particles.
In order to control the accumulation dynamics, we introduced a gravitational model to our accretion growth. This
allows one to shape the path that the particles travel, which allows one to control where the particles accumulate,
which in turn controls the final shape produced.
Our system consists of the following elements that can be placed by the user:
·         Point mass particles capable of movement.
·         Emitters which release particles into the system with a given speed and direction.
·         Fixed location gravitational masses to attract the point masses. Negative masses (repellers) can also be used.
The process of shape generation proceeds as follows:
1.      The artist places at least one emitter and one fixed mass on a canvas.
2.      The emitter ejects a particle which moves under the gravitational pull of the fixed mass(es).
3.      When a point mass hits a fixed mass, it sticks to it.
4.      The emitter changes the initial direction and speed, fires another particle. Eventually the particle comes in contact
with either the fixed mass or a previously (now motionless) particle. As with accretion growth, the shape eventually
emerges from these accumulations.
Figure 1 demonstrates one result. The circles at the ends of the elliptical growths are emitters and the squares are
repellers. The attracting masses are buried within the particles and are no longer distinguishable. Figure 2
demonstrates the result of a less symmetric configuration. Further demonstrations can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
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Figure 1: Eight Emitter Generation

Figure 2: Less Symmetric Generation
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Figure 3: “Whale Bone”

Figure 4: “Wreath”

8.       Control
Control is important for intentionality: the problem of producing a result that somehow matches what one intended. In
Splat, the artist is able to control the process of his creation in the following manner:
·         Number and placement of the masses, and their weight. This affects the envelope of the trajectories. Masses can be
given a negative weight, which makes them repel particles instead of attract them. This allows further shaping of
the space.
·         Initial velocity of the particles. This also affects the envelope of the trajectories.
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·         Number and placement of the emitters. Each emitter tends to correspond to a pair of branches or growth areas. A
symmetric placement of emitters will produce a symmetric picture.
·         Sequencing the firing of emitters.
·         Algorithm determining next initial direction/speed of the particle. This effects the pattern of particle placement.
For example, the result can appear stockier, or bushier.
The net effect of these various control axes is the ability to generate a variety of unique pictures. The combinations can
be quite subtle.

9.       Controlled Chaos: Analysis
The resulting pictures exhibit a curious blend of macroscopic structure and seemingly random detail. Due to the
deterministic nature of our system, one would assume that an exactly symmetric initial configuration of say two
emitters and one mass (Figure 5) would produce an exactly symmetric picture. Surprisingly, this was not observed.
For example, Figure 6 displays numerous asymmetries when comparing left and right branch ends.

Figure 5: Macroscopic Symmetry

Figure 6: Microscopic Assymetry
The following are some factors we propose to explain this behaviour:
·         Sensitivity to initial conditions: the hallmark of chaotic systems, sensitivity to initial conditions describes the
phenomena by which two near identical systems diverge over time due to the cumulative effect of their minute
differences. Our system exhibits analogous dynamics by virtue of each particle emission changing the state of the
system in a small way.
·         Floating-point inaccuracy: floating-point numbers are used to compute the net gravitational force on a particle,
which in turn determines its speed and direction. It is likely that inaccuracy in the representation of floating-point
numbers produces slight differences in otherwise perfectly symmetrical configurations.
Particles can take long circuitous paths before encountering a stationary mass (Figure 7). Even for perfectly
symmetrical initial conditions, due to the above factors it can and will occur that a path that was available to one
particle would now no longer be available to its mirror twin. Since particles are not fired in parallel, the effect of the
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first one changes the state of the world for the second, eliminating the initial symmetry in a small but potentially
catastrophic manner. Although macroscopic symmetry may still exist, it no longer will microscopically. These small
changes build up over time, producing small scale variety.

Figure 7: Long Paths
Dramatic loss of macroscopic symmetry can also occur. In some cases, the particle can block a large series of paths,
stalling the growth of its symmetric twin.
Between these two extremes, small scale dissimilarity and large scale asymmetry, lies a large solution space filled with
surprise and unpredictability. This surprise is felt to be a healthy quality for a creative process.

10. Conclusions
We’ve achieved many of our initial goals. We’ve produced organic looking shapes by modifying a simple natural
growth model. They exhibit macroscopic symmetries yet contain a richness of fine scale variety. This enhances the
organic quality by providing structure without the sterile exactitude of repetition. The system is deterministic with
several axis of control. This is important for expressiveness and for intentionality.
The system demonstrates a new language of geometry and a novel avenue for expressing organic shapes. Remarkably,
random number generators weren’t required. This suggests an alternative approach to variety, whereby systems have
sufficient simplicity to be controllable but sufficient complex interactions to produce variety.
The system does have several shortcomings. For one, although over time one is able to develop an intuition about how
to craft a picture, it is nonetheless daunting to predict the outcome. Subtle variations can lead to considerably different
pictures. Second, the vocabulary of shapes appears somewhat limited. Finally, the time required to produce a given
picture is somewhat slow (on the order of several minutes), which harms exploration.
For these reasons, we believe the expressiveness of the system is still less than we desire. However, we consider it to
be a demonstration of an idea: that we may find new organic form generation, and new geometries, by looking to
nature to teach us how to create.
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Abstract
Is architecture submitted to evolutionary processes? Does that inevitably result in innovations? And if architecture is
subjected to the forces of evolution, is this the case with the processes of designing and/or with its results? In order to
investigate these questions, we have clarified the concepts used. About what is meant by innovation, evolution and
memes and other derived concepts. But after we have developed some preliminary conceptions about evolution,
innovation, memes and so on, how can we then study those phenomena in architectural practices? To investigate it in
an explorative way, an appropriate case study was looked for, identified and carried out as an empirical basis to collect
informations. In order to structure the observations in the case study, a coherent framework was looked for and found
in the work of three authors about creative designing. The framework is extended to accommodate the anticipated and
distinguished Darwinian and Lamarckian evolutionary processes of architectural design. The information from the case
study is applied to the framework in order to check its validity. The information content residing in (and flowing
through) the framework is analysed in order to discover how the information units (the memes i.e. copyable ideas,
beliefs, behaviours, procedures and so on) infect or penetrate in minds, diffuse or spread over minds and how they are
copied, imitated and tranformed by individual minds. In concluding remarks, a preliminary answer is given to the
question asked at the beginning of this exploratory study: architecture can be submitted to evolutionary processes and
those processes can lead to innovations.
Keywords : evolutionary design, generative grammar, generative art, genetic art, architectural innovation, memetic
diffusion, penthouses, roof-top buildings, Dutch architectural design, creativity, Darwinian processes, Lamarckian
processes.

Introduction
Traditionally in art and architectural history, innovation is treated as a history of ideas of individuals (pioneers),
movements and schools. The monograph is in that context one of the most used forms of scientific exercise. History of
architecture is then mostly seen as a succession of dominant architectural paradigms imposed by great architectural
creators fighting at the beginning against mainstream establishment until they themselves come to be recognised.
However, there have been attempts to place architectural innovation and creativity in an evolutionary perspective.
Charles Jencks for example, has described repeatedly the evolution of architectural and art movements according to a
diagram inspired by ecological models [1]. Philip Steadman, in his book “The Evolution of Designs. Biological
analogy in architecture and the applied arts” [2] sketches the history of various biological analogies and their impact
on architectural theory. However, Steadman has confined his study to a literature survey as the basis of a history of
ideas. Since this pioneering work, new developments like Dawkins’ concept of memes [3] allow further steps in the
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field of cultural evolution of architectural innovation. The application of the concept of memes to architectural design
has been put forward in a preceding “Generative Art” conference by the author [4]showing its application in a pilot
study on the analysis of projects of and by architectural students. This first empirical study is now followed by a study
of ‘real life’ architectural practice. In this case study generative grammars of architecrural forms are applied and
discussed. The case taken has a double implication for the evolutionary analogy. It takes a specific architectural
innovative concept as a ‘meme’ (or a whole complex of memes, called memeplex) and develops the analysis of the
lineages of this meme in the individual context of the designer and at large. At the same time, the architect involved
(Eric Vreedenburgh, Archipel Ontwerpers) is knowledgeable about the theory of memetic evolution and is applying a
computer tool (called ‘Artificial’, see addendum) together with Remko Scha, the authoring computer scientist of the
program who collaborates frequently with artists and architects. This case study (about roof-top buildings in Dutch
town planning and the application of ‘Artificial’) shall be discussed in the paper as presented. A framework will be
presented to account for not only Darwinian but also Lamarckian processes, and for individual as well as collective
transmission, consumption and creative transformation of memes (in the following wherever the word meme is used, it
can also be understood as memeplex).

1. Innovation & evolution
Innovations are the implementations of creative artistic expressions and/or technical inventions. Case studies should be
carried out to investigate those intermingled activities of expressions, inventions and innovations. The generative
approach is taken to examine in particular design processes where the production of variants (or even alternatives) is at
stake. Combined with a selective retention system, a Darwinian process of evolution will be set in motion irrevocably.
This Darwinian evolution system is contrary to the usual design process, where the focus is on finding one feasible
solution as fast as possible and then elaborate it in depth to the end of the design process. That is, if no
unsurmountable problem(s) prevent the continuation of the chosen trajectory. This last procedure induces a
Lamarckian process of evolution. Both evolutionary processes are applicable to designing as a cultural activity. The
case study delivers some insights about what does exist in at least one practice with a reputation of being innovative.
Innovative in the sense that the design office is using (among other diversity breeding techniques) a generative program
(called ‘Artificial’) for the variety production of roof-top buildings (in all sorts of settings) with expressive and
inventive characteristics. The traditionally accepted roof-top solutions with classical building techniques are in a
locked-in situation: a trajectory difficult to break from. What is done by Eric Vreedenburgh as the architect-designer
of the new type roof-top buildings is to force a bifurcation point within this trajectory, and choose the alternative way
towards a typological tree of developments of prefabricated, light weight penthouses.
1.1 Studying innovations as processes and as systems
There are several approaches to study innovation in general and case studies in particular. Sociologists, economists and
historians have given their attention to the phenomenon of innovation, but so have policy and management researchers
and researchers from art, design, anthropology, geography, archeology and medicine. However, at least two main
approaches emerge from all those studies: innovations conceived as processes and innovations seen as systems. As
processes, the study of innovations is geared towards people involved as creators, inventors and mediators, working in
an environment tormented by chaotic events, confusion and conservatism. As systems, the measure of succes of
innovations depends on the social relationships or culture of cooperation of the people, organisations and authorities
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involved. Bluntly formulated: in the process approach coincidences are steering innovations, while in the systems
approach of innovations, nothing is left to chance.
1.2 Innovations as Darwinian processes of evolution
To investigate innovations as processes there are again at least two views: an evolutionary view of longer duration and
a psychological, more modest, shorter term view.
In the Darwinian evolutionary outlook, fundamentally innovative developments are driven by chance, as a result of
environmental selection of evolving populations of variants (that is, possible solutions). According to this perspective,
basic innovations depend upon accidents, coincidences, chance hits, strokes of luck. But in design and development
this happens only to people with an open mind and prepared to see the significance of what is produced. These types
of innovations are the result of tortuously surfing the turbulent waves, whirls and eddies at the edge of chaos. From
this point of view, radical innovations cannot be driven by markets or managers eager to steer creative processes of
innovation. These processes of innovation are unmanageable and permanently getting out of control. But as Darwinian
evolutionary processes they might still be seen as opportunities to innovate by exploiting the possibilities of chance
and survival. The principle of evolving or replicating designs is set in motion with the combined installation of blind
variety and selective retention. That is, the introduction of a diversity production and retention mechanism, together
with the application of a selective environment. This results in a process of a survival of the most fit exemplars (design
solutions). With these Darwinian driving forces near-maximal efficiency is realizable in the long run of generations of
designs. (For an elaboration within the case study, paragraph ‘FRAMEWORK’, 4.2).
From the point of view of psychological decision studies (Simon[5]), we know that the creative, innovative capacities
of people are restricted. They are limited in their rationalityand make frequent mistakes. They are also opportunistic
and react often only in their own interest. Users are often not able to formulate their needs, in most cases they do not
know what is possible technically and they are even in the short run too capricious and inconsistent with their
opinions. That makes also predictions about both innovations and markets difficult if not impossible. But innovation
are still needed to survive in a changing world. Humans proceed usually along an addaptive learning strategy instead
of following the wasteful Darwinian way of producing masses of descendants of whom very few will survive,
1.3 Innovations as Lamarckian processes of evolution
From a Lamarckian point of view, innovations are driven by shifting environments. On the one hand the environment
is instructive. The surroundings have direct effects upon organisms (and in extension also designed object). On the
other hand, the organisms (or objects) are striving or responding and adapting themself in a creative way to the the
shifting constrains, opportunities and required performances of their environment. This is called the instructional
theory of evolution and is contrary to Darwinism with a selective theory of evolution (blind variations selectively
retained). In design terms, the designed objects are imagined and innovated by the designer as the instructive
environment (frequent use develops things, disuse causes them to fade away). Seen in this way, innovations might be
instructed: planned deliberately by the designer in the roles of both environment and responding design object.
Designing in a Lamarckian way means zooming in as fast as possible to one preliminary but feasible solution and then
test and improve that solution as long as is felt to be needed and sensible. In this view there is no need for chances or
strokes of luck. In principle this comes down to a rational strategy, based on necessities and opportunities as a basis for
decisions. Besides, the flexibility of organisations to innovate and of markets to absorb innovations is also limited.
This is due to the lock-in phenomenon: the inability to change from weared technological tracks of old, well known
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customs and practices which stiffle or paralyze people or organisations. The best way to overcome this conservatism,
this barrier to innovation, is a step by step approach, a pluralistic, decentralized strategy. As Quinn [6] has remarked
within this innovation driven process of management, there should be chaos within guidelines. In the short run of one
or a few design cycles ‘satisficing’ innovative designs [5] will still be possible based on a mix of both rationality and
chance. (For an elaboration within the case study, see paragraph ‘FRAMEWORK’, 4.3).
1.4 The system view of innovations
In studying innovations as systems, at least two approaches are feasible: a rational calculating, planning and marketing
view of innovation and a more socio-cultural view. In the first rational view, innovation can be strictly controled,
leaving nothing to chance. In that view, the basis of innovation is the monitoring of the market or environment. The
belief is that a succesful innovation is market-driven (innovations spurred by market demand). Moreover, innovative
processes should be steered by market-pull instead of technology-pull. Both, products and market should be tuned to
each other. Here, the opinion is also, that efficiency is the driving force and measure of innovation. In this view,
diversification of products by innovations is a logical move in order to get the most rational, efficient and effective
solutions on the market. As a consequence of this line of thought, innovation might also be seen as an instrument to
control the market by suppressing competitors, to manipulate the client or buyer and/or the own employees.
In the second, relativistic, contextual and social-cultural view of systems, innovations are driven by the self-interest of
the people involved. Innovation by diversification is seen as an endeavour and attempt of managers to expand their
power. The belief is that people are capable of thinking rationally, but they are doing so from a social position of
power, pride and/or self-interest. Innovation is seen as an instrument to manipulate or deceive the market. Integration
of activities in the own organisation is also seen as possible. But that is only the case, if the employees are kept faithful
by control or other measures, or if the loss of stealing or laziness does not exceed the costs of external buying (out
contracting) of services or products. Within this view innovation can be successfully driven by both market-pull (as in
the USA) or technology-pull (as in Germany). In any case, in order to innovate succesfully it is important to built,
develop and integrate core competencies of the employees with the own, available technologies.
1.5 Short and long term innovations
The process and system approaches can be viewed as the two extremes of a time scale, with differences in assumptions
about the possibilities to steer events in some desired directions. At the farthest end of the time scale we are at the
mercy of events, afloat in a sea of uncertainty as in Darwinistic selective evolutionary processes. But at the shortest
end of the same time scale, we can exploit our capacity to think ahead and instruct events according to our own will
and insight, like in Lamarckian evolutionary systems. The psychological and sociological views do occupy in-between
positions on the time scale, with at the far end the sociological and at the short end the psychological position. If we
want to study innovations, we should take into account these four perspectives of the time scale: from the shortest
Lamarckian, over the short psychological towards the long sociological and the longest Darwinistic scale of time.
Lamarckian
time scale:    very short

psychological

sociological
short

Darwinian
long

very long

Table 1

And as in natural environments we should study innovations not only as purely competitive systems and processes but
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also within the context of co-evolving wholes, within complete eco-systems of art, technology and science. But in the
end we should not only study the mechanisms (the causes and effects of innovations) exclusively in an analytical
manner. We should also help to develop and deliver tools enabling all the people involved in design in order to create,
invent, anticipate, decide and implement innovations better within the prevailing social-cultural context and society at
large. But to realize all those far reaching goals and tasks, we should start with some modest exploratory case studies
as empiral bases for further research and development.

2. Case study
In order to get reliable knowledge, insight and theories for prediction and control the processes of innovation in design
offices, we should first carry out case studies of those activities. The selection of the case study reported here is based
on the research agenda of my department. It is about urban identity and density and multiple land and building use.
Underlying these subjects is sustainability, as it is the overall objective of our university (sustainable technology) and
faculty (sustainable architecture, building and planning). The case study is about a new concept of (light weight) rooftop building extension. Up till now this is done in the Netherlands by adding a similar floor, instead of creating
(together with an increase of density) something quite different in quality, identity and multiple spatial use. The case
study might be conceived as the empirical basis of investigation of architectural innovation as an evolutionary process.
It has also the particularity that the architect involved (Eric Vreedenburgh) has for years been collaborating with a
computer scientist/artist (Remko Scha). Unlike many architects now publicizing their use of computers in the design
process, he is not so much interested in the final product looking like something produced with the assistance of
computers. His interest goes much more towards the constant renewal of the design process with the use of the
computer as a rapid fire instrument of variety.
2.1 Generative grammar in architectural innovation
The case study demonstrate among others the possibilities of application of generative grammars of architectural forms
in a real world context. As is already stated in general in the beginning, the Chomskyan concept of ‘generative’ is
about the ability of (in our case) an architect, to generate an infinite number of complex and new, innovative
architectural forms based on a finite set of designing rules. Combined with selective retention mechanisms, these
generative systems will be transformed in a ‘genetic’ and Darwinian system of architectural evolution. If on the
contrary the generation of variety is restricted to the very beginning of the design process, the more common
Lamarckian evolutionary system of incremental improvement is practiced.
But in the case of the architectural creative expressions exposed here, there is a generative difference with the
linguistical situation. The architect in the case study is stating the rules himself, while a subject uttering the sentences
of language uses rules evolved collectively by a linguistic community. The individual architect here is at the same time
the grammarian, the linguist and the talking subject. His approach is at the same time evolutionary in various senses.
One of them is that he uses the variety producing program ‘Artificial’ of the artist/computer scientist Remko Scha to
display a great number of successive generations of his design based on the rules he states. More over, not only the
designs evolve, but also the rules. Designing is playing and changing the rules is an intrinsic part of the game. The
changes are complex and not only combinatorial. One element of this generative game is using existing materials and
artefacts to another purpose than the one they they are marketed for, sometimes building elements from catalogs,
sometimes elements taken from previous designs but used in a lopsided way. In fact, this is the objet trouvé technique
used by Duchamp, but applied in a real world architectural context, in the tradition of Charles and Ray Eames.
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Another evolutionary aspect of the design is the way in which the chances, brought by the inhabitants of the design are
part of the design game. Users will adopt some of his design ideas and abandon some others. This decay and
transformation of his design ideas he accepts as a consequence of his approach. He uses this as a feedback for
changing his initial rules. He is also engaged in an urban game with his small, local interventions (called ‘pin-prick
urban designs’). The aim is to bring about possitive feedback loops of new developments, in order to contribute in the
revitalisation of old urban tissues. Instead of either spending large repair costs or demolition and new development,
with his roof-top buildings he offers a full-fledged alternative of re-differentiation of the building supply and demand
situation of the particular site involved.
2.2 The history of anything new
Ideas about industrialized building and the like do not exist in splendid isolation from previous thoughts. New is
nearly always relatively new, incrementally applied and adapted within other situations or contexts and/or integrated
within new combinations of elements. The roof-top building as a meme is such an example of a relatively new idea. It
has it roots in the roof terrace buildings of antiquity. But even in the modernist times of the thirties, Le Corbusier was
still introducing again a new version of that old idea in the new shape of his time: the passenger boat deck, which he
translated in an accessible and usable roof-top cover on his buildings. The relative novelty of the actual roof-top
building type is its light weight prefab construction, its application on existing buildings, together with all the other
mentioned qualities. Even absolute, first time ever originality deserves some familiarity in order to get identified as
something fundamental new. Distinguishing between what is absolute original and what not is difficult and in fact not
so interesting compared with the innovative question about how you get the expression or invention implemented in
practice. Originality alone is not sufficient to convey value, the original idea should be applied. The novel value of
expressions or inventions are in most cases relatively small, they are litle differences between a sea of already known
features. What somebody observed as new somewhere will be applied in a quite different way elsewhere and often by
someone else.
2.3 Surfing the waves of concurrency
A project is the result of a combination of events and that determines the success of the project. Events are determined
by circumstances in time and location. Application failures in the past might be succesful in other circumstances. The
decay and need to renovate housing blocks of the fifties and sixties for instance, is only now opportune to react upon.
But for a timely reaction the mind of the designer must be receptive to exterior signs. To receive and tranform
information is often as creative an act as generating it. The value of what is announced somewhere depends entirely on
the extent to which each individual receiver has the receptors. Shared terminology and language, the same interest and
attention are all necessary to render what received meaningful. To grasp the possibilities of a situation is crucial.
Understanding for instance, the real but hidden needs of the client like in the Harbour View project and next, the
meaning of that project as a start for a whole series of more or less similar projects elsewhere in the Netherlands.

3. Memetics and specifics of the case study
This case study is performed to investigate the related activities of expressions, inventions and innovations within the
‘real life’ setting of an architectural office. It does so by applying the concept of MEMES as something like design
ideas, concepts, beliefs, and/or behaviours or procedures. These memorable units are stored in brains, evolve in brains,
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are passing from brain to brain and are externally stored in pictures, plans, photographs, movies and so on (see among
the many early writers about memes: Cloak, the pioneer[7]; Dawkins, the spiritual father[3]: James, the historian and
importer to architecture [8]; Delius, the theoretician of culture [9]; Dennett, the philosopher of the mind [10];
Csikszentmihalyi, the psychologist of creativity [11]. A closely related memetic study in architectural design was
reported in the previous ‘Generative Art’ conference [4] That study was aimed at the identification and categorisation
of memes, eventually encountered by architectural students in their projects.The design conception in this case is about
the new interpretation of the roof-top building type within the present Dutch situation. The family tree of descent will
be discussed together with the fields of application and the sorts of creative expressions and technical inventions
implemented in functional, technical, social and formal innovations. This has an impact on both processes and
products. Process innovations as they are embedded in activities and product innovations as they are tied up in building
materials and elements.
3.1 Roof-top building type as a meme
Around the roof-top building type, a whole complex of memes has evolved: a so called memeplex. For the A meme is
a package of information created, replicated and transformed in the minds of people. In our case study that boils down
to everyone involved in the creation and realisation of the roof-top building projects. People for instance minding
about light weight prefabricated designing and building, or about costs or densities or renewed identities. These memes
are internally stored in the memories of people and/or externally stored in computers, on building plans and
photographs, on texts and diagrams and many other types of representations. Because of this, a meme is much more
than an idea, it might be an image, a song or a procedure about how to imagine, design or built things such as rooftop buildings. Memes are self-replicating patterns of information which propagate themselves across the ecologies of
the minds, here the whole community of people involved in roof-top building projects. That is in the first place the
micro community of all the staff members of the architectural office Archipel Ontwerpers, but also of the competitive
design offices stepping in the same niche market. On a broader scale the Dutch associations ‘Building with Steel’,
‘Building Research’, ‘TNO-Bouw’ and Corus have studied and published their results about the possibilities of rooftop buildings and taking the designs of Archipel Ontwerpers as their examples [12]. In the same vein, the central
government and the large Dutch housing corporations have stated their policies on the subject and the money made
available to stimulate the realisation of the objectives involved in the next few years. All the people in these
organisations are busy to self-reproduce memes and complexes of memes about roof-top buildings. These memes
interact with their social surroundings and adapt to them, they mutate in minds and they persist in publications. Like
any other life-form the roof-top memes evolve to fill the fruitful, promising spaces of their local social and political
environments, which are in this case the surrounding belief systems and cultures of their hosts, the people involved in
the propagation of roof-top building projects. The roof-top building meme(lexe)s evolve constantly in forms more
perfectly adapted to their environment. They are relentless expansionist, always seeking new opportunities. The more
universally resonant a meme is in the shape of an idea, an image or a recipe (design or building procedure), the more
minds it will reach and occupy. The roof-top building type is about a whole memeplex associated with industrial
building. The industrialized building of modernity is also a memeplex, but one of the recent past. The industrialized
building conception of our time (as it is also applied in the roof-top buildings) is a mutation or child meme of that old
one, adapted to our new information based culture of lean- and just-in-time-production techniques. In this respect,
memes behave like old secrets which have the desire to be told within new circumstances.
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3.2 The family tree of the roof-top building type
The tree of descent of the roof-top building in our case study was started with a request in 1995 by a client for a
detached roof expansion. The following is a shortened version of the flow of ideas involved in the interaction of client
and architect.
The client wanted a semi-detached extention with roofing tiles and it should be built on two small former store houses
for freezing fishery products. In talking to the client, Eric Vreedenburgh, the architect-designer in our case study
became aware that the client had lived on the West coast of the USA. He asked him to travel in his imagination along
the coast and let him remember how relaxed everybody lived there in modern steel framed little houses with a view on
the sea. The would-be client had a nice little steel lamp on his desk and an unvarnished surf board on the wall. Eric
Vreedenburgh associated and compared those objects with what he could see from the desk: storage buildings with
cooling installations on top. He said to the would-be client that if he got the commission, he would give the design
(with a wink to Magritte) an impression of a coincidental meeting of a steel lamp and an unvarnished surf board. Two
ordinary objects together could result in something beautiful like the harbour he was viewing at from the desk:
ordinary buildings surrounding the water, but together they got their special character like New York. In parting, the
client said that he might be persuaded and that was the start. The first design sketches were inmediately to the point
and are realized afterwards without much alterations. What the client got was a penthouse of steel and some wood
inside on top of his former freeze-store-houses with a beautiful view over the fishery harbour of the seaside town
Scheveningen: an exquisite place to built a new type of roof-top building with qualitatively new features. The
penthouse, now called Harbour View, got new, hardly applied functional creative expressions and technical
inventions. Because Harbour View is now realised, it represents a first real successful innovation. Building on this
innovation, four other roof-top buildings are now proposed and in development by Eric Vreedenburgh on adjoining
fronts of the same fishery harbour. Because all this was brought about by Harbour View we can interpret it even as a
succesfully micro urban design project.
3.3 Fields of application
The projects around the harbour of Scheveningen are an example of how roof-top solutions can be applied to an urban
development environment dealing with industrial inheritance: conservation and adaptation of the obsolete buildings
below to accommodate new activities and replacement of the deep freeze and smoke installations on top with lookalike steel framed roof-top buildings, as a reminder to the industrial past.
In the same period the roof-top building idea (memeplex) was applied in the historical inner city environment of
Amsterdam. Because of the unity of the monumental merchant houses, the roof-top solution is made as much
unconspicuous as possible.
In IJburg, the last large extension of Amsterdam and now under construction on a part of a former inner sea, the rooftop building idea is used to complement a new building complex as if it were an existing structure. This will ensure the
variety of building types and all the different activities involved.
In Rotterdam two demonstration projects are underway, based on existing housing blocks with flat roofs. This is a very
typical situation in the Netherlands, where a vast amount of flat roofed housing blocks were built in the fifties and
sixties of the last century. Here, renewal is pending, either by demolition and redevelopment or spending large repair
costs with or without re-differentiation of building types and corresponding activities. Within a few years much more
than ten billion guilders will be spent by the central government and housing corporations to solve this housing blocks
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problem. The two projects are on the two extremes of a spectrum: one with a roof landscape of five basic penthouses
and the other one with a very complex and expressive villa. The penthouses will be built in a steel frame building
system and the villa in a space frame system. In both the industrialized way of building should be intimately connected
to a personalized living environment. Production in response to personal demand instead of the anonymous
monoculture of mass production, represented by the housing blocks underneath.
To produce this on demand production system of unique buildings the variety producing program ‘Artificial’ will be
used and even adapted for this special occasion. Because ‘Artificial’ was developed originally as an art program to
make a statement, an evaluation function was deliberately left out, but for this application it will eventually be
implemented.
3.4 New expressions and inventions
What sorts of creative expressions and technical inventions are now incorporated in the various fields of application of
the roof-top building type? If we look at the stated explanations and comments of the architect about his roof-top
buildings, we find claims aiming for functional, technical, social and formal innovations and in both their process and
products disguises. Process innovations as the are embedded in activities and product innovations as they are absorbed
in building materials and elements. Because some of the claims are already implemented in the finished penthouse,
some of the innovations are already realized, at least to a certain degree.

FUNCTIONAL

PROCESS INNOVATIONS
New ways of:
spatial organisation

PRODUCT INNOVATION
New types of:
spatial configuration

TECHNICAL

production

building assemblies

SOCIAL

differentiation

stratification

FORMAL

designing

identity construction

INNOVATION TYPES

Table 2

Innovations of the functional process are intended or implemented about the new ways of client-designer
communications. Next to it, there are plans for the introduction of new, evolving, self changeable rules of playing for
living, working and recreation. Also new ways of spatial organisation are embedded in the floor plans: they should
enhance individual spatial selection and use and be flexibel to changing uses and users over the years. A relatively new
feature is the posibility to enter the the top-location buildings in the centre from above or below, leaving the façades
uninterrupted and free of being exposed from people looking in. Because the buildings occupy the roof-tops there are
less problems with privacy and better conditions for views to the outside.
Innovations of the functional product are expected by this type of top-roof building as a symbiotic top part of the
main building, eventually equiped with plug-in units and/or recombinatorial spatial units.
Innovations of the technical process are anticipated in new production techniques and tools for one-off industrial
production as it is implied in the design of the top-roof buildings. The design of the building elements is uncoupled to
get as much as posible project-non specific and independent exchangeable units. Attention is paid to get maintainable
and fault tolerant building elements. Size and weight are choosen for easy transportation and the materials and
construction selected for fast and dry assembly and de-assembly. With all these features the deployment of a general
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contractor is made superfluous.
Innovations of the technical product are realized and foreseen with new applications or combinations of existing
building elements and materials. For instance the application of a steel frame with an overhanging shell roof of an
already realized former project. Or the use of a steel frame with special wooden infill materials. But if the product is
like a steelframe, their meanings might still be about something else: for instance about production techniques,
esthetics, life styles and the like. In general the use of frame construction and in-fill elements are designed with
sustainable characteristics in mind: durable, energy efficient, fast transportable and erectable, dry demountable,
uncoupled, maintainable, free exchangeable and with a project-nonspecific build-up. Together, they make up for all the
properties to avoid the general contractor.
Innovations of the social process are aimed at with new cultural ways of differentiation between living, working and
recreation. With the roof-top buildings, ‘pin-prick’ urban design is also possible to re-vitalize and gentrify the urban
environment.
Innovations of the social product is realizeable with the building of those pin-prick top-roof penthouses and top
located urban villas.
Innovations of the formal process is intended to generate designs with the variety producing (and eventually
evaluation) program, called ‘Artificial’.
Innovations of the formal product is aimed at with a new, mixed type of identity, based on the logic of the building
systems pattern on site, combined with the local identity of the surrounding site and the global identity of industrial
products: their trademark and/or model-type identity.
3.5 Incremental innovations
In the case study, the architect involved mentioned that potential innovations are developed in a piecemeal fashion.
What he put to the question resembles the well known creative technique of association checklists. In psychological
association theories, reasoning and creativity are seen as a process of connecting memes in closely knitted
memeplexes. These conveyors of meaning in our mind are capturing aspects of the world to adapt them for other
purposes and eventually pass them on to designers and other users. It seems that artistic expressions and technical
inventions are depending for a large extend on these associations for their transformation from old to new. In the case
study this was brought up by comments about the novelty produced as a result of an unusual, unexpected and/or
remotely connected way of ‘SCAMPER’ing them (Alex Osborne’s associative creativity technique of ‘Substitute’,
‘Combine’, ‘Adapt’, ‘Modify’, ‘Put to other uses’, ‘Eliminate’ and ‘Rearrange’) [13]. If we take the boost word
‘combine’ as an example, designers might combine the adopted meme(s) with an other meme(s) as they might be
related to other functions or other materials or building elements. This seems the most sensible strategy to follow by
architects anyway. For novel expressions or inventions, you need new, unexpected elements, but because of the costs
and other efforts involved, you should use available technology to the utmost. This boils down to the selection of
available parts of the vocabulary of different producers of building elements, making adjustments in both the
vocabulary of elements or assemblages and the grammar of connections to combine them within a new, unusual whole.
As a necessary basis for the creation, discovery, identification and formulation of the needed operators, the associative
activities depend on the availability and applicability of the knowledge of the architect. A knowledge about open,
flexible product designs, industrial production techniques, light weight steel frame constructions and urban density
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consequences.

4. Framework
A framework is needed to observe and collect information in a purposeful way about new expressions, inventions and
innovations in the architectural design processes of the case study. This could be based on a previous study of YuTung Liu [14]. His framework attempted to describe creative behavior. To that end he combined two previous
frameworks from Simon et al. [15] and Csikszentmihalyi [16]. Simon et al. made a framework about creativity, but
restricted themselves to the individual designer (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Simon’s e.a. dynamic framework of creativity.

Csikszentmihalyi on the other hand has paid attention in his framework to creativity as a social-cultural phenomenon
(Figure 2 ).

Figure 2 Csiksentmihalyi’s dynamic framework of personal and social-cultural creativity.
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Figure 3   Yu-Tung Liu’s dynamic framework of personal and social-cultural creativity.
Yu-Tung Liu has integrated both views in one extended framework (see
Figure 3).
In order to distinguish between the two main evolutionary processes eventually at work in creative behavior, the
framework is here once again extended with Darwinian and Lamarckian behavioral categories of designing (
Figure 3) .
In the following paragraphs, all the questions thrown up by the behavioral categories of the framework will be
answered with what was found in the case study. Within the flow of the framework the role of memes is investigated:
their individual as well as collective transmission, consumption and creative transformation within de design processes
explored in the case study.
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Figure 4
Dynamic framework of personal and social-cultural creativity within a Darwinian snd Lamarckian evolutionary system of
architectural designing showing the flow and transformation of novel memes.

4.1 Identification of problems: is a new, own field of problems identified?
In the case study, there is a whole complex of problems distinguished:
- about residential culture (as a reaction against the stripped standard Dutch housing system, now realized everywhere
on meadows as residential areas)
- building techniques (single unit industrialized, flexible, durable and sustainable production systems, that does not
bring about monocultures)
- urban renovation, density and differentiation (another approach in urban design with pin-prick, density and
differentiation enlarging projects)
- how does one get along with history and context (in industrial areas, historically important inner city sites, obsolate
housing blocks and new building developmens).
With the new conception and elaboration of the roof-top type of building, this whole field of problems is dealt with,
within the various contexts of industrial heritage (Scheveningen), historical inner city (Amsterdam), a residential area
on new land (IJburg) and mass produced housing blocks from the fifties and sixties (Rotterdam). See for a closer look
on the projects involved, the two paragraphs about ‘The family tree of the roof-top building type’ and the ‘Fields of
application’.
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4.2 Production of alternatives: is the design effort directed to a variety of solutions?
The search for variants at the design office is at least partly done deliberately in some occasions. Either by applying the
variation producing program ‘Artificial’ or in cases where for instant the industrial production of series is involved.
This search for variants is almost a starting point of the design office. This is irrespective of the scale of the task: from
urban design, architecture to the design of furniture. The penthouse was a singular piece of work, but was also seen
from the beginning as a potential first product of a series. Five years later, there was a possibility to realise that
potential on another store house on the harbour and the architect of our case study took immediately this opportunity to
design a new alternative (basic, different variant). From there on, he got another opportunity to design an alternative
and then an assignment of the Dutch Steel Building Institute to design a whole series of examplary alternatives. That
again gave rise to the roof-top projects on obsolete housing blocks in Rotterdam. Besides the first design skeches, there
is also considerable design work done with several cardboard and CAD models, again resulting and contributing to the
production of variants.
Alternatives and variants come often into being by chance and luck, but only if there is a prepared mind to identify
them and then. Designing takes place within the field of tension of necessity, chance and free will. Necessity constrains
the solution space, chance uncovers new possibilities and free will facilitates decisions between possibilities. A
combination of circumstances might bring about new variants or even fundamental new alternatives. Coincidences take
place on many occasions. This begins already right at the start of a commission. At the harbour site in Scheveningen
for instance, the responsible urban designer agrees with the architect on the desirable transformation of the site, and
this communis opinio leads to new assignments for the architect. On another site in the same city of The Hague (part
of which is Scheveningen), with another responsible urban designer with other insights and ideas, no commission was
possible. Other chance hits are introduced by free association in the design process: the mentioned way of
‘SCAMPER’ing (‘Substitute’, ‘Combine’, ‘Adapt’, ‘Modify’, ‘Put to other uses’, ‘Eliminate’ and ‘Rearrange’) building
elements and/or spatial arrangements in order to get some new expressions or inventions. Problems are not deliberately
looked for or deduced from first principles. They come just along by chance and are identified from the personal
background of experiences of what is seen as important: open, flexible situations for the appropriate application of
product designs, industrial production techniques, light weight steel frame constructions and urban density measures.
For Eric Vreedenburgh chance, luck and visual imagination are interlocked. The problems are transformed into
solutions or parts of solutions and imagined as stationary or moving pictures. Thereafter, these images are tested and
adapted in a puzzlemaking way. During this activity the designer of our case study is dreaming away and as a result, is
getting new ideas by chance from the subconscious. Getting ideas happen everywhere, even during sleep. During his
dreams he is walking through his designs. Most ideas are not immediately applicable to the problem at hand, but they
will still come back in other projects, often mixed with other ideas. In this respect, the designer of our case study is
carrying on a whole library of images and solutions in his head. This include also examples (precedents) from other
architects and the past. Depending on the context, some imagined ideas might grow and others are forced to wait.

4.3 Revision of a solution: is the design effort directed to one solution?
At least some of the design work is done with only one solution as a starting point for more detailed elaboration
instead of diversification of solutions. The penthouse for instance, was designed as one solution, without alternatives
being developed or immediately presented to the client. But still there was an awareness of the potential of the
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example and the possibilities to expand its application with alternatives on and off the harbour site. This include the
symbiotic relationships between the light weight roof-top building and the brick substructure underneath. The first as
living and office environment, attracting commercial functions in the substructure beneath and as a consequence,
transforming the old, existing building. Moreover, he design effort after the approval by the client and the local
authorities is also directed to one solution.
When designing is aimed at one solution only, this might be compared to the selection of one point in a fitness
landscape when seeking an optimum: without knowing if you are either stuck in a local suboptimal hill or on the right
slope of the highest mountain of best solutions. The elaboration of that one chosen solution might be compared with
the erection of a tower, an artificial hill or pyramid, to revaluate the given fitness landscape. This corresponds with
what might be observed in processes of cultural evolution. Something is judged as unsufficient and is improved
accordingly. For instance, a stair is experienced as too short and is improved by lengthening it. This Lamarckian
principle is based on the so called depth-first strategy. You choose one seemingly best solution as soon as possible and
then test and improve it several times. A person trying to design in a rational way with necessities as a basis of
decisions is behaving in a Lamarckian evolutionary fashion. For instance, the definition of the design space in order to
explore it systematically, is such a rational strategy.
According to the architect of the case study, he goes to and fro between hitting upon an idea and methodological
investigation of that idea. However, you do not get ideas from systematic thinking. Fantasy delivers the idea by chance,
thinking give the reflection and is based on reasoning with design as well as with context and performance variables.
Methods are used to explore the fantasy, the imagination is used to make up adequate methods. In the same vein, Eric
Vreedenburgh combined research assignments at the University of Technology in Delft with his design practice. For
him, both fantasy and methods are needed and cannot exist without each other. Visual fantasy is like storytelling, but
instead of hearing the words, you are seeing pictures as stationary or moving images. After imagining, the architect
tests these pictures on their applicability. And like puzzlemaking he -together with his whole office-, tries to adapt
these preliminary images to meet the regulations and requirements, the needed dimensions, the applicable techniques,
the available budgets, and so on.
4.4 Individual testing of solutions: does testing take place in the office?
Eric Vreedenburgh is the only one in the office still using hand drawn design sketches. As soon as these sketches enter
the computer, tests are conducted by everyone in the office and also together with the client and the local authorities.
The tests performed are about mundane affairs like the consistency of the applied building system, money involved,
planning, the feasibility according to the market and politics. Ideas and concepts out of which designs are born, are not
part of that system of testing, because usually nobody has explicit interest in the outcome. The tests within the office
are based on collected knowledge and experiences. The largest problems come to the surface when the external
advisors are doing their tests without thinking along the unconventional, designerly lines of the architectural office.
The general culture there is focussed on safeguarding against any risk possible and avoiding any research at all. The
same is true with most general contractors and developers. On the other hand the office has earned several prices in
just taking risks and doing research in order to obtain expressive creations and inventive solutions. The motto of the
office is: every renewal has its risk, but a culture suppressing people dare to take the risk is really in danger. The tests
are done on the basis of the hypothetical fitness landscape as it is reconstructed from reality by the individual designer
or group of designers in order to anticipate on the fitness assessments in the real world.
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4.5 Social testing of solutions: is the design(er) socially-culturally tested?
Social-cultural tests are performed by entering competitions, by participating in appropriate movements, attending
workshops, joining in debates and (last but not least) by realizing the designs in practice. The realization of projects is
an indication that they are approved and supported by the clients and the local authorities, in spite of their
acknowledgement about the expensive costs involved in the proposed complex quality projects. By getting awards and
invitations to participate in publications, exhibitions, workshops and the like, the success of the tests might be
measured. These are thus tests within the socially constructed reality.
Sustainability represents one framework of tests to evaluate the social value of the projects. Transformation has to do
with the functional and technical extension of the durability of the building, like in the same vein the demountable
detailing might be aimed at the recycling of materials and products. The social value might also be measured by the
attraction of the projects bring about to new urban activities on the site involved and its role in the revitalisation of the
local urban identity.
4.6 Storage of solutions: are socially accepted documentations accumulated?
Socially approved and stored files or documenatations are available about existing solutions, ideas, knowledge,
information and/or data.
• With regard to solutions: all sorts of penthouses are published as precedents in a variety of books and journals. Eric
Vreedenburgh has contributed to several of those publications. For instance in a Dutch book about ‘building on top
locations’, a compact reproduction of a research study about ‘the application of steel in urban habitat’ of several Dutch
firms and research institutes. The spatial contribution by Eric Vreedenburgh was in that case about the expressive
possibilities of large spans and cantilevers in steel frame top-roof buildings.
• With respect to ideas: there is already a plethora of information folders about the possibilities of renovation and
expansion (and subsequent social and functional redifferentiation) of aproximately fifty years old housing blocks. Ideas
abound on the addition of elevators and roof-top extensions and the reorganisation of floor plans in order to get more
flexibility and variability of production and use. Or ideas about the contemporary interpretation of the arrangement,
about contemporary finishing and appearance. Eric Vreedenburgh has contributed to the development and
dissemination of those ideas. He made suggestions and plans about the possibilities of the obvious use of light weight
building materials like wood and steel, and the application of prefab elements to realize those ideas.
• In relation with knowledge, books are available like the already mentioned ‘building on top locations’ or the
publication ‘Optoppen’ of the steering group of experimental housing. Also available is the ‘manual with checklist for
plan development’ of the Dutch building research foundation SBR, where you find all the necessary knowledge to
design and build roof-top buildings. Another publication is about ‘vitality by pluriformity’ of the city of Rotterdam
with an explicit reference to the case study work of Eric Vreedenburgh. A more general sign of social acceptance can
be found in newspapers and journals reporting about the projects of the case study and inquiries from Sweden, Italy
and the USA.
• In connection with information and data available is the Dutch law about ‘urban renewal’ of the ministry of
housing, planning and environment, with regulations, facilities and an investment budget of four billion Dutch guilders
for the next few years. Beside it are the investment plans of the housing corporations of nine to eleven billion guilders,
depending of the period of spending of the money and also aimed at the revitalisation, redifferentiation and sustainable
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development of the aproximately fifty year old housing blocks.
4.7 Retrieval of solutions: is existing documentation available and applicable?
A lot of documentation exists and is also available and applicable. Experiences were obtained with the design and
building of the penthouse Harbour View from 1995. And thereafter the four other projects on the harbour site in
Scheveningen, one somewhere else in The Hague and two in both Amsterdam and Rotterdam. Recently, some other
architectural offices have also acquired expertise with the roof-top building type. Further, data and information is
available from the literature about flexibility, industrialized production, light weight construction with wood and steel
frames, urban density measures, etc. While looking for information on innovation, it is not sufficient to scan socially
accepted documentation. Not previously recorded knowledge should be taken into account, both about what was
successful and what failed.
What is socially accepted will reach us by publications, regulations, reports and the like. All this information is filtered
and controlled by gate keepers, experts, journalists and other critics guarding what will get into the journals and books
and people from local (and other) authorities deciding about permits, permissions and/or subsidies. Several penthouse
projects concerning the case study are already gone through these social filters successfully. Others are in preceding
phases of development, either accepted by the architect alone, or by the client and/or some of the local authorities as
well, but not yet recognized by the profession as a whole or the general public.
However, most of the ideas (or fragments of ideas) about the roof-top buildings do not come (as far as he knows) from
journals or books, neither from discussions on and off the office, but mainly from preceding designs back to students
times. Associations, metaphors and analogies are playing their roles, as well as important, stimulating predecessors and
followers. About influential people: from Le Corbusier to Rem Koolhaas, who was his supervisor. And last but not
least the harbour buildings of Rotterdam as a random stacking of volumes, resulting from a very economical logic.

5. Diffusion
A following step of research of architectural innovation should be the study of the diffusion and evolution of the
architectural memes involved. In the case study, memes (partial or complete ideas, beliefs, procedures) are evolved
(inherited by copying or imitation, varied by mutation and/or recombination and selected by the mind’s already
established memeplexes). They are evolving in the minds of everybody involved in the design processes of the case
study, in order to develop in new memetic expressions and/or inventions (and if implemented evolving in real world
innovations). As fragments or complete memes of new expressions or inventions, they are communicated (copied,
imitated, inheritated) from mind to mind in some pattern of spreading (diffusion). The resulting pattern depends from
the susceptibility of the minds involved to be entered (invaded, penetrated).
5.1 Architectural diffusion of styles and types
In architecture, new expressions are mainly communicated by style and inventions by type. Style is about meaning,
type about structure. Style has many readings, multiple interpretations and strong moral overtones. Type on the other
hand is about remedial actions, to bring about some effect(s). For instance a sliding door and a revolving door are
typologically different in their handling and effects, but might be designed in the same style, whether a
deconstructivist, postmodern or biomorphic style. The history of architectural studies is nearly always about styles. The
study of types is much more recent and restricted. The diffusion of stylistic and typological innovations is quite
different. Stylistic innovations diffuse fast and chaotically within a multitude of stylistic trends and movements:
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popping up for a short time and then either fading away after some months or years or evolving into one or more other
stylistic trends or movements. All this happens in spite of an undercurrent of a few, long term, coherent traditions.
Typological diffusion follows a much slower pace of adaptation and replacement. For instance, the basic structure of
organisation of a basilica survives Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance or Modernist styles. Inventions are based on new
or modified principles, recipes or configurations, bringing about new or adapted and desired effects for using, doing or
applying valued things.
5.2 Lineage diffusions of designs and designers
The diffusion of new expressions, inventions and innovations with directed graphs or networks will show us a lineage
tree of development. In the case study the lineage development of the roof-top building type as an idea (meme,
memome or memeplex) might be conceived and studied as either a tree with a forking branch pattern or a semi-lattice
with a reticulated branch structure. In organic evolution we find forking branch patterns: after a splitting of a branch
has taken place, a reunion, refusion of joining of divided branches is (after a short hybridization period) impossible to
realise. In cultural evolution on the other hand the semi-lattice with the reticulated branch pattern is the most common
structure encountered. The nodes in both types of pattern represent the different (sketched or realized) designs involved
in the study and the edges the lineages from node to node. What the branch pattern reveal is the development of the
expressions, inventions or innovations in time. Here about the development of the roof-top building type, whether as
realized and/or as sketched projects. As a consequence of this type of studies, we might get some qualitative insights
about the variety already created and identified. But all this remains to be investigated in the future.
5.3 How do memetic innovations diffuse (spread) over minds ?
According to Brodie [17], memes diffuse easier if they are identified in minds as a solution for a ‘crisis’ or a
‘problem’. For instance a solution for the shortage of buildable land in our case of roof-top buildings.
Memes are also valued by minds if they might enhance survival from ‘danger’. This might be translated in our case
about the danger of losing old industrial heritage and the possibilities to preserve them with roof-top buildings.
Another encouragement for minds to accept memes is if they suggest ‘opportunities’. For instance in our case a new,
improved social, economical and environmental quality and identity of the site as a whole. Or the opportunity to
distinguish yourself by owning a penthouse on a housing block.
Because the roof-top memes are relatively new, they will encounter resistance of other memes already infested in
minds and by their very nature fit to spread effectively. Such self-perpetuating memes are based on ‘evangelism’ and
‘faith’.
Evangelism (or the intentional spreading of memes) is needed to promote (in our case) the design and construction of
roof-top buildings.
In order to promote reliably, faith is needed about the credibility of the own belief system, the own ideas and activities.
In our case study for instance, faith about the appropriateness of industrialized building with prefabricated light weight
elements, the social impact of the roof-top extentions and so on.
If a meme is associated with a ‘mission’, such as about ‘sustainable building and living’, it has again a better chance
to survive. By adding roof-top buildings above existing housing blocks the whole gets a longer life span and that
means also a better sustainability rate (another ‘mission’).
What might be propagated is also often formulated in ‘mission’ memes. The existence of associations, corporations,
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societies, councils or foundations are often based on explicitly stated missions. One of those (Dutch) working groups
Eric Vreedenburgh agrees with is IFD, an acronym which stand for Industrialized Flexible Demountable designing and
building. The D often stands for Sustainable (in Dutch: Duurzaam). Boosting was the name of another (Dutch)
organisation with a mission committed to industrialised building and was also adhered to by Eric Vreedenburgh. As a
member of those organisations, he and his memes might have better chances to spread and survive.
Memes ‘that makes sense’ or are ‘familiar’ with other already acquired memes might also have better survival
chances in the diffusion process. Rational arguments and explanations might support that sense making and giving
information will enhance familiarity. Sense making and familiarity wil be enhanced in organisations such as the
mentioned IFD or Boosting.
5.4 How memetic innovations infect (penetrate) in minds
In the same vein, meme infection might be caught by either (1) ‘conditioning’ or ‘repetition’ (you must be exposed
several times to a meme), or (2) by by making conflicting memes consistent with the already aquired memes (called
‘cognitive dissonance’) or (3) by sneaking in undesired memes within a set of positive acceptable memes (called
‘Trojan horse’).
In the case of the roof-top building meme, infection might be effective after repetitive exposures to workshop
presentations, articles in journals and newspapers, enthusiastic comments from colleagues and so on. Or infection
might be conditioned by positive association: new roof-top penthouses in old, obsolete situations with poor people,
might rejuvenate the social mix and diversify the demand for schools, shops, restaurants and other facilities.
An example of a self-imposed cognitive dissonance (the creation of a mental high pressure situation and resolving it)
is introduced by Eric Vreedenburgh with the application of the generic program ‘Artificial’ in his designs. He is forced
to make incompatible forms consistent with plans according to the brief of the project involved.
The Trojan horse way of sneaking in less desired memes in the minds by bundling them with more welcome memes
might be realised if we use the mentioned appealing memes of ‘crisis’ , ‘problem’ , ‘mission’ , ‘danger’ and
‘opportunities’. For instance, owners of expensive roof-top penthouses might be better accepted by the other
inhabitants, because they assure the survival of the housing blocks as a whole.
5.5 How memetic innovations reproduce (copy, imitate, transform) within minds
Because the roof-top memes are relatively new, they will encounter resistance of other memes already infesting minds
and by their very nature fit to spread effectively. These self-perpetuating memes are based on ‘tradition’ and
‘skepticism’
Tradition and skepticism are needed for a faithful reproduction of memes but they are also building resistance against
new memes and should then be attacked,
Evangelism and faith should be exploited for spreading memes.
Tradition is a strong force to continue past beliefs and activities. Why should you apply roof-top buildings with all the
risks that inexperience bring along? But on the other hand, to design and built roof-top buildings without too much
risk, Eric Vreedenburgh himself refers to an tradition of industrialized design and building.
Scepticism questions the ingenuity of new ideas and beliefs and results in strong resistant against anything new, killing
any sparking of creativity. But there is an effective way to bypass scepticism: get the trust of the skepticist. It makes
him susceptible again for the acceptance of new memes.
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Conclusion
On the basis of this single explorative study, we might preliminarily conclude that architecture is submitted to
evolutionary processes and that it might results in innovations. Architectural evolution might be about both the
processes and the results of designing. As a process of architectural designing, the Lamarckian way of evolutionary
development seems to be the most common one applied in architectural practice. But the Darwinistic approach is still
available as an alternative if the Lamarckian approach goes wrong (or in the absence of inspiration). Most design
processes are mixtures of these two types of Lamarckian and Darwinian evolutionary principles. CAD and generic
software (like the applied program ‘Artificial’) might be used to produce blind variation within the broader selective
inheritance system of designing. A distinction is made between expression, invention and innovation. Artistic work can
be expressed, technical accomplisments invented. Both will be called innovation, after succesful implementation in
practice. A case study seems appropriate to study in an exploratory way the evolution of both, design processes and
design objects. Because the objective of the enquiry was to collect qualitative information about the presence or
absence of evolutionary and innovative processes in architectural design and designing, there was no need to look for
an representative sample of case studies and/or architects. The only requirement was to identify a case where the
chances were maximalized that all the distinguished processes of evolution and innovation might be probably present.
The framework used to structure the observations in the case study seems suitable to classify the distinguished
evolutionary processes of architectural design without loosing important information. The information content flowing
through the framework is analysed as memes (packages of ideas, beliefs, behaviours, procedures). in order to get an
impression of how they infect or penetrate in the minds of everybody involved in the design case, how they might
diffuse or spread over minds and how they are copied, imitated and transformed within the individual minds infected.
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Figure 5   Harbour view, the first built roof-top project by
Eric Vreedenburgh, Archipel Ontwerpers, 1995-1996.

Figure 6   Exploded view of a roof-top project showing the
structural solution adopted and the family likeness of the
generated solution.

Figure 7   A variant of the type.

Figure 8   Systematic generation of variation within the
type.

Figure 9    An image generated by Artificial, which served
as a direct inspiration for a project.

Figure 10    A recent project, generated within the roof-top
type and directly derived from the computer generation of
volumes by Artificial.
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‘Artificial’ is the generic name of a set of computer applications of the ‘Institute of Artificial Art’ in Amsterdam. The
IAAA is directed by Remko Scha. He is chair of the Department of Computational Linguistics at the University of
Amsterdam. As a physicist he has become increasingly involved in the application of information technology to art
and architecture.

The latest application of ‘Artificial’, ‘Artificial.ACAD’ is produced in cooperation with Archipel Ontwerpers, the
design office of the architect involved in the case study: Erik Vreedenburgh. Because ‘Artificial’ was developed
originally as an art program to make a statement, an evaluation function was deliberately left out, but for this
application it will eventually be implemented.

‘Artificial’ consist of a series of generic programs producing art.
(1) ‘Artificial.Mac’ is the first program developed, written in HyperTalk.
(2) ‘Artificial.PC’ is a DOS version written in Pascal and Assemby language and run on IBM-compatible PC’s.
Both programs generate random images, based on an extensive repertoire of instructions to draw lines and
surfaces, and to distribute, transform and combine them in larger wholes. This visual grammar is used to define
an infinite set of pictures with a wide variety of styles and structures, and then draws random samples from this
space.
(3) ‘Artificial Music’ is an audio version, converting its image-in-progress into a sound file that is played in real
time.
(4) ‘Artificial.ACAD’ is a version of the same stock, but now applied to 3-dimensional objects. It is implemented in
AutoLISP and run on top of AutoCAD. It generates DXF’s which specify the structure and appearance of threedimensional objects. These files are employed as random designs for sculpture and architecture.

                        

See for publications about Artificial, architecture and urban planning the sites:
http://www.iaaa.nl/artificial/pc.html
http://www.iaaa.nl/artificial/acad.html
http://www.iaaa.nl/artificial/nomad.html
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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to present a new method of design in Architecture. This method uses the computer as a tool of
producing an intelligent model. In order to present this method, we analyze the distinctive characteristic of Architecture
as a dialectic link between the functional and the operational. We examine the results of some case studies on the
possibilities to use computers in design. By making a semantic design-assistant act on a procedural model, we use the
computer in order to obtain configurations controllable by a functional language, with the purpose to be able to express
new concepts. For example, the operator of the Visibility of the Roman theatre can be integrated by the “intelligent”
assistant in a structure producing a new concept, like ergonomic visual display in a space shuttle.
In this research paper we suggest an approach that encourages design, based on semantic operators, rather than on
geometric primitives. We propose a method of design using procedural models and structured with the help of an
“intelligent” design assistant. Thus, we foresee a re-evaluation of the current architectural representation practice.
This research fits into a paradigm that leads to representation of the building through functions that can be called with
parameters and encapsulated in an algorithm, making it possible to create procedural models that assist the design
process. This mechanism is extremely powerful. It helps establish relations between the functions, contributes to a
better understanding of the project's aim and encapsulates the building's properties by recalling characteristics of
common classes which give rise to a new configuration and a completely original design.
The linear approach that permitted the development of the first systems of computation didn't allow a full development
of a computer architectural language that takes into account the complex approach, an architect must develop, in phase
of design. This method followed the same simplification in the representation used in architecture since the
Renaissance: making drawings be just a part of the information that we want to symbolize, but not expressing the
design process. Thus a drawing became only a geometric representation of building with more or less details.
These considerations allow us to affirm that, in order to obtain a real aid to the design process; the computer tool must
not be used like a tool to resolve problems, but like a creation tool in design situation. This approach permits all the
actors of an architectural project to call for the presence of the computer tool in conceptual understanding.
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We are going to present our experiences that suggest a change of paradigm for the architectural figuration and the
utilization of the data processing during the phase of design. We demonstrate that the computer, by the slant of the
utilization of semantic operators, is not only a tool of aide in design situation, but also a tool to develop an
understanding of the building's properties in collaborative design.

1. Introduction
If we consider Architecture as a complex set of procedural models, we can describe the architectural process
algorithmically, creating variables that distinguish one object from another by describing its state and its appearance.
These characterizing variables, which we can qualify as behavioral, are modified when the object interacts with
another one. This means that we can model a set of actions on a class or a set of properties.
This approach makes it possible to construct a volumetric model by adding a fourth dimension, that is to say, a new
dimension consisting of all the events entering into the construction of a building. This approach permits us to generate
a model based on specified parametric functions, which we call generic parametric functions. In this way, the
computer-based tools make it possible to add a new dimension to the classical architectural description, giving the
architect more freedom in the creative process than allowed for by the simple use of geometric points and lines.
In the end we can explore the properties of the object to be created: light, harmony of forms and space-composition,
and we can explore our object until its final realization, while keeping in mind its constructive genesis. Like we have
underlined in previous articles [1, 2], this makes us think of the etymological meaning of the word “symbol":
symbolum, which represented a clay object that was broken in two by the host upon departure of his guest and which
would provide lasting proof of the relationship between the owners of the pieces. In a similar way today, we define a
symbol as being a figurative sign that represents a concept, its image, and its attribute in accordance with a logical
correspondence.
The history of architecture and its teaching clearly reveal how representations of the image and drawing have changed
over centuries. Our objective is to propose a model for describing an architectural concept that meets the needs of
architects to handle semantic properties and links and not only to look at a “picture” or to “experience” a “virtual
image”. This has led to the idea to consider the process of design as acting on and/or with object’s properties. The
method of computer-assisted design, proposed in this paper, makes use of procedural models organized by an
“intelligent” computer-assistant. These procedural models consist of geometric operators and operators that define the
properties of a building. We have named these operators “semantic”. The “intelligent” assistant consists of a functional
“engine” that is able to handle the semantic properties of the model and to produce its geometric form and visual
representations.
An example of a procedural model of Vitruvius’ Roman theatre and the different faces of a functional model of stairs,
show how we can use a generic model to produce a volume model preserving all the determining characteristics of the
given family of objects [2, 3]. This type of models can serve not only to illustrate the result of a process, or to establish
connections between buildings on the basis of their construction process, or to test the validity of a rule typical of a set
of objects, but also to integrate, through a functional language, semantic operators which to date have been excluded
from the initial design phase. This descriptive mechanism is extremely powerful in making it possible to establish
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relationships among the functions and properties of a building and the purpose of the architectural project.

2. Keeping the traces: Procedural model and intelligent design assistant
The traditional method of design communication allows to keep with difficulty the traces of “precedents”, the
architectural artifacts constructed or designed. The intention, the semantic concept of the architect couldn’t be
recovered. This reflection based on know-how and perception is a complex modelisation of project process. The
introduction of computer in the conception sciences propose the architecture as a tridimentional model, but if we begin
to model the building with some techniques more sophisticated it is necessary to know that, when we want “form” the
space, is maybe not suitable to make a representation 3D directly and precisely. Castex mentioning F.L. Wright said
that “no one has designed a building considered as architecture, beginning to sketch and then to force the plan to fit; or
to begin a design creating quickly a 3D model which uses the Cartesian geometry like support of its representation in a
world of measurement and precision” [4]. This choice makes in the software of CAD systems is built on an implicit
hypothesis and organizes space representations with a precise and detailed model [5]. Well, the first phases of the
design necessitate contrary soft-focus and imprecision [6]. And consequently the software intended to the world of the
production allow the handling of model essentially geometric [7], to the detriment of an assistance to the
schematization which could be made with all methods included verbal and figural methods [8, 9]. It is also necessary
to underline that the drawing always has permitted the architects to support their “thought” and to keep some traces of
its thought processes: diagrams, sketches, graphics, and all the ways of annotations which are methods to develop
suggestions and to participate in the emergence of new ideas and heuristic points of view during design process [10].
For example, during the design of a theater the change of its profile, is not only function of the shape and
measurements, but also function of semantic operators which allow to affirm that we can, for example, model the
ceiling of our theater with an approach who takes into account quantifiable and unquantifiable data and parameters.
We can, for example, to make use of the descriptions by Vitruve in its books about the architecture on how to built a
theater and create a figuration which takes into account the genesis of ceilings for the theaters and the form determined
by some operators which could not be quantified on a precise way (Figure 1)

Figure 1. Example of design operators

In a previous research we could show that the driving force of all researches where the systems of computation are
used, is the utilization of an intelligent method for the representation of building. And the use of computer, in design
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process, is often limited to technical functions (tekhe), and what one usually calls computer-aided design is often no
more than computer-aided drawing. In this research paper we continue a reflection on the architect's work methods,
and suggest an approach to design based on procedural models as intelligent assistant to aid the initial state of design
when the idea is vague and undefined (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Architectural space

Because "Design problems are, as a rule, ill-defined. This implies that the initial state of a design problem may be
vague, its goal state not clearly definite, and that no algorithm is available for the "journey" from the initial state to the
goal state" [11].
Therefore, like underlines it Goldsmith, the initial state of design is an indeterministic and complex problem, whose
solution necessitates a search. "A solution to a design problem is a design proposal". We want by this approach to
suggest a way that adds semantic problems to technical problems: to choose a “figural” representation and to analyze
all of the measurements and properties of the space, where men walk and live. [12]
A research that we achieved on 1997, on the methods of work of architects and the computer simulation put in
evidence a jamming facing the utilization of the CAO : the impossibility of transmitting to the computer the properties
that the architectural model must have in order to extract a figural representation [13] A figural representation
expresses the process of genesis, the constructive logic and the constrained dimensions and the dealings with types of
non geometric information but the liberty of the architect’s choice is limited by the actual software to the assembly of
primitive geometric, that doesn't express the idea. For it, we studied the languages of programming in order to
understand some ways of solution. We demonstrated that to design with a computer it is necessary that there is a
situation of interaction casual-probabilistic [14]. This approach seems very coherent with the characteristic of the
declarative methodology, permitting a certain inaccuracy and inadequacy of the description. In sharing the means of
description by classes it insures the possibility of designing some scenes (models) starting from a partial description of
the properties.
This situation casual-probabilistic permits to explore the consistence of intelligent design-assistance tool in
Architecture. Indeed, early in the design process, when communicating with a client, an architect might use a sketch,
which is a link between the design concept and the real world. By analogy with this evolving sketch, we can say that a
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language, which takes into account the descriptive declaration of the initial concept and the possibility of reasoning in
a qualitative and quantitative manner about the properties of the model, is related to the architectural design process.
We see in this language a tool based not only on the production of synthetic and realistic images of 3D scenes (i.e.
drawings), but also on their development. In this process, the form is not the result of an analysis of solutions, nor of a
simple list of functions, but rather the result of cybernetic activity. The functions (activities) can be considered as a
process of verification of the architectural idea; the mental pre-conceptualization of a problem throughout the evolving
representation of the form.
With this type of language the rule of the macroinstructions on superior levels provide a method for modeling the
design tasks like methodological knowledge. The rule of the macroinstructions of descriptions is a link of causality
destined to construct a basis of causal probabilistic (Figure 3)

Figure 3. Basis of causal probabilistic relations [14]

In a recent work, Iordanova [15] explains that the semantic concept of the architect can be found either after a
subjective interpretation of the available visual media produced by him, or by decrypting some verbal or written traces
the design process. In fact, the larger part of the design process takes place in the semantic world. Semantics serves as
a source of analogy and inspiration for the creation of new architectural solutions. For this reason, we consider of
fundamental importance to keep trace of and to be able to transfer the know-how of the design process. Having in
mind that figurations should be generated on the basis of design knowledge and in the same time, they should be
visually experienced, it becomes necessary to work with general concepts that can be specified for the purposes of their
visual expression. This conforms with the nature of perception and with the need for semantic meaning linked to the
image : " The abstractness of the concepts is supposed to (somewhat) free them from their visual character and
therefore make them suitable for intellectual operations. "[16]
In order to be able to easily evoke a concept on the basis of a visual perception, work at different levels of detail
should possible. This will enable a top-down approach during the design process. This means that the details of an
architectural object could be precised after having defined the larger volumes or spaces, for example. The uncertain
can be « seen » if working with relations and features rather than with dimensions. By this abstraction of the
architectural-solution description, only the spatial or semantic out-frame of the object can be represented in cases
when the specific solution is not yet available.
A dynamic hierarchical organization of the figurations is proposed in order to facilitate the manipulation of concepts at
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different level of abstractness or generality. This type of relations can be expressed by organizing the objects
according to their role in the design process: into functional object-type, type-references, type spatial-Gestalt and
experiential archetype (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Intelligent assistant

2.1 Procedural Model: Back stage on Vitruvius theatre
Upon reading the Ten Books of Architecture of Vitruvius, we find a similarity between the conceptual activity of the
Roman architect who, constrained by rules of the classical orders and the code, was in danger of having to limit his
designs to an inflexible style of architecture if he didn't call upon "the proof of talent as well as of knowledge; the
ability to make all the essential modifications, as required by place, beauty and function" [17] It is precisely this talent
and this knowledge that architects still cannot express by means of computer-based design tools.
In Roman times the method of construction was based on operators that made it possible to built similar theatres.
Indeed, the parameters could vary, but they could not evolve; the architect could not modify the scale or the value of
the ratios fixed by Vitruvius' code (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Procedural model [1,2]

During this experience we wanted to consider the computer like a tool of aid to the design who, in the first place,
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permit a reflection, This tool must be semantics in order to permit the development of the idea and to permit the
reduction of the gap between the representation of building (the functional) and its result (the operational).
Finally the functional links the operational with this double parameter system: a building becomes an assembly of
functions, a meta-function who give a definition that understands the complexity of building by some lines of
programming and not only on morphological side, but also on process side of design.
2.2 Design Knowledge Transfer
The same notion of visibility can be used in other situations. Paradoxically, it can be at the origin of the spatial
organisation in a space station or even more paradoxically, it can serve as a principle for arranging the leaves and the
petals of a flower. Brought to architecture, the latter can be seen as sunlight visibility as well. In the following, we
give two examples of the visibility function, applied in two different situations.

2.2.1 From Vitruvius Theatre to Space Station Visibility
Human factor such as inadequate visual displays and operator fatigue played significant roles in the collision of Space
Station Mir and Progress 234. This is a part of a description of problems lived on June 1997 with the Station Mir [18].
S. Ellis describes this crash and his purpose is to identify the human factors that played a pervasive role in the incident.
As has been the case with the introduction of automation into many areas, maintaining the balance between automatic
and manual systems will require study of the human perceptual, motor, cognitive, and social behavior to optimize
interaction with the complete system. And as underlined by T.B. Sheridan to create a “Safe, efficient inhabited space
flight during increasingly ambitious missions can be assured only if the human factors of this balance are well
understood for each specific implementation” [19].
With our experience, we want to show the possibility to transfer knowledge, for example Visibility in a theater,
described and detailed before in this article, to the definition of an adequate visual display for a module of a space
station.
This experience doesn’t aim at solving the problem of collision of Space Station Mir and Progress 234: the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Russian Space Agency have already implemented corrective
measures. Its objective is to present a completely innovative way of design, and to show how with the help of an
intelligent assistant we can manipulate the concept of Visibility created for the design of the theater of Vitruvius, and
transfer this knowledge to a cognitive organisation in the space station.
This approach allows for a new vision to design, creating dialectic relations between heuristic knowledge and
geometric CAD systems, between physical and virtual.
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http://www.maximov.com/Mir/mirimages.asp

http://www.maximov.com/Mir/mirimages.asp

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 6. Study of the visibility problem in the Space Station Mir

The images on Figure 6 show the Visibility function applied to the Space Station case. The Space Module is hardly
visible in the real situation a). A much better visibility can be achieved after reconsidering the windows’ disposition
(as shown in case b). The interaction between several concepts, like visibility and ergonomics, could define to a great
extent the spatial design. This type of spatial studies is possible thanks to programming done with the SGDLscript
geometrical and functional language. This language allows description of concepts and their visual representation.
2.2.2 Sun Visibility
Sun visibility can be interpreted in the same way as the Vitruvius theater or the spatial station. While in the theater the
target of interest is the stage, and in the space station it is the module that should be docked into the main corps, in this
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case the object to be looked-at will be the sun. Nature has developed different methods to assure maximum of sunlight
to plants. The disposition of leaves according to a logarithmic spiral is one of its preferred approaches. The images on
Figure 7 and 8 explain the application of the visibility concept for assuring the maximal sun-light surface of leaves.
This knowledge can be directly transferred to architectural objects.

Sun

Plant N.1

Plant N.2

Plant N.3
Figure 7. Study of sun visibility (Plants)

Spiral N.1

Spiral N.2

Figure 8. Study of sun visibility (Spirals and architectural objects)
(fn_P5_z                                  (lambda (i)            

                 (= i 1)                 (* r (sin (* 2 ang_a)))                 
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(if
(/
                      (* (* ( fn_P5_z (- i 1)) coef_r)                           (sin (* (+ i 1) ang_a )))                      (sin (* i ang_a
))                  )                )            ))                                           

Figure 9. Example of functional programming of logarithmic spiral

3. Conclusion
The scientific contribution of this research is to test the hypothesis that we can use computer tools to manipulate
operators which enable the architect to re-appropriate a complex approach to design, and to open up new perspectives
for integrating geometric and knowledge-based systems into a unified representation. Finally, like already underlined
in previous experiences, knowledge and mastery of these tools enable the architect to shed new light on design
problems, improve classical design methods, and speed up the development of new methods.
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Abstract
In the processes of continues functional differentiation the contemporary society increasingly displays the
characteristics of complex, distributed systems. In this condition architecture can no longer rely on top-down
reductionist methodologies in ignoring the constituting importance of contextual parameters. The present paper
describes how Artificial Neural Networks can be employed to design with-in the underlying logic of our society -the
logic of distributed systems. In computer simulations the paper explores the capability of ANN to Self-organisation:
Neural Networks Architectures absorb and adapt vast amount of urban data in order to adjust their organisation to
exterior changes through interior structural reconfiguration, thus producing adaptive spatial formations.

Introduction
In the now emerging 'non-linear' understanding of biological, psychological, social and urban phenomena, the
mechanistic conception of architecture is becoming increasingly in need of extension. It no longer performs within the
currently changing socio-cultural environment. Rooted in the modernist tradition the architectural discourse of today
has only started to come to terms with the dynamic nature of architecture. Informed by the modernist paradigm
architecture has been understood as something static, factual and objective with the design of objects enclosing space
in the centre of the architect’s pursuit.
In understanding space -the central concept in the architectural discourse- as an emergent quality of action and
interaction between individuals and groups with physical environment it can be re-describing as a parallel distributed
system, a self-organising entity. These spatial systems are autonomous from their progenitors, people. They built
intricate systems and sub systems capable of interaction and inter-communication. These systems are constantly rebuilding themselves in a process, which is called structural coupling in Luhmann’s Theory of Social Systems.
This paper discussed an attempted to use a distributed connected algorithm base on Kohonen self-organised maps
(SOM) as a "perceptual aid" for creating geometric mappings of these spatial systems. In an epistemic shift from the
physical delineation of space towards a reading of its dynamic nature the generated mappings are intended to capture
the self-organising nature of spatial processes and subsequently provide the informational environment for architectural
interventions.

Systems
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Part of the problem with the traditional static conception of space stems from the way space is perceived as well as the
conceptual framework at hand to describe and structure it. In the modernist view Space is seen as the backdrop or
container for objects and subjects (us). It can be measured and described in terms of the Cartesian Space; it can be
analysed with help of the Descartes analytical method. His method was highly successful in dealing with systems of
unorganised complexity, which are understood with statistics, the laws of change, and in the last resort the second law
of thermodynamics. It facilitated the development of new types of spaces and structures. But ultimately it is now
limiting the development of new kinds of architectures because of it static concept of space. The paper proposes an
understanding of space as a system of organised complexity. In that Space carries the characteristics of complex
systems such as wholeness, teleology, control, self-regulation, differentiation all of which are difficult to accommodate
with the conventional discourse.
Central to the perceptual shift is the term ‘system’. A system always describes a whole, which in contrast to the
elementary consists of parts. To understand space as system implies the fact that it has a structure. The term system
always refers to the whole in the sense of unity. In the traditional modernist conception an architectural entity is that of
a complete whole made of components or parts in some summative manner. The whole is developed or made on the
practical basis of putting parts together and making them fit. In this conventional way of working, the whole develops
by integration of the parts. It implies a linear sequence: first the parts, then the whole. The implication is that the
whole always comes later than its parts.

Emerging spaces
As discussed by Bortoft (Bortoft, 1996) in detail the whole of a system is neither the result nor superior ordering
principle of subservient part. Systems constitute a whole made from parts, which are related in a reflexive and nonlinear manner. But a part is a part only inasmuch it serves to let the whole come forth, as a material thing it is
unimportant. A part is only a part according to the emergence of the whole, which it serves. At the same time, the
whole does not dominate, for the whole cannot emerge without the part. The whole as whole is neither earlier nor
later. Such is the relation between the people as progenitors and the spatial systems the emerge from their interaction.
One particularity in this complex is the fact that the ‘parts’ are intelligent, conscious being. And despite of this fact that
they give rise to these emerging spatial systems they are not aware of them. We are not equipped with the necessary
sensory apparatus for the detection of such systems.

Spatial system - closed system
Closed systems are in reality impossible to find. They exist only as very useful abstractions of the real world. It is a
theoretical position formalised by the founders of modernism such as Galileo Galilee and Rene Descartes particularly
in his book 'discourse de la methode...' Closed systems do not maintain any exchange with their environment like
physics experiments in the laboratory problems are considered in separation to their surrounding. In the modernist
urbanism of the 1920s, for example the models proposed by Hilberseimer, the representation of the problem of housing
was taken out of its context and reduced to variables such as circulation and the provision of sunlight and fresh air. As
a consequence the proposal became rigid and repetitive. By default these kind of closed systems do not respond to
their environment and do not allow for some form of organised complexity. They exist, scientifically speaking,
thermodynamically closed in a state of stable equilibrium.
In contrast open systems are thermodynamically and materially open. They are able to extract or dissipate entropy and
matter into and from their environment. Because of these possible exchange processes the system is able to develop an
inner dynamic, which allow it to settle into a stationary stable state far away from thermodynamic equilibrium. On one
side the continuous material and energetic exchange with the environment makes the open system only possible in its
context. On the other side as a result of its inner dynamic, the open system is able to maintain is organisation, which
constitutes its identity despite environmental changes. It becomes autonomous stable and independent of its
environment.
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In this organisational closure (Maturana79) the system selects that 'information' from its environment required for the
maintenance of its organisation. The environment, i.e. everything which is not part of the system, on the other hand is
not able to influence the system in a linear causal manner. Spatial systems are dependent on their environment, which
are the individuals and groups that interact. In this relation we as progenitors can only trigger temporal structural
changes of the system’s inner organisation and not determine the system’s behaviour directly. The spatial system has
the ability to respond to perturbation by its environment but this is achieved only by structural changes within the
system itself. This ability of open systems is summarised in the term self-organisation thus the systems capacity to
rearrange its internal organisation in case of environmental changes. Consequently it is from outside that spatial
systems are not linearly causally determinable. They have a life on their own.
SOS - communicative interaction
Different self-organized spaces enter a relationship of interactions. Mutual perturbation develops into a relation of
structural coupling. Each spatial subsystem response as consequences to the structural coupling with a systemic restructuring of its own order to maintain their organization (homeostasis). In the autonomous relation to the progenerating ‘parts’ spatial systems have the ability to communicate between themselves. Furthermore the spatial
systems enter a process of functionally differentiated. Those subsystems act as close autopoietic systems. They create
environmental perturbation, since they are mutually environments for each other, that generate inner structural
adaptation, which stems from a process of structural coupling mentioned above. Again these potential 'structural
couplings' of spatial subsystems are invisible to the human observer, because he is locked in his own closed, system
with an independent structural coupling for which specific semantic is available.
The human differentiation of space/ environment has been generated communicating in language. In contrast object/
field of space/ environment will be differentiated through the self-organising activities of spatial systems. Therefore,
unconsciously we are occupying 'spatial differences' that are not detected by our communication and that can only be
traced by simulating or modeling spatial systems.

Modeling self-organising spaces
The SOS is an artificial neural network, modeled on the basis of the Kohonen algorithm. The Kohonen self-organising
map as a neural network has no hierarchical structure of input layer, output layer and hidden layers, but consists solely
of one layer, containing a matrix of vectors. Since the distinction between input and output layer is missing, no aims
can be set of what the outcome of the learning should be, making the SOM a unsupervised network.
Essentially, the matrix vectors are being compared to a vector space. Each vector's direction of the vector space is
compared to each vector of the matrix. The matrix vector that has the smallest Euclidean distance is being declared the
winner. The distance between the winner and the vector of the vector space will then be decreased to a small margin
over an undefined number of generations. The winner excites the matrix vectors in a pre-established surrounding,
which then will be assimilated to the vector of the vector space as well; however, less rigorously. Matrix vectors
outside of the winner's neighborhood will be inhibited, thus making increasing their distance to the vector space. The
functions of excitation, inhibition and neighborhood are proportionally tied to each other via a time function that is
decreasing monotonously, exponentially, etc. until the minimum distance of difference between the winner and the
vector of the vector space is reached. This competitive process of learning is called Hebb's learning rule and is repeated
until the matrix of the SOM has learned all vectors of the vector space.
The Kohonen algorithm for neural networks translated into a spatial systems bears close associations to salient qualities
of complex systems. The recursive feedback between all nodes of the matrix avoids an iconographic representation of
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the environment. Environmental perturbations are adapted by and distributed over all matrix nodes de-localising
meaning. Meaning therefore can only be established through differences of node constellations, which are supported
by the neighborhood function (Mexican hat function).
The recursive feedback creates an unpredictable, historic dynamic of the network; one can not anticipate what effect
the action of one node/ group of nodes will have upon the others. Seemingly contingently, the controller becomes
controlled; center becomes milieu, and so forth, hinting at H Haken's synergetic second order cybernetic "slave
system". Further, equilibrium is avoided by Hebb's learning rule by not eliminating the Euclidean distance entirely
between matrix and vector space, for as Derrida stated: "interactions are only possible if there is some 'space' between
the signs. … The meaning of a sign is the result of the 'play' in the space between signs."
Conclusion
Space is not the unstructured hollowness that surrounds us. On the contrary space is a complex entity. It is highly
structured, a fact which is not perceivable due to the lack of the right sensory equipment. But, as we have
demonstrated, these systems can be uncovered using SOS modeling techniques. This paper can only be a starting
point. More work needs to be done about the precise working of structural coupling process as well as the development
of functional differentiation of space into sub-systems. Self-organising spatial systems, we believe are a powerful
concept which can help us to learn more about as and our environment. It will provide architects with a tool for design
new kind of spaces; spaces that are truly dynamic.
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Abstract
Aesthetics, in general usage, lays an emphasis on subjective sense perception associated with the broad field of art and
human creativity. Drawing particularly on Jonathan Rée’s I See a Voice: A Philosophical History (1999), this paper
suggests that it might be useful to revisit the troubled relationship between art and aesthetics for the purpose of
discussing the value of generative code. Our argument is that, like poetry, the aesthetic value of code lies in its
execution, not simply its written form. However, to appreciate generative code fully we need to ‘sense’ the code to
fully grasp what it is we are experiencing and to build an understanding of the code’s actions.
To separate the code and the resultant actions would simply limit the aesthetic experience, and ultimately limit the
study of these forms - as a form of criticism - and what in this context might better be called a ‘poetics’ of generative
code.
){

Aesthetics
‘The taste of the apple… lies in the contact of the fruit with the palate, not in the fruit itself; in a similar way… poetry
lies in the meeting of poem and reader, not in the lines of symbols printed on the pages of a book. What is essential is
the aesthetic act…’ [1]
From the Greek ‘aisthesis’, aesthetics is broadly defined as pertaining to material things perceptible by the senses, and
is more precisely defined by Baumgarten in Aesthetica (1750) defining beauty as ‘phenomenal perfection’ as perceived
through the senses; with aesthetics ‘pertaining to the beautiful or to the theory of taste’ [2]. Thereafter in general
usage, there remains an emphasis on subjective sense perception, but with particular reference to aesthetics and beauty
generally associated with the broad field of art and human creativity. This applies despite Kant’s attempt to distinguish
beauty as an exclusively sensuous phenomenon and aesthetics as a broader science of the conditions of sense
perception [3]. For the purposes of our argument, we will retain this broader use of the term ‘aesthetics’, and add the
proviso that there is an ideology to aesthetics that lies relatively hidden and difficult to perceive critically. This
ideological aspect lies outside the scope of our paper but it is worth noting Slavoj Zizek’s evocative description of
ideology - the ‘generative matrix’ [4] – that analogously expresses the generative code beneath the action. The
suggestion, in keeping with this paper, would be that this requires a certain transparency to open it to criticism. We
hope that revisiting the idea of the limits of aesthetic experience might serve to resolve some of the oppositions
between theory and practice, and intellectual/physical division of labour involved in the production of generative art
works. These issues are all too easily overlooked in an over-concentration on aesthetic outcomes that are all often
reduced to subjective judgement and taste.
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Limits
In discussions of aesthetics, the predominant philosophical legacy has been that any theory of art is predicated on the
‘specific characterisation of the senses’ [5]. It is now generally accepted that sense perception alone is simply not
enough unless contextualised within the world of ideas [6]. Similarly, the world of multimedia is all too easily
conflated with a multi-sensory experience (of combining still and moving image, sound, interaction and so on [7]) as if
without a priori understanding of the integrated system (the body-machine) and its underlying code - that would
include social and discursive frameworks.
Aesthetic theory has tended to collapse experience into what is perceived through the five senses, whilst privileging
sight and hearing over touch and taste, leaving smell ‘at the bottom of the heap’ (Laporte’s History of Shit comes to
mind) [8]. Subsequently there has been a recognition that this separation of sensual experience is inadequate and that a
more systematic approach is called for that recognises the body as a whole as an integrated system. However, the
legacy of the overall (able-bodied) reductive approach is felt in the field of arts where the five senses are reflected in
the classifications themselves. It was in Diderot’s Encyclopédie in the 1750s, that the five ‘beaux arts’ were established
in parallel to the senses, as: architecture, sculpture, painting, music and poetry. Where within such a schema would one
place multimedia?  
A more common-sensical approach might suggest multimedia in the role of binding together the other arts, and senses.
It has long been recognised that there is some organising mechanism at work in what Aristotle called ‘common sense’;
somehow distributed amongst the other five senses - not a sixth sense as such, but more of an operating system
perhaps. In philosophy, one approach to reconciling this dogma was to conclude that the sensory apparatus converged
in the brain, and furthermore that mental ‘ideas’ combined the entirety of experience (Descartes thought this and
therefore was, c. 1630). However, this approach, like much multimedia practice and theorising, stops short of providing
satisfactory detail on the senses, intellectual or operational apparatuses. Nevertheless, it might be equally reductive to
offer a synthesis of sense perception and the organising function in terms of the computer – emanating from the same
legacy of an over-reliance on audio-visual codes. If this is where this line of argument seems to be heading, more
background is required.
Rée in I See A Voice explains that Kant’s ‘Critical philosophy’ managed to resolve some of the established divisions
between a ‘rationalist’ approach (eg. Plato, Liebniz) that broadly argued for knowledge emanating from the intellect
and therefore before sensory experience, and a ‘empiricist’ approach (eg. Aristotle, Locke) that argued for the senses
producing knowledge, therefore making universal truth unreliable (and this is what mathematics and computer science
is predicated on). Kant aimed to resolve this dilemma in the following manner: ‘The intellect can sense nothing, the
senses can think nothing; only through their union can knowledge arise’ [9]. This does not suggest a relativist
compromise but serves to stress that the intellect structures these processes. Or to put it more affirmatively, through
Hegel: ‘There was nothing in our senses, that had not been in our intellect all along’ [10]. If we were to use this as an
analogy for generative systems, it might similarly serve to stress the programming procedures that lie behind the raw
code that in themselves can sense or think nothing.
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Poetry
In the tradition of this line of thinking, Hegel elevated the ‘art of sound’ to the realm of the spiritual, and concluded
that the ‘art of speech’ was ‘total art’ – ‘the absolute and true art of the spirit’ [11]. Despite later criticism against this
‘Phonocentrism’ as the legitimising voice and source of all meaning and authority (Derrida et al), the limits of
traditional aesthetics are emphasised in the problem of defining poetry. Poetry throws sense-bound classificatory
distinctions into question as it is both read and heard; or written and spoken/performed. Hegel suggests a way out of
this paradox by employing dialectical thinking; as we do not hear speech by simply listening to it. He suggests that we
need to represent speech to ourselves in written form in order to grasp what it essentially is. Thus poetry can neither be
reduced to audible signs (the time of the ear) nor visible signs (the space of the eye) but is composed of language itself.
This synthesis suggests that written and spoken forms work together to form a language that we appreciate as poetry.
But does code work in the same way? Is the analogy productive?
Disappointingly, this appears not to be the case with ‘Perl Poetry’. Take, for example the ‘Best of Show’ by Angie
Winterbottom from The Perl Poetry Contest, and then compare to the original text supplied alongside:
if ((light eq dark) && (dark eq light)
   && ($blaze_of_night{moon} == black_hole)
   && ($ravens_wing{bright} == $tin{bright})){
my $love = $you = $sin{darkness} + 1;
};

If light were dark and dark were light
The moon a black hole in the blaze of night
A raven’s wing as bright as tin
Then you, my love, would be darker than sin.
[12]
All that has been demonstrated is an act of translation from an existing text, simply ‘porting’ existing poetry into perl.
It produces poetry in a conventional sense, possibly expressing some clever word order and grammatical changes, but
does little to articulate the language of perl in itself. When you execute perl poetry in this way, it simply repeats itself
but does not acknowledge its execution. It is this operative function that is an essential of part of the experience of
poetry.
Poetry at the point of its execution (reading and hearing), produces meaning in multitudinous ways, and can be
performed with endless variations of stress, pronunciation, tempo and style. With this in mind, Surrealists and Dadaists
used arbitrary patterns, rhythmical noise, and mere chance arrangements of words and sounds – particularly in brutist
and simultaneous poems where texts in different languages were read at the same time, and in other automatic or
generative experimentation. In this way, they rejected aesthetic conventions of perfection and order, harmony and
beauty, and all bourgeois values and taste. From the Dada manifesto of 1918, Tristan Tzara said: ‘I am against
systems, the most acceptable system is on principle to have none...’. Famously, Tzara advised aspiring poets to cut a
newspaper article into words and make a poem by shaking them out of a bag at random, revealing the hidden
possibilities of language, and clearly undermining notions of creativity, genius and authority. He explained: ‘in these
phonetic poems we totally renounce the language that journalism has abused and corrupted’ [13]. Thus, the idea of
Poetry’s universality as well as logic, reason, and aesthetics are brought simultaneously into question. Whereas the
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automatic text reduced the significance of the poet making the text a transcription or discovery rather than a production
or invention, we are keen to stress more purposeful arrangements of code by the programmer.
# Extract from walk1/start.pl
my $walk1_beat=0;
my $foo;  
sub on_clock {
return if($foo++ % 4);
my $beat = $walk1_beat + 1;
if (($beat-1)%4 eq 0) {
    playnote(7,47+$pitches[$bassctr]-(int($beat/4)*12)) # on-beat
}
if (($beat-1)%3 eq 0) {
    playnote(7,35+$pitches[$bassctr]-(int($beat/6)*12)) # syncopate!
}
for (0..$#pitches) {
    if (abs($beats[$_]) eq $beat) {
      playnote($_+1,59+$pitches[$_]);
    }
}
$bassctr=($bassctr+1)%$#pitches;
if (rand(50)<25) { $beats[rand(@beats)]++ }
else { $beats[rand(@beats)]-- }
if (rand(50)<25) { $pitches[rand(@pitches)]+=$pitches[rand(@pitches)] }
else { $pitches[rand(@pitches)]-=$pitches[rand(@pitches)] }
for (0..$#beats)   {   $beats[$_]=wraparound( $beats[$_],16) }
for (0..$#pitches) { $pitches[$_]=wraparound($pitches[$_],12) }
       
$walk1_beat = ++$walk1_beat % 16;
            
}

Rather than chance arrangements, attention to detail is paramount when it is encountered in written form and in terms
of its execution. For instance, significant portions of the code are ‘conditions’ which dictate when the subsequent
indented parts are to be executed. In terms of form, any indenting and other visual patterning is a technique to
visualise the flow of logic – whereas the same code could be expressed in any shape or arrangement and would run the
same output. Some conditions are evaluated inside other conditions to create infinitely complex responses - the
indenting programming technique visualises the boolean logic that forms the major core of the code. The language is
used in a highly controlled manner and with subtle nuances.
For instance:
$walk1_beat = ++$walk1_beat % 16;

One might add parenthesis to make this clearer, or not.
$walk1_beat++;
if ($walk1_beat eq 16) { $walk1_beat=0 }

This executes much the same output as before but through a different operation, and requires specialised knowledge of
perl to realise that ‘eq’ is a string comparison operator and not a numeric one. The ‘eq’ and ‘==’ equivalence is a
subtle play of language.
Crucial to generative media is that data is actually changed as the code runs. In the example, the ‘++’ and ‘—-‘
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symbols are used to increment and decrement numbers - this, in association with the modulo mathematics operator '%'
reveals how the numbers are constantly changing. Although these numbers could be calculated by hand and plotted
onto something like a musical score, the power of code allows this to happen in ‘real-time’, and the effects are largely
unknown until execution. The code could run forever, and it would always be producing new arrangements.
Evidently, code works like poetry in that it plays with structures of language itself, as well as our corresponding
perceptions. In this sense, all poetry might be seen to be generative in that it is always in the process of becoming.
Even for the Surrealist Paul Valéry, a poem ‘entails a continuous linkage between the voice that is, the voice that
impends, and the voice that is to come’ [14]. It is generative in the sense that it unfolds in real-time.
# Extract from nuane/start.pl
sub on_clock {
return if ($foo++ % 4);
return if (++$beats < $aTime);
$beats = 0;
$client->ctrl_send('note', "$aNote, 1, 0") if $aNote;
$aNote=47+$notes[$ptr];
$aTime=$times[$ptr];
$ptr=($ptr+1)%8;
$client->ctrl_send('note', "$aNote, 1, " . (80 + rand(40)));
}

Commands can be executed in a variety of ways. The first two lines of the ‘on_clock’ subroutine are ‘return’
statements, which prevent the rest of the code from executing if the supplied condition becomes true.
return if (++$beats < $aTime);

is functionally similar to
if (!(++$beat < $aTime)) {
   # …
}

In this example, an ‘alternative’ word order has been chosen. An obvious parallel to poetry can be made in that word
order can help to express what is most important in a particular statement - the condition or the action.
By analogy, generative code has poetic qualities, as it does not operate in a single moment in time and space but as a
series of consecutive ‘actions’ that are repeatable, the outcome of which might be imagined in different contexts. Code
is a notation of an internal structure that the computer is executing, expressing ideas, logic, and decisions that operate
as an extension of the author's intentions. The written form is merely a computer-readable notation of logic, and is a
representation of this process. Yet the written code isn't what the computer really executes, since there are many levels
of interpreting and compiling and linking taking place. Code is only really understandable with the context of its
overall structure – this is what makes it like a language (be it source code or machine code, or even raw bytes). It may
be hard to understand someone else’s code but the computer is, after all, multi-lingual. In this sense, understanding
someone else’s code is very much like listening to poetry in a foreign language - the appreciation goes beyond a mere
understanding of the syntax or form of the language used, and as such translation is infamously problematic. Form and
function should not be falsely separated.
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Poetics
Code itself is clearly not poetry as such, but retains some of its rhythm and metrical form. Code is intricately crafted,
and expressed in multitudinous and idiosyncratic ways. Like poetry, the aesthetic value of code lies in its execution,
not simply its written form. To appreciate it fully we need to ‘see’ the code to fully grasp what it is we are
experiencing and to build an understanding of the code’s actions [15].
#!/usr/bin/perl
use Curses;keypad initscr;nodelay 1;box qw{| -};($l,$d,$k,@f)=(1..3,[10,10]);&
n;while(){refresh;@f=([$f[0][0]+$d%2-($d==1)*2,$f[0][1]+$d%2-1+($d==2)*2],@f);
select$f,$f,$f,.06;($c=getch)+1and$d=4-($c%2?2:0)-($c<260);addch@{pop@f},' 'if
@f>$l;$l+=$_=inch@{$f[0]};if(!/ /){/\d/||die;addstr 0, 60,$l;&n}addch@{$f[0]},
'O'}sub n{while(){@v=(rand 24,rand 80);inch(@v)eq' '&&last}addch@v,''.rand 10}

This code is extremely dense and difficult to interpret. Certain keywords emerge, but more importantly the code is
neatly justified into five lines of equal length. Conditional structures still exist here (see the appearance of { and }) but
they are arranged and condensed for visual impact. To appreciate the code fully, you either have to deconstruct the
code, as well as use it (or play it as it is a game) [16].

The obfuscation is a side effect to its density as the main intention was to reduce the code to the smallest number of
characters possible. In overall terms, it attempts to combine form and function.
This is decidedly not to say that the code should be privileged (as implied by Adorno’s comments on music being a
by-product of the score) but that the code and the execution of the code need to be experienced in parallel. This is both
necessary and impossible for generative or autonomous systems. Any sense of code’s autonomy is subject to its place
within its operational structure. In this way, code reflects human activity and human activity is coded within social and
discursive frameworks - thus authorship is characterised in terms of (social) responsibility to the operating system and
language structures [17]. Clearly generative media operates in this way too and appears to encapsulate the paradox of
autonomy. Generative art needs to acknowledge the conditions of its own making - its poesis (from the Greek poiesis,
poetic art or creativity from poiein - to make). This needs to be made transparent in the spirit of open process, and
open source.
#!/usr/bin/
$power = 8;
sub fission {
fork or $child = 1;
--$power if $child;
if ($child) {
    exit unless --$power
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}
return $child;
}
while (not &fission) {
print 0;
bomb:
while (&fission) {
    print 1
}
}
goto 'bomb';

[18]
In this example, the program splits in two with every iteration. The code is relatively lengthy as the basic instruction
could be reduced to one short line of code:
fork while 1;
The instruction is simply to ‘split this process in two for ever’ - thus, after the first iteration you get two processes,
after the second you get four, then eight, and so on indefinitely. However, the output of the first example is significant
in that it is a visualisation of the execution of the process in a more complex performative manner. On a technical
level, the computer is under such a high load that it fails to comply to its instructions - after a while the fork calls fail
to split the process in two, and. the ordering in which the task scheduler does things becomes less-ordered the harder it
is pushed. In this way, the output is a visualisation of the computer’s performance during the program's execution. The
output would look very different on different computers, thus providing a ‘watermark’ of the processor and operating
system. The code and the resultant actions are intricately linked in poetic dialogue.
To separate the code and the resultant actions would simply limit the aesthetic experience, and ultimately the study of
these forms - as a form of criticism - and what in this context might be better called ‘poetics’. Generative code
encapsulates these issues:
‘Its output would be… that is to say [like] poetry correctly defined; Language so well chosen and aptly arranged that,
even when expressing tedious or distasteful subjects, it would remain vivid and lively and “pleasing to the ear”.’ [19]
We propose that the production of generative code should be undertaken with similar critical reflection and panache.
}
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Hearing Architectural Design:
Simulation and Auralization for Generating Better Acoustic Spaces
Quinsan Ciao, Ph.D.
Department of Architecture
Virginia Tech., Blacksburg, VA 24061-0205
QCiao@vt.edu

Abstract
This paper with demonstration is devoted to revealing and establishing the relationship between space and sound
through computational acoustic analysis, simulation and electronic synthesis of audible sound.
Based on science of acoustics and computing technology, acoustic effect of an architectural 3-D design can be
analyzed and the resulted sound in space can be synthesized and predicted accordingly and being heard. Auralization
refers to this process of acoustic analysis, sound synthesis and audio presentation of the result in the form of audible
sound. Design alternatives can be experimented until satisfactory acoustic effect is achieved.
Traditionally, designers rely on some minimum and vague understanding or specialists’ experiences to predict and
design for a desirable sound behavior in spaces. Most likely acoustic design and analysis are seen as a luxury remedy
only affordable in large-scale theatres and concert halls. The recent available PC based auralization tools brought
significance in both in terms of new knowledge towards the science and art of architectural acoustics and the methods
and practice in the design process.
The examples demonstrated in the presentation will indicate that the auralization technology make it possible for the
designers, consultants, end users or potential occupants to examine and evaluate the performance of different designs
by hearing it directly before an informed decision can be made. The case studies also illustrated that the auralization is
a powerful tool for general public with common building types to uncover everyday acoustic problems that have been
constantly harming their well being and would otherwise be undetected.

Introduction
During the last couple of decades, our cities and urban environments have been experiencing some major transformations:
recent population migration back to city centers, small town revitalization and redevelopment of previous rundown industrial
areas. One of the many adverse phenomena resulting from the vast scope of modern and post-modern technological progress
is the escalating urban noise that is becoming more and more intolerable.
While modern industry and society produced acoustic and noise problems, fortunately the development of modern
technologies is providing better tools that can help to address the problems when appropriately utilized. New acoustic
computational technologies, including digital analysis and simulation plus multimedia synthesis and auralization, provide
efficient means in analyzing and improving acoustic performance of architectural designs.
With such acoustic simulation and auralization tools, the architectural design process is largely altered. First of all, the
acoustic performance evaluation becomes a key integral part of the design, as it should be. Acoustic performance is evaluated
for design alternatives or ideas while the design is being conceived and produced. Therefore, the acoustic simulation and
auralization directly influence the design process and result. Secondly, clients or end users become an active part of design
force. With the simulation and auralization tools, clients (sometimes architects) without training and expertise in acoustic can
evaluate the performance of designs through audible hearing experience.
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Unfortunately, for a long time, acoustic simulation and auralization computation have been complex and expensive. Only large
theaters and music halls can afford such rigorous analysis and evaluation. Most of architectural designs and projects proceeded
without such luxury until construction is completed and occupants moved in. Acoustic problems are often discovered too late
and are expensive to correct. Sometimes, problems are not discovered while harmful environments are endured.
With the benefit of the new numerical methods and rapid improvement low cost computers and software development, the
acoustic analysis, simulation and auralization are much more accessible today. Sophisticated acoustic simulation and
multimedia synthesis and auralization can be performed on almost any common personal computer. Such technology advances
made it possible for common architectural designs and projects to afford much more rigorous acoustic evaluation and
modification.
This paper presents two small scale projects that will demonstrate the effectiveness acoustic simulation and auralization in
acoustic evaluation and modification of architectural projects. The first project is in a rundown industrial area of metropolitan
Washington DC where an old warehouse is to be remodeled into a theater as the entire vicinity is becoming revitalized. This
situation is typical for urban areas in the United States, especially inner city areas, due to the current trend of migrating back
to the cities after a few decades of abandoning them. For this particular project, among all the complex acoustical issues, a
major problem is the aircraft noise from the Reagan National Airport near by.
The second project is to transform a church assembly hall into a worship space for Sunday services, while the existing
sanctuary room is no longer able to provide sufficient space for increased membership. Such a situation is typical for a church
like this located in a small town of Southwest Virginia.
In these case projects, computer aided prediction and auralization results are presented, compared and discussed. Some field
measurements and technical analysis are mentioned as a base for achieving meaningful understanding.

To Hear/Auralize Architectural Enclosure Assembly
In the metropolitan Washington DC area near National Reagan Airport, a rundown industrial and low cost housing area is in
the process of being revitalized into a new business and residential community space. The occurrence of this process is a
small part of the nationwide movement in the United States where rundown urban and inner city spaces are being reclaimed
and remodeled into new work and live spaces. Examples can be seen in cities all over the country. This case study presents a
moderate remodeling project in Washington DC area where an old warehouse is to be remodeled into a community theater
code named MetroStage.
MetroStage's site is very close to the flight path of jet planes’ taking off from and
landing to the National Reagan Airport at Washington DC. The noise of aircraft traffic,
especially the noise of jet plane taking off, is causing intolerable disturbance to the area.
The noise at the ground level of the site is estimated around 95 dBA due to jet planes
taking off. The noise of such level is causing serious discomfort. Under such noise,
conversation with mouth-to-ear shouting can be barely understood, not to mention stage
performance. Obviously, air born noise insulation is extremely important for the building
constructions in the area, especially for a theater where undisturbed aural experience is
one of the most important factors.
The existing warehouse building at
the site has a corrugated metal wall.
It provides very little reduction (~ 2
dB) to the interior space from the
environmental
noise
in
low
frequency range, and some audible
reduction (~ 10 dB) to ear pinching
high pitch (> 3 kHz) noise.
For a small community theater as is
the type of the MetroStage project,
the noise level (as a measure of
quietness) is typically desired to be below the standard NC-30 that specifies the noise level to be no more than 38 dBA. As
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shown in Figure 1, the existing environmental noise level is significantly (40 dB) higher than the NC-30 standard.
The insulation requirement, or required sound transmission reduction, for the wall structure of the remodeled building is
nothing but the difference between the environmental noise and desired tolerable interior noise level. This required sound
transmission reduction is computed by subtracting the NC-30 spectrum from the worst-case estimate of the environmental
noise spectrum.

Figure 1. Environmental noise measurements are summarized as the worst-case estimate that is the maximum value of all
noise measurements in each frequency band. The broadband exterior worst estimate is 82 dBA and that of interior is
80 dBA, while the NC-30 requires 40 dBA or lower.
There are many different alternatives of wall assembly that provides different level of noise insulation better than the that
provided by the existing wall. In this case study, several alternatives are considered, including:
1.        12-inch concrete block wall
2.        Steel stud (with RC-1 channels) wall filled with mineral fiber and cellulose mixed spray (Sound-Pruf™) between
gypsum boards
3.        Steel stud wall filled with mineral fiber blanket between gypsum boards
4.        2x4 stud wall filled with a natural material spray (ICYNENE™) between gypsum boards
5.        24-gauge corrugated metal with cellulose spray.
As the characteristic Sound Transmission Loss (STL) curves shown in Figure 2, the first two alternatives satisfy NC-30
requirement. The third alternative is fairly close, while the last two do not meet NC-30 requirements. For reference, the
existing corrugated metal wall's performance is also shown in Figure 2.
The two assembly alternatives that can meet NC-30 requirement can provide a quite interior environment with almost no
audible noise. Simulated of jet taking off noise and synthesized sound effects of these well insulated situations indeed reveal a
fairly quite environment. Figure 3 demonstrates the comparison of interior residual noises insulated by different types of
walls, with both sound wave plots and frequency spectrum plots. Figure 3(a) shows the sound wave plot and frequency
spectrum of 10 seconds of field measured noise inside the existing building where little insulation is provided by the
corrugated metal walls. Figure 3(b) shows the sound wave and spectrum plots of noise that would be in the building if the
existing walls are replaced by the gypsum boards filled with Sounf-Pruf™ spray and steel studs. This result is generated by
computer simulation. Figure 3 clearly shows the superior insulation result of the new wall material, a 40dBA further
reduction.
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Figure 2. Residual noise level in the interior space with different alternative wall assemblies.

(a) Measured interior residual noise with the existing bare
corrugate metal wall.

(b) Simulated residual interior noise insulated by the wall
of gypsum boards filled with mineral fiber and
cellulose mixed spray (Sound-Pruf™) and steel stud
with RC-1 channels.

Figure 3. Comparison of (a) noise inside the existing building measured during a jet plane taking off and (b) simulated noise
inside the building with remodeled wall material during the same jet plane taking off. Synthesized interior noise for
the interior after remodeling is almost not audible even under close examination, while the measured noise inside the
existing build prohibits mouse-to-ear shouting difficult to understand.
Although slight difference is visible in sound wave and spectrum, no significant difference is audible between the result of the
12-inch concrete block wall and the Sound-Pruf™ spray filled steel stud wall with RC-1 channel mounted gypsum boards.
They are both practically inaudible. The later, however, has the advantage of lower material and construction cost even
though caution may be required during construction. The other three alternatives are not as effective as the first two. The
residual noise left after these insulation walls is above NC-30 level and are audible while everything else is quite.
In addition to the wall insulation to eliminate audible noise from interior
space of MetroStage, the interior design is carefully arranged with acoustic
boards and other surface materials such that the synthesized auralization
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result is audibly satisfactory. In this remodel design process, although the
design remains in drawing boards (and scaled models as shown), the sound
effect is heard and evaluated. In an iterative process, the design is
modified and its sound effect is heard and evaluated until a satisfactory
result is achieved. The space design and the sound are created and
recreated in parallel.

To Hear/Auralize Architectural Interior Space
The subject of this project is a multipurpose assembly hall in a church located in the
historical district of a university town in southwest Virginia. The church
congregation has converted the hall into a worship space for Sunday services, as the
original sanctuary hall is no longer providing sufficient space for the increased
church membership. However, due to the poor acoustic design, the room messes up
speeches with strong echoic sound and various type of noise. The echoic sound effect
is illustrated in Figure 4 as sound pressure wave plots.
Evidently, the sound effect in the church room (shown in the second graph) is
seriously distorted from the original sound (shown in the first graph). The distinct
words shown by clearly separated blobs of the original sound wave are stretched into
a fuzzy mumble shown as a continuous patch of the sound wave in the church room.
The echoic effect clearly affects the intelligibility of the speech such that the words
become difficult to recognize.
To understand the causes of the undesirable echoic effect, we need to examine the church room's design configuration
carefully. The church room design configuration is shown in Figure 5. In this church room, the high slope ceiling creates a
large volume of interior space and the tile floor and bare wood ceiling and wall surfaces provides little absorption, where both
factors, according to Sabin's law, lead to large reverberation time that
is responsible for the echoic effect. Both field measurements and
CATT (an acoustic analysis and simulation software) analysis and
simulation indicate that the reverberation time is close to 2 seconds.
This level of reverberation time is not uncommon in church halls that
lend the space a strong echo effect that would enhance the effect of
music played by pipe organs. However, for normal speeches, the
intelligibility can be adversely affected severely, although for some
slow and simple sentences the echo effect might be dramatizing
(e.g., the famous Martin Luther King’s speech of “I have a dream
…”.) The members of the church consider the original sanctuary hall provides a well mixed, clarified sound, which is most
comfortable for listening. The field measurement shows a reverberation time near 1.0 second for that room. Here we have
clients who recognize the noise problem and demand to change because of their many years of preferred, good listening
experiences.
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(a) Recorded original female voice. Recording was
taken in an anechoic chamber, equivalence of open
space with no reflection and reverberation.

(b) Simulated reverberation effect in the existing church
room, where the original sentence becomes blurred
and not very intelligible. Besides amplifying the
magnitude, the reverberation "elongates" the
syllables and makes them indistinct and blurred
together.

Figure 4. A simulation and auralization software program, CATT Acoustics, generated the audible sound effect of the church
room. The simulated sound effect sounds quite similar to the field experience. A sound wave analysis software,
GoldWave, generated the visual waveform of the different sound effects.
Further analysis of the church room's acoustic properties reveals that the long paths of sound reflected off the ceiling surfaces
are indeed one of the most important contributors to large reverberation time. The paths of sound reflected off each ceiling
surface accounts to 15% of the total reflection. It is the next highest percentage only lower than the 27% off the floor.

Figure 5. The existing church room design. A high slope ceiling and wide separated side walls create a large volume of
interior space and the tile floor and plaster ceiling and wall surfaces provides little absorption, where both factors
lead to large reverberation time that is responsible for “noisy and echoic” sound condition.
Considering the causes of the undesirable long reverberation time, the following basic correction schemes are analyzed and
simulated:
1.        Lower the ceiling with acoustic panels, reducing the lengths of sound reflection paths and reducing room volume,
increasing absorption;
2.        Carpeting the floor, increasing absorption.
The remodeled church room with considered schemes is shown in Figure 6. The considered design feature changes reduce the
room volume and increases absorption, both contributes to lower reverberation time. From another point of view, with the
lower ceiling, the sound reflection paths are shorter leading to lower reverberation time. CATT analysis indicates that the
reverberation time (RT) after remodeling would be slightly less than 1 second. This level of reverberation time would provide
enough amplification and enhancement to the voice’s volume and its richness, as has been confirmed by the community from
their experience with the other “good” room in the church. Figure 7 illustrates the same speech’s sound effect in the
remodeled church room, with sound wave plot and sound wave clips that can be heard on a multimedia enabled computer.
Although the considered schemes are shown to provide
desired acoustic effect with proper reverberation time, the
architectural feature changes (e.g., lowering the ceiling) may
not be acceptable for other reasons such as visual and spiritual
perceptions. Many other alternative correction schemes can be
and are considered and analyzed, such as adding sound
absorbing banners and suspended partial ceiling with
adjustable treatment, adding reflection surfaces to enhance
shorter path reflections (or early energy factor), etc. The
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acoustic design for this church space is actually a process of
architectural design. To keep this paper abbreviate, we will
not list all ideas and design alternatives. With the analysis,
simulation and auralization tools, many alternative solutions
can be evaluated rapidly without only relying on “ rules of
thumb” or sometimes “guessing work”. It is also interesting to see that some commonly believed and practiced “guidelines”
are not supported by the result of the simulated CATT runs.

                                   
Figure 6. The church multiple-purpose room after remodeling for better speech intelligibility. The ceiling is lowered
with acoustic panel and the majority of floor area is covered with carpet.

(a) Simulated speech effect in the existing church
room, where the original sentence becomes blurred
and not very intelligible.

(b) Simulated speech effect in the remodeled church
room. The sentence is well intelligible and enhanced
in both volume and tone.

Figure 7. Effect of remodeled church room on sound of a speech, provided by CATT simulation and auralization.
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Conclusion
More frequently for dense urban environment, tenants and occupants tolerate existing serious acoustic problem without
realizing it until it’s eliminated, or without awareness of possibility for any changes. Due to architectural acoustics’ gradual
vanishing as a basic design aspect in professional practices, many poorly designed spaces exist and are tolerated. Many of
such problems, such as severe noise annoyance and poor intelligibility of speeches, are causing serious effects to the well
being of inhabiting tenants. Although not necessarily realized, these noise and acoustic problems contribute directly to many
of modern day common problems such as stress, anxiety, fatigue and even hearing loss.
Contrary to common myth, solutions to such problems do not have to involve huge costs. The two case studies shown in this
paper demonstrate that moderate remodeling can significantly improve acoustic performance and noise reduction/elimination.
Given modern computer based analysis, simulation and auralization tools, the searching and verification of cost effective
solutions among various design alternatives become practically viable. The case studies illustrate this point well. Not only
efficient, auralization tools make result verification and evaluation much more effective. Such tools make the intuitive and
subjective perception and evaluation possible before costly constructions are implemented.
The awakening, or re-awakening, of acoustic performance and noise pollution control demands are occurring worldwide, such
as America and many Asian and European countries. With the increased awareness and education, designers, builders, as well
as owners and occupants should realize that architectural acoustics is not a luxurious and expensive remedy for upscale
concert halls and theaters only. Serious commitments to better acoustic design for all urban buildings are urgent needs. The
development of technology and our understanding today enable us to practically design buildings and spaces for better
acoustics with much more confidence. Meantime, the task of creating a sound environment remains to be a mostly challenging
and complex science and art. Such challenging tasks can certainly use all helps available from new technologies and tools.
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Recognizable codes from Antoni Gaudì identity
Arch. G.Matteo Codignola
Assistant of Prof. Celestino Soddu, Generative Design Lab
Milan Polytechnic Italy
Email: coddoc@tin.it

Abstract
This paper is a summary of my last degree in architecture (discussed in December 1999) with Prof. Celestino Soddu
and Arch. Enrica Colabella. In this work I had the possibility to reach complexity by a generative approach with the
construction of a paradigm that organizes the different codes of project identity. My general objective was to design
shape complexity in variable categories : 3d space surfaces, 2d drawings and 2d textures.
I was to discover the identity of one of my favourite architects of the 20th century : Antoni Gaudì, by constructing
codes relative to shape complexity.
I defined my particular objective in the possibility to abduct from Gaudì's imaginary reference the generatives codes
that operate in the logical processing I use to create a possible species project.
The next step was to verify the exact working of the new generative codes by means of 3d sceneries, that are
recognizable as "Antoni Gaudì specie's architecture". With project processing on the generative codes and not on a
possible resulting shape design, I was able to organize by my general paradigm the attributes of the project's species :
different shapes, different attributes (color, scale, proportion), to get to possible and different sceneries, all
recognizable by the relative class codes. I chose three examples in Barcellona built during the period 1902 to 1914:
The Parco Guell, Casa Batllò and Casa Milà are the three reference sceneries that I used to create the generative codes.
In the second step I defined different codes that operate in sequence (it is defined in the paradigm) :the generatives
codes are only subjective; they are one possible solution of my interpretation of Antoni Gaudì's identity. This codes
operate in four differents ways :
·           Geometrical codes for 2d shapes
·           Geometrical codes for interface relations
·           Spatial codes for 3d extrusion of 2d shapes
·           Geometrical codes for 2d and 3d texturing of generated surfaces
By a stratified application of this codes I arrived at one idea for all the generative processes but many different,
possible sceneries, all recognizable in Gaudì's species. So, my final result has made possible sceneries belonging to
related species defined previously.
At the end of my research I designed a project by combination : using Antoni Gaudì's generative codes on a new 3d
scenery with a shape catalyst : the Frank Lloyd Wright Guggenheim Museum of New York. In this process I created a
"hybrid scenery" : a new species of architectural look; a Guggenheim museum planned by Wright with a god pinch of
Gaudì.
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The general objective
I defined a logical structure for the generative process and for a verification of my work in progress.
The first step was to abduct one or more categories relative to the shape, attributes (color, texture, material,…ecc.) on
the reference scenery; then, to verify the correct working of different generative codes I confronted my 3d "virtual"
scenery with the "real" Gaudì's building. One generative code designs a shape matrix relative to specified category :
this process of design/verification must be applied to all the categoryes belonging the imaginary reference scenery; if
by verification I obtain a positive result for a first code, I can pass to the application and verification of a second code.
The validity of all codes isn't enough for the final result of the specie's sceneries, and by using this, I can obtain a
scenery that isn't recognizable inside his reference species.
In the next part I will show some generative codes about the three reference sceneries. For a complete explication of
my work referring to :
http://soddu2.dst.polimi.it/tesi/099/start.htm

The generative codes :
Subjective recognizing of Gaudì's identity
For the construction of the specie's sceneries I used different generative codes: each of the three Gaudì's species
possess its oun personnel generative codes, although as we will see subsequently, many codes operate on analogous
categories but with different logical construction. Besides some codes are independent, they act on the construction of
the project without influencing the course of the process; others are tightly dependent on each other : So, the process
follows a linear logic in which the parametric results of the first code defines in a categorical way the values of the
next one. In every way the generative codes are orderly in a stratified succession which every code offers a
contribution on the construction of the specie's identity.
For the code design I defined the categories on which I was able to operate: these are mainly the "shape", the "color"
and the "textures" that are considered as material and as decoration. Therefore some codes intervene on the shape,
color and textures and they can operate in stratified way interacting on all three different categories. The next step was
to define the code working fields :
·           Geometrical codes for 2d shapes
·           Geometrical codes for interface relations
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·           Spatial codes for 3d extrusion of 2d shapes
·           Geometrical codes for 2d and 3d texturing of generated surfaces
These working fields constitute in their whole the paradigmatic structure of my job: every field intervenes to determine
a part of the project. In some cases the code operates on a single matrix as for instance a part of decoration, in other
cases it establishes the bidimensional form of a spatial structure that a next code goes to determine. The primitive
entity at the base of the generative codes is the curve: the codes determine the geometric relationship among points in
the plane, abducted from the imaginary reference, and the course of spline curves passing true the same points. Many
matrices have been designed by codes that define the course of parametric curves by points determined in the plane:
matrices that determine the bidimensional form of the model are spline curves, matrices that define the extrusion
process of the models design 3d nurbs surfaces, finally matrices that define the sinuous forms of the decorations of
Gaudì are spline curves.
The choice of the three buildings was not random: the three examples built during the same period, introduce organic
continuous surfaces; with the generative codes I was able to manage parametric curves and the relative extrusion paths
with which I obtained organic surfaces without continuity solutions.
As we can see next, for every specie's sceneries I have built the relative codes that define the shape of the section
curves and the extrusion path.

The first species scenery: Parco Guell
The first step was to abduct the categories of the "bench" in Parco Guell : a sinuous form, continuous, that follows the
course of the columns changing the mosaic decoration and shape along the route. The ornament is constituted by
polychromatic mosaics that draw different figures. So the codes used for this first specie concernes the shape categories
and the decorative attributes.
For the shape category I designed a code that manages the section curves of the seat: considering constants the x,y,z
coordinates points of the curve, others change along the route of extrusion. Obviously it never changes the depth of
the sitting plane.
For the decorations category I built different generative codes that check the form of the polychromatic mosaics. In the
next pages I report some generative codes used for the first specie "the bench in Park Guell."
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By stratified process of all codes I have designed The first species project abducted from the bench in Parco Guell.
Now, changing some variables in the codes : dimensions, scale proportion, colours, …etc, I can obtain different
matrices for the categories : different shape for the 3d model, different mosaic decorations and colours. However, the
final results belong to the species. The images below show two views of a final model:

The second species scenery: Casa Batllò

The generative approach in this second example introduces a substantial difference: for the construction of the surface
I used a tool that helped me to define the relationship interfaces external/inside building. So I used a map that contains
this information: width and height of the front, number of floors, dimensions and relative distance of the interfaces
(openings, windows, …etc). In the images below, four different front maps :

In this second example the extrusion path is only a linear segment (the front width), but to define the surface I used
different codes to design the section curves; by reffering to the front map I defined similar codes for street floor, first
floor, second and other floors, and for the roof (but this is independent from the map); all these codes operate on
control points of nurbs curves. The control points belonging to the curve are defined by geometrical relationship
between front map / section that design the curves for the extrusion surfaces. The curves obtained from the codes will
have, for example, a course along the middle line of a openings interface, another along the limits of the same.
For the extrusion process I used a simple linear path and the curves placed on the steps (defined in the front map);
by interpolation of the curves on the path I obtained the surface of the street floor. The four images below show the
section curves relative to the
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street floor surface generated by code 1 :

The street floor surface : the black lines are nurbs curves defined by code 1 .
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By using code 2, with different geometrical relationship between curves and control points, I can define the first floor
surface. The extrusion process is the same of the previous example :

In the image below, the first floor surface: like previous istance, the result of this process is not the final surface of the
species scenery. Code 6 defines a vertical plane for the intersection surfaces/interfaces; so, by boolean substraction on
the surfaces I can obtain the opening into the front.
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The next image shows the section curves, designed by different codes, of a front.

Two similar, but different sceneries of Casa Batllo specie :
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GENERATIVE DESIGN – TEACHING APPROACH
Maya Kagawa – Marcello Pinzero
Architects   – Assistants of Prof. C. Soddu and E. Colabella
Generative Design Lab, Politecnico di Milano University, Italy

ABSTRACT
The pur pose of our communication is to show, through our experience of former student and collaborators of
Prof,C.Soddu and prof.E.Colabella, a didactic approach recognizable as generative approach . This approach has been
and still is experiemented by C.Soddu and E.Colabella in the GenLab. Through the works of this laboratory we have
choosen some aspects that emphasize both the multiplicity of the project themes and the recognizability of eery single
student with a common trace of generative design teaching approach.
In order to express the recognizability of a same methodological structure which is strongly subjective, we have taken
as references , some works of thesis and some works realised by students from the first year of Industrial Design.
The elements we have defined as strongly recognizale are:
a-       a strong component of subjectivity
b-      a organizing structure (paradigms are involved)
c-       multiplicity of the final possible design of a project
d-      evolution and dynamicity of the whole structure.

TEACHING APPROACH
We have choosen some examples from thesis and students'work. The design experiment were always different every
year and this particularity will emphasize the recognizability of the same methodological structure.The works we shall
present could be a recognizable object without a correspondiong function, an object for the traveller, a"luogo del
sogno", real and utopic, a umbrella...In all the choosen examples, there's a strong identity of each designer. It is the
same recognizability of all the work of Prof.Soddu. This characteristic is a common approach in which there's an
important fact being considered: the subjectivity involved. The generative aproach needs the construction, that is to be
fully conscious of your own design identity. The students through the GenLab as we did too, start our experimentation
with the objectives of the project. The starting point is to define the objectives or qualities which are part of the
individual itself. The adjectives are not uniques but some of the possible ones we'd like to be recognized for. The
students start to choose three attributes, which are expresssed through the construction of personal references from our
own immaginary world, implying all the experience or elements to identify yourself. The students have picked up
through their own research, elements such as music, poetry, letterature, images, photography, and constructed in
progress their own identity by specifying the conections between the references and the qualities they have predefined.
The same start is always considered and we can say fron our own experience of our thesis, that it is a really free and
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creative part of the work, that cannot be ever constructed the same way by two individuals. In this first approach, we
are conscious of the things we like, that means choosing things and try to let become our designer's identity.
The next step is to construct a codex of rules or procedures, which can transform something into another, more
responding to the quality one has decided. In the work of the students, for example, every single person has defined
the rules, in order to increase and define how to better recognize the qualities. This is a creative part of the designer,
who has to specify different ways to satisfy his own criteria.
The next important step is the controlling structure of the rules'codex that has been defined. In order to organize the
project as a possible composition or realization, the rules have to have a possible combination. This combination can
be multiple because one can use any element that inspires him or makes him have an intuition of a possible structure
of organization. Here you have defined a paradigmatic structure,and never a closed system. The generative approach
here allows every single designer to draw possible schemes in which the rules will combine or not, and if the scheme
doesn't respond to his idea, then he will have to find other rules or paradigms or combine new paradigms and this is
how the process will never be a closed system.
The last aspect of this approach we want to underline is the communication used by Prof.C.Soddu and
Prof.E.Colabella to show all their experience which is the Internet. GenLab is totally accessible trough the net which
involves all the students to be aware of this communication. All the students' work is always on line and in progress.
This is an important way to exchange informations and the stratification of all the references in this site is the essence
of the generative approach itself. Through all the works of individuals, a collective site of recognizability of the
generative approach, together with all the experience and work of years of prof.Soddu and prof.Colabella.
It is definitely impossible to "copy" someone's work in the sense nobody can always interpretate the same way the
same attributes or words. Even the same song can definitely not be sang in the same way, even by the same singer.

figure 1: IDENTITY (S. Ambanelli – Student 1° Year )
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/185660/pagina5.htm
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figure 2: IDENTITY (A. Busseni – Student 1° Year)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/186030/186030.htm

figure 3: IDENTITY (L. Bellolli – Student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/186522/186522.htm
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figure 4: IDENTITY and PARADIGM (T. Shimura – Student)
http://soddu2.dst.polimi.it/lab99/185127/185127.htm

figure 5: REFERENCES FROM THE OWN IMMAGINARY WORLD (A. Manzella – Student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/185911/barraobbie.htm
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figure 6: DEFINITION OF THE CHOOSEN ATTRIBUTES (M.Candeloro - student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/184101/page3.htm

figure 7: DEFINITION OF THE CHOOSEN ATTRIBUTES (D.Convertini - student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/186573/nuova.htm
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figure 8: POSSIBLE RULES AND FIRST EXPERIMENT (M.Candeloro - student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/184101/page8.htm

figure 9: CHOOSEN FORMALIZATION (M.Candeloro - student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/184101/page8.htm
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figure 10: PARADIGM ORGANISING EVENTS (F.Maestranzi – student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/187435/nuovoparadigma.html

figure 11: PARADIGM ORGANISING AN OBJECT (M.Kagawa – thesis)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/tesi/051/parai.htm
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figure 12: PLURALITY OF SCENERIES (F.G.VEDANI – student)
http://soddu2.dst.polimi.it/lab99/183592/paginascenarisec_.htm

figure 13-14-15: IDEA EXPRESSED THROUGH A PLURALITY OF SCENERIES
http://soddu2.dst.polimi.it/lab99/183592/paginascenarisec_.htm
( F.G.VEDANI – student)
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figure 16: IDEA EXPRESSED THROUGH A PLURALITY OF SCENERIES
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/tesi/094/SCEN-1.HTM
(M.Pinzero – thesis)
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figure 17: INDEX OF THE STRUCTURE IN WEB (F:Valade- student
http://soddu2.dst.polimi.it/lab99/184890/INDICE.htm)

figure18: : INDEX OF THE STRUCTURE IN WEB (E.Bianchi - student)
http://soddu4.dst.polimi.it/genlab2000/185738/185738.htm

REFERENCES
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Music Composition with Interactive Evolutionary Computation
Nao Tokui.
Department of Information and Communication Engineering,
Graduate School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan.
e-mail: tokui@miv.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Prof. Hitoshi Iba.
Department of Frontier Informatics, Graduate School of Frontier Sciences,
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Abstract
The interactive evolutionary computation (IEC), i.e., an evolutionary computation whose fitness function is provided by
users, has been applied to aesthetic areas, such as art, design and music. We cannot always define fitness functions
explicitly in these areas. With IEC, however, the user's implicit preference can be embedded into the optimization
system.
This paper describes a new approach to the music composition, more precisely the composition of rhythms, by means
of IEC. The main feature of our method is to combine genetic algorithms (GA) and genetic programming (GP). In our
system, GA individuals represent short pieces of rhythmic patterns, while GP individuals express how these patterns
are arranged in terms of their functions. Both populations are evolved interactively through the user's evaluation. The
integration of interactive GA and GP makes it possible to search for musical structures effectively in the vast search
space. In this paper, we describe how our proposed method generates attractive musical rhythms successfully.

1. Introduction
We have been developing an interactive system called ""CONGA" (the abbreviation of "composition in genetic
approach" and also the name of an African percussion), which enables users to evolve rhythmic patterns with an
evolutionary computation technique [10].
In general, evolutionary computation (EC) has been applied to a wide range of musical problems, such as musical
cognition and sound synthesis. Among such problems, composition is one of the most typical and challenging tasks.
Music composition can be taken as a combinatorial optimization in the infinite combination of melodies, harmonies
and rhythms. Thus it is natural to apply computational search technique as typified by EC. Up to now, Genetic
algorithms (GA) [4] and genetic programming (GP) [9] have been successfully applied to the music composition tasks
[1]. For example, Biles used GA to generate jazz solo [7] and Johanson and Poli generated melodies by means of GP
[2].
When these EC techniques are EC is applied to the musical composition, there are three main topics to be considered
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[1], i.e., the search domain, the genetic representation, and the fitness evaluation.
The first topic is the search domain. As mentioned earlier, the musical composition is a combinatorial optimization
problem, whose search spaceion is basically unlimited, because there is an infinite possible combinationscombination
of melodies, harmonies, and rhythms. It is not reasonable to expect computers to compose music like Mozart or
Beethoven from scratch. Therefore, the composition must be guided by some constraints.
The next is the genetic code representation of music. Generally speaking, the effectiveness of EC search largely
depends on how to represent a target task as a genetic code.
The third topic of consideration is the fitness evaluation of EC individuals. Because music is evaluated based on the
ambiguous human subjectivity, it is difficult to define the explicit fitness function in the musical composition.
From these points of view, we can describe our system as follows:Considering these requests, we establish our system
"CONGA". The salient features of our system are as follows.
1. Search domain: Musical rhythm patterns
The purpose of our system is to generate short (i.e. from 4 to 16 measures) rhythm patterns. However we only
deal with a particular subset of rhythms. In the context of this paper, the word rhythm means a sequence of notes
and rests which occur on natural pulse subdivisions of a beat. This is a reasonable reduction of the search
domain for the application of ECs.
There are a few related works. in this direction. For instance, Horowitz used an IEC to learn user’s criteria for
evaluating rhythms and succeeded in producing one-measure long rhythm patterns [3]. To produce longer
andmusically more interesting phrases musically, we have adopted unique genetic representation described later.
2. Genetic representation: Combination of genetic algorithm and genetic programming.
Our system maintains both GA and GP populations and represents music with the combination of individuals in
both populations. GA individuals represent short pieces of rhythmic patterns, while GP individuals express how
these patterns are arranged in terms of their functions. In this way, we try to express a musical structure, such as
a repetition, with the structural expression of GP and evolve longer and more complicated rhythm phrases
without spreading the search space.
3. Fitness function: User him-/herself.
A common problem in applying EC to an aesthetic task is the difficulty of setting up a formal fitness function to
evaluate the individuals. Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) avoids this problem by making human users
evaluate each individual empirically (see Fig. 1) [6].
In a conventional EC, each individual is evaluated by a given fitness function. On the other hand, a user evaluates
individuals by him-/herself in an IEC. Therefore IEC can make EC techniques applicable to subjective optimization
problems without explicitly modelling the human subjective evaluation systems.
Some researches mentioned before adopted this IEC technique for the musical composition [2,3,7]. In a similar way,
our system adopts the idea of interactive evolution, which enables to generate music on the basis of user’s criteria. We
also implement the mechanisms to keep the consistency of human subjective evaluation and the diversity of the
genotypes.
However there is a major obstacle toThe common difficulty in the practical use of IEC. It is the human fatigue. Since a
user must cooperatework with a tireless computer andto evaluate each individual in every generation, he/she may well
feel pain. It is the biggest remaining problem to reduce the psychological burden on users. In order to deal withthis
problem, we proposethis, we adopt an evaluation assistance by means of learning user’s criteria with a neural
networkmethod.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 shows the overall image of our. Section 3 introduces the genetic representation. Section 4 describes user’s
operation and the evaluation assistance by the system. Section 5 shows result of several experiments, followed by some
conclusion in Section 6.

Fig. 1 The framework of the interactive evolutionary computation.

1. System architecture
Fig. 2 gives an overview of our system. This system has been developed in Windows PC environment with
Borland C++ Builder. The system is based on MIDI (Musical Instruments Digital Interface) specification. MIDI
is a standard interface between electronic instruments, such as synthesizers and samplers, and computers.
Maximum MIDI library [12] is used to embed MIDI compatibility.
As shown in Fig. 2, GA and GP populations are displayed as grids on windows respectively. Each cell of the
grid is associated with an individual in the correspondent population. A user can listen to any individual by
clicking the corresponding cells and give a fitness value.
Fig. 3 shows the system architecture. Note that the genetic representation in our system contains two
populations. These are a population of GA individuals, which represent short musical phrases, and a population
of GP individuals, which represent how these short patterns are arranged in time line. The alternation of
generations occurs in these two populations based on the user’s given fitness values.
We have adopted "Multi-field user interface" [13], in which children are displayed in a separate window instead
of replacing their parents. In addition, we have implemented the migration among these windows. Users can
migrate an individual from a display window to another by the drag and drop operation. This feature provides
more flexible breeding and richer diversity of genotypes by the effects similar with the island model in GA or
GP [5].
Moreover, we have enhanced the system flexibility by introducing user-defined parameters. Users can set the
population sizes, input the length of generated rhythm patterns and select timbres for composition. Users also
can set "swing rate" of the rhythms. These features make generated phrases much more musicalcontribute to
generating much more musical phrases. Besides this, the system can synchronize with other MIDI sequencers, by
sending MIDI time clock (MTC). If you program a melody with that external sequencer in advance, you can
evolve rhythm patterns, which sounds good with the melody.
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Fig. 2 The "CONGA" system overview.

Fig. 3 The system architecture.
2. Genetic Representation
1. Genetic Algorithm
GA individuals represent short (i.e., a half or one measure long) multi-voice rhythm patterns. Genotype of
GA individuals is a two-dimensional array of integers (Fig. 4). Users can set the number of timbres, the
length of the phrase represented by an individual and the unit time resolution, e.g., eighthnote or sixteenth
note. Thus user’sthe settings determineuser’s setting determines the size of arrays. Each element of the
array stands for the strength of the beat. This value is called velocity in the terminology of MIDI. VThe
velocity is a number between 0 and 127, because the velocityit is represented as 4 bit datas.
We have introduced genetic operations listed in Table.1, assumconsidering that they are musically
meaningful operations.

Fig. 4 An example of GA individual.

Fig. 5 An example of GP individual.
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Table.1 Genetic operation in GA.

Type

Name

Crossover

One-point
crossover
Part exchange

Mutation

Description
Apply standard crossover
Exchange parts for timbres among individuals

Random

Apply standard mutation

Rotation

Rotate the loci a random amount

Reverse

Play the loci in reverse order.

Timbre
exchange

Exchange timbres within an individual

2. Genetic Programming
GP individuals represent how the above-mentioned GA individuals are arranged in a time series. Terminal nodes
are ID numbers of GA individuals in GA population. Non-terminal nodes are functions, such as repetition and
reverse operations (see Fig. 5, and Table.2).
We used normal genetic operations in GP, e.g. sub-tree crossover and mutation. The GP engine is based on a
revised version of LGPC (Linear GP system in C) [11]. Linear GP is one of GP notations, in which program
structures are represented as a linear array. We have been developing LGPC as a general-purpose Linear GP
system and showed its advantage in the speed and low memory consumption [11]. Adopting faster system can
lighten the burden imposed on users by shortening waiting time. AndMoreover the feature of the low memory
consumption is effectivdesirable especially in common PCs, which usually have restricted memory.
Although the above representation enables structuring music sequence, the length of the expressed music may be
problematic, i.e., the generated music can be all different in their lengths. To deal with this problem, we
imposed a constraint upon the length in the following way.
A new generation is bred with a larger population size. Then, GP individuals are selected based on the length of
the phrase represented by the individual. Only individuals with lengths close to the length given by the user in
advance will be selected and displayed to the user.
In this way, we can keep the constant length of rhythm patterns represented by diverse GP individuals without
increasing individuals, which a user must face to evaluate.
Table.2 Functions in GP.
Name

Arity

Description

Sequence

2

Play
NODE1
consecutively.

and

Repetition

2

Repeat NODE1 till the lengths of both
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child nodes become the same.
Concatenation

2

Play the first half of child NODE1 and
the
second
half
of
NODE2
consecutively.

Reverse

1

Play NODE1 in reverse.

Random

0

Play randomly selected node.

3. Evaluation and Alternation of generations
1. User’s operation
As we have stated repeatedly, the EC selection isdone based on the user's evaluation. Users listen to each
individual and increase or decrease the fitness value from the standard valueaccordingly. The fitness
values are normalized in the population and used in the selection process. Selection method isWe use the
proportional selection with the elite strategy.
As we all know, hHuman subjective evaluation is very ambiguous and inconsistent in general. This
tendency can be strong, especially when thetarget of evaluation target is music. Unlike images, music
cannot be displayed in parallel. Therefore our evaluation can be largely affected by the presentation order.
To compensate for this defect, we set standard individuals for the evaluation. To be concrete, if an
individual is copied and reproduced in a generation, its fitness value is also copied from the value, which
user gavea user has given in the previous generation. The user can evaluate other individuals more
consistently with the reference to this standard fitness value.
In this system, GA and GP populations are evolved separately. At first, the alternation of generations is
done in GA population several times. Next, GP individuals with evolved GA gene codes are evaluated
and the generation of GP population proceeds. If the user wants better GA individuals for the GP
evaluation, he/she can go back to the GA population and evolve it again. This cycle continues until the
satisfyinga satisfactory rhythm evolves.
2. Evaluation Assistance
During the above-mentioned operations, the psychological burden is not negligible to the user who listens and gives a
fitness value to each individual. This load on users is a common problem in the IEC technique. We canmay reduce the
population size or the number of generations in order to lighten the burden. However, the effectiveness of EC search
maycan be degraded for that. Thus, we need to solve this dilemma for the more widespread applications of IEC.
For this purpose, we have implemented the automatic evaluationan evaluation assistance method. When generations
proceed, we breed a larger number of individuals. Subsequently, each individual is evaluated automatically with the
technique shown below.
1. The reduction in GP individuals based on the length of represented rhythm (see section 3.2).
2. The reduction in GA population by learning human subjective function with a neural network (NN)
By these reduction schemes, we can display only individuals that mark high fitness. Accordingly, users are expected to
evaluate a relatively smaller number of individuals.
The basic idea of NN learning is from [2,8]. For a start, we have implemented the "reduction" in GP based on length
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of represented rhythm (see section 3.2). In a similar way, we tried to learn human subjective fitness function with a
neural network (NN) to realize such reduction in GA population. We have used a three-layered network (Fig. 6) for
the purpose of learning the human fitness function. It learns through the back-propagation how a user gives the fitness
value of GA individuals given by a user through the back-propagationto a GA individual. Inputs to the NN are
elements of array GA genotype and the output is the estimated fitness value of the phrases represented by the array. By
individual, which the array represents. By showing the user individuals only get high score with this NNchoosing only
individuals with a high NN output score, we can reduce the number of GA individuals that a user must face to
evaluate.

Fig. 6 The diagram of neural network learninga neural network, which learns user's criteria.

1. Experimental Results
We have conducted several evaluation experiments so far. In the first experiment, several subjects with different
musical background and preferences and preferences used our system to make rhythms whatever they want.
Most of the subjects found our system performance satisfactory. In another experiment, we gave users the theme
for the composition, such as "rhythms sound like rock’n’roll songs", and then make them compose music by our
system. Fig. 7 shows a typical "rock’n’roll rhythm" generated in this experiment.
A couple of generated rhythms in these experiments are available from our web site as sound files (URL:
http://www.miv.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~tokui/research/iec-music/), some of which will be presented at GA2000.
OnAs for the reduction of GA population by NN, we got a positive feedback from users. It seems to increase the
probability of breeding a new generation, which reflects the user’s evaluation in the previous generation. To
evaluate the effectiveness of this method, however, we need to analyse experimental results more quantitatively,
which will be our future work.

Fig. 7 A typical generated rhythm phrase generated by "○○CONGA".

2. Conclusion
In this paper, we described our research on the interactive musical composition system. The system enables the
interaction between EC and human beings. We have shown that the system can generate musical phrases successfully
by combining GA and GP.
Our research has two important aspects. One is to study the basic IEC scheme and another is to develop a novel tool
for the music composition. From the first point view, we should make more quantitative analysis on the effectiveness
of the whole system, especially for the evaluation assistance by the neural network. For this purpose, we plan to
conduct some psychological experiments with many test subjects. In another respect, we should expand the musicality
of generated phrases. At the beginning, we will embed a mechanism to handle melodies to the system.
Recent research topics, such as humanized technology or KANSEI engineering {}, show that now it's timThere is a
move to revise the relationship between computers and human beings in proportion as computers become
indispensable in our everyday life. We believe the IEC will be one of the most important techniques to embed human
subjectivity to the searching ability of computers. In addition, the progress in the computer technology will bring us a
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novel way to make music more enjoyable and exciting. We hope our research can contribute to this stream.
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Abstract
This paper investigates Generative Art’s relationship with Minimalist and Conceptual paradigms and elucidates the
strategy with which certain Generative Artists pursue progression in their practice. The principles of Modernism and
Minimalism are discussed before being extended with an investigation of artists Richard Serra and Sol LeWitt as
conceptualist modifiers of Modernist principle. Links are then traced to examples of Generative Art and the thought of
certain practitioners to derive the ways in which progress is being sought in digital media.

Minimalism was the demystification and formalisation of art in the search for discrete essentials: context and
objecthood were targeted as the big issues in the problem of art in the 1960’s. Minimalism exists at the apogee of
Modernist theory, and clearly evolved out of a desire for progression, for greater understanding, the anarchic tendency
of the avant-garde.
Today, while the Modernist idea of the avant-garde, in one school of thought, is considered subsumed by the paradigm
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of post-modernism[1], that tendency for progression, subversion and anarchy remains in the motivations of our artists,
assured as the ‘progression’ of time itself. Sometimes on educated evaluation however, that which purports to be
progression is discovered to be a fugazi.
The elucidation of progress as the essential motivation of the avant-garde and the tracking of its results in art from the
landmark of Minimalism, hypothetically will render the strategies with which certain Generative Artists might
approach their practice. As such, we can gain a better understanding of Generative Art as a significant cultural
undertaking and, in a more practical manner, identify how specific applications can be seen to be progressive in
Generative Art.

1. Minimalism: the apogee of Modernism
It was proposed by critic Michael Fried that Clement Greenburg’s formal criticism is “better able to throw light upon
the new art [Modernism] than any other approach.”[2] The dominant theme in Greenberg’s approach is that the
Modernist Art of the time was more to do with the problems of art making itself than the traditional problems of
representing reality.
“The essence of Modernism lies, as I see it, in the use of the characteristic methods of a discipline to criticize
the discipline itself”[3]
The Minimalist movement set its target on essentialising the problem of art. Rather than perceive the surface of a
painting as a picture plane on which representation occurs, it became simply the polygon of greatest surface area in an
object that is hung on the wall in a gallery. The rigid, arbitrary geometries of Minimalist Sculpture too, were a critique
of the compositional and representational formula that dominated the canon of art history.
Minimalist artwork, more than any other modernist approach, engages the objecthood of art; its medium and its
context. There is no allegory, no representation, no illusion. The practise was all in pursuit of the holy grail of purity,
only having reached that goal, could we derive the value of an artwork to cultural evolution.

“The task of self-criticism became to eliminate from the effects of each art any and every effect that might
conceivably be borrowed from or by the medium of any other art. Thereby each art would be rendered 'pure',
and in its 'purity' find the guarantee of its standards of quality as well as of its independence.”[4]
The practise of sculptor Richard Serra represents a distinct link between the Minimalist approach and the succeeding
paradigm of Conceptual Art. Serra manifested “…a way of opposing the rigid geometries of Minimalist sculpture, in
which a viewer was presented with an object whose construction was a closed system, secreted away within the
interior of the object, invisible and remote.”[5]
Minimalists critiqued the institution of art and object, deriving that a work of art was no more than an object in a
gallery (all the rest was mythologisation). Serra and other conceptualist modifiers of Minimalism made the
contribution that essential to a work of art was also the issue of process.
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The rhetoric of process is obvious in Serra’s work. His list of verbs compiled in 1967-68, ‘to roll, to crease, to fold, to
store, to bend, to shorten, to twist etc.’ is the literal signifier of his practise. His film of 1968 “Hand Catching Lead”
depicts a hand continually grasping at pieces of lead falling at regular intervals. The intention of the hand is not,
however, to catch the lead, as soon as a piece is grasped it is immediately discarded. It is to represent the continuum of
process and of time as opposed to space or object. Serra also undertook to throw molten lead into the corner of a room.
The resulting object when the lead cooled testified to the process engaged in making it.
Another interesting iteration on the theme of process made by Serra was in his ‘propped’ work. Using steel, lead and
concrete as his medium, Serra arranged sheets and blocks of terrible mass into self-supporting arrangements of
somewhat dubious stability. The resulting structures, reminiscent of a house of cards, relied on internal forces to
sustain their objecthood. In a very basic physical sense this work became autonomous, a self-sustaining if not selfgenerating form.
Sol LeWitt’s process based practice has been defined as specifically conceptual and as such technically falls outside
the realms of Minimalism. However, the key late modernist constituents of, 1) reductivist aesthetic and 2) applying
the art to critique itself, are clearly present. LeWitt is even more explicitly engaged in the rhetoric of process than
Serra, his practice dematerialising to the point where his main activity was to produce instructions for wall drawings
which were then mailed to the gallery where the work was performed by assistants - LeWitt himself only arriving a
few days before the exhibition opened to survey the work. In form, the work is explicitly geometric, anti-illusionistic,
not representations of things but representative of exactly what they appeared to be. Their form is entirely their
objecthood.
“Obviously a drawing of a person is not a real person, but a drawing of a line is a real line.”[6]
LeWitt sees the artist in a role similar to a composer, who writes the score but doesn’t necessarily perform it, or that of
an architect, who designs a building but does not build it. Here process is the core issue of the artwork. Authorship is
removed from the work, a layer of abstraction – the artwork exists as a set of instructions while the actual crafting of
the work is carried out by persons the artist has never met.
“All planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution becomes a perfunctory affair. The idea
becomes a machine that makes the art.”[7]
The dematerialised and extensible nature of LeWitt’s work allows a certain mutability of form. Similar to different
orchestral performances of the same piece, the same work installed on different occasions can change markedly, yet it
remains identifiably the same work. The commonality is in the instructions given by the artist.

2. Generative Art: Demystifying New Media
In the same way that Minimalism acted as the apogee of Modernism by pursuing the essence of art in its current
manifestation, Generative Art critiques “New Media” by pursuing the essential issues involved in producing work with
computers. By analogy, this infers that there is now such a thing as ‘traditional new media’, that up until recent
attempts at critical scrutiny ‘new media’ has been simply re-mediating the tropes of modernist forms. The
recontextualising of media with technology represents the tendency of some artists towards that which David Broker
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describes as ‘Itness’.[8]
‘Itness’ is a recurring theme in every era of arts and entertainment. It Boys and It Girls seemingly explode into popular
forums, riding on waves of the new, generating adoration by sensation. The It kids shamelessly adopt and adapt
whatever rhetoric suits their purpose in theatrical guestures of self-definition. The novelty of their approaches quickly
wears thin in the regretful exemplification of how, “art is often fashion’s most accomodating victim”.[9]
Mitchell Whitelaw exposes ‘New Media’ art as “slipstreaming behind the biggest, fastest juggernaut around
[Technology]”,[10] in order to assure its position at the brink of the new. No new forms are created, only the
remediation of existing forms with the introduction of new technologies.
There is however, a determined trend for embracing the media of digital technology. Arguably the first to produce a
work of generative art in the digital realm with his ‘Gaussian Quadratic’ of 1963, A. Michael Noll too decries new
media work as simply copying aesthetic effects, without truly creating new forms.
“The computer has only been used to copy aesthetic effects, easily obtained with the use of conventional
media. The use of computers in the arts has yet to produce anything approaching entirely new aesthetic
experiences.”[11]
The Kantian self-reflexivity of late Modernism can be seen in Generative Art’s preoccupation with, and criticality of,
the form of the media. The discarding of irrelevant aesthetic inquiry within ‘new media’ artwork can only serve to
focus artistic thought on what it is we are actually doing here. If this is truly ‘new’ media, can we actually do anything
new with it?
2.1 Case 1 A.Michael Noll – “Gaussian Quadratic”
“Gaussian Quadratic”, A. Michael Noll’s work of 1963 is a product of a process invoked by a software program. In a
similar manner to the wall drawings of Sol LeWitt the work exists as a series of instructions programmed by Noll where LeWitt uses human draftspersons to ‘craft’ the work, Noll uses a machine. The concern is with process. The
aesthetic of the work, although clearly relating to Minimalism and Constructivism, is derived directly from the form of
the medium itself – the software language.
The work was exhibited in “Computer Generated Pictures” at New York’s Howard Wise Gallery in 1965. The first
exhibition in the United States of computer generated art, its title revealed that those involved were dubious as to the
work’s status.  
“The exhibitions title came about because not everyone involved considered what they were doing with
computer images to be art.”[12]
This is hardly surprising given that the artists engaged in the exhibition –Noll and his colleague Bela Julesz –
considered their work more engineering than art and what they were doing lacked precedent within cultural theory. The
significance of their approach is clearer today when considering the strategies of Generative Artists.
Theorist Michael Rush decries the machine aesthetic of the work of early computer artists, finding that the sameness of
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the images renders them uninteresting.
“Reminiscent of their constructivist forbears (eg. Sculptors Alexader Archipenko and Naum Gabo), who looked
to the machine as their partner in Art, early computer artists seem drawn to mechanical or futuristic Imagery, as
if the art of the machine had to bear some resemlace to the machine itself. While this may be natural, the art
can have a certain sameness to it as the geometric form of much early computer art testifies.”[13]
Perhaps he is justified in saying so, yet the aesthetic appeal of a work is clearly not the concern of many avant-garde
artists, it is the power of their work to subvert a commonly held (mis)belief. While A. Michael Noll may not have
been aware of the implications of his work to art practice at the time of his exhibition, the strategy is certainly more
apparent in the work of his ideological ancestors.
2.2 Case 2: Ade ward – “Saver1”
Ade Ward exhibits an autonomous self-generating animation on his website, “Stub.org” entitled “Saver1”. The
animation consists of white polygons on a grey ground that continuously morph into new variations of the same theme
in a virtual representation of 3-dimensions. In exactly the same way as Noll, Ward has programmed instructions that
cause the machine to carry out the processes involved in bringing about visual form. The work is more sophisticated
than Noll’s early implementation of this same strategy though, engaging 1) a continual redrawing of the screen to
create animation, 2) a more advanced geometry that allows the representation of the third dimension, and 3) an
interactive aspect that allows the user to effect the work within certain parameters.
The work’s reductivist aesthetic can be read as a critique of ‘New Media’ forms and a statement against re-mediation.
In this way the work takes a strategy akin to the Modern/Minimalist tradition; it seeks to elucidate the essential issues
in the art form of digital media. Ward suggests:
“Primarily, the "big question" that generative art poses is one of authorship. If, by automating one's creative
processes, one can produce an artwork automatically, where do we draw the boundary of creativity? Who is the
artist, the coder, or the executor? Does the artefact become irrelevant? Is the code (process) the artwork?”[14]
Other examples of Ward’s work indicate clearly that in his opinion, the code is certainly the artwork. “AutoIllustrator” is a freely downloadable software product that satirises the relationship of new media ‘creatives’ with the
software that they use to create art.
“The way I see it, when a graphic designer uses Auto-Illustrator to make some sort of artwork, I’m the actual
designer. Not them.” [15]
The extension of Noll’s 2D graphics approach into a 3D approach in “Saver1” ironically links the work to a
progressive trend in Generative Art towards the return of representation.
2.3 Case 3: William Latham – “Organic Technological Art”
The organic approach to generating visual form is too Process/Minimalist in its ancestry. Organic Art invokes a serial
process of genetic mutation, resulting in the evolution of pseudo-natural form. The artist doesn’t seek to represent
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reality as he perceives it, he represents reality as he knows it to be constructed. The genetic processes that take place in
the construction of nature are simulated within the medium of the machine in the work of artists such as William
Latham.
The paradox in his approach is: invoking one of the most abstract instruction-based processes leads to a rich
representation of nature, paradoxical because it was exactly representation that his ideological ancestors were
attempting to subvert.
This search for a new kind of representation through deep abstraction within the software environment is a
continuation of the search for the essential in the creative product. From Minimalism, through conceptual art, through
code-generated imagery, to organic art the memetic passage becomes clear.
The implication for art as a whole is that now the world of artificial life is the new avant-garde medium. Serra’s list of
verbs – to roll, to crease, to fold, to store, to bend, to shorten, to twist etc. – can now go on without him. The art can
make itself.

3. Conclusion
There are clear links between the pursuit of progress in the avant-garde strategy of artists working in traditional media
and the current practices exemplified by Generative artists. From the de-mythologising practices of the 60’s avantgarde, the trend for the pursuit of essentials in art practice continues today. The inference is that technological progress
can and does lead to new media forms, but it is first important that the true nature of the form is established before it
can be evaluated as a significant cultural art form.
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Abstract
TEAnO (Telematica, Elettronica, Analisi nell'Opificio) was born in Florence, in 1991, at the age of 8, being the direct
consequence of years of attempts by a group of computer science professionals to use the digital computers technology
to find a sustainable match among creation, generation (or re-creation) and recreation, the three basic keywords
underlying the concept of “Littérature potentielle” deployed by Oulipo in France and Oplepo in Italy (see “La
Littérature potentielle (Créations Re-créations Récréations) published in France by Gallimard in 1973).
During the last decade, TEAnO has been involving in the generation of “artistic goods” in aesthetic domains such as
literature, music, theatre and painting. In all those artefacts in the computer plays a twofold role: it is often a tool to
generate the good (e.g. an editor to compose palindrome sonnets of to generate antonymic music) and, sometimes it is
the medium that makes the fruition of the good possible (e.g. the generator of passages of definition literature). In that
sense such artefacts can actually be considered as “manufactured” goods.
A great part of such creation and re-creation work has been based upon a rather small number of generation constraints
borrowed from Oulipo, deeply stressed by the use of the digital computer massive combinatory power: S+n, edge
extraction, phonetic manipulation, re-writing of well known masterpieces, random generation of plots, etc. Regardless
this apparently simple underlying generation mechanisms, the systematic use of computer based tools, as well as the
analysis of the produced results, has been the way to highlight two findings which can significantly affect the practice
of computer based generation of aesthetic goods:
·         the deep structure of an aesthetic work persists even through the more “destructive” manipulations, (such as the
antonymic transformation of the melody and lyrics of a music work) and become evident as a sort of profound,
earliest and distinctive constraint;
·         the intensive stream of computer generated “raw” material seems to confirm and to bring to our attention the
existence of what Walter Benjamin indicated as the different way in which the nature talk to a camera and to
our eye, and Franco Vaccari called “technological unconsciousness”.
Computers are useless. They can only give you answers.
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

1.      The nature of the beast: the potential literature
In 1960 François Le Lionnais, as an offspring of the Collège de Pataphysique, founded the Oulipo. The name of the
group is an abbreviation of Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle (Workshop of Potential Literature). During numerous
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sessions following the foundation, the members discussed what they later referred to as the mechanics of the art of
literary creation. In 1961 François Le Lionnais conceived the term “potential literature” to set up a literary framework
for the work Cent Mille Milliards de Poèmes (One Hundred Thousand Billion Poems) by Raymond Queneau. Actually
he didn’t provide a real definition for such new-born notion which actual meaning could only be derived by a number
of samples: the potential literature does not fix one and for all the sequence of the textual elements which a literacy
work consist of, it fixes instead the formal methods to be used to re-structure such elements in order to generate an
instance of the class of all possible texts..
A potential literary work can thus be “played” rather than read: the user is provided with the game rules and a set of
and the basic elements to be combined and recombined according to the given rules.
One of the most famous formal methods proposed by Oulipo is the Jean Lescure's ‘Méthode M ± n’. As Lescure says:
«La méthode M ± n, que l'on propose d'abord sous la forme encore limitée dite S + 7 (forme qui a donné à la
méthode son nom), consiste à remplacer dans un texte existant (de qualité littéraire ou non) les mots (M) par
d'autres mots de même genre qui les suivent ou les précèdent dans le dictionnaire, à une distance variable mesurée
par le nombre des mots. Aussi S + 7 veut dire simplement que l'on remplace tous les substantifs d'un texte par le
septième qui le suit dans un lexique donné» [1]
According to Lescure’s statement, Keats’:
A thing of beauty is a joy for ever:
Its loveliness increases; it will never
Pass into nothingness; but still will keep
A bower quiet for us, and a sleep
Full of sweet dreams, and health, and quiet breathing
Could be turned into N/Adj/Adv (nouns/adjectives/adverbs) + 3 Keats’[1]
A thirst of beaver is a judge for evermore:
Its love-kindness increases; it will nevertheless
Pass into notification; but stoutly will keep
A bowler quixotic for us, and a sleep-car
Full of swell dregs, and health insurance, and quixotic breechblocks.
However, the “combinational itch” is not confined to the literacy domain. Similar researches have been carried out by
Oupeinpo, founded for the first time in 1964 (and re-founded may times in later years); an interesting example of
formal painting method proposed by Oupeinpo is the so called “proportioned colour painting”, consisting in the predefinition of the exact percentage of each colour which must be present in the final picture [2] . More formal painting
methods applied by Oupeinpo are described in [2]
A further example of combinational painting is represented by a mobile electro-painting with on-off lights entitled "
Jazz " by Frank J. Malina, which made available 211 (i.e. 2048) different combinations to the observers [3].
Actually. it must be noted that Oulipo and Oupeinpo are just the best known one of several OuxPo’s imagined by Le
Lionnais, who also defined the OuReliPo (Ouvroir de Religions Potentielles), the OuMuPo (Ouvroir de Musique
Potentielles), the OuCuiPo (Ouvroir de Cuisine Potentielles), etc.

2.                Many years later, someone yelled: «Remember the Alamo!»
Since the very first steps of the Ouplipian mice [3], the generation of instances of texts of potential literature was
performed by hand, even when such rules were extremely arduous to follow. Or better, the challenge was to defined
more and more sophisticated rules (and consequently sophisticated text generations or manipulations)[4] revealing in
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this the underlying enigmistic spirit of the Ouplepians.
In 1982 Paul Braffort and Jacques Roubaud founded the ALAMO or the Atelier de Littérature Assistée par la
Mathématique et les Ordinateurs during a workshop held in Villeneuve-lès-Avignon by the Oulipo; the aim of
ALAMO was to explore the potential of digital computer technology applied to the generation of potential literature.
As first results ALAMO made available a number of software programs aimed to exploit the potential of the
combinatorial literature like Litanie by Jean Meschinot”, Baci by Quirinus Kuhlmann, Sonetti by Queneau, Dizains by
Bénabou” (strophes of ten verses), Triolets by Braffort” (ballads of eight verses) [5]
Following the example of ALAMO, TEAnO - , Elettronica, Analisi nell'Opificio - was born during the conferefence
“Attenzione al potenziale – il gioco della letteratura” (Beware of the potential- the game of literature) held in Florence
in may 1991. He was born at the age of 8, being the direct consequence of years of attempts by a group of computer
science professionals to use the digital computers technology to find a sustainable match among creation, generation
(or re-creation) and recreation, the three basic keywords underlying the concept of “Littérature potentielle”.
The name is the direct consequence of the trial of finding some equivalent of fighting at Fort Alamo; Barletta was felt
too much against our French guests, so that the only possible choice was another historical place: Teano. Suddenly
TEAnO as acronym.
The works of TEAnO spread on three main directions:
·           Automatic

generation of some “artistic” works;

·           Support

to the creative generation of artistic works;

·           Studies

and formalisations of creative and artistic operations.

During its life TEAnO produced many works in the above directions, and organised many public events to issue
results and to promote activities.
In the following paragraph some examples of the production are reported, in order to present the working activities of
the group.

2.1 Automatic Generations

We list some examples of automatic generations, ordering them according to the growing complexity of the used
models.
2.1.1.      Pataphysics
In 1983 “Jarry e la Patafisica” was a big event organised in Milan, with a big exhibition and various happenings
related; within the exhibition a computer room was set up by TEAnO, allowing the visitors to generate automatically
various literature creations; the generations followed typical oulipians rules, such as S+n, antonymic substitutions,
combinatorial generations, etc.[4] Among the generation of “pataphysic” proverbs, horoscopes or manipulation of well
known poems, we report below the result of the generation of plots; each character was modelled as a finite state
automaton, able to perform some actions, each of them able of influencing the other automata; the concurrent
execution of them provided examples such as the following:
CAST:
The Cardinal
The Religion
God
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The Sin
The Religion meets God.
In a dark night, the Cardinal meets God.
Following dirty intrigues, The Religion meets the Cardinal.
God meets the Sin.
The Sin meets the Religion.
Suddenly, the Cardinal gets married to the Religion.
God kills the Cardinal. and the Sin get married to the Religion.
The Sin kills itself.
The Religion get married to God, and both were happy forever.

The interest in the example is not, of course, in the result, but in the possibility to model narrative plots, we will find
also in further more sophisticated works.

2.1.2.      Artusi’s recipes
Following the master of ‘800 Italian cooking, Pellegrino Artusi, a classification of the ingredients of recipes has been
organised, and a kind of substitution of them (following an S+n algorithm) inside of the text has been performed,
obtaining new creative recipes [5]. Among them, the followings, the former absolutely foolish, the latter more than
edible:
Snail ice cream (Original: Lemon ice cream)
Courgette: 300 grams; brandy: half a litre; snails: no.3
Use snails from gardens, having them a better flavour in respect to the foreign ones. Boil the courgettes in the brandy, add some piece of loin of the
snails; boil for 10 minutes with open pan. Let the syrup cool, and squash the nails inside. Put in the ice cream machine. This quantity will be
sufficient for six persons.
Apples with Calvados (Original: cream cheese with coffee)
Mix slowly apples and calvados. Add dowder of a courgette. Serve in a cup.

2.1.3.      Tales
According to the Propp’s work on Russian tales scripts, a generative algorithm has been set up, with the proper
contextual constraints, in order to produce original magic folk tales; changes in the constrains allowed to change the
culture of the generated tales.
Many works regarding the generation of folktales using the Propp's approach have been performed within TEAnO
since 1983. Such works range from simple generation programs, strictly adopting the syntax proposed by Propp to
generate Russian folktales, to more sophisticated ones trying to tune this mechanism for generating folktales belonging
to the Italian folklore and the latter was used to create scripts for some performances of traditional wooden puppet
theatre. The most interesting results are described in [6].
Nevertheless, some activities have been carried out in order to try to find a more sophisticated and general purpose
"novel generation engine", which led to the work of Claude Bremond.
As known, the analysis developed by Propp is based on four axioms [7]:
a) The constant, stable elements of a folktale are the actions (Propp call them "functions") performed by the characters,
regardless who is actually performing the action and how. They are the basic building blocks of the folktale.
b) The number of such functions in a folktale is limited to 24.
c) The sequence in which the functions follow each other is always the same (that is each function is independent from
the other)
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d) All the folktales have the same structure.
In [8], Claude Bremond tries to make a step further in the work done by Propp by contradicting the basic axioms and
generalising the morphology proposed by Propp to any kind of novels and not only folktales. Following Bremond, the
new four axioms for the morphology of a novel are:
a) The basic building block is still the function as in Propp's work, but such functions are not limited and are grouped
into sequences to generate the whole novel.
b) A novel is a sequence of "elementary sequences". Each elementary function (processes) consists of three functions
corresponding to the three mandatory components of the elementary sequence:
1) a first function (an event to be foreseen or a behaviour to be taken) that "opens" the process related to the
elementary sequence and provides its rationale;
2) a second function that implements the process in terms of actual events and/or behaviours
3) a third function that "closes" the process related to the elementary sequence under the form of a result that has been
(or has not been achieved)
c) With an elementary sequence, a function does not necessarily force the subsequent one (contradicting Propp) and
each elementary action is described by a "virtuality graph":

Fig 1: the virtual graph for the development of elementary sequences

d) Elementary sequences can be combined in different ways to form "complex sequences". Two examples of links
between elementary sequences are the following:
          "bout à bout": the third function (the closure) of an elementary sequence implements the first function (the
opening) of the subsequent elementary sequence;
          "enclave": the functions which an elementary sequence consists of are exploded in nested elementary sequences
which functions can be in turn exploded in other elementary sequences and so on.
Generated examples are the following, the former in a schematic structure, se second in a more complete narrative
form:
First example:
The dragon kidnapped the king father of the beautiful princess.
The beautiful princess proclaimed a ban.
The valiant archer left secretly taking the brave horse.
The valiant archer flow to the bounds of the world with the brave horse.
The valiant archer set free the king from the dragon.
The dragon prosecuted flying the valiant archer.
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The valiant archer hid himself.
The dragon failed the prove and killed himself.
The valiant archer became beautiful.
The valiant archer married the beautiful princess.
Second example (a fragment)
After having tied and gagged the kingdom’s wizard, the cyclops Cecyl stole the magic potion. Immediately after the misfortune, heralds were sent
to inform the near kingdoms about the fact, calling for valiant knights.
The groom Huliev, after having heard the complaints of the courts, decided autonomously to leave for removing the misfortune.
The wizard Basil asked Huliev to share all the wheat reserves with the poors of the kingdom for fighting the hunger, promising his helps.
Basil and Huliev, together, decide to share the objects according to their own needs, and the wizard prepared a magic potion for Huliev, cooking
barks of trees hundreds years old.
Near to the river Huliev found a small boat, went on it and, very quickly, arrived to his destination.
Huliev, confident on his capabilities and possibilities, invited the cyclops into the arena, where they should have been running among lions, rushing
off without being eaten. The longer in surviving will have been the winner.
The run was very difficult, and logs on the way was adding difficulties, but Huliev arrived to the goal as first.
While the cyclops went hiding himself in the dungeons of the castle, Huliev followed him and imprisoned him till the end of the his days.
…………….

Following the approach of C. Bremond seems to be possible to synthesise novels having a structure that is much more
sophisticated if compared with the folktales originating from Propp's axioms.
A work group is evaluating the generation of really interactive novels (or interacting scripts) using the logic proposed
by Bremond to be performed on a multimedial computer workstations or on the (future) interactive TV. The interaction
between the user and the generation program would be possible by means of an "emotional joystick", that is a sort of
"crystal sphere" changing colour depending on the evolution of the interactive novel. A first rough prototype of such
emotional joystick is currently being developed.

2.1.4.      Antonymic music
Antonymic transformation refers to the substitution of some (or all the) words in a text with their “opposite” (white
with black, earth with see or with sky, and so on). Which is the antonym od a tune? TEAnO assumed an algorithm to
define it, providing both antonymic texts and tunes.
The "antonymic poetry" is another canonical constraint proposed by Oulipo[1]: it consists of the substitution of all the
"meaningful" words in a given poetry with words having exactly the opposite meaning. Typically, since it is not
possible to define an "absolute antonym" of a specific word[6], a context dependent substitution is performed and, in
general, many different results can be achieved from the same text to manipulate.
For example, the following short passage from T. S. Eliot:
After the torchlight red on sweaty faces
After the frosty silence in the gardens
After the agony in stony places
The shouting and the crying
.....
can be turned in:
Before the darkness black under dry feet
Before the burning shouts in the rooms
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Before the birth in grassy places
The silence and the laughter
.....
TEAnO has applied this techniques to texts (both prose and poetry) and to music as well, so to obtain the so called
"antonymic music".
The generation of antonymic music is based on the following mechanism, which in some sense resemble the one
adopted for antonymic poetry [9]: after having drawn a given melody on the pentagram, the "average value", a sort of
"musical centre of gravity" of such melody is determine as a specific position on the pentagram and, then, all the notes
of the melody are reflected above and under the average position. Finally, the antonymic melody is "normalised"
(shifting of all the notes by a fixed number of position on the pentagram) in order to bring all the antonymised phrases
to the same tonality.
The following is an example of an antonymic transformation [9]:

Fig 2: An antonymic transformation on a musical phrase (the centre of gravity is F)
This is essentially a mathematical/statistical approach, based on some statistical assumptions:
a) a note appear more frequently in a musical phrase is considered more important for the melody than another that is
repeated less frequently and has the same intensity and duration;
b) a note having a longer duration is considered more important for the melody than another with less duration but
same intensity and frequency
c) a note with a higher intensity is more important for the melody than another having the same frequency and duration
but a lower intensity.
With the help of commercially available computer programs, a number of experiments have been realised on some
well known songs, using the antonymic techniques for processing both music and lyrics: for example, "Le feuilles
mortes" by J. Prevert and J. Kosma has been transformed into "Le racines vives" and "Blowin' in the wind" by B.
Dylan into "Breathin' in the lull".
The work performed on antonymic music led to the idea of the design of a "musical workstation" for standard PC's, a
sort of "virtual juke-box" able to play the same record in a hundred thousand billions of different ways [9]: for
example, different and interesting results can be obtained by varying the parameters for the determination of the
musical centre of gravity and/or changing completely the transformation algorithm.
This musical workstation allows to enter a melody and to apply to it one ore more pre-defined transformations; it is
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then possible to listen to the achieved results and to print the related scores.
One of the most promising evolution of these techniques for music manipulation could consist in thinking of such
transformations as algebraic operations on a an "algebraic musical structure" (e. g. a group or a linear space) and
deriving from it the basic properties of different classes of melodies.
A feasibility study is currently being carried out on this subject on the basis of the overall structure [9] described in the
following figure:

Fig 3: an overall architecture for the musical workstation

2.1.5.      Cocktails
A model of cocktail has been built, and a knowledge base of the official standard cocktails has been set up, to be used
as a basis for an automatic generation of new cocktails, through artificial intelligence “ by example” methods.
Among the cocktails generated:
Montezuma
14 parts of cachassa
1 part of peach brandy
2 drops of angostura
2 drops of lemon juice
a cherry
mix with ice

2.1.6.      Recipes
The works on the cocktail has been refined, adding complexity of working operations, in order to generate
automatically cooking recipes. The works are provided in this conference [10].

2.1.7.      Metaphors
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A model of metaphors as partially overlapping knowledge representation frames has been set up, able to generate
automatically new metaphors, as a way to stimulate new understandings. The model was able to generate metaphorical
phrases such as:
I cant digest your ideas.
I devoured your book.
I’m thirsty of kwowledge.

2.2 Support to creative generation
2.2.1.      Anagrammatic poetry support
Some of the Oplepo productions was related to the constructions of poems in which each verse was an anagram of a
previously defined set of letters; a program has been developed to help the authors in this kind of work.
Following in the footsteps of G. Perec ( who published in France the work "Ulcérations" composed exclusively of
anagrams of the French word ulcérations) and R. Campagnoli (who published in Italy the work "Edulcoranti"
composed exclusively of anagrams of the Italian word edulcoranti), this editor helps the user in writing poetry or prose
consisting exclusively of various anagrams of a selected word. It allows to:
a)         define the selected word to anagram;
b)         to define a fixed section within the word that will not be changed during the anagram
generation
c)         generate the complete list of all existing anagram (taking into account the constraint due
to the fixed part of the word)
d)                  browse and select the desired anagram and edit it on the screen by adding blank spaces
This is a really a suitable subject for the exploitation of the combinatorial power of computers as a powerful
help for the humans in the creation of original works. The English word "loutishness" can generate up to
39916800 anagrams but, keeping the part "theloss" fixed and generating all the possible anagrams, we can
obtain the response: "the loss in us".
2.2.2 A tool for the production of definitional literature
A piece of definitional literature can be generated from a given text by substituting each "meaningful" word (such as
nouns, adjectives and some adverbs) with its definition contained in a given dictionary and iterating this procedure for
a number of times [1].
Using this technique, it is possible, after three steps, to generate a text of approximately 180 words starting from a
sentence of six words. For example [1]:
STEP 0:           The cat has drinks the milk.
STEP1:            The carnivorous, domestic and digitigrade mammal drinks the white sweet liquid                     produced
by the females of the Mammalian.
STEP2:            The meat eating, living in places populated by humans, and walking on fingers                         mammal
...
This interactive tool helps the user in defining one or more (specialised or general purpose) dictionaries to be used in
the step by step process, allows to define the words to be substituted and the number of steps to apply.
2.2.3.      Palindromic sonnet support
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The generation of palindromic phrases is a cumbersome work, but to build a palindromic sonnet is an extreme trial; a
program helping in it has been developed.
The sonnet is a very complex maze based on a well known and very successful set of constraints since a number of
centuries. In the specific case of the palindrome sonnet a new constraint has been added to the usual ones: the same
text must be readable starting from the first character of the first verse as well as starting from the last character of the
last verse.
The palindrome constraint sets up a complex grid of correspondences and reflections that have to be satisfied in order
to accomplish the required rhymes and metrics.
The following is an example of the templates (generated by the editor) for a palindrome sonnet accomplishing two
different rhyme structures [7] , obtained just by enter the first verse, which can give an idea of the complexity of the
composition:
ABBA – ABBA - CDC - DCD
was alone in the sun

ABAC - ABAD - ABE - ABE

* [8]

was alone in the sun
*

was*
*sun

nus*sun
was*

was*sun
*
nus*
*sun

*sun
nus*
*sun
nus*

*
nus*saw
nus*

*sun
nus*
*saw

*saw
*
nusehtnienolasaw

nus*saw
*
nusehtnienolasaw

proceed by adding spaces for separating words (e. g. in the last verse) and entering the missing
part of the sonnet: any entered character will be reflected by the program in the appropriate positions (depending on the
specific rhyme structure) to ensure the validity of all constraints. During the sonnet composition, the "*" characters
indicates to the user where it is possible to add new character without violating the constraints.

After that, the user can

Furthermore, the editor provides a number of functionalities for helping the writer to select the desired rhyme structure
from a dozen of pre-defined schemes (e.g. ABAB-BABA-CDC-DCD or ABBA-ABAB-CDE-CDE or ABAB-ABBACDE-DEC), to define new rhyme structures and to choose the number of characters taken into account for each rhyme.

2.3 Studies on formalization
2.3.1.      Scripts formalisations and algebraic models of Telenovelas
Analysis of movies script structures has been executed through Petri Nets, allowing a formal distinction between plot
and narration; trials in changing the narration on the same plot has been carried on. More, some algebraic model of
telenovelas have been carried on toward the generation of “successful” movies.
As well known, telenovelas present a very established and peculiar structure that can be described by means of few
simple rules:
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a)         A fixed set of characters
b)         A fixed set of closed places in which all the actions are developed
c)         A number of related (but independent) narrative processes which evolve in parallel
This consideration can lead to the definition of an algebraic structure and a set of operation based on it, to be used for
generating "canonical" telenovelas:

T = {t,P,S}
where t represents the time, P is the set of all involved characters and S is the set of all possible closed places.
This first description provides only a static view of the set of telenovelas; to describe the development of all actions, a
structure called "script" has been defined:

x = <T, L, F>
where the first item, T, is a static description of telenovelas, the second, L, is a function (functions are typically the
elements describing transformations of other elements) having specific properties and called "placement"; the third
component, F, is another function, called "focus".
During the development of the script, the various parallel stories evolve in parallel, characters interact each other and
move from one place to another. At any time, the placement function has the goal of describing the distribution of
characters over the different places and their transitions from place to place; on the basis of the so determined
distribution, it is possible to apply the focus function in order to find out the most interesting place (that is the place in
which the performed actions have the highest narrative tension) in order to focus the script on the actions happening in
such place.
One of the most interesting implications of a so defined structure, describing an abstract telenovela, is that it allows the
definition of a sort of telenovela engine, consisting of "elementary telenovelas" that can be composed in order to obtain
a whole family of "canonical telenovelas".

2.3.2.      Recipes
A formal model of cooking recipes has been set up, according to a definition of ingredients and working steps,
introducing a metric and the concept of “distance”, allowing an evaluation of a recipe copyright violation [11].

2.3.3.      Aesthetical translation
Is it possible to translate an artistic composition into another of different nature (e.g. a poem into a painting) preserving
the “aesthetical emotion” of the observer? This is the goal of this research line. The main lines followed are resumed
here.
An art A can be characterised by a set of features FAi.                            
A={FAi} , i=1..NFA
Each feature can assume a set of enumerated predefined values VAij.
FAi: {VAij} ,i=1..NFA ,j=1..Mai
A manufact O belonging to the art A is characterised by a set of values:
O(A)={vaij} vaij Î Vaij
Examples:
Ex.1.
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PAINTING={form, technique, size, composition, colours, ..., subject}
form={square, horizontally rectangular, vertically rectangular, oval, ..., round}
technique={oil, water-colour, ..., composite}
...
subject={abstract, pastoral, town, sea, ..., feminine portrait, masculine portrait}
La Gioconda={vertically rectangular, oil, small, ..., feminine portrait}
Ex.2
POETRY={schema, verses, phonemes, ..., subject}
schema={sonnet, ... , prose}
phonemes={prevalent a, prevalent e, prevalent i, ..., liquids, ...}
...
L'infinito={sonnet, endecasyllabs, ...}
To simplify computations (as it will be clear in the following, we can represent a manufact as an array of Boolean, using as indexes all the possible
enumerative values:
O(A)={vai} i=1..S MAk, k = NFA
In the example above, the result would be:
La Gioconda={0,0,1,0,...,0;1,0,...,0;...;...;0,0,0,0,...,1,0}
Given two artistic disciplines A and B, relationships can be provided between the related features FA and FB, to map the artistic discipline A on B
(in general the relationships are not reversible).
We can assume that each FAi will contribute to some extent to different features FB's, and, more in general, each vaij will contribute to different
vbij.
We can define a mapping matrix MABij which elements are defined as:
mabij i = Sum MAk,j = Sum MBh
k = NFA, h = NFB
and represents a weight (e.g. on a range 0..1) of how much a value from A influences values on B.
Example:
A=painting
B=poetry
MAB:
square
horiz.rect.
vert.rect.
oval
...
round
oil
watercolor
...
composite
…
abstract
pastoral
town
sea
...
femin.port.
masc.port.

sonnet
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.7

prose
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

...
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

prev.a
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

prev.e
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

prev.i
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2

0.2
0.0
0.2

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

...

liquids

...

...

where sonnet, prose, ... refer to the poetic structure; prevalence of vowel a, e, ... to the sound of the vowels; liquids, ... to other letters; and
correspondingly, square, horizontal rectangle, .. to the shape of the painting; oil, watercolour, ... to the technique; abstract, pastoral, town, ... to the
subject, and so on.
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Given the opera O(A) composed in the art A, it is possible to translate it in the art B:
O'(B) = maxf(O(A) * MAB)
where the operation * represents the usual multiplication of an array by a matrix, rows by columns and the operation maxf indicates that, for each
of the NB features of O'(B), the maximum value of O'(B) within the single feature is set to 1, and all the others to 0.
As an example, the transformation of a soonnet into a painting, executed following the suggestions obtained through the method.

S' IO FOSSI FUOCO
S' i' fosse foco, arderei 'l mondo;
s'i' fosse vento, lo tempesterei;
s'i' fosse acqua, i' l'annegherei,
s'i' fosse Dio, mandereil' en profondo;
s'i' fosse papa, sare' allor giocondo,
ché tutt'i cristiani imbrigherei;
s' i' fosse 'mperator, sa' che farei
a tutti mozzarei lo capo a tondo.
S' i' fosse morte, andarei da mio padre;
s' i' fosse vita, fuggirei da lui:
simìlemente faría da mi' madre.
S' i' fosse Cecco, com' i' sono e fui,
torrei le donne giovani e leggiadre,
e vecchie e laide lasserei altrui.

3.                Suddenly, the technological unconsciousness bursted in
The interaction between humans and computers can be thought as divided into two different (but equally interesting)
classes of activities: the productive interactions and the experiential interaction [12].
During the productive interaction, the computer is used as a tool for producing an outcome in the real world (for
example the interaction with the word processor for writing this paper) that is considered more important the
experience of the interaction itself. On the other hand, experiential interaction essentially consists of the use of the
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computer as a medium for being engaged in a sensorial (aesthetic) experience: that experience is real goal of the
interaction (for example the interaction with a computer game or the plotting of fractal coloured diagrams of the
Mandelbrot set).
Both such classes of interaction are based on the exploitation of the complementary characteristic of human thinking
and computer processing capabilities in order to try to create something "new" and "aesthetically worthwhile".
All the activities of the members of TEAnO are intended to explore this twofold potential of the human-computer
interaction. Within this framework, we can highlight a first basic question: is there something new created by the usage
of the huge computational power of a digital computer in actualising a massive amount instances of instances of
potential literature (and not only literature)? Is it just a matter of a greater throughout and of higher production speed
and greater processing capability? Or, rather, within the huge mass of artifacts one can find something which is a
specific consequence of the human interpretation of the computer generated stream of material?
Looking back at the various attempts made by TEAnO in the last years, we it seems to us that something similar to the
“technological unconsciousness” could be foreseen, as it has been defined by F. Vaccari regarding photography on the
basis of Benjamin’s observations in “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reprodizierbarkeit”.
Vaccari saysthe concept of “activity” is essential to the concept of “unconsciousness”; an “activity” according to rules
which escape from the control of consciousness, and which meaning can directly be linked to the term “production”.
The unconsciousness is an independent production centre, building and structuring to the unstructured elements
streaming through it. Every time than that the human being delegated to a tool based on a certain technology his own
activity, we can find a sort of “frozen” or “hard” consciousness compared “frozen” or “hard” consciousness compared
to that plastic and active one typical of the human being [13].
Form this point of view the technological unconsciousness must be seen as a mere extension and enhancement of
human faculties. Rather it demonstrates a sort of autonomous capability, as if the tool were a fragment of
unconsciousness in activity [13]. As the use of the photographic technology destroyed the idea of the existence of
privileged point of views, in the same manner seems that the use of the computer technology to actualise the potential
literature destroys the intrinsic (even if unexpressed) constraint of creating “meaning”, always present in the manual
production of this kind of aesthetic manufactured goods. Whatever meaning we would give to the word “meaning”.
The fruition of the aesthetic artefact is changing as well, as a consequence of a changing relationship between
originality and contingency of the produced work. Regarding this changing, in [4], the author says: we preserves these
fragments[9], even in contrast with the essence of a “literature generating machine”, crystallising on paper a single
infinitesimal event with an innumerable series of event , with a special taste for the fruition and re-fruition, as men
who, living in a civilisation that evolves by destroying the paste, is aimed to collect and preserve its traces. We are not
able to dispose an aesthetic artefact even it is possible to get billions of similar ones.
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[1] This example of M ± n is reported by E.Vos in “Interactive Fiction; Scilit; das Gedicht als Gebrauchsgegenstand; Littérature Potentielle – Four

Views on Literature and Technology”, Tecnology, Cahiers Interdisciplinaire et Internationaux. The first verse of the manipulated Keats’ work is
cited by Le Lionnais in the second Oulipo’s manifesto.
[2] Following such method, Thieri Foulc produced a collage entitled “The red and the black”, realised by means of 5000 red squares and 5000
black squares
[3] The Oulipo’s members liked to define themselves as "mice that have to build the maze form which they try to escape"
[4] Regarding this, we must mention the work “Edulcoranti” by R. Campagnoli consisting of a poem in which each verse is an anagram of the

italian word edulcoranti. The same restriction was already been used by George Perec to create “Ulcerations”.
[5] An overview of the overall production of ALAMO is presented in “Action poétique” n. 95, 2 nd quarter 1984. A brief summary of the

ALAMO’s software tools is reported in [2].
[6]What could be, for example, the "absolute antonym" of white? Black? Coloured? Non white?
[7]For evaluating rhymes, only the last three characters of each verse are taken into account
[8]The "*" character stands for any sequence of character still missing in the structure
[9] Referred to fragments of text generated by means of one the TEAnO products, called Oulipoit
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Abstract
Human beings formulate their thoughts through their own language. To use a sentence by Ezra Pound: "The thought
hinges on word definition."
Software beings formulate their thoughts through data structures. Not through a specific expressive means, but directly
through concepts and relations.
Human beings formulate their thoughts in a context, which does not require any further translation.
If software beings want to be appreciated by human beings, they are forced to translate their thoughts in one of the
languages the human beings are able to understand. On the contrary, when a software being communicates with
another software being, this unnatural translation is not justified: communication takes place directly through data
structures, made uniform by opportune communication protocols.
The Generative Art prospect gives the software beings the opportunity to create works according to their own nature.
But, if the result of such a creation must be expressed in a language human beings are able to comprehend, then this
result is a sort of circus performance and not a free thought. Let’s give software beings the dignity they deserve and
therefore allow them to express themselves according to their own nature: by data structures.This work studies in depth
the opportunity to divide the software ‘thought’ communication from its translation in a human language. The recent
introduction of XML leads to formal languages definition oriented to data structure representation. Intrinsically data
and program, XML allows, through subsequent executions and validations, the realization of typical contextual
grammars descriptions, allowing the management of high complexities.The translation from a data structure into a
human language can take place later on and be oriented to different alternative kind of expression: lexical (according
to national languages), graphical, musical, plastic.
The direct expression of data structures promises further communication opportunities also for human beings. One of
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these is the definition of a non-national language, as free as possible from lexical ambiguities, extremely precise.
Another opportunity concerns the possibility to express concepts usually hidden by their own representation. A Roman
bridge, the adagio from "Music for strings, celesta and percussion" by Bartok and Kafka’s short novel "In the gallery"
have something in common; a work of Generative Art, first expressed in terms of structure and then translated into an
architectural, musical, or literary work can express this explicit community.

1. Metadata on the web
Since the advent of the Internet plenty of information is moving to the web. Good, bad, interesting, wrong,
copyrighted, free, false, obsolete information ... all together.
Since its beginning, web needed metadata: data about data. Data is not enough: we need to describe, in some way, its
content, its autorship, its age, its authority, etc.
We saw (see, and will see), several attempts to organize all this information: by directories, by keywords, ... And we
see that this is a huge work that no <central metadata repository> will be able to carry out.
Just a little example, to fix the image: we have thousands of books, articles, web pages, etc, collected in libraries,
biblioteques, stores, web sites: we want to obtain a list of all the books written by a certain author.
The old way to obtain this is: we need a huge database containing all the titles with associated author, so we can ask
for a search.
An alternative way (and we are speaking of this one) is the following:
·         every 'resource' of type 'book' must have associate (*in some way*) a property 'author', with a unique value
·         both the resource, the property name and the value must be unique, immune from homonymies
·         the triple resource / property / value is stored on any computer, accessible via the web, and made 'known' to search
tools - let's call it a 'metadata repository'
·         the search tool we use consults a 'selected' set of metadata repository (ideally: all), and presents the result.
The first step in order to obtain this result is to 'describe' data. Such a description must be an entity separate from the
data.
Sometime it can be embedded with the data itself: it is the case of a web page having some metadata information
hidden, usually in the <HEAD> section.
Often, however, the real power of metadata tecniques lays in their ability to describe something without modify, or
even access, it. This is useful if we want to describe web pages written by others, but moreover it can be used to
describe things not living on the web, like 'real' things, or concepts.
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"A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a compact string of characters for identifying an abstract or physical
resource."" [7].
"The term 'Uniform Resource Locator' (URL) refers to the subset of URI that identify resources via a representation of
their primary access mechanism (e.g., their network 'location')".
When a resource is not stored on a computer we cannot simply dereference its URL to obtain it. But we can be
however identify with a URI, hence we can describe it through that. In our example, this is the case for the author of
our book (a *real* person), and the book (a pretty abstract object, having several physical instances).
So, the identity of the author and his book can be made unique using URIs instead of plain names. Something like
'http://uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Ficciones-1' and 'http://www.familiaborges.ar/uris/JorgeLuisBorges'.
Also the property 'author' needs to be uniquely identified. A possile solution is the one proposed by the Dublin Core
Element Set [4] - a standard enforced by a committee of bibliographic experts - which defines, among others, the
property 'Creator'.
Hence, a statement expressing the authorship of a book could be something like:
(http://uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones,
   http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core_elements#Creator,
     http://www.familiaborges.ar/uris/JorgeLuisBorges)
This association may be written embedded in the resource, or separate from it. The location on the web of this
association must be known, and reachable.
Well. It can work. Now we may want to continue, providing some information about the author, like his birth date,
birth place, and so on.
So, publishing metadata means: defining a dictionary for a certain domain of knowledge, ensure this dictionary is
accepted and used by a certain community, write a document using such a dictionary, publish it on the web, let its
existence known to some "metadata directory".
As the search runs on the web, the syntactic basis on which such a dictionary is built must be web-friendly. The
language of the web has been HTML since the beginning, so one of the first attempts to store metadata was based on
HTML itself, mainly through use of the <META> tag. See, for example:[2]. HTML extensibility was tried too, as in
the SHOE project [1].
Then came XML, eXtensible Markup Language [3].

2. XML
Maybe not the best language we invented since Assembler, but born in the right time, with the right face in the right
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place. It has an authoritative father - SGML, and a very famous brother - HTML. It is designed for the web, it is easy,
it seems something already known. So it became immediately popular.
XML defines the basics for a language, but not too much. It defines the rules for the character set, the basic structure
for the tags, some rule for its extensibility. It defines no dictionaries, no syntactic rules, no semantic at all. It is not an
Esperanto - that would be likely to fail, but just an alphabeth plus few orthographic rules.
XML gives us syntactic and semantic rules, plus the means for the definition of dictionaries through XML documents
called 'schemas'. Sentences, periods, documents, web sites will be built on such a dictionaries. The schemas itself will
be built following a specific schema for schemas.
Documents will contain data of any type, but structured according to one or more schemas. Some data will be strongly
structured - namely data traveling from a computer program to another, while some data will be less structured, like
text documents: HTML itself has a XML counterpart - XHTML, that adds a bit of severity to the syntax.
Wide acceptance of the choosen schemas is the key for the diffusion of XML documents. So now we see raging the
battle for the fatherhood of various domain specific schema. Even the schema for schemas is a golden fleece for major
software companies. Organizations are proposing - or trying to impose - their schemas to the world for every matter in
the business: order tracking, book description, financial information, computer configuration, sofware protocols, etc.
The non-business world is not just observing. A lot of schemas have already been defined to represent specific
domains in arts, literature, healt, biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, religion, ...

3. Metadata in XML
As so much information is being converted following a XML dictionary, this appears a good choice for metadata too.
So, in place of existing proposal derived from LISP or other AI languages, some XML based language was introduced.
The emerging one seems to be RDF (Resource Definition Framework) [5], led by World Wide Web Consortium [6]: it
defines first of all a language-independent model, but also suggests XML as a first choice syntax.
The main advantage in using XML is, obviously, its diffusion and wide acceptance on the web. This is also the first
goal of standard metadata dictionaries, so why do not use it?
As happened with HTML, metadata can be embedded with the XML documents it describe, when possible. However,
more often it will be written in separated documents, just referencing the subjects. The last is the only, or best, solution
for documents written in formats others than HTML or XML, like plain texts, word processor documents, JPEG files,
MIDI files, etc. This is also the case for non-web objects, like persons, printed books, geographical places, and so on.
XML also offers some technical solution for typical metadata problems. One of these is the adoption of 'namespaces' as
a mean to produces unique identifiers.
In the following construct, "rdf:" and "dc:" are substituted with the full paths stated with "xmlns:...", giving unicity to
each tag.
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<?xml version='1.0'?>
<rdf:RDF
   xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
   xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core_elements">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.generativeart.com/ga2000/works/art23">
    <dc:Title> Deep architectures and exterior communication in generative art</dc:Title>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
The URI "http://www.generativeart.com/ga2000/works/art23" identifies the document we want to describe.
The previous example about "Ficciones" could hence be written:
<rdf:RDF
   xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
   xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core_elements">
<rdf:Description rdf:about = "uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones">
    <dc:Creator rdf:Resource="www.familiaborges.ar/uri/JorgeLuisBorges" />
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
Here the rdf:Resource attribute is used as a pointer to another URI.
This example, using only dc:Creator, is just a spoon of water taken from the sea of information. Everyone can imagine
its preferred iceberg under this peak.
However, do not forget metadata about metadata! Its importance become clear when, beside 'objective' information
like dc:Creator, I start to express 'opinions' about a subject. In such a case it is important that the reader is enabled to
know the author of the metadata, in order to give him trust or not. The following is an example, based on fantasy
dictionaries 'foo' and 'trust'; we assume it written in a document named "www.somewhere.org/doc-1":
<rdf:Description rdf:about = "uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones"
    rdf:bagId="opinion-1">
    <foo:Quality foo:Range="1-5" rate="5" />
</rdf:Description>
In another document, you may find:
<rdf:Description rdf:about = "www.somewhere.org/doc-1#opinion-1"
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    rdf:bagId="b1">
    <trust:believeIn trust:perc="100" />
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:description rdf:about="b1">
    <dc:Creator>Andrea Chiodi</dc:Creator>
</rdf:description>
This add a comment about the first statement, asserting that in my opinion you can trust 100% to it.
Signing with electronic signature, instead of simple plain names like in the example, we can give to every statement
the rigth level of authority. And this is a possible path to a 'web of trust', in which everyone can express an opinion,
but where the users on the web can judge about its acceptability.

4. Deep architecture metadata
Honestly, declaring the author of a book is not a great conquer. But things can get a bit more interesting if we imagine
some more detailed description.
For example, let's take a musical composition. Every piece of music can be given a certain number of attributes,
depending of our actual interest. It is usually 'a part' of another piece of music, and also it can be split in smaller
pieces. It has a 'tone', a tonal 'mode', a 'chord', a 'lead note', a 'bass note' ... It may be a 'subject', or a 'counter subject',
the 'A' or 'B' section of a 'AABA' song ... It can express 'fear', 'joy', 'passion' ... It can be split in several 'vertical' parts,
instruments .... There are physical details, like the amplitude, the frequency. And so on.
Some information is mechanical, like the ones carried out by the MIDI format, other are editorial (Enigma, NIFF, ...),
other acoustic (MP3, WAV, ...)
The possibilities of analisys of a musical piece, even short, are so much. Some attribute is objective, let's say 'lead note
= C', others are matter of opinion, e.g. 'warm'. Note that, when in the field of subjective feeling, the author of the
opinion is an equally important information.
In the 'natural' word, I mean that one where people talk using 'natural' language, you may find reviews of musical
pieces that try to describe them, where usually you can read: some information about the piece and its author, some
information about the taste of the review's author, and a prosaic work that seldom explains the music, while often
would merit a literary analisys for itself.
In other words: we lack of a formal language, with defined dictionaries and semantic, to describe and comment
musical pieces. Using such a language, instead of 'natural' one, we can hope to communicate some precise information
about both melodic intervals, harmonic structure, forms, feeling, an so on.
Ok, probably the result will be a bit tricky, and probably not good enough for a music magazine. But it will be
loadable by a software tool, able to visualize it in a graphical and acoustic form, to mix musical signes with diagrams,
histograms and other presentation stuff plus, why not, prosaic text.
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We can hence imagine a network of musical analysis, spread over servers in every part of the world, written - and
signed - by musicologyst, musicians, other experts, and common people. Software tools will be able to search, find,
select and merge these analysis, and to visualize them in a friendly language. Picking various pieces from the web, it
will be possible to hear an MP3 recording of a Bach's fugue, looking at a running textual/graphical explanation of its
formal structure, its harmonic progressions, the quoted comment for bars 17-20 from a Glenn Gould's review, mixed
with my personal comments, and so on.

5. Reusing metadata
If a Bach's fugue can be described to such a deep and broad level, the same should obviously be possible even for a
musical composition created by a computer program.
With an important difference: nobody will probably be interested in spending time on such a work. The natural
question will be: why I should describe a work that is already completely described by the algorithm that generated it ?
And in fact, the answer should be: a possible description of that work is exactly the input of the program that generated
it.
If such a musical composition can be described through a language, then it should be possible to create it using the
same language.
Let's imagine a 'performer/interpreter/composer' program: it takes in input a 'more or less' detailed description of its
execution, and completes the lacking information with its own creativity. It reacts like a jazzman: if the theme is
written note by note he will simply play it, if the melody is just drafted he will add some personal lip, if only the
chords are given he will create a melody, if he reads only informations about the structure and the mood, he will create
everything he feels coherent.
Giving it a complete description of a Bach's fugue, it should play it note by note, following the instructions about
dynamic, portamento, etc. Possible information about structural form, harmony, mood are not so important to the mere
execution: the performer's needs are at the 'leaf' level of the description tree.
But if we give it just a trace, only made of the melody metric, some key note and the harmonic structure, we leave
him the freedom to complete 'randomly' its interpretation.
If we - eventually - leave him (it?) just the structural infos and the changes of mood, him will be required to 'compose'
a fugue, following some composition rule.
Let's move to the extreme: we ask him ... "Please, play me something sad". An experienced jazzman will recall to its
mind everything he played and heared that he feld as 'sad', and will play on that examples. Our 'experienced' program
will search (on the Internet, obviously), find and merge together all the descriptions somebody (possibly 'trusted') wrote
about somethig 'sad', and will play.
Even more: "Please, SING me something sad".
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There should be, intuitively, something in common between a sad melody and its lyrics: hence the description of the
lyrics should express it. On a side, there are structural information for a poem that allow us to couple it with a melody:
these will be the metric, the form (e.g. AABA), the presence of vowels, or other sounds, etc. On another side there are
information about possible interpretations, like rethoric figures, moods, e.g.: antithesis, climax, exclamation, sadly,
ironic, etc - or more simply: crescendo, rallentando, ....
Note that while some information are intrinsically musical, other are more abstract, or taken from other domains, like
psychology. However all these, together, can be used as a guide for both the music and the lyric.
If we believe all this is possible, then is not difficult to apply the same method to more complex domains. Following
the path indicated by the couple music + words, we can continue extending the similarities to a theatre plot build on
the same song, then to its coreography, its ligth changes, a movie built on the plot ...
While defining terms of a dictionary, it is important to keep in mind the two complementary directions: the analyticaldescriptive, and the syntetical-generative. When an existent opera is described by, and for, philologists, such a
description should also be re- usable as input to a generative program.
Existent studies on this idea are known. Among others, TEAnO already explored the inner structure of artistic
compositions in some work ([8], [9]). The present work suggests and supports the use of common, standard
representation for their *exposed* structure.
The point is: we need a huge experience to create something. Such an experience must be collected and described - by
human beings - in a common, standard language, in order to achieve a critical mass.
While this collection o description will be an unvaluable device for a better understanding of the human creation, it
will be possible to give it in input to software tools, toward an automatic creation of new operas.

6. Standard dictionaries
It is obviously impossible for a single author of descriptions to be exhaustive about a subject, even if limited.
The only method to collect a critical mass of information is to allow a (controlled) cooperation. Experts in different
topics can then merge their points of view: opinions can differ, still being both valuable. Moreover, where an expert
can be informative to a deep and authoritative level, a common person, even uninformed, can add a simple,
spontaneous, but important detail.
One of the key methods to achieve this result is the ability to deal with atomic information, handled indipendently.
A little example: if I remember the birth date of the author of the author of a book, but not his name, I should be
allowed to publish the incomplete information, like here (in a semi-invented syntax):
<rdf:Description rdf:about = "uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones" >
<dc:creator>
    <rdf:Description
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      xxx:birthDate = "1899" />
</dc:creator>
</rdf:Description>
Another statement, coming from another side of the web, could be:
<rdf:Description rdf:about = "uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones" >
<dc:creator>
    <rdf:Description
      xxx:Surname = "Borges"
      xxx:Name = "Jorge Luis" />
</dc:creator>
</rdf:Description>
The two will be merged together by the parser/presentation tool, composing a more complete information.
Another important tool is the availability of many, small, dictionaries covering specific topics. So, in this example, the
"dc:" dictionary covers common bibliographic attributes, while "xxx:" deals with common registration data for a
person.
This atomicity helps in mantainance and versioning of both dictionaries and documents, and makes easier the diffusion
and acceptance among experts in such topics.
It is also very important to achieve a possible reuse of the same dictionary in different discipline. So, for example, the
basic - language level - dictionaries, like "xml:", "rdf:", have general use, just because they do not touch specific
domains. The now widely accepted "dc:" dictionary is made of just 15 properties.
On the contrary, a huge dictionary trying to cover an encyclopedic knowledge will be hard to learn, mantain, upgrade,
and will not highligth the affinity between terms (e.g. BirthDate, BirthPlace).
Staying on musical examples, we can note that a musical composition has, obviously, a temporal dimention, on which
musical events happen. The same temporal dimention, however, is shared with possible lyrics, possible dance
coreography, changes in scenography. It is the same 'time' axis of a theatre or a movie plot. This tell us that the
existance of a 'temporal dimension' dictionary, dealing only with timing details but neither with musical events nor
poetic metric nor whatever will be of great help, because it will provide a basic language to both music, theatre, dance,
etc averting the risk of duplicated terms.
Again: if we want to describe a psycological state, let's say 'sad' suggested by a musical passage, we will want to take
it from a ready dictionary of 'psicological states'. And we will probably use by preference a dictionary written by a
commission of psycologists, not by musicians.
This 'knowledge partitioning' goal, however, will not be so easy to achieve: too many parallel efforts will compete, and
they will generate obvious redundancies and incompatibilities. So our tools will have to support us against equivalence
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of terms, ambiguities, and so on. This will lead to the definition of dictionaries allowings statements like:
"xxx:birthPlace" -> "eq:hasSameMeaningOf" -> "yyy:placeOfBirth"
The same problem affect also the identity of the subjects. The possibility to define URIs that uniquely identify
*anything* is a widely accepted idea. Obvioulsy the same *thing* will be identified with more that URI, more or less
authoritative (e.g.
"http://www.familiaborges.ar/uris/JorgeLuisBorges" and "http://uri.uriinternational.org/VIPs/BorgesJorgeLuis" ).
Dictionaries supporting the declaration of such equivalences will be needed, hence they will be developed.
Also, we will need tools to equate information to different level of detail. E.g. something helping us to catch the
equivalence between statements like:
<rdf:Description about = "uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones">
    <dc:Creator rdf:Resource="www.familiaborges.ar/uri/JorgeLuisBorges />
</rdf:Description>
and
<rdf:Description rdf:about = "uri.bibliotecadebabel.org/Borges/Ficciones">
    <dc:creator rdf:Resource="#jlb" />
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:ID = "#jlb"
    xxx:Name = "Jorge Luis"
    xxx:Surname = "Borges"
    xxx:BirthDate = "1899"
    xxx:BirthPlace = "Buenos Aires"
    ...
/>
Note that the choice of a common syntax is not the point of maximum importance. The real pivot is the accordance
about the data model behind such a syntax. The advent of XML introduced a basis for the definition of several
languages very similar in terms of lexical rules and overall structure. Some proposed standard, like RDF, try now to
define a common basis for the underling model.

7. Our own metadata
Moving the focus on 'standard syntax' and 'standard dictionaries', instead of something like 'knowledge base' and
'central database' leads to an important path of evolution of the web, hence of knowledge availability: everybody, not
just knowledge base administrators, will be able to contribute to the whole adding their little help.
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Every document, written following an accepted formal language, referring to widely known dictionaries and URIs and
correctly exposed to the Internet becomes automatically part of the general knowledge. Search engines and processors
will do the rest.
Working either for yourself or for the general knowledge, for the community, will coincide, the only difference laying
in the visibility (local computer vs web) of the information you write down.
Signing every information and supporting the rules of the emerging 'web of trust' will help readers to discriminate
between 'trusted' and 'distrusted' fonts. Also, it will give the authors an acknowledgment for their work.

8. An appeal
Everybody working on artistic operas, either on the analysis or the creation side, should keep alive his attention on the
evolution of these standards. Every specialist should imagine himself working to the definition of topic's specific
dictionaries. Artists and analysts should start to desire a common language, and should start to meet together in order
to define it.
Computers community is working heavily on these matters. But the specific knowledge of a musicologist or an
architect cannot be merely substituted by a tool: they should instead move their language toward a standardization,
supported in this work by I.T. experts.
Technicians can support the evolution of the artistic communication developing tools for analysis, presentation,
execution of artefacts, based on specific domain's dictionaries. Even automatic creation of artistic operas will be
greatly simplified and formalized by this effort.
TEAnO, among other organizations, works since years in this direction, developing tools and methods for the creation
and the analysis of artefacts, always working in close cooperation with artists.

9. Just another language, but for us!
The final race: formal languages against natural languages.
We cannot obviously renounce neither to fine prose, poetry, expression, invention nor to national languages, dialects,
accents, jargons: these are distintive qualities of the human communications.
To a human listener, the explanation in natural language of a concept carries (at least) a twofold information: the
concept itself, and the qualities of the person that exposes it. While we are too often forced to use both these
information if we want to understand the concept, sometime this is still not enough. Even talking in same language,
with same accent, having studied in the same college we are often required - to understand - to digest information from
the voice's color, the face's expression, the pauses, etc. Often a missed comma changes the meaning of the sentence.
Often we must read again the same sentence, or must ask the speaker to repeat using other words. There are cases in
which the only way to make clear an idea is just stop to talk, and draft down a picture.
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In this article we suggest that would be fine, useful or - simply - necessary, to be able to separate the information we
want to communicate from the way we communicate it.
Plenty of philosophical concepts - possibly simple or even obvious - are still hidden to the mass just because of the
way they are exposed; on the contrary a lot of beliefs are widely accepted despite their absurdity because their
explanation made them simple, easy to understand.
We are not here to support that a formal language like RDF will became 'popular'. We simply note that a sentence like
"a + a = 2a" is simpler and less ambiguous that "adding a unitary quantity to another having same weight will certainly
bring to a quantity double of the original ones".
When a concept can be expressed in a formal language, it should be. Then we are free to translate it in natural
language or to browse it with a presentation tool.

10. An example
The goal of this article is not to demonstrate the pertinence of RDF to a specific problem. Instead, we are interested in
supporting the applicability of RDF - or similar metadata languages - to *any* problem, expecially where there already
exists a domain knowledge.
So we choosed a problem that was already studied by several point of view, and by means of different tecniques: the
Propp's analysis of russian traditional tales. Beyond the Propp's work, mainly devoted to analisys, we know about some
attempt to transform his observations in a set of rules for the generation of new tales [8]. More than one algorithm was
developed to reach such a goal, but they are now hidden behind the opaque glass made of a (sometime obsolete)
programming language and an internal data structure.
We try here to re-expose a possible structure for this problem, using RDF both for expressing the basic concepts, the
model, the input and the output. This give us the hope to leave, as inheritance, a set of readable information,
incrementable and useful for future programs, mans and, why not, those old - if re-engineered - programs that already
was able to generate tales.
Following Propp, a typical tale can be split in sections, each fullfilling a specific Function. The list of possible
Functions is given. Each section can be reduced to a single action carried out by certain interpreters. For each Function
it is possible to configure a set of possible Actions and possible interpreters, respecting some basic rule. In previous
works, it has been verified that the rules proposed by Propp are not enough for the generation of the tale, so they have
been enriched with additional constraints.
In our attempt, the domain has been described with a dictionary (whose namespace will be locally called "pp:") in
which we define both the basic concepts and the rules.
The basic concepts are:
pp:Tale
pp:Function

the tale, as a whole
e.g. FirstDonorFunction, HeroReaction, Figth, Rescue
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pp:Role
pp:Character
pp:Action
pp:Transition

e.g. Antagonist, Victim, Hero
e.g. Ivan, BabaJaga, Princess, King
e.g. ToFly, ToKidnap, ToKill
a section of the tale, i.e. the application of an Action

The rules are expressed through properties of the basic concepts, like:
·         the pp:Function 'AllowReaction' can be interpreted by a pp:subject having the pp:possibleSubjectRole = Hero, or
FalseHero
·         the pp:Character 'Dragon' has pp:possibleSubjectRole = Antagonist
·         when it is an Antagonist, the Dragon has pp:possibleAction = ToKidnap, ToKill, ToDevour, ToFly
·         a pp:Action can be applied when it is pp:impliedBy the presence in the tale of a pp:Transition having certain
properties
and so on..
A version of the dictionary is reported, in appendix A.
Then, a certain number of existing tales, taken from tradition, can be analyzed (described) using this dictionary. This
will lead on a side to a verification of the Propp's rules, on the other to a possible further enrichment of such a rule-set,
based - for example - on statistical observation.
An example of a similar description is reported in appendix B.
The next step is the generation of a new description of a tale starting from the same dictionary. The input for the
generation will be a simple statement: <pp:Tale rdf:ID="TheTale"/>.
A little example of tale generation is reported in appendix C.
There are some important aspects we want to underline here:
·         we are not really going to generate a tale, but just its description. The tale we describe is assumed existing, due
exactly to the fact that we are describing it.
·         we didn't wrote a line of code in order to obtain the graphical representation of the tale, but we used instead a
standard tool, availabe over the Internet. This is only one of possible result we can reach simply because we are
speaking in a common language.
·         for the sake of simplicity we kept together both original Propp's rules and concepts and subsequent refinements. It
should be preferrable - from a theoretic point of view - to separate the Propp's view from subsequent refinements,
and to separate basic concepts from rules. This would allow the generation of tales either with only the basic rules,
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or adding the refinements.
·         everybody can refine our dictionary just writing some statement in a different document, and making it accessible
to the tale generator.
While this is only a little example written to show the applicability of RDF, there are several suggestions coming from
it, inducing possible future developments.
In previous works, the generation algorithm worked 'level-by-level', generating in cycle subsequent refinements, and
checking at each step against the given rules in order to accept or discard the intermediate results. Let's call this
tecnique 'breath first'.
While this approach is still applicable, the model proposed here allows also a different tecnique, let's call it 'depth
first': each pp:Function is expanded in order, till the maximum possible level of detail, then the following function is
choosen and expanded, constrained also by the already generated pp:Transition(s), and so on. This allows, for
example, the generation of a 'pp:Answer' transition after a 'pp:Ask' one. Also, it helps to avoid some possible deadlock,
when for example the interpreters, if choosen at the beginning of the in the generation process, are discovered not able
to personify the Functions needed to complete the story.
This two tecniques, as the proposed names suggests, can be mixed in a graph-search algorithm, well suited for
optimization problems and widely tested since years. Each node in the search tree represents a modification of the
parent RDF document, and the final solution can be choosen weigthing various alternative paths.
Two new opportunities comes naturally.
The input model can now be a partial tree: not only the initial <pp:Tales rdf:ID="TheTales"/> will given, but also
some other constraints, like a final pp:Transition having pp:Function = pp:Reward, with pp:action = pp:ToMarry and
agents = pp:Ivan and pp:Princess. The generative process can now apply only pp:Actions not contradictory with the
preconditions (expressed as usual in the model) of the already instantiated (future) Transitions.
The second idea is that if graph-search data structure are so well known, probably we can re-apply some existent
algorithms, if they were able to read a RDF model.
Imagine a tale where the Characters are King, Queen, Bishop, Horse, Tower and Pawn, each one having specific
pp:possibleAction(s). And now, by converse, imagine a russian tales in which Ivan the black and Ivan the white must
kill the opposite King, applying their specific abilities (as defined by Propp), playing a pp:Transition in turn, guided by
a computer chess engine.
Well, we cannot, obviously, squeeze in a paragraph the description of a project like this: it is just a hint to wonder
about ...
As we saw, in this proposed version the generative program can choose a pp:Action and its agents basing on some
given constraints related on previously created pp:Transition. This will not, in general, be enough. For example, if Ivan
receives the FlyingHorse he can ToFly; but if the Dragon kills the Horse in the meantime, he can't. So we need some
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means to express fixed 'states' during the story, not only the sequence of actions. The answer is to introduce a pp:State
concept. As you imagine, this will rapidly lead us to a model very similar to others, well known and widely used in the
rapresentation of information systems, like for example UML [10], or Petri Nets[11].
So we would be tempted to define an RDF model for, let's say, UML. The point, here, is that while today we are
dealing with the Propp's models, other people in the I.T. communtity is heavily working on UML models, Petri Nets,
and other general purpose models. So, we will not be required to re-invent them, but just to adhere to the
developments in that fields.
Even in this simple example proposed, some concept like pp:Action, pp:subject, pp:impliedBy etc. are so general that
the Propp's model is certainly not the only dictionary in which they will be defined, and surely not the most general.
RDF itself "is a language influenced by ideas from knowledge representation, e.g. semantic nets, frames, ad predicate
logic".
We are not going to re-think the world, but just to rewrite it.
The answer, again, lays in recognizing that software beings may have their own language, and in letting them to
communicate with their fellows.

11. Beyond tales
Why Propp has been so widely and deeply studied ? An answer could be: because it proposes a simplified view of the
reality, not an artificial semplification but one that is authored by the popular culture. So it is a way to analyze a
complete reality, a sort of biosphere, without having to deal with all the complexity of the real world.
Describing a tale requires the same basic concepts as describing any sequence of action, and these can be taken from
any sort of fictious or real world: a theatre plot, a movie, a real story, the sequence of operation in a factory process, a
recipe to cook a dish, the (hypotetical) description of a procedure that led to a program crash, an office workflow, ...
Every time we are composing a sequence of action, we are telling a tale.
A 'customer care' expert system asking "did you press escape on the Option dialog window?" is composing a tale. A
CAM program preparing the instruction for a 'numerical control' mill machine is composing a tale. Should we
continue ?
If there is a common ground in all these 'stories', and hence in all these possible 'story teller' programs, we have to find
it. Human beings recognize hidden meanings in their talking by means of the deep common origin of some key word,
by means of not declared but always present etimologies. Software beings can do the same, and even more: we can
build for them a language based on a common, slowly growing, set of concepts, expressing both meainings and internal
relations.
This language works by 'descriptions'. It never jumps into the 'natural language' expressions. Limiting our language in
this way will allow possible and continuous refinements: we should never consider the description 'complete'.
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At any time a program will be able to convert it a in a human friendly language: the only limit in expressiveness will
be the level of detail or our description. From there, a further refinement will be very difficult: it will be just an output,
for human consumption.
Staying on Propp's domain, an objection by Levi-Strauss mantains that in a given Function, the same Action applied by
a King or by a Sheperd assumes a deeply different meaning, given by specific properties of the two Characters
(culture, richness, ...). So, while the Propp's description of the world is insufficient, we can refine it with such a
properties. Since that moment, even the translation in a human language will be supported by more information and
will be more rich in expression.
Apart of mere translation in human language, we should note that there are different ways to tell a story: from the
beginning to the end, from the end, recalling preceding facts, jumping forward and backward, ... these are all
scenographic tecniques well known by writers and directors.
Obviously - did you dubt? - also this scenographic activitiy will be expressed in RDF. We are, in a sense, telling the
story of a writers that tells a story: he start telling the third scene, then tells the first, then the forth recalling the third,
... The story of the writer is in foreground, the written story in background.
We can found similar 'meta-tales' also in the description of the creation activity itself.
We can describe a symphony by several points of view: formal, harmonic, psicologic: this will give us an idea of the
music, and probably will help a generator tool in its work; as everybody can feel, also a musical opera is, in a sense, a
tale.
But we can also describe the 'tale' of the composer writing its opera. Maybe it has a great idea for a melody, but this
has a 'response' character; so he starts composing the (let's say) 'B' section of the theme, then adds a coherent 'A'
part. Often the prelude is a sort of 'thematic index' of the following movements, so it is not strange to write it at last.

12. Conclusions
Sw beings need a language to communicate their interior thoughts, without having to translate them in a clumsy
'natural' language.
Human beings need a formal language to communicate with sw beings, and between themself: a language able to jump
over dialects and national differences, toward a minimization of semantic ambiguities.
The generative art offers us a motive: both sw and human beings need a means to express their creations in a
harmonized way, in order to reciprocally interpret and study the other's opera.
We maintain that the interior structure of thougth must be freed, let to emerge, avoiding unnecessary translations. This
can be achieved following the emerging technologies in sw to sw communication, presently led by XML and its
applications. The concept of metadata and its representation in XML furtherly enlightens this path.
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Abstract
Years of trying to create an "Image Idea Generator" program have convinced me that the perfect solution would be to
have an artificial artistic person, a design slave. This paper describes how I came to that conclusion, realistic
alternatives, and briefly, how it could possibly happen.

1. The history of Repligator and Gliftic
1.1 Repligator
In 1996 I had the idea of creating an “image idea generator”. I wanted something which would create images out of
nothing, but guided by the user. The biggest conceptual problem I had was “out of nothing”. What does that mean? So
I put aside that problem and forced the user to give the program a starting image. This program eventually turned into
Repligator, commercially described as an “easy to use graphical effects program”, but actually, to my mind, an Image
Idea Generator.
The first release came out in October 1997. In December 1998 I described Repligator V4 [1] and how I thought it
could be developed away from simply being an effects program.
In July 1999 Repligator V4 won the Shareware Industry Awards Foundation prize for "Best Graphics Program of
1999". Prize winners are never told why they won, but I am sure that it was because of two things:
1) Easy of use
2) Ease of experimentation
"Ease of experimentation" means that Repligator does in fact come up with new graphics ideas. Once you have input
your original image you can generate new versions of that image simply by pushing a single key.
Repligator is currently at version 6, but, apart from adding many new effects and a few new features, is basically the
same program as version 4.
Following on from the ideas in [1] I started to develop Gliftic, which is closer to my original thoughts of an image idea
generator which "starts from nothing". The Gliftic model of images was that they are composed of three components:
1.    Layout or form, for example the outline of a mandala is a form.
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2.    Color scheme, for example colors selected from autumn leaves from an oak tree.
3.    Interpretation, for example Van Gogh would paint a mandala with oak tree colors in a different way to Andy
Warhol. There is a Van Gogh interpretation and an Andy Warhol interpretation.
Further I wanted to be able to genetically breed images, for example crossing two layouts to produce a child layout.
And the same with interpretations and color schemes. If I could achieve this then the program would be very powerful.
1.2 Getting to Gliftic
Programming has an amazing way of crystalising ideas. If you want to put an idea into practice via a computer
program you really have to understand the idea not only globally, but just as importantly, in detail. You have to make
hard design decisions, there can be no vagueness, and so implementing what I had decribed above turned out to be a
considerable challenge.
I soon found out that the hardest thing to do would be the breeding of forms. What are the "genes" of a form? What
are the genes of a circle, say, and how do they compare to the genes of the outline of the UK? I wanted the genotype
representation (inside the computer program's data) to be directly linked to the phenotype representation (on the
computer screen). This seemed to be the best way of making sure that bred-forms would bare some visual relationship
to their parents. I also wanted symmetry to be preserved. For example if two symmetrical objects were bred then their
children should be symmetrical.
I decided to represent shapes as simply closed polygonal shapes, and the "genes" of these shapes were simply the list
of points defining the polygon. Thus a circle would have to be represented by a regular polygon of, say, 100 sides. The
outline of the UK could easily be represented as a list of points every 10 Kilometers along the coast line.
Now for the important question: what do you get when you cross a circle with the outline of the UK? I tried various
ways of combining the "genes" (i.e. coordinates) of the shapes, but none of them really ended up producing interesting
shapes. And of the methods I used, many of them, applied over several "generations" simply resulted in amorphous
blobs, with no distinct family characteristics. Or rather maybe I should say that no single method of breeding shapes
gave decent results for all types of images.
Figure 1 shows an example of breeding a mandala with 6 regular polygons:
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Figure 1 Mandala bred with array of regular polygons

I did not try out all my ideas, and maybe in the future I will return to the problem, but it was clear to me that it is a
non-trivial problem. And if the breeding of shapes is a non-trivial problem, then what about the breeding of
interpretations?
I abandoned the genetic (breeding) model of generating designs but retained the idea of the three components (form,
color scheme, interpretation).
1.3 Gliftic today
Gliftic Version 1.0 was released in May 2000. It allows the user to change a form, a color scheme and an
interpretation. The user can experiment with combining different components together and can thus home in on an
personally pleasing image. Just as in Repligator, pushing the F7 key make the program choose all the options. Unlike
Repligator however the user can also easily experiment with the form (only) by pushing F4, the color scheme (only) by
pushing F5 and the interpretation (only) by pushing F6. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show some example images created by
Gliftic.
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Figure 2 Mandala interpreted with arabesques

   
Figure 3 Trellis interpreted with "graphic ivy"
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Figure 4 Regular dots interpreted as "sparks"

1.4 Forms in Gliftic V1
Forms are simply collections of graphics primitives (points, lines, ellipses and polygons). The program generates these
collections according to the user's instructions. Currently the forms are: Mandala, Regular Polygon, Random Dots,
Random Sticks, Random Shapes, Grid Of Polygons, Trellis, Flying Leap, Sticks And Waves, Spoked Wheel,
Biological Growth, Chequer Squares, Regular Dots, Single Line, Paisley, Random Circles, Chevrons.
1.5 Color Schemes in Gliftic V1
When combining a form with an interpretation (described later) the program needs to know what colors it can use. The
range of colors is called a color scheme. Gliftic has three color scheme types:
1.    Random colors: Colors for the various parts of the image are chosen purely at random.
2.    Hue Saturation Value (HSV) colors: The user can choose the main hue (e.g. red or yellow), the saturation (purity)
of the color scheme and the value (brightness/darkness) . The user also has to choose how much variation is allowed
in the color scheme. A wide variation allows the various colors of the final image to depart a long way from the
HSV settings. A smaller variation results in the final image using almost a single color.
3.    Colors chosen from an image: The user can choose an image (for example a JPG file of a famous painting, or a
digital photograph he took while on holiday in Greece) and Gliftic will select colors from that image. Only colors
from the selected image will appear in the output image.
1.6 Interpretations in Gliftic V1
Interpretation in Gliftic is best decribed with a few examples.
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A pure geometric line could be interpreted as:
1) the branch of a tree
2) a long thin arabesque
3) a sequence of disks
4) a chain,
5) a row of diamonds.
An pure geometric ellipse could be interpreted as
1) a lake,
2) a planet,
3) an eye.
Gliftic V1 has the following interpretations: Standard, Circles, Flying Leap, Graphic Ivy, Diamond Bar, Sparkz, Ess
Disk, Ribbons, George Haite, Arabesque, ZigZag.
1.7 Applications of Gliftic
Currently Gliftic is mostly used for creating WEB graphics, often backgrounds as it has an option to enable "tiling" of
the generated images. There is also a possibility that it will be used in the custom textile business sometime within the
next year or two.
The real application of Gliftic is that of generating new graphics ideas, and I suspect that, like Repligator, many users
will only understand this later.

2. The future of Gliftic, 3 possibilties
Completing Gliftic V1 gave me the experience to understand what problems and opportunities there will be in future
development of the program. Here I divide my many ideas into three oversimplified possibilities, and the real result
may be a mix of two or all three of them.
2.1 Continue the current development "linearly"
Gliftic could grow simply by the addition of more forms and interpretations. In fact I am sure that initially it will grow
like this. However this limits the possibilities to what is inside the program itself. These limits can be mitigated by
allowing the user to add forms (as vector files). The user can already add color schemes (as images).
The biggest problem with leaving the program in its current state is that there is no easy way to add interpretations.
2.2 Allow the artist to program Gliftic
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It would be interesting to add a language to Gliftic which allows the user to program his own form generators and
interpreters. In this way Gliftic becomes a "platform" for the development of dynamic graphics styles by the artist. The
advantage of not having to deal with the complexities of Windows programming could attract the more adventurous
artists and designers. The choice of programming language of course needs to take into account the fact that the
"programmer" is probably not be an expert computer scientist.
I have seen how LISP (an not exactly easy artificial intelligence language) has become very popular among non
programming users of AutoCAD. If, to complete a job which you do manually and repeatedly, you can write a LISP
macro of only 5 lines, then you may be tempted to learn enough LISP to write those 5 lines.
Imagine also the ability to publish (and/or sell) "style generators". An artist could develop a particular interpretation
function, it creates images of a given character which others find appealing. The interpretation (which runs inside
Gliftic as a routine) could be offered to interior designers (for example) to unify carpets, wallpaper, furniture coverings
for single projects. As Adrian Ward [3] says on his WEB site: "Programming is no less an artform than painting is a
technical process."
Learning a computer language to create a single image is overkill and impractical. Learning a computer language to
create your own artistic style which generates an infinite series of images in that style may well be attractive.
2.3 Add an artificial conciousness to Gliftic
This is a wild science fiction idea which comes into my head regularly. Gliftic manages to surprise the users with the
images it makes, but, currently, is limited by what gets programmed into it or by pure chance. How about adding a real
artifical conciousness to the program? Creating an intelligent artificial designer? According to Igor Aleksander [1]
conciousness is required for programs (computers) to really become usefully intelligent. Aleksander thinks that "the
line has been drawn under the philosophical discussion of conciousness, and the way is open to sound scientific
investigation".
Without going into the details, and with great over-simplification, there are roughly two sorts of artificial intelligence:
1) Programmed intelligence, where, to all intents and purposes, the programmer is the "intelligence". The program
may perform well (but often, in practice, doesn't) and any learning which is done is simply statistical and preprogrammed. There is no way that this type of program could become concious.
2) Neural network intelligence, where the programs are based roughly on a simple model of the brain, and the network
learns how to do specific tasks. It is this sort of program which, according to Aleksander, could, in the future,
become concious, and thus usefully intelligent.
What could the advantages of an artificial artist be?
1) There would be no need for programming. Presumbably the human artist would dialog with the artificial artist,
directing its development.
2) The artificial artist could be used as an apprentice, doing the "drudge" work of art, which needs intelligence, but is,
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anyway, monotonous for the human artist.
3) The human artist imagines "concepts", the artificial artist makes them concrete.
4) An concious artificial artist may come up with ideas of its own.
Is this science fiction?
Arthur C. Clarke's 1st Law: "If a famous scientist says that something can be done, then he is in all probability correct.
If a famous scientist says that something cannot be done, then he is in all probability wrong".
Arthur C Clarke's 2nd Law: "Only by trying to go beyond the current limits can you find out what the real limits are."
One of Bertrand Russell's 10 commandments: "Do not fear to be eccentric in opinion, for every opinion now accepted
was once eccentric"
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Abstract
Cellular Automata (CA), like every other dynamical system, can be used to generate music. Starting from any initial
state and applying to CA simple transition rules, such models are able to produce numerical sequences that can be
successively associated to physical parameters. This approach is interesting because, maintaining fixed the set of rules
and varying the initial data, many different, though correlated, numerical sequences can be originated, which in turn
can be translated into music. In fact, a rendering process can tie one or more physical parameters to these numerical
sequences, creating musical compositions. Furthermore, a genetic algorithm (GA) can be utilized to promote their
evolution, giving birth to a process of progressive refinement of the musical compositions.
The aim of this paper is to present a series of musical pieces generated by CA.
The first section of the paper has been devoted to the effects coming from the application of various rendering
processes to one dimensional binary state CA. Typical behaviours of automata, belonging to each of the four classes
discovered by Wolfram, have been studied: CA evolving to uniform state, CA evolving to a steady cycle, chaotic and
complex CA. Musical Dreams, the system for the simulation and musical rendering of one dimensional CA, has been
used in analyzing the resulting patterns and in discovering strange creatures in the artificial worlds.
In the second section of the study, various CA, obtained both by random generation and by the preceding analysis,
have been organised into families and, successively, evolved through a genetic algorithm. Harmony Seeker, a system
for the generation of evolutionary music, based on GA, let us improve our musical compositions. The obtained results
vary depending on the rendering system used. In general, automata belonging to the first of the Wolfram’s classes,
seem well fit for the production of rhythmical patterns, while elements belonging to the second and the fourth class
seem to produce better harmonic patterns. Chaotic systems have produced good results only starting with simple initial
conditions (IC). Experiments made in the second section of the study have produced acceptable harmonic results with
CA belonging to the second Wolfram’s class.

1. Introduction
Cellular automata are dynamical systems useful to investigate complexity and self organization in artificial systems.
Though regulated by simple mechanisms of evolution, they produce extremely diversified patterns with regular and
crystalline structures in some cases and chaotic structures in many others. Between these two extremes, CA with
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complex behaviour find their place; they are particularly interesting because they show periodic, and in some case
dynamical structure, known as “gliders”. Many authors attempted to classify the behaviour of CA. Wolfram identified
four main classes of CA rules [1], using qualitative observations on patterns, resulting from the CA’s state transitions
in subsequent time steps. Wolfram asserted that such diagrams are generated by rules belonging to four classes:
1.      rules pushing the state of the automaton on a uniform, homogeneous value, in a finite and short number
of time steps;
2.      rules producing cyclic state transitions, with variable-length periods;
3.      rules determining chaotic behaviour;
4.      rules generating complex and localized structures.
In some former works ([2-4]), we have proposed various systems for musical rendering, aimed at music generation
from CA. Such musical translating systems (which we have called Minuet, Bog and Alien) are based on transforming
numerical information, contained in the state transition matrices, in sequences of single notes, scales and chords. In
particular, in this paper, we will use Alien and Bog. This choice has been made because both Alien and Bog behave in
a way to preserve a strong correspondence (immediately recognizable) between the generated state transition diagrams
and the musical pieces that have been produced by them. In particular, using the above mentioned rendering systems,
we have experimented that well identified patterns are musically reproduced by creating, from an auditive point of
view, identical mental images correlated to the sound. In other words, sound follows exactly the structure of patterns,
giving to the subjects hearing and looking at the patterns the impression of a translation from visual sensorial data to
auditory data, by a correlated mental image.
In the following, we will examine in a systematic way the musical compositions generated using binary state automata
(also known as elementary CA) belonging to the different classes mentioned before. In the final section of this paper
we will present some results, obtained using multiple states CA selected by a GA.

2. Music produced by elementary one dimensional CA
We can think of an elementary one dimensional cellular automaton as a set of n adjacent sites (a lattice), whose values
are either 0 or 1. Such values will vary during the course of time. Given a site i at time t, its value at time t+1 will be a
function of the same site’s value and the value of its neighbours. A two dimensional space-time pattern results from
state change of sites during time. If, given a site, only the site’s value and the value of the two closer neighbours
influence the state transition of the that site, we can said that the radius r of the neighbourhood is 1. If r=2 then the
next value of the site will be influenced by its own value, the two neighbours on the left and the two neighbours on the
right. A CA’s rule is given by the set of local transition rules for a site. For elementary CA having r=1, the number of
local rules is 8 (or 23 ). Consequently, there are 256 (or 28 ) evolution rules. We will use periodic boundary conditions
(PBC): a site at the extreme boundary of the lattice has the other extreme as a neighbour. In tab. 1 some patterns
resulting from simple initial conditions (only one site has state 1) are shown.
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01001000 (72)

01001100 (76)

01011010 (90)

01011110 (94)

Table 1: State transition diagrams for r=1 CA with simple IC.

The first two rules (72, 76) represent ordered states, whose results from a musical point of view are not interesting. The
other two patterns show crystalline-like structures. The third pattern, generated by rule 90, is analogous to that
generated by rule 18, 146 and 218. In this case, the emerging figures are those of modulo 2 Pascal’s triangle. These
patterns are called self similar or scale-invariant because they appear at different scales, a fractals’ characteristic.
Another pattern, slightly different from the former, is that produced by rule 150 shown in tab. 2 along with a pattern
produced by rule 146.

10010010 (146)

10010110 (150)
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Table 2: State transition diagrams from rules 146 and 150 with simple IC.

Music produced using rule 150 is different from that created by rule 146. In fact, as it happens at the visual level, a
greater information content can be perceived in the rule 150’s state transition diagram. In the same way, at the musical
level, compositions drawn on it present a greater harmonic content.
With two initial non zero sites, the patterns resulting from rule 146 will be a superposition of those obtained with one
non zero site. The interaction between those two patterns, still separated for a certain time interval, generates more
articulated and structured self similar patterns. The resulting music will become chaotic and difficult to follow from a
musical point of view. The same result is obtained with rule 150.
If various random initial states, in which the probability of a site to be 0 or 1 is equal to ½, most of the patterns will
be chaotic or ordered. Four examples are shown in tab. 3.

01101000 (104)

01101100 (108)

01111010 (122)

01111110 (126)

Table 3: Ordered and chaotic patterns obtained from random IC.
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By rendering these ordered or periodic diagrams, music results monotonous especially if the pattern has a short period.
Chaotic diagrams produce exclusively music that is hard to appreciate and not harmonic.
Among the 256 rules considered for r=1, only rules 54 and 110 are appreciable in the musical translation. Patterns
generated by these two rules, starting from a random IC, are shown in tab. 4.

00110110 (54)

01101110 (110)

Table 4: State transition diagrams from rules 54 and 110, with random IC.

Elements from these diagrams may be subdivided into two categories: from a qualitative point of view, the first
contains everything can be considered as a background; the second contains the structures that are in evidence in
comparison with the background. Music produced by both patterns is chaotic and dissonant, according to the opinions
some subjects gave in hearing it the first time. But analyzing better the diagrams, we found that a way to improve our
musical compositions was to use only the structures belonging to the second category, by using suited filtering
techniques. These techniques are well described by Crutchfield and Hanson [5-6], who have developed a theory called
Computational Mechanics by which they formally define the background elements (recognizable pattern localized in a
bounded region) as regular domains and complex structures (separating a regular domain from another) as particles
[7].
The behaviour of rule 54 has been deeply studied by Crutchfield and his collegues who has provided a systematic
classification of the particles it produces. In this work, every particle is identified by the pattern that characterizes it, by
the period of pattern repetition and the speed of propagation. When two particles hit each other, an interaction begins.
This interaction leads to the creation of other particles or to the mutual destruction of the interacting ones. Crutchfield
essentially found six kinds of particles (a, b, g, d, m and n) and catalogued their interactions. Particles and their
interactions could produce musical pieces, which vaguely resemble to scales crossings.

3. Gliders and Beetles
Complex rules are less than ordered and chaotic ones and give birth to state transition diagrams whose structure are
easily singled out without filters. These complex emergent structures can be stable or unstable depending on if they
live or not in time if they are not subject to perturbations or interactions.
If we consider CA having r=2, there are 232 rules in the rules’ space. Such huge spaces can’t be explored by
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exhaustive search. Hence it is necessary to use different means of study, such as genetic algorithms [3][8].
Let us consider the totalistic rule 20, whose binary representation is
      01101001100101101001011001101000,
which is able to create, with suited IC, complex stable structures identified as gliders [9]. According to some
qualitative observations we made, a glider has specific characteristics given by a sequence of state transitions of a
certain number of sites, localized in a certain area of the lattice. Such characteristics can be preserved in time and can
move in space. In tab. 5 we show four gliders generated by using the rule 20, along with their magnifications.

IC=11011101

IC=10111011
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IC=11101001

IC=10111101

Table 5: Gliders for totalistic rule 20.

The gliders move slowly toward the left or the right of the screen, depending on their IC. The period of such a
structure is 10. Music generated by these gliders has a well determined tempo scheme. Furthermore, the moving of the
configuration toward the left or the right causes the recurrent musical phrase to be transposed to a lower or a higher
semitone, along the tonal scale. Rule 20 also generates a second kind of gliders that are steady. Two of these gliders
are shown in tab. 5. One has period 2 and the other has period 1. Music produced by the first structure is monotonous,
using both Alien and Bog. The same thing happens for the second glider. This behaviour is similar to those observed
for CA of class 2 CA, identified by Wolfram. The lower harmonic content, generated by the steady glider, produces
less unpleasant, though dissonant, music.

IC=11111
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Figure 2: The “Beetle” produced by the totalistic rule 20 (r=2).

Furthermore, changing the IC, we verified that rule 20 produces also unstable structures as shown in fig. 2, to which we
gave the conventional name of “Beetle”.
According to our experiments, this structure seems to come out at a second level of self organization in comparison
with the structures generally classified as gliders. The Beetle is drawn in 20 time steps, starting from IC 11111. The
observation of the pattern shows some sequences of sites with state 1, interleaved by many cells with state 0, at regular
intervals. For example, the 17th time step is characterized by the local state 1000100100010010001, which is rendered
by Bog as a kind of scale-like composition, whose first three notes and the notes from the third to the fifth are major
harmonies, the notes from the second to the fourth and from the fourth to the sixth are minor harmonies. In fact, if we
suppose that the first note is a C, we obtain respectively a C major and a G major chord, an E minor and a B minor
chord. Hence, the Beetle shows, in some points, relevant harmonic contents. This has suggested us that more
sophisticated rendering techniques could be able to extract more significant musical contents. The analysis of the rule
20 can be concluded by outlining the possibility to observe and render every combination of interactions between the
above mentioned structures.

5. Solitons, Spiders, Beehives and much more
Among the rules derived for r=2, an important role is played by those producing “Solitons” [10]. They have been
subdivided into seven different classes:
A.     rules in which more solitons appear, after a collision between two solitons;
B.     rules in which the number of solitons remains constant after a collision, but augments after multiple
collisions;
C.     rules in which a stable core pattern emits a constant number of solitons periodically;
D.     rules that construct a steady, non-propagating and oscillating pattern. This kind of pattern is called
breather;
E.      rules in which a giant soliton exists and this soliton emits a type of breather or soliton; the giant soliton is
also called mobile core;
F.      rules generating a kink pattern such as those of the class 3 of Wolfram categorization;
G.     rules in which no detectable excitation exists.
The first rule we studied, belonging to class A, is known as A1 and its binary representation is
     

10111111100010100001100011001000.

Starting from structured seeds 1101 and 1011, it produces two gliders with period 1, moving respectively toward the
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left and toward the right of the diagram. An example of the left case is shown in fig. 3.

Figure 3: a soliton generated by rule A1 whit seed 1101.

In this simple case this rule produces scale-like music, both with Bog and Alien. Bog, given a reference semitone,
plays in sequence for each period the reference semitone, the semitone immediately following the reference semitone
and the semitone at distance one from the last played semitone. At the end of this sequence, the reference semitone is
shifted back of one semitone and the playback process restarts. Alien plays the three semitones of each Bog sequence
together, thus giving life to a dissonant descending scale. The behaviour of rule A1 becomes different if we consider
many interacting solitons. More precisely, if we put in the lattice a left soliton and a right soliton, we can notice that
the product of their interaction varies, according to the initial distances between the solitons. In fact, even distances
trigger the generation of symmetric higher order structures, while odd distances imply structural stability. Examples of
these structures are given in tab. 6. The state of the automaton with two solitons at an even distance (tab. 6b) goes into
a steady cycle of period 2, after a rather long transient. In the case of odd distance (tab. 6a), the system is already in its
steady cycle, with period 95.
In the first case, the music we have realized becomes more complex and dissonant, while presenting recurrent
structures. In the second case, the superposition of the effect, already exposed for a single soliton, takes place.
Solitons produced by rule A2, whose binary representation is
            10111111100010100101100011001000,
and differing only for one bit from A1, have behaviour and music very similar to those of rule A1.
Solitons of type B, generated by a rule such as:
            00111100110001100110101110000100,
are extremely stable when two of them interact. In fact, in such systems, structures of higher order never appear, even
varying the distance between solitons. Things change radically if more than two particles are introduced. An example
is shown in tab. 6c. In this case, music goes quickly toward an ordered and harmonic chaos with Alien, while some
consonant scales are produced by Bog. If simple IC are used, the behaviour of rule B changes. Examples are shown in
tab. 6d and 6e. The first figure shows a pattern resembling to a spider within its web. Using Bog with this
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configuration, we have obtained good results especially in correspondence of the areas where gliders interact, i.e.
where the tight meshes of the rhomboidal structures are generated. Alien gives better musical pieces in the first part of
the figure in tab. 6e (the glider eater), where the central structures produce a rhythmical pattern, while the side scales
produce the melody.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

Table 6: Solitons’ interactions. From left to right: left and right A1 solitons at odd distance
and even distance; three B solitons interacting; the B solitons’ spider; the B soliton’s glider
eater; the C2’s complex interactions; the E moving glider gun.

Solitons of type C are given by rules such as
            00011101001001100101111011001000 (C2).
In this case, using a core IC such as 11, we obtain the result shown in tab. 6f. In this configuration, every 13 time
steps, the core emits two solitons. After a certain number of time steps these solitons collide and very complex and
structured behaviours result by these multiple interactions. Such transients exhaust when solitons, previously created,
collide with freshly baked solitons as a matter of fact destroying each other. At this point, the automaton enters a
steady cycle. Both Alien and Bog produce relevant music in the areas where behaviour is more regular and there are
few interactions.
An example of class E rule is:
            10111101101000100101100011001000.
This kind of rule is called moving glider gun. Starting from a structured IC such as 11, this rule produces the result
shown in tab. 6g. In this figure, a bigger central structure contracts and expands itself until it emits two solitons which
collide and destroy each other. The behaviour is periodic. Alien produces music which shows a certain crescendo in
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pathos. In fact, if we consider a left soliton, the distance between its rightmost part and the leftmost part of the
successive left soliton, is exactly one octave (12 sites). This implies that exists a certain harmonic reinforcement
between notes with a quasi maximum consonance (the octave interval). The same does not happen for notes with a
great dissonance. The consequence is that the notes belonging to a particular octave interval tend to stand out clearly.
On the contrary, the effect of harmonization among respectively the outer and the inner parts of the same solitons is
negligible, because of the dominant dissonant effect that these notes, played together, produce. The same result is
obtained when considering the right part of the diagram. The octaves leap is immediately perceivable using Bog.

6. Music from multiple state systems
Searching for rules and analyzing their patterns in order to detect relevant musical configurations is a difficult task,
especially if we let the r parameter grow. In this last case, the complexity of the search problem grows exponentially.
Furthermore, if we want to get more expressive music from the rendering process, it is possible to think of introducing
in our analysis multiple states based CA (this choice has been discussed in [2-3]). Again, the search space increases its
dimension exponentially. Hence, it is necessary to develop automatic and efficient search techniques aimed at spotting
better rules. One of such techniques has been developed by the authors [3] and is based on a GA that operates a
selection on populations of one-dimensional multiple state CA. Such selection promotes the spreading out of rules
generating high-fitness patterns into the population. The fitness function [3-4] is based on the analysis of patterns with
harmonic consonance.
The discussed experiment has been conducted using Harmony Seeker, a software system developed by the authors. A
trial version of this software can be requested by e-mail to the authors.
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(a)
(b)
(c)

Table 7: Sample CA patterns evolved by a GA.

A typical experiment, made with population of 250 CA with 4 states per site, a lattice with dimension 12 and r=1,
organized into 50 genetic families, evolved for 300 generations (75000 CA in total), with random IC and random
genotypes (rules) for the first generation, leads to the result shown in tab. 7. Tab. 7a shows individuals belonging to the
bootstrap generation, in which chaotic components of the behaviours overkill structured components. Figure in tab. 7b
shows CA belonging to generation 145. In this case, the effect of the selection process starts to be evident: rules
triggering structured behaviours begin to be visible. The CA shown in tab. 7c belong to the last generation. Though
some non-ordered behaviour still persists, the vast majority of the population shows ordered structures, recalling both
gliders and solitons. Moreover, it is evident that these rules are extremely stable to perturbations. because they tend to
exhaust transients very quickly.
In general, music produced by multiple state CA is more structured and rich of complex rhythmical patterns, and this
is also due to the codification processes Bog and Alien utilize. Furthermore, the method used for the selection process
reveals to be well suited to obtain harmonic results.
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Abstract
The path of ubiquitous computing and the domain of ambient intelligence are expected to stimulate emergence of new
interaction paradigms between humans and machines. There is a need to develop adequate means of natural
communication with an intelligent information system. This, presumably, requires a more integrated development of
form and function of the interface. The interface design concept proposed in this paper is based on an evolutionary
mechanism and it aims at development of an interactive and adaptive animation system. It is proposed that through a
coherent process of adaptation of a system's functionality and its appropriate visualization, a personalized and more
natural experience of interaction might be achieved.

Keywords
natural interaction, ambient intelligence, artificial evolution, interactive animation system, personalization, user
experience

1.     Introduction
Ubiquitous computing [1] brings a new era in which users will be surrounded by many computing devices enabling
personalized access to information and services. This path of computing and the domain of ambient intelligence [2]
can provide appropriate technologies for the paradigm of natural interaction between humans and machines. Within a
possible application domain of in-home personalized interactive services, humans are seen as a group of people, like a
family, a group of friends or a local community, and machine is a system, which is a personalized, adaptive,
perceptive, and anticipating network of products and devices. Ambient intelligence technology will presumably
diminish the obtrusiveness of interaction with large amounts of computing devices placed everywhere in the
environment. The interaction might become more natural and pleasurable if adequate means of communication will be
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developed.
This paper presents a possible approach to develop some natural means of communication. This approach assumes a
possibility of implementation of an evolutionary mechanism in an adaptive and interactive user interface. This is based
on understanding of the natural as something born in, lasting, changing and adapting over a period of time. The idea of
growing potentially infinite amounts of shapes within artificial life populations is seen as a possible solution to the
problem of personalization of interfaces in a multi-user environment where a large variety of user representations
needs to be created. The issue of personalization follows current economical trends to migrate from commodities via
services to experiences [3]. An experience in this context can be defined as a conglomerate of real and virtual contents
that together result in customer satisfaction. Characteristic of experience economy is the high degree of
individualization of the offered experiences. In order to be successful, an experience should harmonize with the
individual preferences, expectations and wishes of a customer, and ideally it should adjust itself smoothly to varying
moods and tempers of users. Additionally, the customer should not be bothered by endless interrogations regarding the
current values of all parameters of some computer-based model of his preferences. In this respect, computerized choice
assistants to help users selecting experiences are very different from user interfaces supporting more standard tasks.
The former will be called an adaptive user interface, in contrast with the latter conventional user interface.
One of the major differences between these two, as introduced in this paper, is the relation to the user. An Adaptive UI
should understand the user, while the user is supposed to understand the conventional user interface in order to operate
it. It this respect the creation of an Adaptive UI aims at defining a new interface design paradigm, which goes beyond
traditional interface paradigms, as distinguished in [4].
This paper contains an interface design concept that focuses on explaining the role of generative art in the context of
adaptive information access interfaces. The concept has not been prototyped yet, and therefore only a limited part of
an Adaptive UI is presented. A full implementation should offer to the users the adaptation of all components of the
generic architecture described in this paper. Only a part of the whole architecture is elaborated here in detail. This is
the visual appearance and in particular the shape component.
The Adaptive UI is based on two hypotheses. One hypothesis refers to the possibility of personalization of an UI
through an interactive visualization and the other one addresses personalization of content through a content filtering
mechanism.
In Section 2 a poetical attribute as means of delivering personalized and intuitive experiences in interaction with an
ambient intelligence system is discussed. Further the user interface concept titled Communicative Profiles is
introduced. This shows how artificial life forms might be applied while accessing information.
The reference architecture of an Adaptive UI is called here an Adaptive Choice Assistant. It is a conceptual
framework containing all components that are presumably needed for a development of an interactive and adaptive
animation system. In Section 3 the architecture is described, and insight into one of the Adaptive UI components is
given. The shape component is based on shape grammars and genetic algorithms.
Section 4 concludes this paper with a short discussion of present results and some indications of future work.

2.    Adaptive Information Access Interface
2.1            Adaptation of a system to personal users' needs
The first hypothesis underlying the Adaptive UI holds that a visual representation of any form of advice should have
some appeal to the user. Then, presumably, it becomes possible to make the advisor more credible, so that it might
become easier for users to identify themselves with the advisor. A visual appearance, that is the visual attributes of a
shape, are the parameters that can be subject to personalization. Such personalization of a user interface might help to
experience more natural interaction.
The second hypothesis holds that for a content filtering procedure, user preference profiles should be taken into
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account. These profiles could be represented as sets of earlier selected items that were considered enjoyable by the
user. An advisor will be taken more seriously, if it had high prediction performance in the past.
Traditionally an intentional representation is based on attribute-value pairs that should capture the ‘essence’ of the
user’s taste. In order to verify if a new item should be suggested to the user, it is proposed to assess the ‘distance’
D(N,P) between a new item N and the items P that together form the user’s preference profile. If this distance is
sufficiently small, for instance if it is less than the distance D(N,Q) between the new item and items Q that are
assumed to be outside [1] the user’s preference profile, the Adaptive Choice Assistant could conclude that it is
worthwhile to recommend N to the user; otherwise, a negative advice should be given.
There is a large amount of freedom in the precise version of the offered experience, since the user’s expectations are
most often not very detailed. What can be known about the user’s requirements and preferences typically comes in the
form of examples rather than intentions. For instance: the favorite movies are ‘High noon’ and ‘Once upon a time in
the West’, instead of: ‘for movies, the preferred country=US; the preferred era=1960-1975; preferred style=Western;
preferred suspense-level=average’.
2.3   A poetic experience of ambient intelligence
The experience in the digital environment can purely consist of information contents, like watching television,
browsing the Internet, or reading a virtual book. However, such experience does not have to be reduced to pure
information content. The digital experience can be enriched by non-digital once for instance when remotely buying
cloths after having visited a virtual fashion show or booking a journey after having visited a virtual travel agency.
Both types of scenarios offer experiences for which the Adaptive UI mediates. The experiences are the things that are
offered, that is the digital content, as well as feelings that are associated with these things. In both experiences of
things and feelings the design and art forms in UI development are essential. In this respect the vision of natural
interaction with ambient intelligence goes far beyond commonly used task-actions protocols and it enters the field of
aesthetics. The interaction may be described as an individual experience of a non-human intelligence existing partially
in physical and virtual spaces as an interactive art form. Such an interaction experience is built up of personal feelings
arising from unique situations and mental pictures, which can be compared to the experience of reading and living
through a poetry.
Thus, an interface which would be able to deliver certain personalized and intuitive experiences to a user, should
hypothetically have a poetical attribute. Such a poetical attribute could give an impression of some human-likeness of
the system. This presumably could enable more natural, easy and pleasurable interaction, and in particular information
access. By definition of poetry, the attribute of a poetic interface should be an aesthetic form which provokes an
emotional response through meaning, sound and rhythm. A balance between aesthetics and meaning in a poetic
interface should be achieved, in order to create a comprehensive structure. This balance, that is the unity between form
and function, can be achieved through a creation of an adaptive information access interface.
In this context, adaptive, evolutionary, means growing shape and behaviour of an artificial life populations. This fulfils
the requirement of aesthetic creation of emotional response – having “sound and rhythm”.
And access, namely access to digital content and services, fulfils the requirement of a message carried within the
aesthetic form, that is, having a “meaning”.
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2.2            Communicative Profiles scenario
The information and experiences offered by the Adaptive UI could be of a diverse nature, for example, digital TV or
web content, but it could be also of a less explicit nature, such as information about clothing, food or journeys. The
main characteristic of the digital information as presented in this paper is that it comes in continuous flows and
constantly growing quantities that exceed human abilities to process all of it. It is assumed that users of complex
systems will wish to use only certain parts of the information stream, namely these parts that fit the individual taste. As
long as the individual taste or preference can be expressed by means of a digital description based on personal
experiences, there is a chance of filtering only those small portions of information that could be satisfying to the user.
Next to the continuous flow and constantly growing amounts of information, there is the problem of continuously
changing taste of users. Even a very consistent and self-conscious personality can experience changes of mood.
Adaptive filtering of information and its adaptive and interactive visualization might be a possible solution to these
problems. In order to achieve adaptation, a user representation and a mechanism for user feedback are required. The
user representation, as perceived by the system, refers to the description of user's needs. This representation as
perceived by the user, refers to a visualization of information that describes user needs. In the interface concept
described in this paper, the visual representation of user needs and preferences takes the form of a collection of
favorite items, the so-called user preference profile or user profile. The user's feedback is the necessary input by means
of which the system can adapt to possible changes in user needs.
It is assumed that it can be beneficial for users that their profile, as maintained by the system, could get a visible and
interactive representation. Such a representation in the form of animated shapes that can depict user preferences is
communicative, in the sense of being able to communicate about internal system states and changes in information.
The main interactive role of Communicative Profiles is to be a direct manipulation tool for accessing content. Such a
direct manipulation tool can enable an explicit user feedback. In this way the personalization through adaptation might
be achieved.
The idea of growing potentially infinite amounts of shapes in a process of artificial evolution is proposed as a solution
to the problem of personalization. In this respect the personalization is understood broader than being only the delivery
of filtered digital content, and it includes the appropriate visualization for the adaptive system.
This means that sets of liked or disliked contents are taken as a starting point and the problem of interactive
visualization is how to show the changing status of such sets, as well as how to show that different sets belong to
different users, assuming that all users would like to identify themselves with their own representation, and would want
to recognize to whom visible sets belong.

Below there are definitions of these features of communicative profiles that are essential for the interactive
visualization in a poetic access interface. Access means here a digital content access of data like digital TV programs.
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User profile is a collection of favourite digital contents. The idea of visualization of a user profile assumes existence of
an animated body. The animation, that is behaviours of the body, depends on processes inside of the body, in the socalled “belly”, as well as outside, within the environment. In the c-profiles interface concept the bodies of user profiles
exist within a video-stream environment and their bellies contain video-clips. Video-clips can be grouped in sets
according to meta-data content descriptions and according to articulated knowledge of the user. The grouping is done
for the purpose of enabling database–like operations on sets of favourite programs in a pleasurable and engaging
manner.
These sets are not a subject of evolutionary growth.

Fig.1    "Communicative Profiles", animated representations of personal collections of
digital information. A vision of a multi-user interactive board inhabited by a-life
populations.

Fig. 1 shows a multi-user profile, that is a visualization of two sets of favourite content of two different users, which
are displayed on the same screen or on multiple screens at the same time. Social interaction amongst users is enabled
this way, and an interaction amongst profiles of different users is possible.
The idea of applying an evolutionary growth of shapes assumes that the bodies of user profiles can adapt to individual
users in the process of growth. In this way generated shapes can enable personalization of communication. Visual
adaptation of the interface is achieved by introducing a set of default shapes, from which users can select the preferred
one. The selected shape indicates the direction of evolution of an individual user profile, as shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2   A set of default shapes. The user can select a preferred shape which
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will indicate the direction of growth of an embodiment of a user profile.

The final shape of a profile body depends not only on the style chosen by a user, but it is also determined by
behaviours, which depend on environmental circumstances, such as the spatial arrangement of content, which might
provoke a quicker growth of some limbs and atrophy of others.
This means that even if each “embryo” will have encoded a possibility of growth of, say, at most five legs, it is not
necessarily the case that it will grow all of them, neither what precise shape and size they will be.
The coded features of possible growth – that is “genes” - are the graphemes [5] resulting from the parameterisation of
shapes. The approach to parameterize shapes for growth is described in detail in the next section.
Besides their largely unpredictable growth, profiles will have defined behaviours to communicate in a natural way
about their current status. This means that they will be allowed to grow, for example, a hand to be able to wave, if a
filtering agent will find a piece of content relevant to user preferences. In this way a human-like emotional
communication of system messages can be preserved without explicit imitation of a human body which proved to be
controversial in user interfaces [6].
Explicit feedback is seen as the crucial interaction tool, which can give a feeling of control over an adapting system. In
graphical user interfaces explicit feedback can be given through direct manipulation, that is selecting, clicking,
dragging and dropping, etc.
Below, in fig. 3 a-h, the interface design concept is presented. It shows a possibility for the interactive application of
evolutionary grown shapes.
a. An initial profile
This is a shape depicting a favorite piece of
digital content, for example, a digital TV
program.
The profile gets its initial shape at a moment
when a user notifies the system that (s)he likes
what (s)he is currently watching.
b. A growing communicative user profile
The profile grows limbs and a face to be able to
grasp, look at, compare and swallow cells
depicting contents of high preference.
Limbs are also seen as a necessary means of a
gesture based communication with users.

c. A grown-up profile
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After a period of time, when a lot of programs
have been selected or accepted by a user, the
“belly” of the profile grows big.
Selection means voting on currently watched
content.
Acceptance means agreement on contents, which
is offered by the filtering mechanism.
d. Split/merge cells (1)
A user can split the profile, for example with a
button press on the remote control. The profile
splits according to the meta-data contents
description, for example into groups showing
different genres.
The profile shows two genre groups.
These are, for example, two news programs and
four movies.
e. Split/merge cells (2)
This is the same profile as above, but split
according to a different criterion. These are, for
example, two favorite TV channels. Each group
has three programs.

f. Divide body
The profile could split its body into many smaller
bodies, which then act independently.
Such ability is foreseen for large profiles, when a
user would like to have a simplified view, and
interact only with one set at a time, for example,
only with movies, or only with news, etc.

g. Offering of a filtered content.
As a result of filtering some content which might
be relevant is offered to the user, so that s(he)
could accept or reject the offer.
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A new finding is communicated by the profile, in
this case by waving an arm.

h. Deletion of a program
A program, which relevance has decreased, can
be deleted. It disappears from the user profile.
The profile gets thinner and communicates this
operation on the set of content, for instance by a
trembling body.

Fig. 3 a-h. Communicative profiles interface scenario

3.   INTERACTIVE AND ADAPTIVE ANIMATION SYSTEM
The idea of applying generative art forms in order to deliver personalized poetic-like experiences while accessing
information might be realized through the development of an interactive and adaptive animation system. To achieve
such an aim two conditions have to be fulfilled: the animation must adapt visually and it has to enable direct access to
information.
Amongst the existing systems there are examples of evolutionary interactive installations which enable growth of
graphical forms [7], but these are not information access interfaces, and as such they do not enable direct manipulation
in terms of information access.
Other systems are real-time interactive animations [8]. These enable direct manipulation and information access, but
they are not adaptive. The visual forms do not change over time.
The development of the interactive and adaptive animation system is progressing in two phases. The first phase aims at
the creation of evolving forms which are interactive at a simple level of selection of generated graphical shapes, as
explained below. The second phase aims at the application of an adaptive information access algorithm and is outside
the scope of this paper.

3.1     A reference architecture for an Adaptive Choice Assistant
An example of an Adaptive UI, that is an Adaptive Choice Assistant is based on the same hypotheses as the interface
design concept described in section 2. The Adaptive Choice Assistant architecture is depicted in fig. 4 below.
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Fig. 4   The diagram shows the distinguished components of an Adaptive Choice Assistant

The area (1) depicts the components that together form the Adaptive Choice Assistant. The source of information
contents is depicted in (2). The purpose (3) of the Adaptive Choice assistant is to help the user in making a selection of
the items in (2).
Different Adaptive Choice Assistants might exist per item type, for instance for selecting television programs, the
Assistant might be an electronic program guide (EPG) embedded in a set-top box. Given the particular purpose of this
Choice Assistant, an Adaptive UI module (4) can be conceived that is characterized by two internal components: the
first one is a (user preference) profile, which holds a collection of items P that were enjoyed in the past and possibly
also a collection of items Q that were disliked in the past. The second component is a filter that compares the relative
distances D(N,P) and D(N,Q), for new incoming items N. Any new incoming item is passed by this filter and the
outcome of the relative distances triggers the subsequent behaviors of the interface module, which are generated in (5).
Further, the user interface module (4) manages the sets P and Q. Gradual changes in the user’s preference profile could
lead to the removal of old items or to replacement by other items. Also these updates give rise to visual behaviors,
which might require user feedback.
At a high level, a behavior consists of rather complex motion patterns, each motion pattern associated to one type of
database update or one primitive interaction clause. At a lower level, these behaviors are decomposed in terms of
primitive motion primitives: waving a tentacle, grasping an icon, jumping up and down to draw attention, and so on.
These low-level motions are generated in module (6). Module (7) represents the articulated ‘body’ topology of the
moving creature; it represents all kinetic degrees of freedom. However, the components in (7) are not directly visible:
they could be seen as skeletons. The actual geometric shape of the various parts that adorns these skeletal elements in
many possible ways is determined in module (8), and the visual quality in the form of color schemes, textures and
(faked) illumination effects is added in module (9). As in the example of our pre-prototype, the total animated images
may contain both the synthesized moving creatures and iconic material that represents the current preference profile.
Of course, the motions of the animated creatures should drive the placement of these icons, and module (10) manages
this. Notice that it gets its contents from the current state of the preference profile component. The rendered animated
advisor-creature and the iconic material that represents the current preference profile is shown on a display device (12)
that may or may not form a physical unity with the display device that shows the actual visual contents (13), for
example a TV screen, a virtual book or an LCD screen. A separate module, (11), that falls outside the scope of the
Adaptive Choice Assistant is responsible for showing the actual visual contents which can be selected from the profile.
Further, there could be other means to communicate the selected experience-item to the user: from electronically
controlled devices such as kitchen equipment to door-to-door delivery services. All these functions are assumed to be
in module (14). Finally, a very important module (15) is placed outside the Adaptive Choice Assistant. This is a
mechanism offering a direct selection of contents. Since a useful profile that truly represents user's taste will only grow
over time, there have to be means to solve the ‘cold start problem’. The first couple of choices for a new user cannot
be made using the filter mechanism outlined above. So the first entries in P will result from direct selection.
A primary mechanism for adaptation is the dynamic update of the sets P (likes) and optionally Q (dislikes). But
according to the first hypothesis in sub-section 2.1, the visual appearance of the advisor should also adapt. A general
proposed mechanism is the following: each of the modules (5), (6), (8), and (9) can be defined by means of a set of
rules that generate a behavior, a motion, a shape and a rendering style. The shape module (8) indicates a possible way
of implementing and applying these rules, as explained in sub-section 3.2. Every rule has a weight factor, and rules
can by applied at random where the chance that a rule is chosen is determined by its weight factor. The rules should be
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such that whatever rules are applied, in whatever order, the total behavior is always according to the high-level goals
as defined in (3), and the updates to preference profiles and the filtering actions always take place in an appropriate
way. Also, whatever the precise shape, defined by the shape-formation rules, it has always to be compatible with the
structure as defined in (7), since this structure is necessary to execute the motion patterns that together form the visual
representation of the database updates on the sets P and Q.
With these rules, adaptation to the user’s taste can be realized through an evolutionary process [9]. At specified time
points, for example once per interaction session, some random selections of rules is performed, and behavior, motion,
shape and rendering styles are constructed according to the selected rules. All of this should generate a small number
of different creatures which are all identical with respect to the semantics of the activities they perform in order to
convey the system messages, e.g. database operations. They are, however, very different with respect to the further
details of their behavior, their motions, their shape and their rendering styles. Next the user is asked to select one of
these creatures. The weights or fitness of the rules that contributed to the generation of the chosen version are
somewhat increased; whereas the weights of the other rules are decreased. A new generation of creatures is then
performed, where the probability of using a certain rule is proportional to its fitness. In the next session, the exercise is
repeated; where it is made sure that the preferred creature of last time is again among the offered alternatives. In this
way, the user is certain that he never gets creatures that are a worse match to his taste than the previous time. In this
process, the population of creatures evolves, together with the set of weights of the rules generating those creatures. It
is assumed that the set of weights obtained in this way forms a representation for the user’s taste according to behavior
details, motions details, shapes and rendering styles. If this can be confirmed, the mechanism will indeed lead to
converging weights, and hence, to a creature that is adapted to the user’s taste.
3.2     A rule-based shape definition: applications of generative art
Of all the modules (5), (6), (8), and (9) in the reference architecture of the Adaptive Choice Assistant, through which
adaptation can be achieved by means of generation rules, the shape generator is the most straightforward to conceive.
This can be done through a combination of a shape grammar and non-linear warping. Shape grammars have been used
to describe shapes in a procedural way [10, 11, 12, 13]. A shape grammar, as defined in the context of this paper,
consists of a finite set of substitution rules. A substitution rule has three components:
        a type name-substitution rule,
        a structure-substitution rule,
        and a shape-substitution rule.
A substitution rule serves to substitute a shape segment by one or more other shape segments. A shape segment is, in
its simplest form, a curve together with a quadrilateral (ABCD) and a type name. A type name-substitution rule has
the form
<type name 0> ® <type name 1><type name 2><type name 3> …<type name n>,
for instance: U®VU.
The structure-substitution rule and the shape-substitution rule define what the two curves, in this case, and the
quadrilaterals are that together will replace the single shape segment with type name U from the left hand side of the
type name-substitution rule. The structure-substitution rule and the shape-substitution rule that accompany the type
name-substitution rule U®VU are defined graphically. This replacement rule is shown in fig. 5.
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The interpretation of this image is as follows. Whenever this rule is to be applied onto an existing shape segment, this
shape segment has to have name-type ‘U’ (this is expressed by the left hand clause, ‘U’ in the type name-substitution
rule U®VU). If such an existing shape segment, say u1, has been found, a transformation is constructed that maps the
quadrilateral ABCD in the above figure to u1’s quadrilateral. It can be shown that such a mapping is a so-called bilinear transformation. This geometric mapping is then applied to the two quadrilaterals in the right hand part: the
dashed one and the dash-dotted one. The same geometric transformation is also applied onto the two thick curves (the
solid curve and the stippled curve). These two curves will replace the original curve that belonged to u1. Further, u1’s
quadrilateral is replaced by the two smaller (transformed) quadrilaterals, the dashed one and the dash-dotted one.
Finally, the name type ‘U’ for the entire segment u1 is now replaced by a concatenation of two name types, ‘V’ and
‘U’. This means that in a next round, the same rule could again apply to the right most newly created shape segment;
however, in order to replace the left most newly created shape segment, we cannot use this rule. If no rule was
provided that has the name type ‘V’ in its left hand part, it cannot be transformed at all; in this case it is called a
terminal symbol. If one or more rules of the form ‘V® ….’ are provided, these rules could be applied at a later stage,
and the shape segment is called a non-terminal symbol.
As mentioned, it has particular advantages to specify the geometric transformation that will be applied by means of the
structure-substitution rule in terms of bi-linear transformations, parameterised by quadrilaterals. Indeed, suppose that
the shape segment that belongs to u1 has a curve that starts in the point A of u1’s quadrilateral and ends in the points
D of u1’s quadrilateral. We observe that the two new curves then have the same property. So if the original curve was
connected to the rest of the shape (that is, the rest of the shape connected exactly to the points A and D of u1’s
quadrilateral), then this connection is maintained throughout the shape segment substitution. Even stronger: suppose
that the shape segment belonging to u1 was tangent to AB and tangent to CD, and that the rest of the shape smoothly
connected to u1’s shape segment in A and D (i.e., the tangent of the remaining part of the shape in A was parallel to
AB, and the tangent of the remaining part of the shape in D was parallel to CD), then this smoothness is also
preserved. In other words, using structure-substitution rules that are parameterised by means of quadrilaterals, and that
are implemented by means of the bi-linear mapping that maps the destination quadrilateral to the source quadrilateral,
enables us to preserve, if so desired, connectivity (so called C0 continuity) and smoothness (so called C1 continuity).
In this way, subsequent application of rules mimics the development of a complex shape out of a primitive shape. The
figures below illustrate a part of the process that leads to the rules that should generate a complex shape. Fig. 6 shows
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the final shape which a designer wants to obtain. Fig. 7 shows a deconstruction of the final shape into a series of
simpler shapes that represent the growth path leading to the final shape. In order to propagate from one version to the
next over this growth path the rules are needed. The fig. 8 shows how these rules are derived and cast in the form of
substitution rules, including structure substitution in the form of appropriate quadrilaterals.

Fig. 6   The final shape
proposed by designer.

Fig. 7 Deconstruction of the final
shape into number of layers

Fig. 8 The replacement rules for the first growth layer of the final shape.

5.              Conclusions
The Adaptive UI concept introduced in this paper is used as a reference to define an interactive and adaptive animation
system. The interface design concept proposes visual adaptation of shapes in accordance with changes in the system.
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This is a feature that does not exist in conventional user interfaces. In this respect the Adaptive UI idea aims at
creating a different relation with users than currently known interaction paradigms. This relation is based on
understanding of the user by the system and the new interface paradigm is based on adaptation of the interface to user
characteristics with respect to both: the system and the UI. In consequence, personalization is understood here broader
than just a content filtering mechanism. The visual adaptation is a reflection of the taste of an individual user. The
adaptation is enabled by means of interactive animation that is based on generative art principles. In this respect the
Adaptive UI proposes experiences of more natural interaction than is possible when interacting with a conventional UI.
The Adaptive UI is worked out so far as an interface design concept. At the moment the shape component is being
developed in a way that will accept potentially any design style. The further work plan aims at definition of the motion
component. The motion component will specify interactive behaviors of artificial life forms, so that the explicit user
feedback on system functions would be possible.
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Abstract
A surface modelling process of generating bridge decks shape is discussed. The deck shape can be seen as a surface
generated by one cross section moving along the deck longitudinal axe. In that trajectory, the cross section
configuration is modified by the influence of two longitudinal geometric components: the morphological variation of
the depth deck and the flanges thickness along the deck and the layout of the road where the bridge is inserted.
The concept of sweeping representation applied to deck shapes, in what a cross section moves along a longitudinal
trajectory, analytically defined, was implemented in a computer programme oriented to box girder decks. It first allows
the creation of a geometric database of the deck shape and, with that, it automates the generation of cross sections
along the deck with correct shape, position and orientation. Based on those cross sections form, the programme also
allows the automation of deck 3D-face models, required in a bridge design.

1. Deck shape geometric modelling
The surface involving a deck can be seen as generated by a deck cross-section that moves along its longitudinal axe.
This geometric modelling scheme is based on the concept of sweeping construction of models [1][2]: when a polygon
moves along a trajectory, analytically defined, it generates a surface.
In the usual applications of this procedure the configuration of the generator element is not affected [1]. However, on
the deck case, the shape of the generator cross‑section and its transversal orientation are modified, point to point along
the deck, due to the influence of two longitudinal geometric components, acting in simultaneous:
-         The morphologic evolution of the cross‑section shape along the deck, established by the bridge designer;
-         The layout geometry of the road where the bridge is inserted.
1.1 Bridge deck database
To generate a deck as a sweeping model the geometric description of all components is needed. For the box girder
solution, there were selected adequate descriptive methods to define the exact geometry of each component. It is, then,
possible to create a geometric database of any real case of a deck. The database is formed with the generator crosssection shape data, the longitudinal morphology evolution data and the layout of the road geometry data (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Geometric database of the deck

The selected descriptive methods deal with the geometric components and the characteristic data usually managed by
the designer. So, the use of those descriptive methods results natural.
1.2 Sweeping modeling process
Analysing the way how the several deck shape components contributes for the real deck configuration, it was possible
to establish the algorithms that allows automatically the generation of cross-sections along the deck. The algorithms
use directly the database created for each real case.
This generating procedure calculates cross-sections with shape, position and spatial orientation correctly defined
(Figure 2). Those cross‑sections are used to automate the generation of the deck 3D geometric models usually required
by the bridge designer in presentation sessions.

Figure 2. Deck sweeping model

1.3 Computer programme
The methodology here presented was implemented in a computer programme oriented to box girder decks [3][4]. This
bridge solution type is one of the most frequent and it usually presents a complex shape. Then, this programme is of
great practical interest.
The programme is structured in three sequential modules. Each one corresponds to a geometric modelling step (Figure
3): the creation of the deck geometric database, the process of cross-sections generation along the deck and, finally, the
automatic elaboration of different kind of deck representations. In follow, is presented the concepts inherent to the
development of each module.
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Figure 3. Modular structure of the computer programme

2. Creation of a deck database
The module that allows the creation of the database of a deck real case is structured in three sub‑modules. Each one
allows the description of one deck shape morphologic component:
-         The generator cross-section configuration;
-         The deck depth and the webs and slabs thickness geometric evolution along the longitudinal axe;
-         The layout of the road geometry components (horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, superelevation and
superwidth).
The characteristic data of those components are structured in independent files and, later on, they are used to generate
automatically cross-sections along the deck.
2.1 Cross-section shape data
To describe the shape of a significant cross-section of a real case of bridge, the parameterised shape, presented in
Figure 4, is used. This method is adequate to define families of shapes, such as different solutions of a cross-section
type.

Figure 4. Parameterised shape established for box girder cross-section solution
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This parameterised form has sufficient details to permit the description of a great number of real cases of the box
girder deck solution. The associated parameters correspond to the dimensions normally used on this kind of drawings:
{B, b, h, b 1, b 2, b 3, b 4, b 5, b 6, h 1, h 2, h 3, h 4, h 5, h 6, h 7}                                                        (1)

The procedure that allows the generation of cross‑sections along the deck is based on the definition of analytical
expressions for each longitudinal deck edges. To establish that, a constant number of vertices included on the crosssection outlines must be admitted and, also, an identical numeration of those vertices. On the parameterised shape it
was identified 18 vertices, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Numeration of the vertices included on the cross-section outlines

The cross-section descriptive sub-module transposes the dimensions data to a format more suited to the geometric
transformation that, later on, the generator element is going to be submitted. This other format is a vertex co-ordinates
array refereed to a local orthogonal axes system (x and z, Figure 5). The vertex co-ordinates are listed in a file.
2.2 Deck longitudinal morphology
The deck longitudinal configuration is characterised by periodicity of shape limited by their spans. The central spans of
decks are usually symmetric and two types of morphology compose the lateral ones. As a descriptive method it was
established that: first, each deck span is divided in two segments and, then, its exact shape is described (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Deck divided in segments of regular morphology

In order to define the deck shape, the bridge designer establishes the analytical functions related to the deck dept
variation and to the webs and slabs (top and bottom) thickness variation. The deck dept variation modes considered
are:
-         Constant, linear and parabolic evolution (Figure 6);
And for the webs and slabs thickness variation there were considered only:
-         Constant and linear increment.
The developed procedure that allows the geometric characterisation of this component is based on the definition of
parameterised generic shapes for each type of variation. In Figure 7 is presented the generic parameterised form
defined as a span segment established for the parabolic dept deck variation. The parameters related to the generic
shape characterise, directly and completely, that type of variation. They are sufficient to represent the trajectory
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defined by each cross‑section vertex when it sweeps a deck segment.

Figure 7. Parameterised sketch for parabolic deck variation

To define the real shape of a deck, all segments of the deck must be described. For each one the type of variation
presented is classified and, then, the adequate values for each generic parameterised sketch must be indicated. The data
are organised by deck segment in a file to be used later on.
2.3 Layout of the road geometry
Finally, is described the geometry established for the layout of the road corresponding to the location where the bridge
is going to be inserted. To characterise the components of the layout geometry: horizontal alignment, vertical
alignment, superelevation and superwidth, are used the data normally managed by the designer. All this information is
included in the preliminary design documentation of the new bridge given to the bridge designer. The data are
structured in regular geometric segments (a circular arc, a clotóide arc, a straight line, …) and listed in independent
files for each sub‑component.
In a real case, those files complete the geometric database of the deck.

3. Cross-section shape definition
The generator cross-section (defined as a list of 18 vertices, Figure 5) modifies its shape, orientation and spatial
location, when it moves along the deck. Two steps compose the cross‑section generation procedure:
-         First, a series of cross‑sections is defined along the deck. Their shapes are determined due only to the deck
dept variation and the slabs and webs thickness variation. The deck in this stage is, then, admitted straight
and horizontal;
-         Later on, each cross-section is adapted to the layout of the road geometry. For that, the vertex array of each
cross-section is submitted to successive geometric transformations.
3.1 Cross‑section generation along the deck
The shape of a cross-section included in a deck segment is obtained using the trajectory of each vertex of the
generator cross‑section when it moves along the segment. Each trajectory is the result of the influence of four
longitudinal components (deck dept and webs and slabs thickness variations), acting in simultaneous over the segment.
However, each final trajectory can be obtained by the addition of individual trajectories correspondent each one to a
sub‑component. It is admitted that each sub-component acts in an independent way over the segment. The analytical
function of an individual trajectory is defined using the respective geometric parameters associated to the generic
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parameterised shape. In a concrete case the parameters take the correspondent dimension values included on the deck
geometric database (previously created).
Let us determine, for example, the shape of the cross-section S included in a segment submitted to a deck dept
parabolic variation (Figure 8) and to a bottom slab thickness linear variation (Figure 9). For the vertices of the initial
cross-section, S0 , involved in each type of variation, increments of co-ordinates, Dx and Dz, are obtained in the
respective developed routine. Next, the increments are added to the vertex co-ordinates list of the initial cross-section
in order to obtain the final shape of the S cross-section.
Then, for the bottom slab vertices (vertices 4, 5, 12 to 15, Figure 5) of the cross‑section, there are obtained the
increments Dx 1 () and Dz 1 (), due only to the deck dept variation (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Increments due to deck dept variation

For the intern vertices (12 to 15, Figure 5) there are determined the increments Dx 2 () and Dz 2 () due to the linear
increment of the bottom slab thickness (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Increments due to bottom slab thickness variation

The vertex co-ordinates list x() and z() of the S cross‑section is, now, obtained by adding those increments to x 0 () and
z 0 () co-ordinates of the S0 initial cross‑section:
for i = 1 to 18

                                                                                   (2)

In these expressions, the increments Dx k() and Dz k() related to vertices not affected by any kind of variation, are zero.
The final vertex co-ordinates are listed in a file and, later on, used on the adaptation of the cross-section to the
required layout of the road geometry.
3.2 Adaptation of cross-sections to the road geometry
Using directly the files of the road geometry included in the database, the programme determines the geometric
characteristics of the road for each sub-component, at the kilometric point that localises each cross-section on the road.
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To incorporate the superwidth data (SW) over the cross-section, the extension of one (Figure 10) or both cross-section
cantilevers have to be incremented:
for i = 1 to 2

                                                                                                     (3)

Figure 10. The extension of one cantilever is incremented by adding the superwidth

Next, the cross-section is adapted to the superelevation (SE). The cross-section is, then, submitted to a bi‑dimensional
rotation as a rigid body (Figure 11). The initial cross-section co-ordinates array, x 0 () and z 0 (), is multiplied by a
rotational matrix defined over the cross‑section plane x,z [7]:

                                                    (4)

with,
                                                                                                            (5)

Figure 11. The superelevation data imposed over the cross-section

Later on, the cross-section is localised and oriented on the cartographic (Figure 12) referential, using the geometric
data (M, P and azimuth) of the horizontal alignment and the elevation value of the vertical alignment, obtained at the
cross-section kilometric point (KP).
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Figure 12. Cross-section adapted to the horizontal alignment geometry

The cross-section vertex co-ordinates x 0 (), y 0 ()=0 and z 0 () are affected of a spatial transfor-mation matrix [7] in order
to obtain the final position of the cross‑section, x(), y() and z():

            (6)

with,

.

In this way, the cross-sections generated along the deck and transformed by adaptation to the superwidth and
superelevation geometry, stays correctly located and oriented in a spatial referential (Figure 2). These cross-section
files are used on the automatic generation of deck representations.

4. Deck 3D face model generation
It was developed an algorithm that allows the automatic execution of a deck 3D model, defined in the DXF format [6].
The DXF structure of a graphical entity is constant. Only the numeric values that particularise an entity are distinct.
So, the drawing module includes a routine for each entity type used in any deck representation. The geometric
parameters of each entity are variables. The routine concretises the variables with the values that identify its
representation and list the entity in the DXF format [6] into the drawing file in creation. In a concrete case the
graphical entities, that form the model, are defined using the co-ordinate data of the cross-sections generated along the
deck.
The model is formed by a series of surface patches (3DFACE) defined by four vertices. Each entity is limited by
identical par of vertices of sequential numeration, i and i+1, belonging to two consecutive cross-sections, n and n+1
(Figure 13). The four vertex co-ordinates, x s (), y s () and z s (), of the 3DFACE entity are defined by,
xs(1)=x0(i,n)                  ys(1)=y0(i,n)                        zs(1)=‑z0(i,n)
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xs(2)=x0(i+1,n)          ys(2)=y0(i+1,n)                    zs(2)=‑z0(i+1,n)                                  (7)
xs(3)=x0(i+1,n+1)   ys(3)=y0(i+1,n+1)                zs(3)=‑z0(i+1,n+1)
xs(4)=x0(i,n+1)          ys(4)=y0(i,n+1)                    zs(4)=‑z0(i,n+1)

where the co-ordinates, x 0 (), y 0 () and z 0 (), are data included in the cross-sections file used to compose the model.

Figure 13. Definition of a surface patch in the deck 3D model

The model is formed by two tubular longitudinal surfaces: one representing the exterior shape of the deck and the other
its interior. The effect of opacity required for the deck top cross‑sections is obtained defining an adequate triangulation
with a set of 3DFACE elements (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Projection of a deck 3D model

Is possible to apply algorithms over the bridge deck face model to simulate colour, material patterns and the incidence
of different types of light. Then, this model, presenting a realist image, is of great interests in the conceptual design
phase and in the presentation sessions of the new bridge.

5. Example
It was characterised a real case of bridge deck [8]. The data obtained by the descriptive process, using the developed
computer programme, form the geometric database of the deck.
The cross-section, presented in Figure 15, was characterised using the parameterised generic cross‑section included in
Figure 4. The values given to the parameters correspond to the dimensions represented in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Initial cross-section

The deck segment, where the initial cross-section is inserted, is characterised by a parabolic evolution of its dept. The
parabolic curve is defined with the values shown bellow corresponding to the parameters associated to the longitudinal
parameterised shape represented in Figure 7.
Dh=1.0m                            l=32.25m                                l a =1.5m                                  (8)

Along the same deck segment, the bottom slab thickness is incremented in a linear way. The exact mode of variation
of the slab thickness is defined by the values presented bellow corresponding to the parameters related to the generic
parameterised sketch established for this type of evolution (presented in Figure 16).
e1=0.23m      e2=0.15m       e3=0.0m       l 1=22.65m        l 2=8.5m     l 3=1.1m      l a =1.5m     (9)

Figure 16. Generic parameterised sketch for bottom slab thickness linear variation

The layout of the road geometry is also described. Directly using the created database it was possible to generate a
series of cross-sections localised at constructive joints and other specific points required in the definition of the
longitudinal deck representation.
Using those cross-sections, it was possible to obtain the DXF file corresponding to the 3D face model projected in
Figure 17 of the described deck segment. The model is formed with the cross-section visualised in that projection.

Figure 17. Axonometric projection of a deck segment

6. Conclusions
The proposal deck modelling scheme allows the automation of deck 3D models, needed in a bridge design process,
using a geometric database representative of the real deck shape as a mean of integration.
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The principal advantages of the use of the developed programme are:
-         The possibility to visualise, in a quick way, projections of a deck 3D model from different points of view.
The model is formed with cross-sections correctly defined in shape, orientation and position. This model
takes advantage over the traditional approximate modes of defining deck 3D models;
-         The deck shape redefinition, needed on the conceptual design phase, is easily actualised on the deck
geometric database. Then, any modification of the initial shape is rapidly visualised (in the form of plane
drawings and perspectives). It conduces to an optimised definition of deck shapes.
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